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The ocean depths have evoked wonder and fear ever since their expansive.
mobile silrface was viewed by an ancestor millennia ago. These emotions
actually have magnified with time and with growing sophistication in
.exploring and exploiting the deep ocean. Thus our Frobcs-instrument,
sampling, and man-carrying-have found unbelievable lift forms existing,
apparently contentedly, in an ever-changing, high-pressure liquid environment, and suflicicnt scientific, technological and economic challenges to keep
whole populations gainfully and happily engaged for many more millennia.
And replacing (almost completely) the imaginary monsters of the deep arc
well-authenticated ones, casually and ceaselessly crisscrossing and cquippcd
with powers great enough to destroy any surface ship and, indeed, whole
cities and nations hundreds of miles away.
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Man has reacted strongIy to such stimuli. Survival elicited the more vigorous
response, and underwater-missile weapons, called torpedoes, are being
readied to destroy the current monsters, called submarines, by an explosive
charge carried to their sides. A similar missile with instruments instead of
explosives can also explore the depths and so man’s fear may bc miti@ed
and his curiosity satisfied by a single technology: that of underwater guided
missiles.
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In contrast to space, where new propulsion methods were required to
perform first-generation tasks, state-of-the-art techniques could be adapted to
propel the first underwater missiles. But as underwater performance requirements increase, more specialized propulsion will be demanded, first in
torpedoes and then in probes. This volume provides a technical and
descriptive background on the propulsion of unmanned undcrwatcr missiles.
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Because the lion’s share of underwater missile propulsion technology has
been developed for a weapon and therefore lies in a dcfensc-sensitive area.
this book did not move to press quickly: the quasi-legal process of
appropriate “sillli!iz;ltion” required well over two years. Although, necessarily, information on actual torpedoes is excluded, basic technology on underwater missile propulsion, including examples, is contained in the book.
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The book comprises thirty-one articles prepared by experts. hlost are from
papers originally presented at classified meetings of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, a few from previous AIAA publications, and
a number newly prepared. Virtually all were extensively modilicd for the
book. They arc grouped in the order next discussed.
The initial section of the book is an “Introduction to Underwater Missile
Propulsion.” It discusses objectives of torpedo propulsion and some objec-

tivcs of instrumcntcd missiles, the latter based on selected examples. A
thcorctical comparison of rocket, heat, and fuel ccl1 cngincs for underwater
missiles is included. Since the purposes of various missiles diner, optimum
powerplants also differ; fortunately, there arc enough potential engine types
to fit virtually any missile riced. Certain powerplant adaptations are very
efficient in the underwater cnvironmcnt, and even some rockets have
propulsive performances at great depths that far exceed their capabilities in
air, despite the greater back pressure underwater.
As indicated in the section on “Underwater Missile Propulsors,” rotating
propcllcrs are generally used, since they are effuzient at the relative low
speeds that are common underwater. Shrouding the propeller to produce a
pumpjet often provides means to better match the thruster and powerplant,
and fundamental-empirical methods used in designing pumpjets is covered.
Dcspitc relative inefficiency underwater, rocket thrusters may have their
place, if specialized new propellants are used, together in some instances
with missile staging.
“Underwater Missile srag,” some three orders of magnitude greater than in
sea-level air, is t/~e obstacle to undcrwatcr movcmcnts. Methods of cstimating the drag of missiles are described; these are not simple exercises for the
uninitiated. Specialized shapes reduce drag by delaying turbulance, and
certain materials introduced into the boundary layer reduce drag of normal
body shapes by mechanisms as yet unknown.
Batteries are commonly used to power “Electrical Engines for Underwater
Missile Propulsion.” However, their performance potential would improve if
they better fitted the available space in the missile, if only primary types
were used, and if more spotcnt clcctrochemical couples were dcvelopcd.
Alternatively, electricity can be supplied to the missile engines by a thin wire
from a generator located at the launch platform. Whatever electrical system
is used, the ener,y source-engine-propulsor combination must be optimized
as a unit. A wild-blue-yonder electrical propulsion possibility, also discussed,
is an MHD-powered water pump tbnt may be entirely silent.
The state of the art of reciprocating and turbine “Heat Engines for
I.l~~dCW;,t~!: &I! j$ilek” i, well ativallccd. They require specialized propellants
and comp’atible thermodynamic cycles. Jn the usual open-cycle system, the
engine gases exhaust directly to the environment, and performance decreases
with depth. The most energetic underwater propellant combinations are
._
- >*..fuels
. . tnat
. react with
metal
sea water. If used at great depth in an open-cycle
system, thcsc propellants sh J&trc7IZ&cd nt very grcnt intcrnnl prcssurcs15,000 psi is-qne sugg / W o n - to provide a high prcssurc ratio--for the engine.
Closed cycles in ,which the propcllnnt products exchange their heat to the
engine working fluid are also suitable for underwater missiles. Nuclear
energy, used in this same manner, can provide virtually unlimited range.
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Whether the purpose of the underwater missile is to destroy or to obscrvc.
internally prc.xi:lcC:d noises are distracting in an cnvirmmcnt wlicrc snl!::ti i
a primary mc;!~?s 01’ cxtcrnal pcrccption. Impacts of meshing gzsr tcctlr ;:i’c .(
major source rjf’ noise at a spectrum of frequencies. The background of gear
noise reduction, some of its theory, and means to effect its minimization arc
discussed in the section on “Gear Noise of Underwater Missiles.”
Initial testing of new underwater missiles and components is best performed
out of the ocean. As a result, a testing regime has evolved: from static to
tethered to free-flight. Examples are described in the section on “Propulsion
Test Facilities for Underwater Missiles.” Al! such facilities are very spccialized, including the final one described whose purpose is to elucidate torpedo
gear noises.
As is probably true of all such compilations of papers, this one does nor
completely cover its subject. Nevertheless, it providss the best avail,lblc
-‘---It is ~hc Editor’s hope
modern covcragc OE undcrwntcr missile propulsion.
that it will whet appctities of its readers for further information on this
growing discipline and provide an awareness of what can be done.
The Editor has many a “thank you” to make. Thcsc arc to CETEC
Corporation, Mountain View, Calif.; United Technology Center, Sunnyvale,
Calif.; and to Texaco Experiment, Inc., Richmond, Va.; all organizations
who have furuishcd direct assistance to him in preparing the book. Thanks
also go to the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, who
graciously made many papers available, and most important, to the numcrous authors and to their organizations, half Naval and half industrial, who
labored so long and hard on manuscripts; to them I also say, “well done!”
December 1967
Leonard Grc+wr, C’olurne E&or
I.,

i

CETEC Corporation
Mountain View, California
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Abstract

i

The subsystems of a torpedo powerplant arc optimized to ~CC~Jplish the task of the weapon-- to destroy a surface ship or a
submarine.
Since these targets can outdistance a premature11
detected torpedo and sonar is used for detection, noise from
the torpedo propulsion mechanism must be low. Methods to r~.c!rlct
underwater drag can improve torpedo performance if the associated mechanisms do not replace a disproportionately large por
tion of the powerplant. Propeller-type thrusters are alw:$ys
used in torpedoes, and shrouded propellers (pumpjets) often
permit a better match between thruster and engine. Since the
propulsion-energy source is the greatest volume of any torpedcs
subsystem, batteries for electrical torpedoes and propell:lnts
for heat engines are sought with greater energy densities, as
are more efficient electrical motors and heat engines. Heel t
engines, including their propellants, cycles, and mechanical
parts, must be optimized as a unit, and specialized heat t:nginc:
can operate independently of depth.
Introduction
Torpedo<*:; have evolved from immobile II itldcn undcrwa tcr I~nnll~
(resemb1-i.l~~; mines) to explosives attached by spdr or cabl<. tc‘
moving ships or freely floating on water and guided by expect
currents, through several generations with crude internal prcapulsion and guidance, and finally to today’s sophisticated SI 1:
propelled and guided underwater missile. Present torpedoes
attack moving targets at great distances, so their powerplants
are important. This paper is a qualitative introduction to tl.8
sub jcc t of modern torpedo propulsion. Whi lc torpedoes fc~r:nr~~

__ __ ~-.-- ._..

-~

_ ----

*Largely tnken from references 1 through 16. Further Jc: o
----are in papers within this book.
$ Scientist - Research and Development
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attacked only surface ships, submarines at great underwater
depths are also current targets: a guided torpedo with an
explosive charge may be the only practical means of neutralizing such an enemy.

from the tar;:;et, (2) the missile ckn accomplish necessary
maneuvers, and (3) its fuel supply is not prematurely exhausted.
The speed and range of a torpedo is limited by the energy,
stored in it for propulsion, and this is well below the levels
available to its targets --whether these are nuclear or chemical
fueled. Thus, torpedo energy must be used sparingly. Propulsive power requirements increase with the cube of missile velocIt can be shown
ity, so range decreases greatly with speed.
stern
will
be intercepted
that a’moving target attacked from the
at the greatest range when the pursuer’s speed is 50% greater
than the target’s. If the latter may approach 40 knots (reference 17) , then the torpedo should be capable of 60 knots.
This is a respectable velocity underwater: a large torpedo may
require 800 hp to go this fast.

Future capabilities of enemy submarines, and hence requirements for a successful antisubmarine torpedo, are largely predicted from the planned capabilities of our own submarines.
This dictates that newer torpedoes be capable of higher speeds,
greater
depths, and tighter maneuvers in three dimensions, and
operable with lower radiated noise. Self noise is tremendously
undesireable, since it can alert a target in time for it to
escape.
Limiting goals for torpedo noise are set, again on
predictions of our own future sonar. The subsystems of a torpedo are selected, developed, and then integrated in a manner
that achieves the highest kill probability for the total weapon
consistent with cost, and propulsive performances and (resultant) radiated noise are traded against one another.

Noise Reduction _----..

Since noise limits its effectiveness as a weapon, torpedo
noise reduction is a continuing study activity. It has been
approached both theoretically and pragmatically--a vibrationisolating device placed between an offending noise maker and
the torpedo hull often has proved a satisfactory “fix.”

Noise and Speed
Intelligence underwater is largely conveyed by sound, which
is used to detect and to avoid a foe. Noise generally increases
with the velocity of an underwater body because of correspondingly increased rates of movement of internal mechanisms and
increased hydrodynamically induced fluctuations external to the
hull.

A major -noise source, though not the only one, is the speed
reduction machinery between powerplant and rotating propulsor.
Gear pairs do not rotate in perfect mesh. AS a result, morr.cntary relative accelerations lead to impacts and/or discontinudisturbances. 3Zhc.s.e
ous motions, both of which produce sonic
are accentuated when their frequcnces correspond to natural
vibration modes of adjacent or internal parts of the mechanis::.
To minimize such noise sources, dimensional tolerances of torpedo gears are very small and only fine bearings are used.
Gear teeth arc not proportioned solely for maximum load-carryin!,
capacity, since this results in variable stiffness in height
and leads to flexures and resultant noise. Spur teeth, un!ess
very specinlly designed, are avoided in favor of helical t::pes
Noise is also
which have scvcral teeth in simultaneous mesh.
between
meshing
gear teeth
produced when displacement of air
Noise
is
not
entirely
eliminated
occurs at sonic velocity.
even when gears are replaced by smooth rollers, in intimate
contact or separated by a liquid transfer medium, although thi+
approach is promising.
._-_- .:-- - -- _-.-.
Drag Reduction

To show the importance of noise to a torpedo, consider that
a torpedo has been launched and properly directed and is now
approaching an enemy submarine. A final underwater run to
intercept is involved, during which the submarine will be, as
always, monitoring external sounds and will take evasive action
when its suspicions are aroused. The instant the approaching
torpedo can be detected depends on many things, including its
distance from the target and the level and frequency distributions of the torpedo’s noise. Since torpedo noise increases
with its velocity, velocity is (hopefully) programmed to pre-le.+.: detection 3; uLbc-nces where the submarine can run from
its pursuer until the torpedo exhausts its lesser reserve of
fuel. On the other hand, too slow 6 torpedo speed permits the
submarine to leisurely escape on recognizing an attack.
At any rate, the ma- c-f a torpedo must be greater
than that of -the submarine, and it will usually be employed
during the f.inal attack when the submarine will proba-bly be
,.--- aware of its close pursuer. Even here, torpedo speed must be
adjusted so that (1) self noise does not mask sonar return
;. .
t3

4

----_ql_

Bodies moving within water are resisted by drag forces nlmnc.s[
three order,. of magnitude greater than in sea level air at the
same velocity, due to the proportionately greater density

c
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of water.
drag.

This provides a great incentive to lower underwater

The time-honored method to reduce drag is with specialized
shapes.
It is well known that certain pear-shaped body contours
experience lower 3;ag than rounded-end, right circular cylinders
o f cq~21 talum.3.
rZle former shape, however, is not satisfactory
for torpedoes, since it is less efficiently stored aboard Naval
ships, does not fit within standard torpedo tubes, and does not
efficiently enclose normal torpedo subsystems. Very smooth body
exteriors also have less drag, since protuberances trip turbulance at low Reynold’s numbers. However, this is difficult to
maintain during the storage and the repetetive practice firings
of a torpedo. Generally
speaking, the familiar rounded nose,
cylindrical midsection, and tapered afterbody of a torpedo with
reasonably smooth exterior has proved a satisfactory compromise
for reasonably low form drag, accomodation to storage needs,
handling, etc.
Drag is also reduced by surrounding the undcrwatcr missile
with a gas so that energy transfer is not directly to water.
To be practical, the means to produce and maintain the gaseous
layer must be less bulky than the portion of the powerplant it
replaces due to the now-lowered thrust requirement, but this
has not been achieved. Drag is also reduced by drawing off the
boundary layer before it develops maximum thickness, but competetively sized mechanisms for doing so have not been developed.
Certain additives, which also induce non-Newtonian flow in water,
reduce drag when present in the boundary layer of a moving body
and this approach may yet prove satisfactory for
use bv , atorpedo.
Underwater Thruster
Simple rocket thrusters are not suitable for torpedoes since
rocket-jet velocities are very high compared to the nomiial
60 knots of a high-speed torpedo which results in very low propulsive efficiency. Instead, rotating propellers are used.
These provide thrust at high propulsive efficiency by accelerating the ambient fluid rearward at an absolute velocity whose
magnitude is the same as that of the missile. Such thrusters
require torque-producing machinery, which is discussed in a
later section.
Rotating thrusters have 1 distinguished history. Originally
they resembled large wood screws. Now they are more or less
canted blades .___----revolying
about their center and used either alone
Jo mer-rota ting pairs. They can be designed for effective operation when only noncavitating or when always cavitating,

_
:
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and gas nt;ly bc injected from the blade tip. They may be k ;XC A
A definitive understand L,:;;
in a shroud to become a pumpjet.
the working of propellers is not at hand and fundamental :,‘;uti
are continuing. The excellent current design procedures cornprise a mixture of fundamentals, empiricism, and art, and final
perfection of a new design involves testing.
There is a trend to consider pumpjets for torpedoes since the>
often provide a more optimum fit with other torpedo requirement<
For example, the shroud on a pumpjet decreases cavitation tell<.
encies at high propeller speeds, and this lowers the speed rtt: II
tion required between powerplant and thruster (a cavitatir.2
propeller is another solution). They can be more efficient
within a smaller overall diameter than can an open propcllcr,
therefore fitting better within size limitations of certain
torpedoes. Finally, if case diameter is not limiting, a pumpjet can be cavitation-free over a wider range of missile spccr.:
than an open propeller.
Energy Source
Torpedoes are considered too small to utilize nuclear encrg:.
Instead, chemical energy is always used after conversion :o ~I(><I
or electricity. Present torpedoes are rcstrictcd to a rncl:;imkl
of 21 in. in diameter and 246 in. in length with roughly li~l:
the internal space, about 10 f t3, for energy storage. Sucbl a
large torpedo needs up to 800 hp to sustain at 60 knots, as
already mentioned, and, to be capable of a 7-min high spctd
run, over 9 hp-hr/ft3 is required. If 35% of the theoretical ‘:
available chemical energy is utilized by the powerplant (o;>pl- .i
mate efficiency of either batteries or heat engines), then :i,>
minimum theoretical energ potential of the stored chcmic‘51s
4
must be abotlt 26 hp-hr/ft . This appreciable energy rcquireswl.'
is somewhat reduced in practice because a torpedo will not trci’ t
an entire run at full speed. However, a greater than 7-m:‘.: (: 1;
tion may IX ncedcd and projected dcvclop:ncnts of both sub .:rili
and surface ships call for increased pcrlormanccs of futu:-2 tU
peodes, ‘illus, 26 hp-hr/ft3 remains a go,xi poa1.
Electrical Energy
Batteries are well established as energy sources for tor;>ed<>:s
They quiesscntly produce electrical energy which is readii). ct..
ducted to an electric motor to provide torque. Moreover, :)att: i
ies do not suffer from the intrinsic Carnot-cycle ineffic&\ncl
The competing electrical energy s o u r c e , .I f
of heat en!*incs.
I.cell, has received less consideration because, at the powc’r
levels required, it does not fit within a torpedo hull.
7

The common lead-acid battery has too low an energy density for
today’s high performance torpedoes and the trend is to use zincsilver or magnesium-silver chloride sea water batteries. These
have potential performance improvements over the lead-acid
battery of 5- and g-fold, respectively. Lesser attention is
also given to more exotic cell couples with greater energy
potentials. However, theoretical output of a cell couple does
not tell the whole story --even the well established silver cell
provides only 30% of its theoretical energy under many torpedo
conditions, and this does not take into account packaging inefficicncies.
Problems to be solved include (1) developing
small
contrivances to keep the battery chemicals in the spatial relationships necessary for effective reaction, (2) means to prevent
the products of the main battery reaction from inhibiting later
reaction and means of preventing side reactions from wasting
the chemicals, and (3) designing the battery to better fit the
space in the torpedo for energy storage.

Drawing from space activities, a r o c k e t - t y p e s o l i d propcll,,nt
is now used ! o energize a torpedo reciprocating engine. The
powerplant cl:-ivcs a small torpedo at satisfactory speeds to
useful range:; because it exploits the high density and relative
simplicity O L a solid propellant.
A problem faced by this and similar powerplants, which expcll
gases from the engine and directly into the ocean, is that
engine pressure-ratio, and therefore performance, decreases
with depth. This degradation is made tolerable in this case
by operating at a relatively high internal pressure. The problem of varying, on demand, the flow rate of the solid propeliant
in order to modulate the speed of the missile, proved intrin:,i.tally more difficult and a liquid monopropellant is being gr,)orlksc:
as a replacement. This liquid is metered to a decomposition
chamber where it produces hot gases.
-_---,
Theoreticaliy the most potent propellants are those in which
the fuel is a metal, as aluminum, magnesium or lithium, since
their combustion releases the most energy on a volume basis.
In genera 1, chcse fuels.will react with an oxidizer carried
within the torpedo, but higher performance is provided when
“free” water from the environment is used as oxidizer--for the
same reason that air-breathing missiles that react “free” air
with carried-fuels have a higher performance than rockets which
carry their oxidizer. The reaction products of metal fuels
include solid oxides, which are not readily compatible with an
Storing and pumping metals into a combustion chamber
engine.
and then achieving efficient chemical reaction are also difficult problem areas. These have received preliminary attcnti.:n
using molten metals or suspensions of finely divided metal p;xrtitles in a liquid; however, no metal-fueled system has been
qualified for a torpedo.
-

Currently, pile-type battery constructions are being developed
in which the anode of one cell directly contacts the cathode of
the next, without intercellar spaces and connections, and with
the complete battery in the form of a right circular cylinder.
For best performance, a primary cell, which is not rechargeable,
should be used since it is less bulky than a secondary cell,
which is rechargeable. However, the inability to recharge the
battery of a recovered torpedo is not a trivial disadvantage
since torpedoes are regularly exercised,
Electric

Motor

Batteries supply electricity for motors and the pair must be
optimized together. The battery constitutes by far the greater
bulk of the two, so more attention is paid to its development
and preference is given to its needs in optimizing the
combina t ion.
The dc motors normally used with batteries are intrinsically
less efficient that 5c types. The latter can be used with batt.~rie~ :i their cdi A-nt is first rectified to ac, and solid
state devices can be used to do so. The performance of an ac
motor plus rectifier can be in the same hp/lb range as a dc
motor alone, and SO these combinations are being examined.
ymropeilants
>I *
=
Heat en$i&s for torpedoes have received considerable attenkion recently. They are energized by chemical propellants which
I
I’.
are reacted in a rocket-type combustor to produce high tempera. ture products .
8

.
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Whether or not all the reaction products of the propellant
can condense to nongases on cooling in sea water is also impc)rIf some permanent gases leave the er.gine cshaust and ?ass
tant.
directly into the ocean, then the high pressure underwater lowers the engine pressure-ratio and performance, as previously
On the other hand, if all products can be condensed
mentioned.
in an engine-exhaust chamber, the effluent can be pumped overboard with little power and the back pressure felt by the en;;ine
may be as low as the vapor pressure of the cooled and condec:;cd
:nt.s
prod-- - Thus-rdcvelopment o f speXl3lxy f~~~~~prpropell
whose products can be condensed in this manner holds considc:.able promise.

should be about 26 hp-hr/ft3 for future torpedoes. The components of t?le propulsion system are integrated to provide
highest kill probability of the weapon against surface ships
and/or submarines. Here the effect of torpedo self noise is
-important and speeds are often programmed to prevent detection
at sufficient range for the target to escape.
The use of torpedoes to destroy enemy submarines is of increasing importance
and certain heat engines can operate at.great depth without
loss of efficiency. Neither electrical or heat-engine powerplants have a clear-cut advantage. Better propellants for heat
engines and batteries for electrical motors can provide improved
performance.
Heat engines and electrical motors, optimized for
particular batteries and propellants, respectively, can be
developed.

Heat Engines
Specialized heg t-engine cycles have been suggcs ted ,‘&nd some
developed, whose performances are largely unaffected by the
high pressures underwater. Some depend on the properties of
the propellant products, as indicated above, while others
exchange the energy from the propellant products to the working
medium of a closed thermodynamic-cycle engine. The latter procedure,in
addition to being independant of depth, eliminates
any incompatability
problems between the powerplant and the
propellant products, but it involves an extra pair of heat
exchangers.
The characteristics of the mechanical powerplant also affect
cost, efficiency, and usefulness. Studies are continuing to
develop turbine wheels that are inexpensive and satisfactorily
efficient under the low partial admission and changing pressure
ratio conditions that often characterize torpedo powerplants.
Turbines are generally more applicable to large torpedoes and
reciprocating engines to small ones. In general, reciprocating
engines can tolerate higher temperature working gases than can
‘+ turt:r,z, tk: t a ib,bine can accept slightly dirtier working
gases.
Very small reciprocating engines of the wobble plate
or barrel type have been developed that put out the power necessary to propel a torpedo and still fit within the limited
volume
available.
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Abstract
Underwater instruznented missiles, either with present
guidance or directly controlled from the launch ship, have
been designed and used to collect oceanographic data. The>
are similar in size and weight to torpedoes and airborne missiles. Their subsystems may be designed from well-known p:'i.nciples in structures , guidance and control, aerodynamics an:1
hydrodynamics, and propulsion of airbomG-?Ga unrlerwater ve,ricles.
However, whether the underwater missile is Lo be usci
for military or for pure research purposes substantially affects both subsystem and system design. The selection of its
propulsion cllkystem can be made only n!Ytcr. crlrcftfl consick:.ation of speed, depth, hull space available, and duration of
Because of the small weight and volume of the payload
~K&ruments) , the hull is also so small that se::eral kinds of
propulsion--systems that have proved effective in larger maxied
underwater vehicles are of lesser usefulness in underwater
missiles, A lithium hydride, stored-beat engine appears satisfactory for a military mission requiring high speed but she:t
duration, and it is described. On the other hand, a batter::driven electrical motor was found satisfactory for a reseor,zh
mission operating at lower speeds for a longer duration, ar:i
it is also described.
Introduction

-~

Design of underwater instrumented missiles h3s profite,t
from related techniques developed for un(lC!.W'll;er Imnned VEhicles and Tar torpedoes and aeronautical T/ehicles. 'Ihis
paper presents an analysis of design requirements and systc:*s
engineering procedures for military and normilitary mnne1
underwater missiles, with special emphasis on propulsion
___c_ - . . -~
~-- _-~The author is indebted to the Applied ?hysics Iatoratory, University of Washinmtle, b!ash., fog Figs.
7 and 8 and for description of the SPUR?.
*Senior Techriical
tc-71
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subsystems and their interfaces with other subsystems and
with over-all performance.
----.
Devices towed from surface vessels have proven satisfactory when used to collect, record, and/or transmit oceanographic data. Under some conditions, however, greater simplicity, ease of operations, and low cost can be achieved by
the use of self-propelled, instrumented missiles. Much less
development has been accomplished on such missiles than on
manned underseas vehicles, and the two are often competitive
with respect to acquisition of oceanographic data, However,
the instrumented missile is much more economical to build and
operate, because of reduced size of its hull and the absence
of man as part of the payload.

3) Duration of the mission will usually be Greater, but
speeds may be slower.
4) The amount and kinds of data to be collected may be
greater.
5) The desired precision msy be greater.
6) Data processing may be more elaborate because the
mother ship, presumably an oceanographic type, will be
equipped for such operations.
7) Operation during heavy seas may not be mandatory,
thus facilitating launch and recovery operations.
Design Procedures

Design Requirements
To be useful, an underwater instrumented missile must be
able to collect oceanographic data and to record it internally
and/or transmit it to a control point. At the end of its mission, it must be recovered by the launch ship, which also may
co3t:rol its tra d4ecCoS--I
Military Mission
As an example of a military, oceanographic mission, a
combatant Naval ship may be required to obtain oceanographic
data near the Task Force of which it is a part, without interfering with its primary assignment or increasing its vulnerability to submarine attack due to decreased speed. In such an
application, the instrumented missile most be capable of
launch and recovery while the mother (launch) ship maintains
speed and heading.
Nonmilitary Mission
In a nonmilitary underwater mission, research data
as temperature, pressure, velocity of sound, and bottom
measurements may be obtained. The missile is launched,
covered, and controlled by the mother ship. Comparison
nonmilitary with military design requirements follows:

such
relief
reof

1) The operating depth may be greater.
.
2) The trajectory may be less constrained, since the
mother ship is not subject to attack and therefore can adapt
its speed and course for optimum utilization of the missile's
capabilities.
-~

c-)
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Arrangement of Su!,systems
The size unil shape of an underwater, selr-prop~~lled, instrumented hull is determined by the volume, shape, and weight
of its subsystems. If these are light but bulky, Lhc inside
If
dimensions of 1.1~~ hull must be made large to IIOUW i.i:m.
they are heavy. and small, the outside dimensio;:s oi' Lhc hull
must still be large enough to supply the required displace, ideally the size of the missile should be
ment. Nevert'lpless
- kept small. Thus, the internal and external volumes of the
pressure hull should be just large enough to house the subsystems physic:lll:r and still provide the desired small positive buoyancy -Par a given maximum depth.
All subsystems, including propulsion, must have shapes
and weights th2-L permit positioning each of them longitudinally and vertical.l;/ within the vehicle so that the center of
gravity (e.g.) of' the vehicle is under and perhaps slightly
abaft the cent.r:r of buoyancy (c.b.). The lor.,:+-.ions of the
c.g. and the c.b. determine the static longi+:iJinsl :rirr, and
the righting: !~WIIL in roll of the missile. "'he lint of :)ropeller thrust, wii,h respect to its moment :rhxL tit:: c.::.,
should be 1ocsLed so as to reduce elevator trim drr!g for the
predominant attitudes that the missile must assume in its
planned trajectory. Expendable engine fuel should be located
near the longitudinal c.g. so that the static trim will change
as little as possible during a mission.
Design Disc illi inc.:
----

The desi:-!! oi unmanned, underwater vehicles We{':: '*es attention to st!3ctures, hydrodynamics, guidance and ,',;:I* :.ol,

and propulsion, all of which Involve practices th8t may be
taken from the better-developed , aeronautical fields, taking
into account special considerations resulting from the water
environment which affect design. Selection of an underwater
propulsion system is especially restricted: 8s examples, the
exhaust of open-cycle heat engines is opposed by the very
cr"fY3t
.- ;LatiL pressclA*e underwater, and underwater missile
speeds are comparatively slow which makes high-speed jets less
efficient than in space or air, where the speeds of Jet and
missile may be well matched.

2) Stored thermal energy (molten salt or metals) used
with a heat engine. These are easily serviced abo.ard ship,
economical to operate, but have limited durnticn.
3) Chemical energy (combustible propeliarts). These are
capable of high performance but are not applicable to low
speeds and long durations; in addition, their servicing IWY be
difficult.

Propulsion Interfaces

4) Electrical energy (batteries). This is the most
widely used propulsion system, and it will remain cometitive
as batteries are improved.

Propulsion is one of the bulkier and heavier subsystems
and it interfaces broadly with the other subsystemszd_ with?
*.IAAL.

5) Electrical energy (wires from the mother ship to the
JJ3dXLde). With more development, this may compete.with more
conventional methods.

One propulsion design consideration is whether or not it
is placed within the pressure hull. Structural weight can
often be saved by installing it outside in a streamlined
faired, flooded section, particularly if its design alreidy
calls for heavy walls to resist other loads. Ideally, propulsion should have high performance for its weight and volume.
It should contribute minimum drag, both internal (if ducts are
used) and external (form drag). None of its components should
present protuberances projecting beyond the hull contour line
upon which recovery handling procedures may impose failureproducing loads. The performance of the propulsion system
should not be appreciably affected by design depth.

6) Buoyancy changes 1,2 (weighted vehicle launched
downward which changes weight at depth and is then propelled
upward by excess buoyancy). Considerable range carI be
achieved by sophisticated designs that use wings to glide anl
climb while expelling and taking on water as ballast.3

Both the assembled missile and the propulsion subsystem
must be compatible with shipboard operations with respect to
equipment, skill level of personnel, and materials ordinarily
carried in the ship's inventory. For example, replacing fastburning, volatile, or corrosive fuels while the missile is
aboard ship creates h828rdS that are UrXKCept8ble even in
Naval ships, and avoiding these hazards is more important in
nonmilitary vessels, where experience with such propellants is
likely to be more limited.
Propulsion Types
The propulsion systems435
missiles are 8s follows:

8

Nonmilitn1.y

Missile Design

Designs of instrumented missiles for a military and a
nonmilitary application may require Somewhat different approaches, as illustrated below by specific examples.
Military

‘L

Requirements. Requirements for the mission used in the
military example are the following:
1) The oceanographic Ctnta must be obtained wit;hout reducing the cruising speed of the mother ship, which launches
and recovers the missile.

2) Pre::sure, temperature, and salinity in the local
area at depths up to 5090 ft are required Lo be measured by
the missile for use in accurately determining the local velozity of sound.

considered fur underwater

1) Mechanical energy ('fly wheels, springs weights).
These are primarily applicable to low thrust or'both low
- thrust mmmi

r---j
.

Examples of a Military and
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3) The missile system must be simple to operate, moderate in cost, and compatible with Naval nhiplsoard operations.
Tradeoffs of significant: desigc,por?nConfigu:*ation.
eters resulkd in the configuration shown in Fii. 1." ? he
6061-aluminum-alloy, weldable hull is 19 in. in diameter and
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114 in. long (6 diameters) with a cylindrical central section.
Approximate volumes and weights are given in Table 1.
Table 1.

PIEZOMETER

Volumes and weights

Item

Volume, ft3 ..

Weight, lb

Body, ailerons, and tail

11.7 (external)

280
PRESS,ZE TRANSDUCER--/ 1

Subsystems
Engine

3.3

P..

*

Detection-recovery

C.V

0.7

iw,

I
-a-__------c BOILER
CONTINUOUS TUBE)

200
-

---e

SENSoRSJ
‘F---lGUIDANCE A

30

Instrumentation

1.5

50

Miscellaneous

0.5

10

AIR BOTW
INBGARO
PROFILE

I

ENGINE-

-/
ASSEMBLY JOINTS

Vehicle configuration of military missile.

'Fig. 1

Total

RING

650

Positive buoyancy is about l'j$, to aid detection of the
vehicle at the end of its run and to permit it to rise in the
event of propulsion malfunction. The length/diameter ratio of
Ref. 6 is a good compromise for low friction and form drag.
The hydrodynamic drag coefficient, CD, based upon the maximum
cross-sectional area of the hull, was estimated to be as small
as 0.1130. This value was used in determining propulsion
.thrust required.

CONTINUOUS WAlER TUBE

\

5)
I

.
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HULL CONTOJR
.JV

A tail shroud of U-in. chord, and outer diameter the
same as the hull diameter, was chosen to provide effective
pitch and yaw control with small surface areas and a configuration with no part protruding beyond the central hull mold-line
20Xt01Jrj t3.2 la':t.er lr' :' .S tne vehicle less vulnerable to damciet! auring recovery.
Instrumentation. Placement of the sensors is shown in
Fig. 1. Water is forced by dynamic pressure through a duct
whose inlet is at the stagnativint on the nose of the hull
and whose dual outletded well back on the hull surface,
provide s.ymmetrieal external flow. Salinity and thermistor
sensors are mounted on the duct. This arrangement results in
.~'lower body drag, compared with probes mounted external to the
hull. A pressure sensor attached to an internally closed
**

r BODY CONTOUR

,- INSULATION

GENERATOR

PUMP--/

’

CONDENSER

I!
I
-

i

Fig. 2
_-.-.---

:;chcnr?tic diagram of Lithium Hyclridc st,ored-hen'.
entine. for military m&&l&&-~Y.7
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piezometer ring is located well aft, where interference with
external flow is minimum. The sensing-recording system consists of expanded scale units and an oscillograph. btillograph records are removed through an access in the missile and
processed aboard ship.
Propulsion. A closed heat-engine cycle propulsion
tern, unaffected by depth, was selected after considering fuel
cells and batteries as alternatives. Fuel cells are too large
for the short-duration mission, and batteries used in current
torpedoes are too heavy.

nt design stud... A schematic
is shown in Fig. 2. Lithium hydride, heated to the molten
condition by the ship's electrical power before launch, provides enough stored heat for the duration of the mission.
Cooling the melt from an initial temperature of about 1600oF,
through its melting point of 12760~, and then to 1000°F makes
available about 2200 Rtu/lb of fuel with a volume change from
solid t:? liquid ,~f' ?jl$; A water-tube boiler located in the
.ll%hi~ hydride supplies steam to a Rankine-cycle engine,
which konverts lineaii piston motion into rotating shaft motion
by a Wobble-plate d&ve. Six pounds of LiH per shaft horsepower (SHP) per hour &e required, and a given charge should
last for a number of heat cycles.

my
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= 30 DEGREES

VELOCI,,’ - FEET PER SECOND

Fig. 3

Available thrust and drag vs velocity at. two drae
coefficients for military missile.

I

Figure 1 shows the longitudinal positioning of engine
components within the hull. The boiler and condenser are just
abaft midship, and the engine (the only other heavy item) is
near the stern to keep the propeller shaft short. The weights
'of these components are offset by the moments produced by the
instrumentation and recovery subsystems, which are well forward so that the c.g. of the assembled vehicle is near its
midpoint. The propulsion subsystem occupies 3.3 ft3 (about
30$) of the total5nternal volume of the hull. The underwater mission requires a 32 SRP engine for about 19 min, assuming 70% propeller efficiency. Based upon the reported
data for developmental engines in the performance range, the
engine will weigh about 220 lb.
This includes 180 lb for
the boiler, condenser, and lithfum hydride, and 40 lb for the
engine.
A single, continuous witer tube boiler is supported from
the boiler shell. A steam header is built in. An annular
condenser surrounds this boiler, with insulation between the
two. Heat rejection and condensation is accomplished by conduction to the sea water surrounding the-hull. Approximately
-

ANGLt

BUOYANCY + 0.15
PROPELLER EFFICIENCY

0.7 I

VELOCITY - FEET PER SECOM

/-

Fig. 4

'<.l~-f&ti.on of veloci.ties with di-;e a111 ~-ink .xx'-,t?
for military missile.
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two pints of water are used in the engjne. An electrically
driven boiler feed pump is used, and the speed of the engine
is regulated by a valve on its output side. A generator for
instrumentation power may be driven off the propeller shaft.

I

I

I

4<* 3000

'ii+ajr?ctc-1.
To t'iq.Jify the missile, a V-shaped, up-anddotrri'traj&~r~was chosen, Various factors affect the capability of the missile to complete such a trajectory to the assumed maximum depth of 5000 ft and then surface ahead of the
moving mother ship. The maximum down speed is affected by the
decreased net thrust due to the positive buoyancy, and this
effect increases with the trajectory angle measured from the
horizontal. In Fig. 3, thrust and drag are plotted against
velocity for a trajectory angle of 30'. Any point on the
thrust-rea_ccurvp.c:available curves is beyond the capability of the 3%SE
engine. Figure 4 shows, on an expanded scale, how velocity
varies with up and down trajectory paths, assumring 15s positive buq-ancy, constant 32 brake horsepower, 18.8 min run
duration, and '70$ propeller efficiency. At 20' angle, the
velocity down is 26.5 fps, and velocity up is 39.11 fps.

I
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LAUNCH SHIP VELOCITY

Figure 5 shows the total down-range dispersion of the
missile about its no-error point of surfacing. Shown on the
curve is the 400-ft clearance point, which is approximately
the minimum distance ahead of the ship necessary for recovery.
The following guidance errors were assumed in this analysis:
trajectory angle (down and up),+ lo; vehicle speed (along
trajectory), + 0.5 knots; and depth error (at bottom of
trajectory), + 150 ft.
The trajectory angle errors include gyro processing, programming, and initial reference errors. When the maximum
down-range dispersion is toward the oncoming ship, the clearante is the required minimum of 400 ft from the emergence
point, which is $1,600 ft from the launch point.

I

Fie. 5

1
i
I
i
.
/

- FEET
5000 FEET
20 DEGREES
20 KNOTS

Surfacing dispersion of militar;[ misnilc ahead of
the moving launch-ship.
piiz-y
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The trajectory angle, both down and up, for surfacing
ahead of a fast launch ship was 20'. As shown in Fig. 6, this
is the greatest angle that would permit the vehicle to attain
5000-ft depth and still surface ahead of the ship.
Launch and Recovery. The missile is rail launched on the
same heading as the mother chip from a cage on a structure
that is retracted back to the deck of the ship after launch. G
The launcher holds the missile in a ready position slightly
below the surface-of the water until the propulsion system Is
activated by remotely opening the steam valve to the engine
through electrical control cables.
22

DEPTH - FEET

Fig. 6

'F:-ajectory angles for militar;: missile require: L
surfa'ce ahead of 16- and 20- knot ships.
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An empty folded balloon, packed in a water-tight compartis inflated with helium after a depth sensor triggers 8
valve when the missile surfaces. The inflated balloon is 5 ft
in diameter and suspends a nylon Cable attached to i%by
finger patches and a bridle cable. The balloon is easily
detected by optical or radar means.
ment,

Recovery, the most difficult operation, particularly when
the sea state is high, is beyond the scope o this paper. It
appears feasible, using the launch structure it equipped with a
special arresting and capture device.

;
L----I

Nonmilitary
Requirements. Requirements for the miSSinn 4 . +hz
Mry example are as follows:
1) The tra,jectory and attitude of the missile at depths
to 12,000 ft and long durations must be controlled from the
ship.
2) Pressure, temperature (using thermistors), sound
velocity ( turhLililn+- 'relc&ty, and bottom topography data 8re
I.?quire?.
3) The missile system must be simple to operate, moderate in cost, 8nd COmp8tible with nonmilitary shipboard
operations.
Configuration. A good example of an unmanned, underseas
missile for oceanographic research is the SPURV (Self-Propelled Underwater Research Vehicle), developed b the Applied
Physics Laboratory, University of Washington. Y Its performance is 8s follows; maximum operating depth, 12,000 ft; displacement, 1069 lb; net buoyancy, + 20 lb; and speed, 6 knots.
Figure 7 is a cutaway view of SPURV. Several instrumentation probes are mounted externally ahead of the nose and 81‘8
protected against recovery damage by a shroud and 8 breakfail-safe device that allows the entire assembly to separate from the hull if excessive loads are encountered.
awayJ

Approximate weights of components are shown in Table 2.
.

..f
c

i

Table 2.

Weights of components

I

f

Hull
Propulsion battery
Instrumentation
- i

Auxiliary battery

15

Azimuth control

25

Depth control

15

Internal control

10

Acoustic track and command

15

Tail cone and control surfaces

20

Recovery system

10

Fathometer

5

Ballast

15

Miscellaneous

10
Total

1040

Instrumentation. The instrument payload of 40 lb includes, or will include, sensors for measuring temperatures,
pressures, velocity of sound, conductivity, and velocity
turbulence. Data are recorded internally, on tape, to the
foll0w;r.L; p!'eCisiVr'
:herLstors, O.OOl" C; Gulton thermomelei*, ti.0005' C; sound velocity, 0.1 m/set; and pressure, 0.1s
of full scale.

,’

Propulsion. Since duration is more important than high
speed for this vehicle's mission, a battery-powered system is
satisfactory for
o-t includes a 24-v d.c. motor
modified from ai
ectrical systems, gear reduction
unit, drive shaft, housing,propeller, motor enclosure can, and
pressure equalization, all located outside the pressure hull
in a flooded, faired tail cone. The motor delivers 1 HP at
approximately 2000 rpm. Both motor and reduction gear are.
26
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exposed to ti,.-2 ambient water pressure and L-U:: in 3 !",;id tati.
of Stoddard'c cleaning solvent, whereas the ,iriT:e r,i:Zt 2nd
shaft bearings operate in hydraulic oil. Tqu iii: I! 19:: 0:'
pressure within 'ihe propulsion system is achi.evcl: 1;' 2 flex:ble diagram :I:; a fluid barrier and a compression spring that
keep the internal pressure within about 2 psi above the ambient. Operation of the motor and drive train in a prcssureequalized system permits the use of low-pressure rotating propeller shaft seals that have low friction losses.
Trajectory. For trajectory control, an acoustic impulse
is propagated from the ship, and three coplanar hydrophones on
the ship receive the pulse returning from the missi.1e.o The
three transit-time differences are used to compute the proje,?+4ar, hf
of the hrirophones.
This positio: information is displayed and used primarily for
navigation of the ship. A digital command link aiio;ls chanCI:s
of the internal program of the missile duEZ+x%ctual operations. This ma;{ change yaw (direction) and pitch (depth) to
direct the miss i!.e on any trajectory within its 1imiLations.
Launch and Kecoverx. Figure 8 shows the missile launcher, with veh,*lc attached, supported by a boom on tne ship.
Release is rcr:l:ol:;plished by pulling on the lnn.var~i “1 ,” in
much the same way that a missile is launched from 31; aircraf'
bomb rack. -he engine is started after.launch by radio command from the ship.
Recover:: consists of throwing a grappling hook at distances up to 40 ft across the vehicle, aft of the antenna, ar.d
catching the recovery guideline. The hook slides down the r'covery line T/O engage a lifting sling on the vehicle. Acoustic tracking ant1 command at ranges up to 15,000 ft enable th<:
launch ship to control the surfacing distance from Lhe ship
-~
just prior to recovery.
Development and Growth
Additions1 future applications of self-propel!lU!
vehicles in::lude the following:

unnann :-

Nilitaly
1) Collection of oceanographic data over n ,rliyen area in
support
m
of t,heJ.~WEPS (Anti-Submar- -t-e? -. . . 1 '1 ent
Bediction S::stc2rn) program.
- - - - 2) Su:, eying the floor of enemy harba:,:.
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3) Sinulation of submarines.
Nonmilitary
1) Recording of ambient noise and acoustic transmission
signals.
2) Detection of salvagable sunken vessels.

f-is* OPERATING CABLE i

/

3) Long-range exploration under ice shelves such as the
Ross Ice Shelf in Antarctica.
Improvemznts in the precision of instruments will be mad?
with further t!evelopment, and eventually the acoustic link m:,
h

a

-a

4:~

gxm

nf

da;ta

hpts.xpen

t.hPm1

and the ship.
Conclusions
1) The &sign of a propulsion system for an underwater
instrumented n-i ncile must be carefully tailorecl to t,h*: minsion.
The sclect,ion of a propulsion type is cor~l,rollcd by t,lic
4 speed, dc??th, and duration of the trajectory; b) type of
fuel and servicing required between runs; and c) amount of
space available in the hull.
2) The effect upon efficiency of the water environment
at depth makes I,open" propulsion cycles relatively unattractive for the missile sizes considered.
3) The r equirement for large ratios of horsepower and
duration, per cubic foot of internal hull space, has limited
the applicability of rrany types of propulsion systecs which
have proven satisfactory for other applications.
4) I&zards in servicing tend to make propulsion systexns
with exotic propellant fuels impracticable for underwater instrumented missiles.

Fig. 8

Method of launching SPURV.

6) Undeiwal;er instrumented missiles are suit.a?lle for
missions that are competitive with those of toweJ devices an.!
of manned un,ls?-wter vehicles. Their origin71 anii operating
costs are in! ~~:*a~ediate.

.
-

--

-

-

5) Two types of propulsion, battery-driven electrical
motor and sto:‘ed heat, have proven satisfactory for specific
designs.

-
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THEORETiCAL PERFORMANCES WITH HYDROGEN-OXYGEN AS
PRGPELLANT OF PERFECT ROCKET, HEAT, AND FUEL-CELL
ENGINES IN UNDERWATER NISSILES
_- _sr*
Leonard Greiner*
United Technology Center, Sunnyvale, Calif.
Abstract
Theoretical specific impulse values are reported for
stolcnlometric nyarogen-0x7 LI' vheat, and fuel cell engines in underwater missiles travelFAg
at 50 knots at sea level and l,OOO-ft depf_h_s~.- Because completely efficient processes are assumed, ultimate performances
of the engines are compared. Ordinary rockets are inefficient
under water. However, when propellants such as hydrogcnoxygen are used, whose products condense to nongases on contacting water, specific impulse increases by a magnitude at
great depth by passing the rocket exhaust through a jet
ejector that educts sea water and exhausts a hot water jet
rearward. Performance, then, improves with depth and the
amount of water educted and is initially increased by introducing sea water into the combustion chamber, where it peaks
at a ratio of water to propellant that condenses all gases to
hot water in the chamber. Hydrogen-oxygen in perfect heat
engine-propeller combinations has theoretical performances
that are unaffected by depth and are a second magnitude
greater than a sea-level rocket. These performances vary with
the actual cycle, and it is necessary to condense the engine
exhaust. Certain cyclic-continuous flow combinations of heat
engines have the highest performance. Perfect fuel cellengines have the greatest potential performance at lowest
internal temperatures of the engines considered.
Nomenclature
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H-O = stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen propellant, Hz(g) +
5 02(g)
Is = specific impulse per pound of fuel, lbf-sec/lbm
_ ___c_ - _:... --The writer wishes to acknowledge many useful discussions
with Roger Dunlap of [Jnitxvy Center.
Technical
Assistant to Wanager, Kescarc!l and Mvnnccd
Technolog? Dept., presentlv witi CETEC Corp., :iomtain
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available energy from propellants, Btu/lb
thrust,
lbf
d r a g , lbf
drag coefficient based on frontal area
frontal area, ft2
vel>ciCyi
‘2s
d e n s i t y , lbm/ft3
f l o w r a t e , lbm/sec
absolute pressure, psf
temperature, OF
2g(P3-Pl)lp w
hJ&y
change in entropy over process, Btu/lb-OR
absolute temperature, OR
cm
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T*mcess

o f f u e l , Btu/lb
Carnot e f f i c i e n c y , (T, - T,)/T,
change in free energy over process, Btu/lb
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Study

Conditions

Only a single fuel combination, a single missile velocity,
and (where
imnortant) two operational depths are examined.
.
The choices mhde and- some of their rationale and consequences
are discussed.

per pound

Propellant
Although this study does not assess the rela;i;e effectivenesses of propellants in underwater missiles, 9 propellant
properties and powerplant characteristics, including thermoFor example , certain heat
dynamic cycles, must be compatible.
engines require propellants whose products become nongases on
contacting water in order to prevent performance degradation
at depth. Also, the natures of rocket, heat, and fuel cell
engines impose special requirements on the chemicals that can
be used as energy sources. Because the familiar combination
of hydrogen and oxygen in proportions that react to produce
only water vapor fulfills all such requirements and its
thermodynamic properties are well documented, it was selected
for this analysis. Although other propellants will have
dif fercnt per formances, their relative performances in the
various powerplants should approximate that of stoichiometric
hydrogen-oxygen, as long as they are similarly compatible with
the engines .

Subscripts
r298 - chemical reaction at room temperature
w
- water
a
= air
r
= rocket
Cs 0, 1, 2 , 3,m = see Fig. 1
F
= continuous flow process
c
= combustor or maximum
= engine exit
:
* Carnot cycle process
s
= sensible heat
Introduction
Unmanned missiles are likely to be used increasfngly to
supplement other means of underwater exploration, and torpedoes with an explosive warhead are 1’;31y to remain the best
means of combating enemy submarines. 9
All such underwater
missiles preferably should be capable of fairly great speeds
and their powerplants should evolve from a systematic optimii
zation of all internal components of the missile in accomplishing the overall tasks. This paper, ‘however, discusses only
the performance theoretically achievable by selected “perfect”
powerplants within high-speed underwater missiles when powered
by a “universal” chemical prepellant.

_

theoretical specific impulse valuas are determined for the
universal propellant combination of stoichiometric hydrogenoxygen in perfectly efficient rocket, heat, and fuel cell
engines . Neglected are internal inefficiencies, component
complexities, transient conditions, costs, sizes, etc. Trave 1
only at 50 knots and sea level and IOO-ft depths is examined.
The results directly compare only the ultimate performances of
the powerplants, and ignore practical considerations.

The sole! product of stoichi,ometric
hydrogen-oxy::en (hereafter designated
H-O) is water vapor, which is condensible
to
liquid water on contacting cold sea water. The propellant is
assumed to be stored as gases, and the chemical change is
(1)
H2(d + 112 02(g) - H$Xd
With products and reactants at standard conditions (1-atm
pressure and 29g°K or 77oF), 57.8 kgal of heat is liberated
by each gram-mole of H2O(g) formed, or hr288 = 5770 Btu/lhm
If thJs energy were completely converted to
o f propell.ant.
thrust in a missile traveling at 50 knots, the fuel specific
impulse would be

The capacity of a propellant to propel a missile depends on
the-prope~lll-ant --chemistr y, the environment being traversed, the
powerplant used to develop thrust, the speed of the missile,
and
the efficiencies within the powerplant. In this paper, .
I
.-.
‘.
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hr2g8 Btu/lbm
," knots )(777’;t:t-1bf)(la ;;;9= 9.2$‘8
(g-21)(5770) = 53,200 lbf-sec/lbm

This ultimate performance is, of course, impossible.
Velocity

‘!

:.

The thrust that pushes a missile is regulated by the velocity
of the missile and of the ejecta that gives rise to thrust.
The efficiency of the conversion of energy to thrust is
unitywhen the absolute values of these two velocities are
equal.
Thrustors, as propeller types, that accelerate and
i d r-t-d rsn
ho 1 atar’a
velocity to the missile's and so improve propulsive efficiency,
whereas thrustors that accelerate expendable propellant mass,
as rocket types, can adapt cithcr not nt all or only slightly.
Moreover, the specific impulse of propeller-type thrustors
[ see Eq. (2)] is inversely proportional to missile velocity.
For these reasons, the choice of representative missile
~elntity is inpor tant.
Underwater missiles include torpedoes and instrumented,
unmanned, and self-propelled test bodies, Both should be
capable of high speed. Torpedoes, for example must travel at
a greater speed than their targets for a part of their mission.
Instrumented missiles should be capable of rapidly examining
a fairly extensive underwater volume, should quickly approach
a search area (and then loiter, if necessary), and often must
return to a moving ship. These circumstances call for high
speeds; however, drag severely limits underwater speed.
The missile velocity used in this analysis was chosen to be
comparable under water to that of a high-performance missile
of the same dimensions in air, when identical thrusts are
provided in both media. For a sustaining missile in either
water or air,
F = D = CDAV'P
(3)
and
VW = va(CDaPaAaEw/C4JPwhFa)
(4)
Under assumed conditions, A, z & and Fw m F,. Although drag
coefficients in air and water are similar at equal velocities,
the missile propelled by the same thrust in air will travel
much faster, and CDs will be the grcatcr. A simple iteration,
using information from Ref. 3, shows CDs s 2Cm at the

-.
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velocities involved. Substituting the previous information
and densities into (4),
(5)
VW = v,(2)(0.075)/(64.0)= 0.0484~~
For Va = 1176 knots (Mach 2) in sea-level air, the corresponding water velocity is 57 knots. This may represent a
practical limit and the underwater missile will not always
travel at maximum velocity; therefore, a compromise value of
50 knots is used.

A velocity of 50 knots is so low that it severely diminishes
the propulsion efficiency of rocket-type thrustors because
their exhaust velocities are much faster. Contrariwise, it
has no effect on the nropulsive efficiency of the perfect
propeller-type thrustors considered in this analysis,
Operational Depth
Depth underwater degrades performances of those heat enf,ines
which are affected by pressure ratio and which exhaust gases
directly from the engine into the ocean. Such simple opencycle systems, however, probably will not be used in missiles
that operate at great depth,where other cycles arc more
appropriate, and are not considered here. On the other hand,
the performances of simple rockets are badly degraded by
external pressure, and specialized propellant formulations in
water-augmented rockets actually have improved performances
with depth. Thus, operational depth primarily affects the
rocket thrustors of this study.
The probable initial need for instrumented underwater
missiles will be in exploring the continental shelf to 100
fathoms, and torpedoes probabl will not be required to
descend m;lc:h below 250 fathoms 7 for some time to come. For
these reasons, in those instances where depth affects perfarmantes values of sea level and 1,000 ft are taken.
Analysis
Theoretical fuel specific impulse values are examined f,)r
stoichiomctric H-O as the propellant in hypothetical rocket,
heat, and fuel cell engines operating in underwater missiles
whose velocity is 50 knots and whose depths are sea level and
(where necessary) 1,000 ft. All internal efficiencies arc
The propulsive efficiency of the thrustor,
taken as unity.
however, intrinsically depends on the relative vclocitic.- of
Bccaust
-- -/the thrust-producing effluent and of the missile.
these values are entirely set by operational conditions ~ilcn
a rocket-type powerplant is used, actual thrusts of rockets
35
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are computed. On the oCher hand, the velocity of the thru:.tproducing effluent of propeller-type propulsors theoretically
can be essentially matched to that of the missile. This
results in unity propulsive efficiencies at very large water
flow rates, which is assumed for such propulsors. In such
an ideal case, all of the usable energy supplied by the propellant is converted to thrust, as shown in Appendix A.

i

8

Rocket
The specific impulse of H-O in.a simple rocket expanding
from 1,000 psia to sea-level pressure is 370 lbf-sec/lbm.
This value is independent of vehicle ve?bcity and is reduced
when the rocket operates under water against a greater ambient
pressure, as is well known.
Because the H-O reaction products condense to liquid water
on extreme cooling, its rocket performance under water can be
improved and caused to increase with depth by passing its
exhaust jet into an ejector that educts sea water and expels
a water jet rearwardq.
Such a rocket system is indicated in
Fig. 1. Referring to the figure, the rocket jet enters
station 1, where it meets with a jet of sea water chat has
expanded from the high ambient pressure through the duct
provided, which process converts the external pressure head
largely to velocity. Water and rocket jet mix at constant
pressure between stations 1 and 2, where the cool water
condenses all the H-O water-vapor products to liquid water,
and momenta addition of. the two jets occurs. The pressure
at stations 1 and 2 equals the vapor pressure of the thern:,111*>.
equilibrated water stream at station 2. This heated water
stream diffuses from the low pressure at station 2 through the
nozzle and exists at the pressure of the environment (p-3 = p-).
On doing so, a decrease in the water-steam velocity occurs,
but it remains sufficient to provide thrust.
The specific impulse under water of the rocket of Fig. 1 is
increased by the nozzle ejector for three reasons. First, th
addition of the rocket-gas momentum to that of the educted
water at stations 1 and 2 takes place with less loss of energythan had it occurred at stations 1 and 00 (as with a simple
rocket) because the water jet at station 1 has a velocity
greater than at station 00 because of acceleration on passing
through chc entry duct. Second, grcntcr propulsive cfficienc.
is achicvcd because the lower velocity of the water jet at
station 3, compared to the rocket jet at station 1, better
matches the missile velocity. And third, the rocket nozzle
expansion process is more efficient and is'unaffected by the
ambient pressure because the pressure its nozzle "sees" is Chc
37

relatively low vapor pressure of the heated water at station 2
instead of the higher ambient pressure at station ~0.
This technique can be used only when all of the rocket
products become nongases on contacting water in the ejector.
Otherwise , compression of gas between stations 2 and 3 would
appreciably lower the velocity of the stream.
Under most conditions, the exit momentum at station 3 would then be insufficient to counter the external pressure, and the ambient
pressure would be felt in the duct so that the pressure at
stations 1 and 2 would exceed the vapor pressure of the heated
water. All of this would lower the velocity of the exit
stream and little or no thrust would be produced. Because
only a hot water jet should exit the ejector (a slurry or a
UJU La alSO saClsraCtory), the proper amount of
sea water must be educted so that all of the rocket exhaust
vapors are condensed and no sea water is vaporized.
The specific impulse for the
computed as follows :

water augmented

rocket is

.

F
-T- - m3;3-hovo
1
gmr
gmr
V
(7)
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for rocket expansion from PC to Pl, where Pl is the vapor
pressure of water at t 9'
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Gathering (6-10) and noting /3 = &JIG
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Also, as shown in Appendix B,
lim I,
VrlVwl -B
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(12)
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"Free" sea water can also be introduced into the combustion
chamber of the H-O rocket. Doing so lowers the combustion
temperature and increases the amount of working fluid ; as a
result, specific impulse peaks at an optimum ratio of water
to, fuel. Introduction of water may be-accomplished10 by a
.

I. . ,
/’
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second ejector, called an injector, incorporated in a loop
that leads from the combnstor and then back to it, which is
located so that sea water is educted into its interior.
Injectors are commonly used to introduce feed water into
'commercial steam boilers, usiqqteam from the boilers themThis pumping method is
selves to energize the process.
well suited to a rocket because it does not use rotating
machinery. Moreover, theoretically it does not lower the
enthalpy content of the rocket propellant because the enthalpy
decrease in the motive steam is exactly matched by the
enthalpy increase (in temperature and pressure) of the
ingested water.
Table 1 includes theoretical specific impulse and internal
information for augmented H-O rockets at 50 knots and at sea
level and lOOO-Et depth, with "free" water at 77°F (298°F)
educted into the rocket exhaust and, in some cases, injected
into the combustion chamber. Theoretical rocket-jet velocities,
(11) and (12), were determined by cstab‘I&ef;rm;;;o;;. ::‘:; 12 m en only gases are present, the
pressure of the combustion chamber is taken as 1000 psia;
however, when sufficient sea water is introduced to condense
all vapors to water, the pressure then taken is the vapor
pressure of water at the equilibrated temperature. The rocket:
back pressure pl is the vapor pressure of the equilibrated
water in the duct.
Results in the top section of Table 1 are for various amounts
of water educted into the jet and none into the combustor.
The I, increases continuously as the sea water/fuel ratio goes
to infinity, and it also increases with depth; at a lOOO-ft
depth and infinite ratio, an approximately four-fold increase
in Is is obtained over the simple rocket at sea level. Results
in the lower sections of Table 1 are with water also injected
into the combtlstor. At a water/fuel ratio of 12.76 and a 1000
psia pressure, all vapors in the combustor condense to water
with this vap~)r pressure. At greater ratios, the vapor
pressures of water in the combustor are the Lower values given.
Under these conditions, hot water, instead of water vapor,
expands isentropically through the combustor nozzle to the
lower pressure in the ejector. This is accompanied by partial
vaporization of the water and a drop in enthalpy content,
which give rise to high jet velocities, as with a normal
rocket. As shown, the specific impulse, always a maximum at
infinite water in the ejector, goes to a peak value as the
ratio of water to fuel in the comhustor increases, and it than
This peak occurs with the rocket expanding hot
$ecreases.
water, and provides an Is at a lOOO-ft depth which is almost .a
magnitude greater than for the simple rocket at sea level.
39
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Underwater propulsion heat engines provide torque to drive
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'the latter includes both mass and unused heat. In a normal
closed-cycle powerplant, the propellant reaction products
transfer heat energy at high temperature to the working
medium of the engine which is in an enclosed loop. The
reaction products are then exhausted directly to the anv3ronment, and the unusable energy of the cycle is rejected by
heat exchange. Combinations of closed and open cycles are
feasible, as are cycles that exploit special properties of the
propellants. In all cases, the energy content and properties
of the propellant products affect performance, as do the temperature, pressure, and other characteristics of the environment.
The ocean provides an excellent sump for rejection of unusable
heat at a low temperature, which predisposes high potential
efficiency, but its high pressure degrades performance unless
its effects are countered. Where possible, underwater powerplants exploit the good and avoid the bad characteristics of
the environment.
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Open or Modified-Open Cycle
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Engine cycles resembling Rankine types are adaptable to
underwater missile propulsion. In the simplest case, the propellant products pass (expand) through the engine and then go
directly overboard. When such heat engines use propellants
whose products are unalterably gaseous, a performance degradation occurs with depth, as with simple rockets, because of the
decrease in pressure ratio. When the products are not permanent gases, as with H-O, the ocean water can be used to cool
and condense them to nongases, which are then pumped overboard
with minor powcr loss. The condensed products provide the
pressure, as vapor pressure, which is felt by the engine, and
this can be very low. Only those open cycles which exhaust
into a condenser are considered in this paper.
Power cycles are first examined in which,the exhaust gases
from adiabatic combustion of H-O are isentropically expanded
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from 1000 psia to external pressures of 14.7 and 0.7 psia.
The latter are obtainable at any underwater depth by cooling
the engine exhaust products (with a contact ejector,>ften '
called a condensuctor, or a surface heat exchanger, etc.) to
212' and 91°F, respectively, where the products condense to
.__
liquid water with vapor pressures that are the values previou%iy
mentioned, The theoretically availabl energy can be conveniently determined from literature data 8 on theoretical rocket
specific impulse for the propellant under the same conditions,
.
using the relation
h = 0.2067 I&
(13)
together with Eq (2). Because sea water can be readily introduced into the combustion chamber of these ennines (cmlv
by a mechanical pump geared to the output shaft) cycles are
also examined with "free" water at 77OF added in this manner.
This diluent water may also be the heated water of the exhaust
condenser, instead of ocean water, and systems are examined
using condenser water at 2120F. In either case, combustion
temperatures are reduced and working gases augmented.
Neglecting the slight momenta of the incomin water performanras I :e r:adi:y ' mpu;.kd from steam-table" data.'
.
Theoretical performances and other information on such
systems are gathered $n Table 2. They show that specific
impuistl values with lgimple heat engines can be a magnitude
great& than those Uf‘the water-augmented rocket at depth, or
about two magnitudes greater than the simple rocket at sea
level, Highest performance is obtained when expansion is to
very iow pressures by extensively cooling the exhaust. The
addition of water diluent to the combustor decreases specific
impulse, and this decrement is not entirely regained by using
the heated water from the condenser instead of cold sea water.

0
o\

0
h
z

As indicated previously, operating the engine under conditions i
whete the back pressure approaches. the lowest value obtainable
;
under environmental conditions greatly improves performance.
Although doing so also lowers the temperature of the gas at the
exit outlet (which is greater, of course, than that of the
i
condenser water), this temperature theoretically can be
lowered further. To utilize the total available energy-of the
:
propellant, both temperature and pressure at the engine exhaust
I i
should be the minimum valtes possible.

, s-

*i

The total available energy from a continuous flow process
is13
hF * (hc 0 he) - Te (SC - Se)
(14)
-_~..~ ~. ~~ ~~.~
r,
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Achieving hF requires a more complex engine than a simple opencycle typc,such as suggested in Ref. 13. To compute hE, obtainable low-energy properties of the gases at the engine exit
must be assumed. The pressure here, as already shown;%ay be
below the environment's; moreover, expansions can also occur
to exit temperatures below the environment’s: witness a
carbon dioxide fire extinguisher. The exit conditions assumed
for this analysis are l-atm pressure and 2X°F. These appear
practical, although they are not minimum values, and they
permit direct comparison with other powerplants with similar
exit conditions, such as those in Table 2 with the same exit
pressure and others to be discussed.

!
I
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(15)
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Results of calculations on the foregoing bases are listed
in Table 3 at various ratios of diDr to fuP1. Con+
paring these with corresponding data from Table 2, a significant improvement is obtained when more of the temperatureenthalpy is utilized, but this improvement decreases with the
water/fuel ratio.

0

45,200

2

35,600

Fuel Cell

3

32,600

In a perfect underwater fuel cell powerplnnt, all of the
electrical energy that can be produced by reaction of the
propellants is used to power a no-loss electric motor that
supplies all of its torque to a lxrfectly efficient propeller.
Under such cl)nditions, all of the electrical energy is converted to thrust. The latter is the free energy change of
the isothermal chemical reaction (1) at T, where

‘
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continuous-flow
and exiting at
at 50 knots, at
the combustor

I
!

i
,

Ratio,
water/fuel

Specific impulse,
lbf-sec/lbm

Closed and Closed-Continuous-Flow Cycles
In the open-cycle process considered previously, the propellant products directly power the engine. By contrast, in a
normal cyclic process, heat from the propellant products is
transferred through an exchange surface to the working
medium at the highest temperature of the cycle.
By well-known
events, this energy is then partially converted to work, the
working medium made to return to the conditions at which it
first received heat, and in between the unavailable heat is,
dumped to the environment. Also lost to the environment is
the energy that heats the products of the chemical reaction
from storage conditions to the highest cycle temperature, -~
--\

‘

where h, heats the products from storage temperature to Tc. A
portion of hs can be converted to work if the propellant gases
are not immediately exhausted but instead used to energize a
separate continuous-flow engine. This energy gain is given by
(3), noting, however, that the discharge conditions for the
-Such theoretical performances are listed in Table 4 as a
function of maximum temperature for a perfect cyclic process
with propellant stored at 77OF, energy rejected at 77oF, and
heat-source gases discharged at Tc,and then for a compound
engine consisting of the same cycle plus a continuolls-flow
engine energized by the gases rejected by the cyclic process
at T, and with constant pressure of 14.7 psia and exit temperature of 21Z°F . As shown, the specific impulse of the simple
cyclic process peaks when its maximum temperature is about
2OOO'F. Here, specific impulse values are comparable to those
in Table 3 and exceed those, under similar ccrtditions, in
Table 2. The further addition of the continuous-flow powerplant provides even greater performances, which now increase
continuously with temperature.

Table 3 Theoretical specific impulse of H2-02
engine with prcducts entering at 1000 psia
,:1/3"F and l-i.7 2,61c. in an underwater missile
selected ratios of sea-water/propellant in

,,’
:

because thesc products are normally discharged after exchan:,inL;
their excess heat to the cycle medium. The latter loss
increases with the maximum temperature of the cycle and oppo.es
the increase in cycle efficiency with temperature. Thus, thi
maximum usable work is
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fT = hT - TST

(16)

Equation (16) differs from (14) in that the changes involved
in the former are for an isothermal chemical reaction, whereas
those for the latter are for the products of the cllemical
reaction between entry and exit temperatures and pressures
for the powerplant. Also, Te of (14) is the sump temperature,
%hich is low and constant; whereas T of (16) is the reaction
temperature, which is variable. Primarily as a result of t!:e
.

4s

I

latter, fT dccrcases with temperature. The product TST is
energy that is not available to the electrical process and
In the case of H-O, it is more that sufficien:
appears
as heat.
_ .
to warm the reactants from storage temperature to T.
Performance values and internal energies computed at various
temperatures for the fuel cell with data from Ref. 8 are
assembled in Table 5. For comparison with .previous computations,
these
reaction is at a constant 14.7 psia. Apparently,
electrical systems provide the highest theoretical specific
impulse of the systems examined and do so at the lowest temperatures.

0 p 0 p 0
.0 0
. p p p ,o p 0
.
.
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Table 5 Theoretical specific impulse and internal energy
of Hz-02 fuel-cell engine in an underwater missile at 50
knots, at various constant temperatures
T C’

fT’
Btu/lb

259

441
621

5350
5240
5120

801

4990

999
1161
1341
1521
1701
1881
2061
2205
2421
2601

4860
4740
4600
4470
4340
4260
4070
3930
3790
3650
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49,300
48,200
47,100
46,000
44,800
43,600
42,400
41,200
39,900
38,700
37,400
36,200
34,900
33,700
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Concluding Remarks
Underwater missiles can be effectively propelled by rocket,
heat, and fuel cell engines energized by chemical prop>Ilants
whose exhaust products are condens ible to nongases on cooling
with sea water, Then, rocket systems can develop specific
impulse values that improve with depth and approach a magnitude increase in performance over a simple rocket at sea level,
if the rocket jet energizes a jet ejector that educts sea
water and emits a stream of water rearward. The same propellant
in a heat or a fuel cell engine which provides torque to a
propeller can produce more than a second magnitude increase in
performance over a simple sea level rocket. The fuel cell
sys tern has the best performance at low temperatures. but not
dramatically better than the best heat engine at moderate
temoetaThe preceding conclusions are based on theoretical analyses
of perfectly efficient powerplants and do not consider
practical problems that could change the relative ratings in
actual situations. Moreover, the few types of powerplants in
each class which were analyzed do not include all that are
conceivable : a resl ~~~ssit~li.~y exists that ingenious new
v.*r"eptS &ll make ali the system types approach one another
in theoretical performance.
Appendix A: Conversion of propellant energy to thrust in
perfect propeller type powerplant with infinite propeller flow

Therefore,
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-- A METHOD TO DESIGN PUMPJETS
R. E. Henderson,* J. F. McMahon,+ and G. F. Wislicenus#
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa.
Abstract
conventional propeller rotating within a shroud. The shroud
permits the flow through the rotor to be controlled more or
less independently of vehicle velocity. A pumpjet can be
designed with better cavitation characteristics than an open
propeller or, alternatively, smaller in size: to reduce ovrr-all
weights. The pumpjet may be engineered from knowledge and
experience with axial-flow compressors and pumps. The meridional flow within the shroud is assumed to be axially symmetrical, and the flow through the vane system to bc generally
cylindrical. Although axial-compressor data can be used in
designing the blade, profiles for air compressors are not
directly suitable for hydrodynamic propulsors because of cavitation requirements. A quasi-one-dimensional method is instead
described which uses compressor data but still meets cavitation
requirements.
Nomenclature
*f

* frontal area of propelled vehicle, ft2

a

0

cD

- dral; coefficient of propelled vehicle drag/(l/ZoV:Ai)

cL
cLoa
? ?

area, ft2

shroud lift coefficient
- blade lift coefficient based on average relative
velocity

?

-

*Assistant Professor of Engineering Research, Ordnance Research
Laboratory.
-+Research Assistant, Ordnance Research Laboratory.
#Head, Department of Aerospace Engineering, and Director,
Garfield Thomas Water, Tunnel, Ordnance Research Laboratory.
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lift coefficient based on unit relative
cL2 - blade
velocity
cm - mass flow coefficient - mass flow rate/(1/2pVoAf)
-

cQ

?oefficfent - torque/(1/2pV2Afdo)

cT

- thrust coefficient - thrust/(l/PpVzAf)

D

- drag of propelled vehicle, lb

thrust,

dimensional constant - 32.2 ft-lbm/lb-sec2

h

I

submergence depth, ft

H

P
I

HR

"s

-

nPs

-

AP

-

rotor head - ft-lb/lbm

%
so

- incremental rotor head - ft-lb/lbm

%V

- total inlet head - ft-lb/lbm

J

P

- freestream static pressure, psf
freestream static pressure at which cavitation
appears, psf

-

Q

I

volume flow rate, cfs

R

I

radial distance from axis of rotation, ft

r

*

streamline radius of curvature, ft

S

*

suction specific speed [see Equation (1611

S

I

coordinate along streamline, ft

advance ratio = Vo/nd

t

I

circumferential blade spacing, ft

0

u

- peripheral speed, fps

V

I

velocity, fps

1

axial component of velocity, fps

*

meric:ionnl

I

circumferential component of velocity, fps

- length of propelled vehicle, ft

11

- shroud length, ft

a

- blade chord length, ft

'a

52
m

- axial blade chord, ft

'rn

P

vU

mass flow ratio, slugs/set

n

- dimensionless flow rate = m/(r/4pV2d2)
P
- rotational speed, rps (unless otherwise stated)

n

*

coordinate normal to streamline, ft

- offset between mean streamline and camber line
measured perpendicular to blade chord, ft

- reference velocity, i.e., forward velocity of
propelled vehicle, fps

W

- relati.vc velocity, fps

Y

!

!

component of velocity, fps

vO

w*

._----

I-)

difference between blade pressure face and suction
face pressure at the same axial position, psf

- power, ft-lb/set

L

nn

propulsor specific speed [see Equation (18)I

P

nHHR

- dimensionless rotor head - HR/(Vt/2g)

mO

specific speed [see Equation (15)]

lb

P

t5

-

pO
P
cr

= maximum diameter of propelled vehicle, ft

dO
F -

. ..-,-e

torqu+

hn for NACA 65-series blade operating at CLm - 1.0

An1

*

vectorial average of relative velocity bcttwcen inlet
and t,sit of blade, fps

P

coordinate normal to surface, ft
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= angle of attack
- b1ade

staaser

i

angle

from

axial direction

-,

- defined in Fig. 16
- vorticity, l/set
m hydraulic efficiency
-

Propulsive

*

circu

efficiency

P

= fluid density, slugs/ft3

cl

-

T

- circumferential blade thickness, ft

cavitation index

%uhscrL.,ts
.-.--l-

upstream of vehicle where the static pressure is
equal to the freestream static pressure far ahead
of the propelled vehicle

2

-

rotor inlet

3

-

rotor

4

= downstream of vehicle where the static pressure is
equal to the freestream static pressure far ahead of
the propelled vehicle

exit

A.

i

independent of the velocity of the vehicle. Houzver, as F i g .
if cavitation resistance of the blades is to be
improved without reducing thrust and with the same rate of
flow, the pumpjet rotor must be larger than the propeller.
-This increase in propulsor diameter and the addition of the
shroud increase drag which, together lower prOpulSOr effiThe pumpjet can also reduce the weight of the propulsor by
operating at increased rotational speeds, although this
degrades cavitation characteristics. With a boundary-layer
intake, this processlis promising and analogous to aircraftengine developments.
eround for the design of axia
in that 1) the pumpjet operates in a liquid, and hence velocity limits art' dictated by cavitation, for although an
analogy exists between problems when approaching sonic velocity in air and incipient cavitation in a liquid, means for
advancing the two limits differ; and 2) the mechanical problems of blade designs are different because bending stresses
dominate in the pumpjet, requiring relatively low aspect
ratios, whereas centrifugal forces dominate in the airhandling engine (during steady operation), implying long
slender blades. Additional background for pumpjet design is
provided by extensive cavitation.experience with marine propellers and hydrodynamic pumps.
The general design philosophy advanced in this report is
based on a) extensive use of theoretical and experimental
work of NhCh and others with axial-flow air compressors;
b) important modifications of these aerodynamic developments
based on experience taken with marine propellers; and c)
information from axial-flow pumps designed for high cavitation
resistance.

Introduction

A pumpjet is a rotating hydrodynamic propulsor operating in
a close-fitting casing or shroud. It is the hydraulic counterpart of the ducted-fan aircraft engine. The principal difference between pumpjet and propeller is that the flow stream
through the former departs from the "natural" or freestream
surface, as indicated in Fig. 1.
An original object of the pumpjet was to improve cavitation
resistance beyond that of an open propeller. By adding a
shroud, the flow velocities through the pumpjet rotor can be
reduced, and so its cavitation characteristics become-essentially

B.

General Relations for Flow and Force Action

Thrust
The general relations for the flow and force actions of a
pumpjet are the same as for a propeller. Thrust is

F =pQ(i&-i&)

(1)

where subscripts refer to stations 1 and 4 in Fig. i, and
pressures at these stations are assumed equal to till* freeIJndLsr steady self-propulsion, F equals the total drag
-sCeam.
of the propeiled craft. In coefficient or nondimensional
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form, Equation (1) becomes

Propulsive

V, SAV

Fig. 1

The propulsive efficiency, or propulsive coefficient, is
the ratio of the thrust work done by a propulsor moving at
velocity VC to the energy required to increase the fluid
velocity from Vl to V4, assuming no frictional losses. F o r
self-propulsion,

* ‘/.\\\\\\““‘

S,AAul I

ST*TlOU 2

STAllOIl

Efficiency

1

STATDN

(3)

4

Comparison of flows through pumpjet and p:

ropeller
From Equaiion (l),

i
t
\

Fig. 2

Comparison
of typical inlet
velocity diagrams
for a marine
propeller and a
corresponding
pumpjet

TP

(4)

0

wher&vequals (f4 - 7,).

In coefficient form,
\

--I
ICo+ci,
-7p = ( 2 c,
VO 1

b) PUMPJET

/
a)

= ($++A+ 1--I

PROPELLER

Diagrams

are

a

Cylindrical

at

the

far

(5)

H e n c e , the higher'the mass flow &te the higher the propulsive efficiency. However, the pumpjet adds additional drag
that increases with the mass flow rate. So, an optimum flow
rate exists for any given application.

Surface

blade

tip

STATION

4

Head. Torque, and Rower Relations
According to Euler's turbomachinery equation, the input
energy per unit mass (or head) along a streamline through the
propulsor is

(6)

H; =A (V, U/g)
wherenindicates the difference between the quantity ahead
of and behind the rotor. In coefficient form,

Hk, =

(7)

2A[Vu /V,)W4

The total power required by the blades is
Isolated pumpjet
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/

1
t
I

4I

P=2rpg ~V,+bHk*dn

(8)

I

where n is the direction normal to V c If the head I$ is
constant along the entire span of thg blade, Equation (7)
reduces to

P=pgQHk

(9)

If the blades can be designed with a constant head, or an
a- u-&au
&J
aL cmY input per unit mass
through the propulsor is

I iq-v:

H = qH HR.= 2

9

Consequently,
P t

(l/211,)

pQ <v-&‘ig

i

(10)
(11)

ok, in coefficient form,
cl*)
By bquating (6) and. (10) [using Equation (l)] and nondimen-

velocity reiiltive to the blades (w,), U2 could be reduced by
lowering rotational speed. This improves the cavitation
resistance oE the propeller, or of the "corresponding pumpjet,"
which has the same torque, speed, and thrust characteristics.
After the peripheral velocity of the blades has been made
comparable to the flow velocity through the blades, signiffcant reductions in relative velocity can be realized only by
reducing both the through-flow velocity and the peripheral
blade velocity. With a shroud, V2 can be reduced to a lower
value (V '), as shown in Fig. 2b. If the peripheral velocity
of the b 2 ades is reduced correspondingly from U2 to U2', the
relative velocity is reduced from w2 to w2'.

Jlocal
proportional to w2 , this substantially improves cavitation
resistance. In fact, the hull of a yehic&ecan be made to
cavitate bofore its propulsor blades' will.
In aircraft, retardations ahead of an inlet to a jet engine
can be made quite high, and resultant "ram" efficiencies are
fairly high at low Xach numbers. Since underwater vehicles
operate at extremely low Mach numbers, substantial retardations
ahead of a pumpjet can be obtained with good ram efficiencies
Reference4--reports on inlet retardation or "prediffusion",
where the incoming stream included the boundary layer of the
propelled craft. A limited amount of prediffusion was possiblt:
even here with acceptable ram efficiencies.
D.

Over-All Design of an Isolated Pumpjet

sionalizing,

c.

The principles of pumpjet design will be discussed first
with reference to the isolated pumpjet of Fig. 3, which is
similar to a jet-engine pod. The pumpjet engine is considered
surrounded by a right cylinder control volume, coaxial TO it.
The distance from the surface of this volume to the pumpjct i1
large enough that the pressure along its surface equals the
value at infinity. Because of axial symmetry, only the twodimensional control area ABCD need be considered.

Improvement of Cavitation Resistance of a Pumpjet

Flow thrl?%lgh a propeiier is essentially dictated by the
forward velocity of the vehicle, but is greater than the
velocity without the propeller, which pre-accelerates the
flow. A shroud (Fig. 1) can reduce the velocity through the
rotor, making its cavitation characteristics less dependent
on the vehicle- ~~-----

Cavitation is a function of the flow velocity relative to
-its rotating blades. Figure 2a shows a typical inlet velocity
diagram for a marine propeller. The tip velocity (U ) is
considerably higher than V2 through the blades. To seduce the

c-3

hn

if‘. i I

Equations (l-5) apply to inlet and discharge velocities at
stations 1 and 4 and have no significance with respect to the
Interior.
:e
*-D~erminatio~ of Flow Rate
----aqcFrom Equation (5) the larger the rate of volume flow (0) o'
the pumpjet, the better the propulsive efficiency; so, as th
diameter is increased, less excess velocity is left in the w!
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The external-friction drag of the pumpjet must be subtracted
in determining net thrust. As the frontal area of thcpumpjet
is increased, this drag increases. Figure 4 is a "carpet" plot
of the propulsive efficiency of a jet engine or pumpjet
[from Equation (4)] corrected for the drag of the shroud. The
curves for increasing values of duct-loss coefficient k are
separated from each other by a horizontal shift of the scale
to the left proportional to k. The curve k = 0 is for zero
drag on the shroud (i.e., an unshrouded propeller) and provides
the propulsive coefficient of Equation (4). The numbers on
the curves represent the portion of the kinetic energy of the
incoming flow per unit mass of fluid passing through the pumpjet which is "lost" through drag on the shroud. If 10% is
lost, the maxAmum propulsive efficiency drops to approximately
ges rrom 0 tor the
unshrouded propeller to 0.3 for a pumpjet.- Actually, more
than 10% is expected to be lost; accordingly, Fig. 4 indicates
that maximum effective propulsive efficiency occurs atAV/v,
in excess of 0.3, presumably optimizing between 0.3 and 0.6.
This ratio should be chosen as high as can be justified on
efficiency considerations. From Equation (11, at higher
values ofrJVless *!asr flop is required to produce a given
'h&-St, &ad so the diameter of the pumpjet can be smaller.
Thus, from the standpoint of over-all efficiency, a pumpjet
should be smaller than a corresponding propeller, in contrast
to the opposite result for the same mass flow rate. This
fact is useful as a starting point in estimating the diameter
of a pumpjet which may be taken as about 15 or 20% less than
that of the propeller it replaces.
Preliminary Shroud DesAfter mass flow rate is determined, the shroud may be
designed on the basis of one-dimensional flow continuity
between it and the central body of the propulsor. The shape
of this body is usually determined by a mechanical aspect of
its mechanism. Stream surfaces of revolution may be drawn
around the body for a mean flow velocity between the upstream
surface and the body. The rate of volume flow is given by
the preceding and Equation (1).

t
.

The line marked 1 on Fig. 5 represents a stream surface of
revolution corresponding to the velocity inflow (v > well
ahead of the shroud. The line 1' represents the s $ream surface corresponding to a f ' somewhat lower than il. The
surface marked 2 represen ts the stream surface for a V at
the inlet of the rotor sufficient to allow the require ?I__volume
I

;;

(lu.3

Jrd)

A3N313ldjl

3AISlndOLld

Surfaces 3
flow (Q) to pass between it and the central body.
and 4' are likewise defined from continuity considerations at
the trailing edge of the rotor and at the shroud discharge,
respectively.

\
i

A first estimate of the inside contour of the shroud may now
be made. At the inlet, the surface must be slightly outside
1' and pass through 2 and 3 near the estimated inlet and discharge of the rotor (stations 2 and 3). It must end slightly
outside 4' because of the slight "vena contracta" at the discharge.
As yet, no consideration has been given to the shroud length,
i.e., the distance between 1' and 4'. An indication may be
aerations and the location and
"V
general arrangement of the pumpjet; however, a hydrodynamic
criterion will be discussed later. Figure 5 also shows a
geometric flow criterion that involves the angle of attack
betwee; the flow that would exist without the shroud at its
approximate geometric center, and a zero lift line between
the trailing edge and the center of the shroud profile. This
approximation of the zero lift direction is taken from plane
flow considerations of airfoils. By analogy, the lift coefficient is roughly equal to one-tenth the angle of attack,
measured (in degrees) from the zero lift direction. A lift'
coefficient of 1.5 is a limit obtaingble without separation,
and the anglea should not exceed 15 . Despite an apparent
crudeness, this leads to practical designs.

Fig. 5

Fluid flow through shroud with rotor not operating
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Flow between the Shroud and the Central Body
The meridional flow between the central body and the shroud
is not uniform because of its curvature. Figure 6 shows a
graphical approximation for the velocity distribution, V ,
between the shroud and the central body, obtained from &e
radius of curvature of the boundaries at the outer and inner
enda of the flow cross section. The equation that leads to
this distribution in an irrotational fluid is

(dv,/dn)

+ (v,/r)

= o

(14)

Starting with radii of curvature, r and r , at the outer and
termgdiate itreamlines can be
inner boundaries,
obtained by itera
"-'
a
*

-I%* Over-All Design Considerations for the Speed of Rotation
The following are part of the over-all design considerations

Fig. 6

Approximation of velocity d,istrihution
shroud and the central body

between LIP\

i

the inlet head is

l-Is,, = h + 31 + q&v?/ 29)
'

The speed of rotation for a pumpjet can be determined by
selecting an "advance ratio" proportional KO the ratio of the'
through-flow velocity to the peripheral velocity of the rota; ting element. As stated, this ratio should be for optimum
. cavitation characteristics. However, this implies a low speed
%, of 5 otation, which requires large and heavy propulsion machinw and involves danger of flow separation within the rotor5and-vane system, according to Equation (6). Therefore, low
rotational speeds result in large flow deflections within the
rotor (especially near the blade roots) and possibility of
flow separation.

For a Propeller or a pumpjet,

I

of a pod-type PumPjet and differ from the preceding, which did
not include the rotor.
\
Advance Ratio

(17)

-.
where the 31 is atmospheric pressure minus the vapor Pressure
of cold water, in feet of sea water.

j
/

The suction specific speed can also be related to the
internal flow. Figure 7 shows that curves of constant blade
pressure OK cavitation coefficient
vs. the advance ratio
(V /D) of the rotor tip section have fairly flat optima.
Si$ce cavitation-free performance has been achieved with blade
cavitation numbers (C ) as low as 0.2, it appears that suction
soecitlc
speeds UP co aDour Lu,m cali -13" UL ~~l~~rl~
9
.
very precise blade design. If some local cavitation is-tolerable, substantially higher values are possible.

Specific Speed
As also shown in Fig. 7, the advance ratio of the rotor tip
0.25 and 0.35 to obtain s of 10,000
with a blade pressure coefficient not less than 0.2. If i.t is
desirable to maintain a reasonably high speed of rotation, this
ratio cannot be chosen simply as low as possible but has an
optimum dictated by s.

This problem can be resolved by characterizing geometrically
similar machines by their "specific speeds",

ns = n/8 /H314

section must be between

(15)

where Q is in gallons per minute.
For a pumpjet, the head,
H, is the increase in kinetic energy between the inlet and
discharge streams [Equation (lo)].

The relationships in Fig. 7 between s and'the other flow
characteristics are for a rotor hub diameter of zero. In
reality, s is lowered by the square root of2the actual inflow
cross section of the rotor compared with D2 n/4, where D2 is
the inlet tip diameter of the rotor. This reduction is normally small.

From empirical knowledge, n of single-stage axial-flow
pumps siould be between 6000 2nd 11,000 (for Q in gallons per
minute) . Values below 600 result in excessive deflections
of flow in the roots of the rotors or in an excessively large
hub diameter. Values above 11,000 imply high velocities
compared to the pump head (the square of the velocity is
compared) and, consequently, low over-all efficiencies.
(Since a radially nonuniform head can be used for pumpjets,
it may be possible to employ ns lower than 6000.)

Propulsor Specific Speed
The foregoing similarity considerations should be expressed
in terms of operating conditions important to pumpjet performance, for example, the speed of rotation referred to the
thrust and forward velocity of the propulsor. For these quantities, a "propulsor specific speed"

Suction Specific Speed
By similarity considerations analogous to the foregoing,
judgment of cavitation characteristics in a pumpjet can be
obtained before it is designed. These characteristics can
be expressed by the "suction Specific speed":

nPs

(16)

t‘1
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t
\5

=

(18)

nJF/V$

is defined analogously to specific speed. Propulsors (with
the same density of the fluid) that have the same value of nn. ‘:
and are geometrically similar can be derived from each othtr
-by scaling and by changes in absolute velocity and speed of

rotation.
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.

This similarity criterion is expected to become meaningful
after it has been calculated for a number of propulsors ar.d
their design and flow characteristics plotted vs. n .

PS

F.

Over-All Design of a Pumpjet on the Aft
of a Body of Revolution

This section covers design of a pumpjet on the trailing end
of a propelled body of revolution, as shown in Fig. 8, which
is quite similar to that of Ref. 7. The characteristics of
such a propulsor are discussed in Ref. 13.
Average Velocities
alnce me lniei UC iiu aLi-- t; bi? tc E k e - - boundary-layer flow of the body, V is not uniform with distance. A first approximation for aesign of passages within
the shroud can be obtained by considering average meridional
velocities (0). This technique is similar to those given in
Sec. D with definitions of average velocities as next discus+.,
An average of the meridional through-flow velocity is
defined from continuity:
AY
Vdy
*

(19

where
is thickness of the flow layer entering the pumpjet
measured normal to the flow direction. Alternately, if flow
momentum is being considered,

’ = ~Ayv2dy/~AyVdy
and, if energy transport through the cross section is to be
evaluated, the average velocity is
PAY
/PAY

““=I, V%y,/

I, V dy

( _: I

Velocity Profiles Ahead of the Shroud
.

Fig. 7

Relationship of the cavitation parameters of
turbomachinery
-
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The velocity distribution over the boundary layer of a :Jod>
of revolution is rarely found theoretically but instead is
determined from a wake survey, usually in a plane midway bet:
the leading and trailing edges of the rotor. This distribute
_____may be transferred to another cross section, say ahcad oi tit<,
pumpjet i.nlct, either by assuming the total energy of fl,lw
constant along streamlines or by using the laws of vortex
69
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flow through turbomachinery.
The latter becomes identical
with the former if the propulsor imparts constant energy per
pound of fluid along every streamline.
The general relationship for vortex flow through
ery under axially symmetrical flow conditions is

“0

STATION
I

turbomachin-

I

(22)

(r X VI /p R V , = c o n s t .

along
streamlines. If the vorticity vector is normal to the
velocity of flow, which is true in the boundary-layer flow
ahead of the pumpjet vane systems, Equation (22) simplifies to

Equation (23) is valid throughout the pumpjet if all vane
systems have radial or spanwise uniform circulation.
Fig. 8

Equation (1) and cbneiderations
of Sec. D are directly
applicable to the a&rage through-flow velocity on the end of
a body of revolutioC,@en the static pressure some distance
ahead bf the pumpjet! inlet and behind its discharge is equal
to th6 freestream pl’&i&re P . This is a good approximation,
becatl6e the static pressure 8n the surface of the body equals
the fteestream pressure near the after end. Generally,
however,
eithcrk theoretical or experimental velocities and pressures
should be used.
Shroud

General arrangement of a pumpjet located at the
after end of a propelled body of revolution

Design

The pumpjet shroud may now be designed similarly to that
in Sec. D and Fig. 5. The configuration on the end of a body
is shown in Fig. 9, where the angle “of attack a is as defined
in Sec. D and is, therefore, near 15 .
Although the lift coefficient of the shroud may also be
:al~:;1.l,iL 2 d ~8 sL&LLted ~1 Ref. 7, all approximations ignore
separation of flow from the external surface. This could occur
with a shroud of zero lift coefficient with a conical afterbody and a rather steep angle of convergence. The over-all
problem of shroud design is therefore still incompletely solved.
Velocity

Profiles d---thin the Shroud

I

-

-Velocities of flow inside a pumpjet shroud, calculated as
described previously, are indicated in Fig. 10 for four stations
T h e
within the shroud and a fifth at the discharge end.
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Fig. 9

Bumpjet shroud on tapered afterbody

n

f

.

distributions for stations 2-6 are derived from the bare-body
velocity distribution shown, using Equation (23) and successive
approximations that satisfy continuity at the flow cross section
inside the shroud. The effect of curvature, as expressed by the
scscnd term in Eqharjon (?3), .is approximated separately by the
*uL*je ao indicated in Fig. 10, which is constructed as described
in Sec. D and Fig. 6. Velocity variations produced by flow
curvature may be algebraically added to those derived for zero
curvature. Figure 10 shows that curvature has very little
effect on the flow inside the shroud, for this example.

L
/

vELOCFTY PROFILE
3 x AND
WITHOUT
SHROUD
bar. body)

Frictional Effect
The foregoing derivation is for frictionless flow inside
z
t e s rou .
of the shroud and along the central body, but it is usually
not practical to estimate its effects because of the influence
of the vane systems ahead of and within the shroud. Instead,
stations 2-6 (Fig. 10) may be corrected for an estimated
boundary-layer-displacement thickness on the walls of the
annular passage. If there is retardation between the inlet
and station 2, a fairly rapid growth of this thickness is
expected, perhaps about 10% of the total cross section. A
similar additive correction in cross-sectional area may be
justified at stations 3 and 4. At 5 and 6, however, a smaller
increase should be used because of acceleration of meridional
flow from 4 to 6. These empirical increases in flow areas
should later be adjusted with experimental data.
G.

6

.

“3.

Fig. 10 Velocity distribution within a shroud on a tapered
afterbody

Design of Pumpjet Rotor Blades

Design Surfaces
After determining velocity distributions between the shroud
and the central body, streamlines may be derived from

a

LEADING EDGE

V,(Aa) = const.

(24)

TRAILING EDGE

-

where a - R&27, and an is the perpendicular distance
between streamlines.
The meridional stream surfaces so determined are more or
less conical. However, the empirical data for the axial-flow
compressor of Sec. A apply primarily to straight, cylindrical
stream surfaces. Theoretical treatment of flow along such
---surfatzestslaX-&pler because flow relative to rotating
. vanes has an Inherent vorticity.
,->
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EDGE

Fe. ll Flow surface in meridional plnnc
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To apply the cascade data of NACA for straight axial flow
and to avoid the theoretical complications of flow along conical surfaces, blade shape is determined by considering only
the axial component of the meridional flow. As shown in Fig.
11, flow is examined for a straight cylindrical section A-A.
The meridional velocity of the entering flow is determined for
the stream surface b-b, and the inlet velocity along section
A-A is the axial component of the meridional velocity along
b-b at the leading edge. For the discharge, the meridional
velocity is that for the stream surface a-a; and the discharge
velocity along the cylindrical section A-A is the axial component along a-a where this surface intersects the trailing
edges of the vane system. The axial velocity along A-A differs
between inlet and discharge, because of changes in the cross
surface

to

another.

The actual meridional flow consists of that along A-A plus
a spanwise flow that changes this cylindrical flow to one
along the conical stream surfaces a-a and b-b. If vane circulation does not change spanwise, it seems reasonable to
neglect this component. In reality, however, spanwise flow
can be neglected only if the blade sections have the same
direction as a spanwise flow of constant angular momentum.
In practice, spanwise ("fairing") sections of the vanes will
be determined largely by geometric considerations described
later, and, usually spanwise flow of constant angular momentum
does not occur. However, the previous assumption holds, in
principle, if the leading and trailing edges of the vanes fall
approximately in a radial plane and the incoming flow has no
circumferential component. A method to use when this condition
is not satisfied is discussed in Ref. 9.
The Mean Streamline
Blade profiles along cylindrical sections, as A-A og Fig.
11. will be design.:2 hy the "mean-streamline" method.
It
62 ?err.i.i,es L':sn&ea In tilr: circumferential component of flow
through the vane system caused by pressure differences along
the blade and departure of the blade camber line from the
mean streamline,. as determined from a semiempirical analysis
of NACA cascade data. An example of a blade layout for a
fairly large ratio of atial--ta circumferential relativevelocity compone&hoi in Fig. 12. The relative inlet
flow veloicity vector w2 and discharge velocity vector w are
<
-determined by a) the axial components of the meridiona13flow
4
at inlet and discharge, b) the peripheral velocity of the blade
.
k& at A-A, and c) the change in circumferential component of the
.--,
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flow Vu from Equation (6). Subscripts 2 and 3 denote stations
ahead of and behind the rotor (see Fig. 1).

i

The axial component of the discharge relative velocity (w,)
is la-qer than ti:rp determined from Fig. 10 by an amount equal
:,o tha area reduction at the blade discharge edge plus the
displacement thicknesses of both boundary layers leaving the
blade profile. Figure 12 shows a typical curve along which
the ends of the relative velocity vectors travel. It is
difficult to determine the displacement thickness of these
boundary layers, but the reduction in meridional cross section
caused by the blade boundary layers can be estimated and an
appropriate increase made in the axial component of w . The
axial component at intermediate locations between the3inlet
and discharge of the rotor can be similarly obtained.

I

LO
or,

referred to

the

(Av,/w,)(t-/ai

Figure 13 shows the distribution of the camber-line departure from the mean streamline along the blade IrnGth. The
solid curve shows departures derived from the "trailing-edge
loaded" profiles investigated by NACA. In this case, the
maximum is larger than unity,i.e., greater than that of the
standard NACA 65-series profiles.

I

inlet

.

(25)

relative velocity,
(26)

'A.

*

cL2

can also be determined from the mean pressure difference

(27)

Maximum departures of the blade camber line from the mean
streamline arc plotted in Fig. 14 vs the "stagger" angle of
measurea frUIHZs az..idi I;n2ctLLa. Tk;=
the vane system
departureQD,is normal to the base or chord line oE the blade
and is referred to the unit lift coefficient.

The Mean Camber Line

=2

h
APdQ;+

wherea P is as plotted in the pressure-distribution diagram,
L ' is the coordinate of the blade in the axial direction, and
r", is the total axial extent of the blade.

The mean streamline may now be constructed as tangents to
the relative velocity vector at every point.

The lift coefficient of the blade, written with present
notations, is

across the blades as derived from the assumed pressure- 2
w /2 as
distribution diagram of Fig. 12. This diagram uses
the difference between the freestream pressure and the stagl:ation pressure; therefore,
n
a

The circumferential component of the absolute velocity at
intermediate locations is determined by a proportion of the
diagram of blade pressure vs axial length. The circumferential
component of the relative velocity is then obtained by subtracting the blade speed from the component of the absolute
velocity. Details are given in Ref. 6.

The departure of the mean camber line of the blade from the
mean streamline is assumed to be proportional to the lift
coefficient of the blade. Its distributiog along the blade
profile is derived from NACA cascade data.
A typical departure curve for vane systems requiring high resistance to
cavitation is shown in Fig. 13. The unit of departure is the
maximum of the standard NACA 65-series cascades of Fig. 14.

.

The actual departure is determined from Fig. 13 by

the value.for various stations along the cllorr!
where~ni/nnn,&
of the blade. On the horizontal axis of this figure, 0 inJicates the leading and 1 the trailing edge of the blade.
'/
After determining the blade camber line, blade thickness
is found from changes in the axial component of the relative
flow, using

r/t = AV, / Va
where V is the velocity after effects of thickness are
The originally assumed curves along which the
included.
relative velocity vectors travel will not produce a smoottl
contour, and generally are "corrected" to hydtod;;namicall;.
acceptable shape by drawing this contour with minimum cur*:.~ture alow the sides of the blades.

,I
I

2:

Design Examples
In Fig. 13, a variation of this departure curve is indicated
near the leading edge because the action of the blade is
largely determined by its trailing portion. The manner by
which this can be exploited is now discussed.

MEAN DEVIATION F
STANDARD 65 - SER

I
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I
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I
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I
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I
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I
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0.1

DISTANCE FROM LEADING EDGE /CHORD

Fig. 13 Chordwise distribution of camber-line offsets
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Figure 15 shows the blade profile for the tip section of a
pumpjet rotor of a much lower advance ratio than that of Fig.
12. Figure 16 shows a blade profile for the root section of
a pumpjef rotor of fairly low advance ratio. The required flow
deflection for this section is, of course, much greater than
that of the tip, because the change in circumferential component
by the DPr&&ral velocitv is constant. as
indicated by Equation (6).
_--The Leading Edge
Figure 16 shows a limitation on the blade shape near its
leading edge which is not determined in Fig. 13. The length
8 is established by drawing a line perpendicular to the
incoming flow and passing through the leading edge of the
neighboring blade. 8 cannot be obstructed by a blade, since
otherwise flow ahead of the vane system would accelerate
between vanes:--Also, 3 is strongly influenced by the departure curves near the leading portion of the blades. For the
tip sections, where blades do not usually overlap, the lower
departure curve shown in Fig. 13 can be used. For root sections, as in Fig. 16, it may be necessary to use the upper
departure curve to be certain that acceleration of the mean
flow is not required.
Flow

Separation

For strong deflections, such as those in the root sections,
it is necessary to consider retardation limits by flow separation at the low-pressure side of the blades ("stall"). As a
rule the relative discharge velocity should not be less than
0.6, and never less than 0.5, times the relative inlet velocity.
The conditions in Fig. 16 represent nearly a limiting case.
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. Fig. 14 Unit camber-line departure for NACA 65-series cascades

Stator Blades
Des-&rn.considerations
for
r o t o r - w a&r=-w to
stator vanes behind or in front of the rotor. Again, the
more or less conical merihGa1 str%ZiUlines arc rep?,!ced by a
cylindrical section B-B, as in Fig. 11. A typical diffuser
vane section derived by the mean-streamline method is shown
in Fig. 17. If the'shroud is properly designed, the meridional
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2 .
component of the flow (and thereby the axial component in ti-.c
blade section) can be sufficiently accelerated to avoid retard
ation within the diffuser-vane system. As a result, boundar::layer growth and corresponding losses within the vane system
are minimized.
Final Blade Design
Design of the individual vane sections on the basis of
local flow conditions is still incomplete in two respects:
a) the relationships between velocities, pressures, solidity
(3/l>. and lift coefficient [Equations (25-27)] leave considerable freedom In choosing these variables, and b) the
pressure difference across the blade Cap> - as shown, for
For the blade section of
Fig. 12, the pressure redustion below the mean static pressurcx
at the inlet is 0.29 (pw2 /2), where w is the relative in1t.t
velocity, and, for the particular examp z e, w2 = 1.429 Voo.
Therefore, if the static-pressure difference between the rotor
inlet and the freestream is neglected, the cavitation number
iS
CT

=0,29/(vg/w;) = 0.29(1.429)*=

0.59 (3fJ

Pressure distributions may now be selected so that cavitatic)
numbers will be about the same for all blade sections. After
determining the pressure reduction and thereby, to some extent
the average pressure difference over the blade from cavitation
considerations, an approximation for the lift coefficient is
obtained from Equation (27), and appropriate values of the
solidity ( t / 1 ) of the various sections may be determined.
The cascade sections are dimensionless, and must be adjusted
so that the blade spacing (t) varies with distance from the
axis and provides a whole number of blades. The number of
blades or the actual aspect ratio is found by considering
bending stress and, if possible, elastic deformations.
Even this does not necessarily produce a final answer,
because the over-all geometry of the blade may be unsatisfact,
Thus, it is necessary to "stack" the blades, i.e., inspect t:,
cylindgical sections after they are placed one on top of the
other.
A satisfactory blade design thus requires successivt?
approximations.
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Experimental Results

These methods have been used to design pumpjets for-cpInpletely
submerged, axisymmetric bodies. Low rotational speed pumpjets
have been fabricated for both torpedoes and submarines, and
high-speed pumpjets for torpedoes.

0’
2

0.16

r

A Low-Speed Pumplet on the Aft of a Body of Revolution
Experimental results with a low-speed pumpjet on an 8-in.diam.torpedo model (generally as shown in Fig. 8), are given
in Figs. 18 and 19. Its design advance ratio was 2.025, at
which value net thrust is zero.
primarily to two reasons: 1) the original drag coefficient
was overestimated, since design was accomplished .before accurate wake data could be obtained from the model;this emphasizes
need for wake data; and 2) no adequate method is available to
determine the increased drag caused by the pumpjet; thus, an
analytical estimation of this drag is an important need for
?~mpjet design,

0.28 a’
P
0.26 &

ROTOR
--- N
ET
BARE HULL C.. m 0.10

0.24 p
.2I

STANDARDpy\:x
I.8

h

Figure 18 demonstrates the need for model tests. The curves
"5%" and "10%" show the effects of respective increases in
shroud exit area. The net thrust was notably altered by these
minor modifications.
Overestimation of design thrust improves cavitation performas shown in Fig. 19. The curves marked "unmodified"
are with the blading as-designed, and indicate premature
suction-surface cavitation on the leading edges. Based on
actual wake data, the system was modified so that the slope
of the mean camber line was increased approximately 5' near
the leading edge, and the new cavitation data are designated
"modified". This change, together with the increase of the
self-propulsion advance ratio to 2.025, resulted in a cavitation performance that exceeds the predicted critical index of
approximately 0.7.
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A High-Speed Pumpjet on the Aft of a Body of Revolution
The following are results of an experimental program with a
pumpjet operated at high shaft rotational speeds (the idea of
a high-speed pumpjet was first described in Ref. 51, designed
using the principles described in this text.
Two propulsors were constructed and experimentally evaluated,. ~----the first with a single rotating shaft and the second with

Fig. 18 Thrust and torque coefficients as a function of
advance ratio
---
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counterrotating shafts. A sketch of the latter is in Fig. 20
and represents-the general arrangement of a high rotational
speed
propulsor.
The program for the single-rotor high-speed pumpjet
is
described in Refs. 10 and 11. It demonstrated the correctness
of the duct and shroud design of Fig. 20, but provided much
poorer cavitation performance than anticipated, apparently
caused by selecting the wrong design velocity profile for C-he
rotating blades. Thus, the counterrotating set of blades was
designed to improve cavitation. It was estimated that cavitation -free operation could be obtained at an index of 1.25.
Because of greater rotational speed, the critical cavitation
Counterindex of this pumpjet is greater than that of Fig. 19.
rotation provlaes InIn
the forward rotor operates at a lower rotational speed than
the aft, which it effectively supercharges. This pumpjet was
The
cavitation-free at an index of 1.1, as shown in Fig. 21.
critical form of cavitation occurred at the tip of the blade
and was caused by the leakage vortex over the blade tip. As
shown in Fig. 21 and discussed in Ref. 12, this is strongly
affected by the tip shape.
1
16

1

1

17
1.9
ADVANCE ‘“,,I,,J

I

2 0

Fig. 19 Cavitation performance of a pumpjet

SHROUD SUPPORT STRUT

Figure 22 plots rotor torque coefficient vs advance ratio
for the single-rotor high-speed pumpjet. It demonstrates11 a
characteristic of a pumpjet rotor; namely, operation at a
constant blade inlet angle, as implied by the inverse variatorque coefficient with the square of the advance
%Ofs which occurs with all pumpjets in a range of 520% of
the design advance ratio. It implies that the pumpjet has
better cavitation characteristics than a propeller during
vehicle acceleration or deacceleration, and allows accurate
prediction of pumpjet performance at off-design.
I.

Conclusions and Recommendations

At the Ordnance Research Laboratory methods have been
developed for the hydrodynamic design of pumpjets for the
propulsion of underwater vehicles. At ORL these were aimed
primarily at attaining high resistance to cavitation, and
this has been successfully demonstrated. Three factors
have contributed to the success of this program:

-

.I-?

Fig. 20 High rotational speed pumpjet with boundary-layer
intake

1) The original NACA cascade data, which was not satisfactory for the design of a pumpjet with high cavitation resis,tance, was made so by judicious generalization to yield
satisfactory blade-section profiles.
87

2) High-solidity blading has been used to increase the number
of blades and reduce.loading on each, although a sacrifice in
efficiency because of added skin-friction drag, which must be
. . accepted to obtain high cavitation resistance.
3) The velocity profiles at the inlet and exit of the
rotor and stator biades were carefully determined.
Current hydrodynamic designs of pumpjets include two major
unsolved problems:
1) An analytical method is needed to predict the effect of
the shroud on the net force produced by the propulsor and on
the flow through it. This work would supplement that of Ref.
7, and may include results from Ref. 14.
2') Methods are needed to predict unsteady flows and forces
that occur in both pumpjets and propellers.
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Techniques of application and limitations of solid-propellant
At constant
rockets as underwater propulsors are analyzed.
..-_-.-vehicle speed, propellant specific impulse and density art3 of
about equal importance. Maximum vehicle speed is limited by
the ratio of maximum thrust to frontal area (typically about
!3,oco psf) to 1100 - SO0 knots with conventionally shaped bodies, but cavitation and .short range diminish the usefulness of
such speeds. Propulsive efficiency of rockets increases with
speed, but is only about 25% at 550 knots. Solid rocket grains
with thin webs are useful in boost applications, whereas
thicker web shapes or end burners are useful in sustainers. A
simplified equation for calculating boost impulse requirements
is developed. Some characteristics of typical modern solid
propellants are given. High-density formulations offer a l!fi20% increase in underwater range over conventional solids. The
versatility of grain designs now possible, together with the
wide range of current burning rates, offers speeds between 30
and 500 knots. Conceptual designs of a &in. and a lo-in.-diam
rocket are illustrated, and their performances are estimated.
Nomenclature
A
it
Cd
Cf

.--
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-

=
P
=
=
-

reference area (body cross section)
acceleration of body
nozzle throat area
drag
coefficient
thrust coefficient, actual delivered
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- thrust coefficient, theoretical, at
optimum expansion area ratio
\
= drag force
- rocket thrust
= rocket boost thru t
- specific impulse Eq. (2)
- total impulse
P mass flow rate
- pressure at ambient (depth) conditions
- rocket motor chamber pressure

D
F
FB

1 1

Isp
;tot
;a
PC
Pe
it
tb
Atb

*
-

pressure at nozzle exit plane
range

Analysis

First, consider the basic relations between design and per-

formance for a constant-speed,
. underwater vehicle:
Vehicle drag .Docket thrust

D - CD .

fixed-size,

rocket-propelled

0)

h V2 A
2

.
F-m.

(2)

IsP

burning time
* boost burning time interval

With thrust constant

(3)

-

At constant speed

(4)

- velocity

V

VP
vj
AV
WP
WV

Y
c
,I1
Ri
PP

volume of propellant
jet velocity
jet velocity, vehicle speed
propellant weight
vehicle weight
ratio of specific heats
n-27.7 ? ex;ms.lonratio
offic1oncy
density of water

- density of propellant

Isp’Pp

Combining (1) - (4) and assuming a constant CD gives
Vadq o
Introducing

- density impulse
i

Introduction

Simplicity, low cost, nontoxicity, and safe handling are desirable in underwater propulsion systems; they are also characteristics of many state-of-the-art solid-propellant rockets.
However, propulsive efficiencies of rocket-propelled underwater
vehioles are intrinsically low, because of low running speeds
relative to the velocities of their exhaust jets. This makes
rockets noncompetitive, in performance, with gas-generator-fedengine-propeller systems, except in a restricted class of shortrange, high-speed missions.
Even in the latter cases, restrictions on practical propellant grain configurations and burning rates severely limit
run times, and it has not generally been possible to optimize
a design for a specific application. Recent developments in
high-energy propellants, which extend burning rates to both
higher and lower values, now allow greater flexibility, whereas new high-density propellants also offer somewhat increased
performance. Such propellants are theoretically considered
below for short-range, high-speed, rocket-propelled underwater
vehicles. The analysis is morphological, rather than partic-
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With VP - Wp/Pp fixed,
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For a fixed-size propulsion unit, Eq. (8) shows the desirability of propellants with high ctdensity impulse” (Isp
and the need to maximize burning time when long range is
required.
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Next, consider vehicle speed. From (1) and (b),
V2
or
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(9)

With solid-propellant rocket motors, high chamber pressures
and, hence, high F/A values are feasible. For example, a rocket nozzle with optimum expansion ratio for 2000-psia combustor
operation at 200-ft depth and a nozzle exit area half of its
body frontal area has a (calculated) F/A ratio of about ss,OCO
psf. For a reasonable drag coefficient of 0.10, this gives a
maximum speed of 743 fps (4.40 knots). However, the attendant
range, being inversely proportional to the square of the speed,
is extremely short. In addition, since gross body cavitation
occurs on high speed vehicles, except at great depths, control
would be difficult, if not impossible with conventional fins
and rudders. So, because of short range and because of control
problems, such speeds are of academic interest.
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propulsion efficiency:
'IP

=

VELOCITY,

[l + l/2 (AV/Vj)]-1

(10)

Taking a representative exhaust velocity for a high-energy
solid propellant of 6700 fps at a pressure ratio of 20:1, VP
values at various vehicle speeds are plotted in Fig. 1. They
show the desirability, from this point of view, of operating
underwater rocket-propelled bodies at the highest possible
speeds.
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Fig. 2

Calculated starting
transient for a
vehicle with zero
boost (vehicle 1
at 2CC-ft depth).

The time available for an unguided, negatively buoyant underc
water rocket vehicle to attain full speed under its own thrust
is very short. But if only sustainer thrust is used, this
interval could become several seconds, as shown in Fig. 2 (for
a particular vehicle). Therefore, in the interest of vehicle
control and rapid starting, it is desirable to include a
booster stage.
Booster total impulse requirements may be estimated assuming
that 1) sustainer thrust is negligible compared to booster
thrust, 2) “drag impulse" (JD.dt) is insignificant during
booster operation, and 3) booster propellant weight is small
colrpu*ad +,r ~ehLcle we,ght.
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Thrust coefficient
vs depth at various
chamber pressures.
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Itot, boost * FB . tB,

03)

Itotd=-t - W/d . vfinal

(14)
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Equation (14) will be used later to estimate boost-propellant
weights for two vehicles. Although the allowable booster burning time varies with requirements, it is generally low, and
0.1 sec. will be used for the examples, under which condition
the preceding assumptions are valid.
Rocket
.

Motor

Relationships

Rocket motor thrust, chamber pressure, nozzle throat area,
expansion ratio, and specific impulse are related by
F - Pc . At . Cf

(15)
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Using these relationships and the tables of Seifert and Crum:
the graph in Fig. 3 of thrust coefficient vs operating depth at
various chamber pressures was made. It provides theoretical
values at optimum expansion ratios for a specific-heat ratio of
1.2 and shows need for high chamber pressures at great depths.
Righ chamber pressure is also desirable to permit small port
areas in internal burning grains. On the other hand, it requires heavy case walls and thick insulation, and increases
propellant strains in case-bonded grains.

,

Grain Designs
In a solid rocket, mass flow rate is determined by grain
geometry and propellant burning rate. Four representative
geometries are shown in Fig. 4 with increasing characteristic
web thickness going from ha to hd. Propellant slivers (unburned residues) are shown for each design where applicable.
Typical insulation configurations to protect case walls from
burnthrough are shown for the slotted-tube grain and the end
burner. -- ------- -~
--Approximate limits of practical web thickness and cross'.. _ sectional propellant loadings for near-neutral (i.e., constaqt
fc‘)

’

,$

.X

burning surface) configurations are given in Table 1. Wagonwheel or star-grain designs are best for short-duration boost
charges. The slotted tube with a slow burning-rate propellant
can be used for comparatively short-duration sustainer thrust.
End burners are the choice for long duration, although they
produce maximum excursion of the vehicle's center of gravity.
1
e

Table 1 - Characteristics of representative grain geometries
Cross-sectional
Grain type
web fraction
loading,
&marks
(W/R)
%
Wagon wheel

0.1 - 0.3

ItO - TO

Thinnest web for
gives slivers

Star

Slotted tube

End burner

0.2$- 0.5

0.3 - 0.8

1 - 20

50 - 95

50 - 96

1ooa

Suitable for booster
or short-duration
sustainer; gives
slivers
Has maximumweb
thickness for internal burner; requires
insulation under
slots.
Suitable for sustainer 0nly;requires
insulation

Solid Propellants
A wide variety of solid propellants is currently available
with various combinations of burning rates, specific impulses,
densities, etc. For simpljfication, only three propellant
-'I d:'qe:! a$'? considered here. As given in Table 2, they include
1) aluminized ammonium perchlorate composite propellants with
various polybutadiene, polyurethane, or double-base binders
plus suitable burning rate catalysts; 2) nhigh-densityll propellants with heavy metal additives, as tungsten or zirconium,
and ammonium perchlo
-ixpolybutadiene binders; and 3)
ammonium nitrate and
ium perchlorate with hydrocarbon
binders, with or without aluminum.
'-'aEffective loading of end burner is less than 100% due to
peripheral insulation.

Of these, the aluminized composites give highest specific impulses and now offer an extremely wide range 0:' burning rates.
This is shown in Fig. 5, which plots approximate burning rates
available at various specific impulse levels. The high-densitj
propellants, as seen in Table 2, have the highest theoretical
"density impulse" (Isp . pp). This is of greater importance
underwater than in above-water rockets, since for the latter
n with n less than unity is a better performance criteromposite propellants with appreciable proportions of
ammonium nitrate have the lowest burning rates and so permit
the longer burning times that could be of special advantage in
an internal-burning configuration.
*Table
_

2Approximate
p roperties of several solid propellants
I

Prooellant
Q-w

Aluminized
compositea

BDPb

CH/AP/AN/ALC

Burning rates,
in./sec at 1000
psi'
Burning rate
exponent

0.2 - 3.0

0.25 - 0.5

0.05 - 0.1

0.2 - 0.7

0.15 - 0.35

0.5 - 0.6

260 - 267

225 - 235

170 - 200

Specific impulse
(theoretical).
lbf/lbm/sec,.*
lOOO/l4.7 psia
Density,
lb/in.3
Combustion
temperature, OF

0.070 - 0.066 0.053 - O.O:b

0.062 - 0.06l.t
5200 - 6000

Density impulse
(Isp .- P,, theo. ), 440 - L70
g- set/cm 3

5200 - 6100

2000 -~3500

Il.50 - 540

250 - 3cQ

'Propellants with ammonium perchlorate and a polybutadiene,
polyurethane, or double-base binder.
.__czc- -:r__
-._~_. .
y-_ $DP = high-density prop$.lants with a heavy metal, ammonium
perchlorate, and a hydrocarbon-bltnder.
'Propell,ants with ammonium nitrate, with or without ammoniL?
perchlorate and aluminum, and a hydrocarbon binder.
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lants and to show the flexibility afforded by ir,ocil:lating prspellant burning rates, both end-burning and internal-burniq
(slotted tube) grain configurations were considered in vehicles
with the external configurations shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for a
6-in.-diam rocket, vehicle I, and a lo-in.-diam rocket, vehicle
II, respectively. Vehicle speeds and ranges were calculated
over the approximate spectrum of burning rates for each propellant type. A constant insulation thickness of 0.25 in. was
used for end burners and 0.050 in. for internal burners.
For
the latter, all internal port diameters were taken at 0.2 times
the grain diameter. The calculations were made with fixed
thrust coefficient and for expansion from 2000 psia chamber
pressure to 103.5 psia, the depth pressure at 200 ft. Propellant specrfx impulse values were Y2% Oi T;ne Irrtripmrr~ u? Lilt:
range of theoretical values of Table- 2.
Results of the calculations are gathered as range vs speed in
Fig. 8 for the 6-in .-diam vehicle and in Fig. 9 for the lo-in.
They show a slight performance advantage of the high-density
propellant over the more conventional aluminized composite, at-r?
the wide versatility in speed and rage available from the latter. Further shown is a restricted area of usefulness for
ammonium nitrate propellants - to attain BO knots in a lO-in.diam vehicle with an internal burner.
Vehicle Examples

1

To summarize the analysis, the conceptual preliminary designs
for the two underwater, solid-rocket propelled vehicles, shown
in Fig. 6 for the 6 in .-diam vehicle and Fig. 7 for the lO-in.diam, were further analyzed. The former was designed as an
end-burnin: rocket at 100 knots and 200-ft depth with both
booster and sustainer chamber pressures of 2000 psia, and t.he
latter as an internal burning rocket at 200 knots and 1000-ft
depth with chamber pressure of 3000 psia. The calculations
were made without considering vehicle stability or control.
Drag coefficients were estimated fern iief. 2. No attempt i;as
made to optimize chamber pressure, body shape, etc. The nozzl!!
expansion ratio properly expanded the combustion gases to the
depth pressures in each case.
The calculated weight and performance values are given in
Tables 3 and h. They are rough estimates to illustrate the
order-of-magnitude capabilities of the two high-speed underwater missiles. They also illustrate the need to change from
end burner to internal burner with increasing diameter and to
increase chnnber pressure with increasin;: depth.
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Table 3 - Characteristics of a &in,-diam,end bxmi~
underwater rocket (Vehicle I)
Calculated values
Assumed value;:

>
GRAIN LENGTH = ID0 IN.

Range:
930 yds
Propellant weights:
36 lb
Boost:
Sustain: 567 lb
Total. vehicle weight: 1LS lb
Burning time: 16.5 set
Vehicle Buoyancy: 65 lb

Drag coefficient: 0.12
Chamber pressures: 2000 psia
200 ft
Design depth:
Propellant characteristics:
Type: Aluminized composite
Isp: 212 set
P* .063 lb/in.3
Vehicle sueed: 100 knots

GRAIN LENGTH = 36 IN.

Table b - Characteristics of a lo-in.-diam, internaL
burning underwater rocket (Vehicle II)
Calculated values
Assumed values:

*
SPEED, knob
SPEED, knots

Fig. 8 Calculates rqe vs
lp?! :i. for %hz 2c Jliti prc pebnts; vehicle I at 200ft depth.

Range:
1080 yds
Propellant weights:
Boost:
9L lb
Sustain: 590 lb
Total vehicle weight: 1360
Burning tire: 9.7 set
Vehicle Buoyancy: I.~60 lb

Drag coefficient: 0.15
Chamber pressures: :iE ;?a
Design depth:
Propellant characteristics:
Type: High-density composite
Isp: 15l set
= .086 lb/ina3
Ve&le speed: 200 knots

Fig. 9 Calculatedrengeve
speed for three solid propellants; vehicle II at 200ft depth.
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Since the two vehicles are capable of operating at depths
other than the design values, their performances at other
depths were also computed and plotted in Figs, 10 and 11. Although performance diminishes with depth, the effects apparently are not extreme over moderate depth changes.
EFFECT OF STAGING ON THE RANGE
OF UNDERWATER ROCKETS

Finally, estimated variations in the center-of-gravity locations for the two vehicles are plotted in Fig. 12. The short
jog in these curves at start-up shows the shift in c.g. during
boost. The curves show, respectively, the typical humped
variations of an end-burner and the linear shift of an internal burner.

Wiliiam C, Ragsdale*
U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
White Oak, Silver Spring, Efd.

Conclusions
Propellant densities and specific impulse values are about
equally important in underwater rocket applications. Current
high burning rates of aluminized composite propellants make
them attractive as end-burning grains, whereas low burning rate
propellants should have slotted-tube grain configurations and
be used in comparatively short-burnin{: missiles. High-densityimpulse propellants offer a performance advantage over aluminized composites in undcrwatcr rockets. Howcver, unless
compositions with a wide variety of burning rates are established, they will be less generally useful than the aluminized
propellants. Thin web grain designs, such as the internal
burning star, are suitable only for very short burning times
and therefore primarily as boosters.
References
‘Seifert, H. S. and burn, J., “Thrust coefficient and expansion
ratio tables,” Space Technology Labs., Los Angeles, Calif.
(February 19%).
2Hoerner,

S. F., Fluid-Dynamic Drag (published by the author,

1958).

Abstract

_-e--mA simple relation is derived for computing the range of a
solid-propellant multistage underwater rocket. The rocket is
assumed to consist of identical stages deaigned to give constant vehicle velocity and ie assumed to travel horizontally.
A comparison of the range of two and three-stage rockets is
given.
Nomenclature
A

-

‘D
D
F

-

gc

-

I

L
AL

sP

-

AL’

-

total wetted surface area of vehicle, ft2
drag coefficient , dimensionless

diameter of vehicle, ft

drag force acting on vehicle, lbf
conversion factor, 32.2 lbm-ft/lbf-sec2

specific impulse of rocket motor, Ibf-sec/lbm
overall length of vehicle, ft
combined length of propellant grain and rocket nozzle for single-stage rockets, ft
length of propellant grain plus nozzle for
multistage rockets, ft
number of stages
length of rocket nozzle, ft
length of payload section, ft
range of a single-stage rocket ft
maximum possible range for a single-stage

-

I
f

P
RI
(RI)

-

max

-

Rii-- - - IT
v
-

*
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-

rocket, ft
._--~:
~range of a rocket with n stages, ft
thrust of rockeTmotor,
m
vehicle velocity, fps

Aerospace Engineer,

Applied Aerodynamics Division
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“P

-0

;
e
P

*
I

pP

-

mass of propellant, lbm
payload fraction, dimensionless
nozzle fraction, dimensionless
burning time of rocket, set
density of water, lbm/ft3
propellant density, lbm/ft3

----.

implies that the effects of buoyancy and weight on
the trajectory are neglected.
3) The rocket quickly reaches a constant terminal
velocity where thrust is equal to hydrodynamic drag,
4) In computing range, periods of rocket acceleration
and deceleration are neglected. The range is taken
as the product of tha terminal velocity and the
burning time,

5) The specific impulse is constant.

6) The drag force acting on the vehicle is assumed
proportional to the total wetted surface area.

Introduction
The forces acting on an underwater rocket are the thrust of
the rocket motor, the weight and drag of the vehicle, and the
buoyant force. Because of the relatively high density of water.
the drag force is much larger for underwater rockets than for
rockets operating in the atmosphere, As a result, underwater
rockets usually travel at a terminal velocity, in contrast to
atmospheric rockets, which accelerate during burning and coast
after burnout,

The assumption of constant vehicle velocity implies, in the
case of a single-stage rocket, a constant chamber pressure if
the rocket is traveling horizontally (assumption 21.
In order to achieve constant vehicle velocity with a multistage rocket, it is necessary to vary thrust between stages.
Following assumption 5, this can be accomplished by operating
each stage at the same chamber pressure and using in each stage
propellant having the same specific impulse t but different
burning rate characteristics, Under these conditions, variation in thrust is due to variation in the mass discharge rate
of the propellant from stage to stage.

The total drag of slender bodies (such as torpedoes) travel-

fnp, undr,I:catc; CC 7~’ - 2s alno:~ entirely of skin friction drag
ahd, for this reason, is directly proportional to the total
wetted surface area, It is this fact that makes staging an
attractive proposition for underwater rockets--under certain
conditions, Underwater rockets are inherently inefficient, and

Single-Stage Rockets

as a result, most of the vehicle volume is usually taken up by
the propellant. As propellant is consumed, a progressively
larger portion of the vehicle becomes an empty shell, contrib-

The following additional assumptions are made regarding the

single-stage underwater rocket:

uting nothing to the thrust of the rocket but contributing
significantly to the drag of the vehicle, By dividing the
rocket into several stages, each having its own nozzle and
propellant supply, the spent portions of the rocket may be discarded and the range and velocity of the vehicle increased
accordingly,

1) The vehicle is assumed to be made up of a cylindrical
payload section, a cylindrical propellant grain, and
a cylindrical nozzle section, as illustrated in
Fig. 1.
2) The total,wetted area is taken to be the lateral area
of the cylindrical vehicle,

The effect of one method of staging on the range of underwater rockets is considered in this paper. None of the practical problems of staging are considered.

The thrust of the single-stage rocket illustrated in Fig. 1
is given by the following:

Analysis

T - I

In order to obtain simple. relations for estimating the effect
of various parameters and staging on the range of underwater
rockets, the following assumptions are made:

wp
sP B

-1

SP

z

D2

1) Only solid-propellant rockets are considered.

2) The rocket travels. in a horizontal path, This

,.‘---I
i
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t-At a particular chamber pressure, ambient pressure, and
notzle expansion ratio.
I
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The dray, force acting on the vehicle is giver1
lng (assumptio:l 6 ) :

by the follw-

(2)
C

,

I

i-------i------i

AL

*

0) SINGLESTAGE
ROCKET 1

I
c

I

I
I

Combining Eqs, (1) and (2) and using assumptions 3 and 4
leads to the following approximate expression for the range,
Rl, of a single-stage-underwater rocket :

NOZfLE
I
PROPELLANT

b) MULTI-

j

AL'---+

where

+-AL'

STAGE
ROCKET

B=

NOZZLES

P/U

I

N/D

-N/D

C+ * L/D - P/D

L/D - P/D

P/D
x7iT

AL/D

The maximum possible range of a single-stage rocket for
given values of Isp, pp, CD, D, and V would occur when u = 0
This corresponds to a hypothetical rocket made up
entirely of propellant. Expressing the range in terrw of the
maximum possible value gives
and B - 0.

NTH STAGE

1 ST STAGE

Rl
Fig. 1

Idealized underwater rocket configurations. In the
comparisons made in this paper, D, L, N. and P are
the same for the rockets compared.

= 1 - B
l+o

(R1)
SlElX

where
(RlL3%

.

(4)

=

maximum

possible range for a single-stage

rocket - D[e][!.] ft
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because of their approximate nature, Eqs. (3) and (4) are more
useful as scaling rules to estimate the effect of a and 6
on range than as relations for determining the actual range of
single-stage underwater rockets,
,

where

Nultista e Rockets
The following additional assumptions are made regarding
multistage underwater rockets:

a

1) The vehicle is assumed to be made up of a cylindrical
payload section and a number of identical stages,
each consisting of a cylindrical propellant grain
and a cylindrical nozzle section, as illustrated in
Pin &
2) The stages are assumed to be discarded as aoon as
they are completely burned.

t

8

Stage

-

P/U

P/D

L/D -P/D

-

m

- N/DL/D - P/D

-

N/D
nAL'/D

Equations (4) and (6) may be used to Grn>are the range of
multistage rockets with the range of single-stage rockets. It
should be pointed out that such comparisons are restricted by
the assumptions made in deriving Eqs. (4) and (6). It is
important to remember that only one method of staging has been
considered, i.e., identical stages designed to give a constant
vehicle velocity.

The range of the multistage underwater rocket is determined
by summing the incrememts of range obtained by burning each
stage, Following the same procedure as for the single-stage
rocket leads to the following:
1st

-

2nd stage
Two additional assumptions will now be made:
The single-stage and multistage rockets compared have
the same value of a and @, i.e., the same values of
D, L, 3, and P. Figure 1 illustrates this assumption.
2) The rockets compared have the same values of Xsp, CD,
and p
P*
Combining %qs. (4) and (6) with these assumptions gives
Rn-l-n8
+
q 1--c- C ++ n - [lf(l + a)1
'*
1)

(5)
01:

R
(RLfAx - (l- n 13)
-.--

~

_=-

1s:: stage

2nd stage

. .+

1
1
*ni + n(l+ a) - l+"

Results and Discussion

/--+. .+

-

,/-\

(7)

nth stage
Va_Lues-of R /RI- for two-stage ~a3ii%t& undewater
rockets were &lculated usiu g Ea. (7: and are shown in Fig. 2.
These results show that the effect o staging on range becomes
greater as either o or 6 is decreased. In other words, staging becomes more effective in increasing the range of an underwater rocket when the payload and nozzle sections make up a

-

1
'n(1 + a) - (n - 1)

(6)

.
i

1
l)/(l
+ a)] 1
n - [.<n -

XL0

,‘.

small portion of the vehicle. Thus , when o and 3 are zero,
the effects of staging are greatest.
Using these limiting
conditions, the results show that the range of underwater
rockets, under the assumptions made, could be increased by not
more than about 50% if two stages were used instead of one and
by not more than about 83% if three stages were used,
For large values of a and 8 the effects o f staging are
reduced and may actually be adverse,
For example, when a 0.5 and 8 = 0.12, the range of a two-stage rocket is only 8%
larger than a single-stage vehicle, and the range of a threestage rocket is actually 1% smaller. This is because as the
number of stages is increased some propellant must be sacrificed
J-+-n
required.
This effect finally offsets the beneficial drag
reduction effect as the number of stages is increased.
The range of two-stage and three-stage rockets is compared
in Fig. 3. It can be seen that, over a wide range of values
of a and 6, the range of three-stage rockets is only slightly
larger than that of two-stage rockets and is smaller than the
range of two-stage rockets at large values of a and 0.
Hence, it appears that underwater rockets of three stages or
more would be of little practical value.
In this paper, none of the practical problems of underwater
rocket staging have been considered, such as stage ignition
and separation. A highly idealized situation has been assumed
in order to estimate the maximum possible effect of staging on
the range of underwater rockets. The increases in range
actually realized with a multistage rocket would probably be
somewhat smaller than those estimated here.
Only one method of staging has been considered: equal-length
stages designed to give a constant vehicle velocity. Many
other methods of staging can be imagined, involving stages of
different lengths designed to give different vehicle velocities.
No attempt has been made to determine the optimum method of
staging.
Conclusiona
Under the assumptions made here, the following conclusions
can be drnwn concerning the effect of staging on the range of
underwater rockets :
-Y

1) The range of underwater rockets can be increased by
not more than 50% by using two stages instead of
one and by not more than 83% by using three stages,

2) Staging is effective in increasing the range of underwater rockets only when the payload section and nozzle
sections make up a small portion of the vehicle.
3) Staging has an adverse effect on range when the nozzle
and Fc')'lOtl.i SC tt.’ -’ IS ~.:&.e tip a large portion of the
vehicie.
4) Underwater rockets having more than two stages would
be of little practical value,
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UNDERWATER MSSILE DRAG

I

--SIMPLIFIED METHODS FOR ESTIMATING TORPEDO DRAG
-.
John D. Brooks* and Thomas C. Lang+

b

Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Pasadena, Calif.
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Abs tract
From drag data for a large number of tests of bodies of revOlUWci

wii;:!
,

::l&&i%Q&

were developed and theore t&ally-extended. - The results, in
graphical form, show the variation of drag coefficient with
tail shape, nose shape, and cylinder-section length for stably
running torpedo configurations with constant volume and veloci t y . From them, methods are developed for selecting the optimum torpedo configuration with minimum drag for any given set
of design specifications. In addition, a method is presented
for quick calculation of the drag of a torpedo with arbitrary
fin size, roughness, holes, tail cutoff, volume, and velocity.
Nomenclature

.

A = cross-sectional area of torpedo, ft2
a, b., c = fin dimensions shown in Fig. 13, ft
Cf = skin-friction drag coefficient - skin-friction
drag (lb)/q,S
= total drag coefficient based on surface area
cDS
= total drag (lb)/qoS
= fin drag coefficient based on fin surface area
cD
= fin drag (lb)/qoSf
sf
= total drag coefficient based on eross-sectional
area - t o t a l d r a g (lb)/qoA
cDA
* parasite drag coefficient based on cross-sectionC,
“A
al area - p a r a s i t e d r a g (lb)/q,A
parasite
= roughness drag coefficient based on cross-seccD
tional a r e a
pk
= total drag coefficient based on volume - total
d r a g (lb)/qoW2/3
/*Physicist, Underva ter Ordnance Department .
*Research Mechanical Engineer, Underwater Ordnance Depatt-

meat.

- drag coefficient from truncated tail cone, based on
cross-sectional area

Q - momentum area of the boundary layer, ft2,
=L” (1 - 2) 5 rwd6

cc - prismatic coefficient - W(n/4 d2 )
P
- residual 9’~ form dr.Ag coefficient based on surface
cr
a r e a - residual d r a g (lb)/qoS
d - maximum diameter of torpedo, f t
* diameter of truncation on tail cone, f t
dB
D - drag, lb
Df - fin drag, lb

V

Subscripts
b - the longitudinal station located at the forward end of the
cylindrical midsection
C = the cylindrical midsection
e - the longitudinal station at the after end of the cylindrical midsection
F - the forebody of a streamlined shape such as the DTMB
series 58
N - any arbitrary nose shape
0 - drag coefficients, Reynolds numbers, etc., of a specific
configuration
T * the tail section of a streamlined shape such as the DTMB
series 58

DR - roughness drag, lb
added drag coefficient of fins caused by boundary.
AmiLbiL
L”
boundary-layer int:rfer;nce’(lb)/qoSfins
- added drag coefficient of torpedo from holes and
C,
roughness * added drag due to-roughness and holes
(lb)/q,S
- tail lift coefficient based on cross-sectional area
L’Pt
- t a i l l i f t (lb)/qoAP
i*t = length of the torpedo tail, cone, measured to the extended tip, ft
j - torpedo length, ft
e * - torpedo length, measured to the extended tail cone
t i p , ft
e/d - body fineness ratio
A&/d - nose-shape correction factor (from Fig. 6)
m - ratio of the position of maximum thickness from nose
to the over-all length of streamlined body
Ap/qo * change in the static pressure ratio on a body
wqo = change in the dynamic pressure ratio on a body along
the chord length of the fins
q - dynamic pressure, psf, - l/2 p V2
q, - freestream dynamic pressure, psf, - l/2 pVo2
Re - Reynolds number based on over-all length - VoL/v
r - local radius of the body at the fin midchord, ft
rw - local radius of the body, ft
S - surface area, ft2
t - thickness of a f i n , f t
9 - torpedo body volume, f t3
V - local velocity, fps
VO - freestream velocity, fps
cr - angle between tangent to surface and axis of the body
j3 - angle of attack of the body, rnd
& - thickness of the boundary layer, f t
-menturn-thickness
of the boundary layer, ft,
AcD”
3f

- kinematic viscosity of the fluid, ft’/sec

‘-

“SR

introduction
Modern undersea warfare rr.quires small
with high speed, long range, and great
achieve this, the external hydrodynamic
must be optimized, and it is desirable to
stabilizing fins with the least drag for

and compact t0rp;zoe.s
maneuverability.
shape of the torpedo
use a body form and
its volume.

Theore tical methods , employing boundary-layer theory, are
available for estimating torpedo drag, but such computations
of ten are prohfbi tively time-consuming. Also, much of the
experimental data on drags oAc underwater body shapes have considerable sea tter. Consequently , the common method for quickly
estimating drag of a torpedo consists, first, of calculating
the skin friction of its body and fins through turbulent flatplate drag coefficients and then adding a certain percent to
account for body form drag and another percent to account for
interference effects and fin-form drag. Refinements are seldom included for differences in nose shape, tail-cone shape,
cylinder-section length, and fin size, or for variations in
surface roughness and numbers of holes or protuberances.
for quickly estimating torpedo drag as
A method is doveloped
a function of these latter differences and variations, using
generalized graphs. Other graphs are also included for estimating drags of optimum designs. Then, a modified procedure
is given for quickly estimating the drag of any existing
torpedo.
:
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The analysis is both empirical and theoretical: an attempt
is made to correlate previous experimental data on streamlined
body shapes with theory, using additional data on the effects
of body-shape variations and fin drag.
Drag of Streamlined Bodies

‘c, _
‘A
I
*,
I

A large number of drag tests were conducted on streamlined
bodies of revolution at zero angle of attack in incompressible
flow, and the data correlated as next discussed. The total
drag is composed of frictional and form types. Friction drag
is the sum of the viscous shears in the boundary layer, and
form drag is the result of the difference in integrated pressure over the nose and tail sections caused by the finite
tbi&LWsc of -L d~ ;i sileams off In the wake.
This paper is concerned only with submerged body shapes over
which the flow is fully turbulent and where no separation
occurs, except possibly at the tail cone. Thus, data from
many water- and wind- tunnel tests, which have been conducted
at low Reynolds numbers, cannot be used, since some laminar
flow is likely to tiCcUr at the nose. The latter is illustrated
in Fig. 1 (Fig. 2 fbofn Ref. 1) for measurements on a model in
a Variable-density Uind tunnel. In the transition region
2 x lo6 < Re < 2 x Lz)!, there was considerable scatter, indicatfh$ laminar floti;.I.trhereas above Re = 2 x 107, there is
little scatter, indi&>ting turbulent flow.

.

The tests at the David Taylor Model Basin (DTMB) are considered the most reliable. They were obtained in a water basin
in accord with the statesnt-wf Hoerner) that transition fro:
laminar to turbulerrt?&w
occurs (for an unknown reason) at a
lower Reynolds number in water than in air. They-were conductpd on bodies with fineness ratios of 4 and larger. Below this
ratio, theoretical drag estimates were obtained from Ref. 2,

6.5

par-ti,cular
tunne 1.

7.5

7.0

Fig, 1 Drag coefficient CDS

The drag data used in this paper are the results of tests on
s treamiined bodies, with results as shown in Fig. 2. Here
the skin friction in each instance, including the overvelocity
effect has been adjusted to a standard Reynolds number of
2 A 103 (the limit of the transition region), with the form
drag kept constant. The wide scatter in the data results mainly from having tested in the transition region. ALSO, there
are differences in test equipment and technique, in test-fluid
nature and turbulence, in model roughness, and in strut interference.
Consequently,
a mean line was drawn through the
noints :‘c.ga-c’ed dr “ost reiiable, as judged by the criteria in
Table 1.
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Fig.

2 Drag coefficient CDs vs fineness ratio P/d for streamlined bodies at RL of 2 x
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Table

1 B;\sic

for Aerinautics

drag data-

(NACA) at a low Reynolds number.

All the drag data of Fig. 2 are for streamlined bodies of
similar
shapes. Reference 4 shows that small changes in the
position of maximum body thickness azld in prismatic coeffithe
cient* have only a small effect on drag. Consequently,
mean curve is considered valid for streamlined bodies in fully
turbulent flow when the prismatic coefficient is approximately
0.6 and the position of maximum thickness is approximately
0.41 from the nose.
A graph of the skin-friction coefficient based on body surIt was
face area is plotted in Fig. 3 vs Reynolds number.
obtained from the Schoenherr turbulent skin-ttlctlon arag oi a
flat plate, corrected for overvelocity ef fee ts through theore tical calculations from Ref. 2. Figure 4 shows the form or
residual drag coefficient based on body-surface area Cr, obtained by subtracting the drag coefficients of Fig. 3 from
those of Fig. 2.
Drag of General Body Shapes

I

I

03

N P L ,1 2
RcT.

D

NACA,
Ref. 13

I
4 . 8 x 106

23t

107

I

I

I

LtWgo

NO

Air
(variable
density)

Medium

Larac

No

Air (variable
density)

Medium

a
The data for the upper four symbols nre the more reliable for the
current
application.

1

The effect on drag of changes in body shape and of the addition of appendages can be appreciated by considering a viscous
boundary layer around the body on which is superimposed the
ideal fluid pressure distribution. An increase in length of
the cylindrical midsection will cause additional friction drag
because of added shear in the boundary layer, and additional
form drag because of thickness of the boundary layer at the
t a i l . A l s o , any change in shape which affects the pressure
distribution on the body, such as o f the nose, cutoff tail
cone, or stabilizing fins, can cause a corresponding effect in
form drag; and any change in surface condition or roughness
which influences the shear in the boundary layer can cause
added f r ic tion drag. These effects are investigated in the
following sections.
Cylindrical

Although the effect on drag of the addition of cylindrical
midsections has of ten been tested, results have been inconclus i v e , since they are usually made at diverse Reynolds numbers
and require high strut-drag corrections. Analyses indicate
that the best such data for torpedo bodies were those obtained
a t DTMB.’

.
__-~.--

*
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Section
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See Nomenclature for equation.
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A thcorztical method6 for estimating the drag of a body of
revolution, modified by the simplifying assumptions described
in Appendix A, was used to calculate the added form drag t-csuiting from the increased boundary-layer thickness over the
cylindrical section. Results, combined with the tail-cone
form drag of streamlined bodies, are given in Fig. 5 as the
total drag coefficient of torpedo bodies based on body volume
vs tail-cone shape and cylindrical-section length. They are
in good agreement with the experimental results of Ref. 5.
The theoretical cylindrical-section drag was also estimated
for a particular range of Reynolds numbers, as described in
Appendix A, but the increase in form drag from this source
will probably remain reasonably independent of Reynolds number
for torpedoes.
Nose Shape
A number of experimental tests on torpedo models with different nose sections led to the general conclusion that their
form drag is independent of nose shape when separation does not
occur on the nose section and the boundary layer is fully turbulent. This agrees with the postulate that the form drag of
a nose section, which is attached to a very long body, is zero.
Therefore, within the practical range of torpedo fineness
ra ties , -the-pressure distribution on the nose probably has negligible effect on the pressure distribution on the tail. 4
Consequently, current nose sections of torpedoes can be considered to have purely frictional drag, and the total form drag
can be considered to be a function of the tail-cone shape and
the boundary-layer thickness at the tail cone.
Curves of drag coefficients are shown in Fig. 5 for a fnmi:
of torpecioes with over -all fineness ratios 1.67 times the!r
tail-cone f fncness ratios. These curves can be used to estimate the drag of a torpedo of any nose shape, if separation
does not occur, by including the nose-shape correction factors
of Fig. 6. ‘lhe l a t t e r , effectively,
are changes in the cyli:idrical-section lengths that provide volumes that are equivale::!
in drag, to the actual torpedo noses plus the volumes of the
cylindrical length, and so can be used in Fig. 5. Consequently, to use Fig. 5, the fineness ratio of the actual torpedo
cylindrical section is changed by the amount indicated in Fig.
6. It is also assumed that noses with the same volume have
apEro_xima tely -the same skin-f rf&?nrRW3g ; mf or exnmp 1 c ,
--.~the effect of overvelocity
on a blunt nose is to increase thi
--__
0 For very short bodies, the form drag may be influenced by
the nose shape.
..’
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b?/d
Fig. 4 Pressure drag coefficient Cr for streamlined bodies vs
fineness ratio k/d.
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Fig. 5 Drag coefficient Cb based on volume for streamlined
-b&%i& with cylindrical sections vs tail cone fineness
ratio k?*t/d. Parent tail-cone shape from DTMB series
no. 58 for fully turbulent flow.
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nose, drag, but
surface area.

this tends to be cancelled by its decreased

Cutoff Tail Cone
When the tail cone of a torpedo fs truncated, the added drar;
is a function of the boundary-layer thickness and the diameter
of the cutoff . The drag coefficient for the truncated tail
cone is expressed in Ref. 7 as

For standard torpedoes, Cf t’O.003,

Swet s O.&r(e*/d)d2

where Rl Z 10J. Also,
and A = (n/4)d2. Therefore,
3

-dB -

Fig. 7 t Drag coefficient

II)

diameter

r?tic

CDAc for tdruncated tail cone vs cutoff

CDAc=

dR/J for wetted surface coefficient

approximately 0.8 and RL approximately 107.

0.29

d0

dxd

(d1

(2)

The latter is graphed in Fig. 7.
Figure 7 is useful in estimating the drag of torpedoes with
large cutoff diameters. For normal torpedo bodies with cutoff
diameters less than one-fourth, their maximum diameters, Fig. T
shows that th,;: drag increase is less than 2X, which is negl igible. Thus, their drags may be estimated by assuming the ta I
cone to be streamlined and using a leag th 1; to the projected
tip. When very short tail cones are used and separation
occurs, the drag due to truncation is zero, if cutoff is back
of the separation point.

.

Surface

Roughness

The drag coefficient correction for roughness, based on ho,‘,

s u r f a c e a r e a , can be derived from Fig. 8, which was drawn EI

data reported in Ref. 8 and modified for torpedo use in Ref.
Figure 8 is based on cross-sectional area of the torpedo,
rather than surface area, and the conversion to body surface
area may be made by assuming that S =’ 0.8~ J*d, from which

4

I. ‘\

128

4: j

/-

d/l *
DSR

pk

Fig. 8 Roughness coefficient CD sR ~vg-Reynolds number at-vari--~- OUS torpedo lengths, and surface finishes.

( ~‘. ?

z 0.31 c

cD

VOl
Hf = 7

The correction for very smooth surfaces is zero. The add,:<:
drag of holes and protuberances can be estimated by methods
given by Hoerner.7
129

Drag

of

Stabilizing

Fins

The method used here for calculating fin drag is that of
Hoerner,7 modified by a correction factor derived from empiric a l d a t a . It is developed in detail in Appendix B. As dist:xssed the;r, Lhi -in dr;ig, based upon the wetted fin-surface
area for tail fins located along the rear portion of the tail
cone, is

.:
.
:

*

cD

= fin drag I 0 93 c
PoSf

sf

?

ffin

(1.135 + 2$)+ & (0.16 ; + 0.017)

- 0.00024 j+ + 0.00093 9 . 5 - g

(4)

The first three terms in (4) represent the skin friction corrected for overvelocity plus body-fin pressure interference eff e c t s . The last term is an empirical correction for boundarylayer interference between the body and fins, where P*/d is the
f inenesg. ratio of the body. It was derived from experimental
drag da& for 12 airghips and torpedoes and represents the
difference ACDS betUien experimental and theoretical fin drags.

Fig. 9 Drag increment ACDs between theoretical and experine:
tal data for stabilizing fin vs fineness ratio 1*/d.

AlthoUgh the scatteiin the data, which are plotted in Fig. 9,
i s Bfgtlificant, these corrections are the best available.

tr fib s are attached at positions other than the tail cone,
or if cruciform fins of unusual design or a shroud ring are
used, a modification of these procedures can be used to estimate drag.
Optimum Body Shape
Much interest has been shown in optimizing the body shape of
torpedoes. Reference 4 shows that minimum drag per unit volume
for a streamlined body occurs at a body fineness ratio of 6.5,
which corresponds to a tail fineness ratio of 3 . 9. Reference 5
explains the effect of the variation of cylindrical midsection
length on the drag of a single parent form. However, there are
no systematic tests that show the combined ef feet on drag of
nose shape, tail-fin size, tail-cone fineness ratio, and cylindrical midsection length. These may, instead, be estimated by
applying the methods in this paper to torpedo configurations
representing different body shapes with proper fins appended to
achieve constant torpedo stability.
,
-----T&3zus~rat~<he~
effect on drag of different body shapes,
”
torpedo
volume
and
velocity
were held constant by holding
i.
N/3
Vo
constant.
Drag
was
expressed in coefficient form, .
I ‘.
.,--Y

Fig. 10 Drag coefficient based on volume CD+
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torped,

with stabilizing fins vs tail-cone fineness rat
Parent tail-cone shape from DTMB ser?er
Lftt/d.
58 for fully turbulent flow.
I’

!

for
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cDy. = D/+2i3 qo, which is constant for geometrically similar
torpedoes at the same Reynolds number, Re = .f Vo/v.
Since 1 is
proportional to $13, RQ is proportional to +li3 V,.
Theref o r e , C, measure.” dres pCi u n i t v o l u m e . T a k i n g -$I3 V o f
il0 p~tiv
? C+3 a useful family of torpedoes with, as examiles,
a volume of 20 ft3 running at 44 fps, 10 ft3 at 56 fps, or
5 ft3 at 70 fps.

I,I
I

The Reynolds number of torpedo bodies satisfying these conditions varies with fineness ratio. Although the skin friction
will change when other sizes or velocities are considered
the
optimum design point and qualitative difference between shapes
will not noticeably vary as long as flow is fullv tslrbulent
and without separation over the nose.
The results of computations for such conditions are shown
in
Figs. 5 and 10, with drag coefficient based upon body volume
for bare bodies and for fully appended bodies, respectively
as a function of tail-cone fineness ratio and cylindrical-s&tion length (where +I/3 V o = 120 and the nose correction factor is obtained from Fig. 6).
Figures 5 and 10 show that the drag per unit volume of a
bare torpedo body is minimized when it is fully streamlined
with tail-cone fineness ratio of 3 . 9, which corresponds to a
body fineness ratio of 6 . 5. Replacing the streamlined nose
with a well-designed blunt nose may decrease drag slightly if
flow is fully turbulent in both situations. Minimum drag per
unit volume of fully appended torpedoes occurs when the tailcone fineness ratio is 6 or greater , When it is smaller, minimum drag occurs when the cylindrical-section length is equal to
or greater than six diameters. Adding a blunt nose in this
instance increases drag slightly for low body fineness ratios
1
and has no effect at the higher ratios. Consequently, the
minimum drag per unit volume for different body shapes depends
on the presence or absence of stabilizing fins. The optimum
body shape, however, is not critical for small variations.
Figures 5 and 10 clearly show the effect of large body -shape
variations.

t
\i
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Drag of the Fully Appended Torpedo
The drag coeffioient of-a fully appended torpedo can be estimated bY the three methods already considered, which are rev i e w e d below.W---

i
I

Method A:

Standard Torpedoesq When V113 Vo = 120

This method is for body geometrically similar torpedoes
wiL
fin size and stability similar to that defined in Appendix L.
and for which4113 Vo is approximately 120. It is first necessary to obtain the fineness ratio of the tail cone (measure
to the extended tip) j*t/d, cylindrical section Leo/d, nose
The nose correction factor is then
jn/d, and nose flat dn/d.
found from Fig. 6, and the drag coefficient based on volume
from Fig. 10. For convenience, the drag coefficient based on
body cross-sectional area is also shown in Fig. 11.
Method B:

L

Standard Torpedoes of Any Volume or Velocity

This method is valid for torpedoes of rhe saei;y (LJ
those considered in method A but with Y1/3 V, markedly dff fcr
ent from 120. Again, it is necessary to obtain the fineness
ratios of the tail cone, cylindrical section, nose, and nosr
f l a t . The Reynolds number is RI - Voe/v, where v - 1.3 x LO’
The drag coefficient based on crossfor sea water at 60’F.
sectional area is found from Fig. 12** after the nose correction factor of Fig. 6 is applied.
Since the full-scale Torpedo EX-2A has a fin shape similar
to that of this study, its drag may be estimated by this
method, as follows.
The specifics of the torpedo are e*t/d * 3, Pco/d * 4.9,
= 0 . 5, d,/d = 0 . 5, and Re - 3.18 x LO7 (for this analvThe nose correction factor from Fig. 6 is A&/d * -3.‘
TherLfore, Lc/d * 4 . 9 - 0 . 9 m 4 . 0.
The drag coefficient from Fig. 11 for these conditions ii
CDA = 0.100, which is 5% above the value of 0.095 measured , >
DTMB for a smooth-body model.
Method C:

Nonstandard

Torpedoes

This method is valid for all torpedoes, including those wh
velocity, displacement, and fin size vary widely from the to
pedoes considered in this study. To correct the CD* founc! i
9) hn arbitrary term designating torpedoes of the geocetrtr
!I
similarity,
stability, and surface condition selected ior 3.’
study . Nonstandard torpedoes may have greatly differing
acteristics.
*Derived from Fig.‘lO‘
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method 8 for the effect of roughness, protuberances, and fin
size. the fin dimensions a, b, c, and t of Fig. 13 are needed.
The ioughness and parasite- drag coefficients ED
and
SR
are obtained from Fig. 8 and Ref. 7, respectively.
CDA,arasite
r---m
~~
The drag of a blunt tail cone, important it the cutoff diameter
is greater than one-fourth the torpedo diameter, is obtained
from Fig. 7. The fin drag is obtained from Appendix B. For
convenience, it is used as a correction, ACDAf, to the drag of

,!

I

the standard fins used in method B.

t
i
i!

Thus, the fully
tional area, is
‘DA - ‘DA

appended

torpedo

- 0.31 d/l C
(method B)

drag,

based

on

cross-sec-

+ CD
+ cDA
DS R ~- ./LC
parasite

+ AC,
Af
-C

DA

+ 0.31 d/e CD
%

(method B)

- c,
+ I,0.93

+ CD

A

+ c
parasite

DA

C

(1.135 + 2,/c) + rt/(b-a)l(O.l6t/c + 0.017)
[lO.Zc(b-all/d2
- 0.0190 + 0.00122 e*/d
Conclusions

-

Methods described in this paper may be used to determine the
optimum torpedo configuration for a given application, or to
calculate the drag of a specific (existing) torpedo configuration.
In their development, it is assumed that flow is fully turbulent and no separation occurs at the nose, and empirical data
are used despite some scatter. These methods appear suf f iciently accurate for preliminary._____design purposes.
.=. - - _
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Appendix A:

Calcultion

of Drag of Cylinder Section

A method of calculating the drag of a body of revolution 6
involves step-by-step determination of the momentum thickness
of the boundary layer, from the nose to the tail and into the

l34

wake. Total drag is proportional to the momentum area of the
wake far downs trcam. This method can be used to calculate the
drag added by a cylindrical midsection by computing the change
__ in the momentum area of the wake.
A simpli.Eied equation for the momentum thickness 8 of a turbulent boundary layer, where 8 is much smaller than the local
b o d y r a d i u s rw, is6

+ (1.1686)(0.006361)
(R )0.1686
e

~b~~~)i.i.80

($-r*8o46

set ~2 y (Al)

Along the cylindrical section,
r

mr
“b

d
=we
2

(A*)

and, since the angle between the surface of the body and the
longitudinal axis is 0,
set CT = 1

(A3)

For moderate pressure gradients, the velocity is about the
same at the beginning and the end of the cylindrical midsection, or
(v/v,),

=

WvJe

(A4)

Thus, for this case, Eq. (Al) can be simplified to
8 1.1686 _ o 1.1686
e
b

.

l

..’

’ -7
/

-

/--

AB=fJ

e

j

.-

I

0

To solve for AO, where
-I

:

- 0.001116 b
( V )“*1686 (ve,b/vo)3*973

I

.

(A5)
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-Bb,

(Ab)

i

1
f A

4

.
an additional relationship between 8, and 8b is necessary
which may be approximate since the exponents of ob and Oe in
Eq. (A5) are close to unity. For a flat plate in turbulent
flow, according to Ref. LO,

II

k

I

8 - const X(Rj)

-l/51

(A71

and so, approximately ,

Equations (A5) and (A9) are solved simultaneously for A8.
The velocity distribution over the cylindrical section is
estimated from the experimental results in Refs. 2, 11, and
12, and the integral is evaluated numerically. The increment
of momentum area is

AC2 = d/2 A8

(A101

From Ref. 15, the effect of the velocity distribution over
the tail on the change in momentum area in the wake is

ASI ro- (Ve/Vo)3*4
D

and,

A R

(All)

finally, the drag of the cylindrical section is
DC = 4mn,,so

(Al?)

Drag coefficients calculated by this method for streamlined
bodies with cylindrical midsections agree well with the limited test data. 5
Appendix B:

Calculation of Drag of Tail Fins

Two problems are involved in adding stabilizing fins to the
series of torpedo bodies. First, for purposes of comparison,
it is necessary to add the proper-size fins to give equal stability to each body, and, second, the added drag of the fins
must be determined.
.-.-

,. - I

‘7
’

i

q-30

/
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It has been shown13 that the stability and controllability
of-widely different torpedo configurations are approximately
the same when their tail-lift coefficients, based on frontal
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areas of the torpedoes, are equal. The partly empirical,
partly theoretical formula developed in Ref. 14 for the lift
coefficient derivative o f four cruciform fins on a body of
. revolution is
( 1 - a2/b2)

.

(W

Dfo = %S qo sf
f
The reference surface area Sf for four fins is defined as
)

f

Sf - 8c(b - r - 8) - 8c(b - a)

(qzc+ 1 )
Where fin and body dimensions a, b, c, and d are defined in
Fig. 13. As an example, L’p t = 1.8 will be used, which provides

average

torpedo

dynamic

A

more exact value, obtained from Ref. 14,
’ ’ (d’2r) 0’022Pleading

edge M;iLiing edge

@q/q,)

= 1*6 -m ‘Ds
body

.

pressure

2

1) The fin-skin iriction drag including the overvelocity

effebk i s

‘leading edge - o
sf

2 1.6

\

friction

2) The form drag of the fins’ is

i 1
cD

032)

sf

= Cf [60

(td]

is

4) The interference drag caused by the effect of the fins 01:
the pressure distribution of the body’ is

The drag of the fins is found by adding the skin-friction
drag. to that caused by body-f in interference. These drags are
expreS6ed as coefficients based on fin surface area and estimated, .using Ref. 8, and other sources, as follows:

( 1

(B’. 1

8 I 0.0025R *

guration is also taken. COmOSed
of four cruciform fins, each pair with over-all aspect radio
of 3 (AI = 3 - 2b/c).
The fins are located on the torpedo
with midpoints at an effective diameter of one-half the maximum diameter (a/b = l/2). Thus, the fin-tip radius, b, is
0.62d, and the chord length, c, is 0.414d.

cD

An approximate

where r is the body radius at the fin midchord.
expression for 0 is

stability.

* Cf (1 + 2t/c)

(85)

qo
eleading
la

.
(B’!

edge

friction

5) The interference drag caused b the ef feet of the body w
the pressure distribution of one fin r i s
033)

form

or, for small t/c,

( 1

E 0

cD

?? Sf

.-~-

- 0 ooo5’(c2,s 1 (P’)
?

04)

??

or, for four fins where Sf is 8c(b - a),

form

- 0.4

3)
The correction
for the momentum thickness of the boundary
___----

Eiyer is applied by reducing the fin-surface area by the amount
covered by the torpedo-body momentum thickness 0.
is defined as

?

The fin drag

fin pressure

+ 0.25(Wqo) 2
I
7

6) Because the dynamic pressure over the tail cone is lower
than the freestream dynamic pressure, the estimated total drag
of the fins is multiplied by the local dynamic pressure--ratio:

i

3
It

7) The drag of holes and rudder gaps, if any,
by the methods of Ref. 7.

i
i

It

is estimated
;

8) The thickness of the boundary layer over the tail cone
modifies items 4 and 5 by submerging the fins and increasing or
decreasing the effect of the pressure interference. To estimate the magnitude of this correction, all available exoc.zimenta1 aatarJ-LL were used in which both bodies and bodies with
fins were tested. To the measured bare-body drag was added the
sum of the drags estimated using Eqs. (B2-BlO).
The difference
between this estimated fin drag and the measured fin drag is
ACDsf, the empirical boundary-layer interference drag shown in

i

;
I

I

I

(Bll)

qo sf

??

011)
?

?

- ;)

(B13)

= 1.15 Cf
sf

fins

+ 0.0102 - 0.00093 1*/d

the

(B14)

ACDAf jO.93 CffinL135 + 2 $)+A (0.16 $+ 0.017)

2

(

90

* 0.00024 & f 0.00093 9.5 - 7

3
1
e1eading

ffin’

+
-

Eq. (B14) =’ 0.0037, the difference in the fin-drag coefficient
based on cross-sectional area of the torpedo is

I fin drag

edge - o 87
.

t
t\
.
>+z c Ifb - a ’

I.

Zn estimating the drag of a torpedo by method A or B, it is
assumed that the fin drag is given by Eq. (B14). A more accurate procedure for torpedoes with widely different tail configurations is given by method C. The difference in the fin-drag
coefficient from the standard fin size assumed in Eq. (BL4)
and an arbitrary fin is obtained by subtracting Eq. (BL3) from
Eq. (B14). Making the simplifying assumption that Cffin in

The total drag of the fins, using the corrections given by
Eqs. (B2-Bll) and Fig. 9, is then

qleading

’

JC

cD

DSf

sf

DSf

=

In estimating the fin drags to be added to the series of
bodies, it was assumed that the thickness-to-chord ratio of
fins is 0.05, that the drag of gaps and holes is negligibly
small, and that the fin sizes are as described in the first
part of this Appendix. The total drag of the fins is then

for this correction is

CD

L

- 0.00024 j& + 0.00093(9.5

Al tboUgl* L%er3 is cl : ;idtliitlC scatter in the data because of
-..a inaccuracy inherent in a small difference between two large
drag measurements, the generally decreasing trend of the fin
drag as the boundary. layer thickens is apparent. Thus, as L/d
increases, the momentum thickness increases, and the added drag
from pressure interference in the intersection between the body
and fins decreases, finally becoming less than that predicted
by corrections 4 and 5 and making ACDgf negative. The equation

= O.OOl(9.5 - P*/d>

For the case of four fins mounted on the tail cone, it Can be
assumed that q leading edge’qo p ” ‘ l e a d i n g e d g e ” z O*‘*
Ah P 0.87, and q/q0 - 0.93. Then, neglecting higher order
terms in t/c,

Fig. 9.

AC

- 0.00025 +
- a

edge)

13

10.2c(b

- a)

d*

* 0.0190 + 0.00122 f (Bib)
i

\

’ -\
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9 Zahm, A.F., Smith, R.H., and Louden, F.A., “Drag of C-class
airship hulls of various fineness ratios,” National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics, Washington, D.C,, NACA Rept. 291
(1928).

I
!

“Schlichting
, H., Boundary Layer Theory (McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., New York (1955), p. 433.

i

“Rouse , H. and McNown, J.S., “Cavitation and pressure distribution, head forms at zero angle of yaw,” Iowa Institute oi
Hydraulic Kesearch, Iowa City, Iowa, Bull. 32 (1948).

where the ratio of fin surface area to torpedo cross-section
area is
-sf
- m 8c(b
- . - I I -_ .a. .)- - 10.2c y
4
rr/4 d2
For the standard fin, (Sf/A)standard = (10.2)(0.414)(0.31)
- 1.31.
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EFilIATERDRAG REDUCT.f.0~

CXJGH OP!GuMSHAPE;
Bruce H. CarmichneZ*
North American Rockwell Corp., Anaheim, Calif.
Abstract

N mer;noa ior reaucnon or null plus rm surmce area through use 01
low-fineness- ratio streamline shipe is devclopcd and prcscn~ed
graphically. Vehicles with length-times-spoe&products from 1.00 Lo
1000 ft2/sec are theoretically amenable to significant reduction in
drag coefficient bnsed on surface arca through delay of I:lrninar
boundary-layer transition by purely geometric means. Ilowcvcr,
ambient tUdJUlc!llt cdcly vclocitics 0. 001 of vchiclc spcctl, vchiclc surface wave height 0. 001 of’surface wave length, and surrace roughness
of a few thoi~;i:~~~tllhsof an inch may limit the tl~c:orclic::~l rctluclic~n.
Calculations 1>rcclicta reduction in drag to l/3 convcnlional vnlucs
under ideal c.onditions for either constant frontal arca or constant
volume applications, A gravity-powered fin-stabi.lized body with n
3. 33 length-to-diameter ratio and 5. G ft3 of volume ws fabricated
and tested in the Pacific Ocean. It achieved 60% drag rccluction
compared to :i conventional torpedo of equal volume at -15 knots and
approximately :j.O% at GO knots. Transition length Reynolds numbers
of 14 to 18 x 10G were deduced by comparison of cspcrimcnts with
theory. These values indicate acceptable vehicle rouy;hncBss and
waviness plus acceptable turbulence level and contaminntion-free
operation in the ocean.
Nomenclature
A

= hull frontal area = (n/4)d2,

PR

= fin aspect ratio = b/c

b
C

ft2

= fin span, tip to tip, ft
= nvernge fin chord, ft

CL __~-= fin +-coefficient= fin lift.&&&U,2=s
&sent&at AIAA Second Propulsion Joint Speci;llist Confcrenco,
Colorado Spl*ings, Colorado, June 13 - 17 I9GG.
*Senior Technical Specialist, Research and b:nginccring,
Autonetics IXvision.
1 )I?

‘DA

= frontal area drag coefficient = drag/ (p/2)Uoo2 A

cW

= wetted area drag coefficient = drag/ ( p/2)Ua2 SW

ci’

= flat pl? te friction ccsfficient = drag/ ( p/2)Uw2 SW

C

:

%

2/3

= volumetric drag coefficient = drag/ ( P/Z)U,~ (V)2/3

d

= maximum hull diameter, ft

F

= hull fineness ratio = f/d

Kl

= longitudinal additional mass as fraction of displaced
mass of sea water

7,
Ain

= ratio of hull wetted area to lateral area of cylinder of
same length and diameter = SW/ndl

Kv

= ralio of hull volume to volume of cylinder of same length
and diameter = V/(n/4)d21
= hull length along centerline, ft

P
lT

= tail length from center of gravity to fin aerodynamic
centroid, ft

M

= moment, ’ ft-lb
= hull moment slope with angle of attack, ft-lb/deg

MaH
MaF

= fin moment slope with angle of attack, ft-Ib/deg

g

= dynamic pressure = ( p/2)Um2, psf

RP

= projected length Reynolds number = pUoof /cc

RXTR

= projected transition length Reynolds number PI&X/~

SF

= boundary-layer momentum thickness Reynolds
number = pUe/c(
= fin area in each of two perpendicular planes, ft2

sW

= wetted or surface area, ft2

U

= potential velocity (outside of boundary layer), fps

uoo

= vehicle velocity, fps

l&t-

V

5R
Y
P

cc
a

A
6

u~~altlOtta1 mass as traction of disnlaced
L ~~ mass
of sea water

XW

Re

= Jistance measured along the centerline, ft

~~~~~~~atsomo~location
Y in the boundary layer, fps
= hull volume, ft3
,I --. \

6

= distance from nose to boundary-layer transition point, ft
= distance measured perpendicular to surface, ft
= fluid mass density, lb-sec2/ft4
= fluid viscosity, lb-sec/ft2
= angle between hull centerline and the relative velocity,
deg
= length of a surface wave, ft
= boundary-layer momentum thickness =
A
(u/U) (1 - (u/U)) dy ft
‘0
= boundary-layer total thickness, ft
Introduction

The vehicles considered in this paper are neutrally buoyant, full>
submerged, streamlined, finned bodies of revolution which travel
linearly within the ocean. Wave drag, cavitation drag, induced drag
due to hydrodynamic lift, increased body or fin zero-lift drag due to
angle of attack and control deflection, and parasitic drag of large
surface excrescences or cavities are neglected. These simplifications
are not restrictive for many types of Naval underwater ordnance,
since zero wave drag can be achieved five body diamctcrs below the
surface, and a typical low-drag body is cavitation-free up to GO knots
at a depth of 23 ft. The angle of attack that provides sufficient
hydrodynamic lift to support a vehicle twice as dcnsc as sea water
is about 1” at modern ordnance speeds, and the angle of attack for
good turning performance is also only 1” or 2”.
The drag of concern here is generated by fluid viscosity. For
very slender Ix)dics and fins, total drag is almost identical to an
integration ol the friction over the vehicle wetted surfnccs, and
flat-plate friction coefficients could be used to predict vrhiclc drag.
For bodies of low length-to-diameter ratio, the avcrngc Ilow velocity
about the vehicle is higher than the vehicle velocity; thus the surface
area friction coefficient based on vehicle velocity squared is
increased ovc~r tho plate case. In addition, integration of the static
pressure distribution about the body results in a net rearward force
or pressure tlr:rg increment. In the extreme, very blunt bodies,
such as sphcrcs, suffer flow separation that results in n~~gativc
static pressures at the rear and an almost order-of-magnitude
increase in drag. Trends in vehicle geometry which tend greatly to

reduce the fntegrated surface friction appear to lead toward a higher
danger of separation.
.
f
1

Thus, low fincncss ratio is beneficial in case 3 to the l/3 power
and in case 2 to the first power. For any given body fool‘n?, KV is
constant even down to F = 1, whereas Kw is almost constant at values
of F > 5 but changes rapidly for values of F < 3. A study of a wide
variety of body forms from very highly tapered (double cone) to very
full (standard cy i drical boat-tailed torpedo) indicates that differences in Kw/KVLP3 between various body forms at any fixed value
of F do not exceed 2%.

This paper, then, explores the extent to which drag can be
reduced through changes in vehicle shape alone, and the variation in
this drag reduction with the size and speed of the vehicle. Discussion
of the geometric and hydrodynamic principles involved and the analytical methods available for drag prediction are given. Large-scale
experiments in which a large drag reduction was achieved are then
reported.

Transporting and launching systems often impose diameter,
length, and weight limitations. Here, the effects of decreasing
length from the maximum allowable value and of departing from more
cylindrical forms decrease the power and energy requirements but
LU 1
al
optimum design thus requires a detailed design study, using realistic
performance-to-volume and performance-to-weight ratios of all
vehicle components, together with specific mission requirements.
Such a study is beyond the scope of this paper.

Analytical
Body Geometry Formulas
This discussion is limited to bodies with a circular cross section,
which typifies many underwater vehicles. Such a body shape is
defined by a) the fineness ratio, F = 1/d; and b) the longitudinal shape
or equation of form. iiesistance, or drag, is proportional to surface
or wetted arca. Because volume V and/or frontal area A = (a/4)d2
are usually imposed cohditions, it is important to minimize wetted
area for constant frabtal area when the volume requirement is not
dominant, and for c&stintvolume when diameter is not specified.

Fin Geometry Formulas

..
A body of revolution moving at angle of attack generates a divergent moment, and any practical vehicle therefore includes stabilizing
appendages that should be considered in configuration optimization.

It is helpful to comp&Pe the body surface area SW to that of a right
ciroulnr cylinder .of ec#.lill length and diameter, KW = Sw/ndI, and
to corn are body volume to that of the same cylinder, K = V/AB =
4V/*d 8 e. The absolute length may be removed by subs ‘t!ltuting the
fineness ratio F. Thus, S, = Kwrd2F and V = (r/4)KVd3F.

The divergent body moment slope is given by Multhoppl as
M = (2a0/57.3)q (volume) (K2 - K1)
Substituting (i7/4)Kv d3F for volume yields

The following points are then noted:

M/qd%? = 0.0274 KVF (K2 - Kl)

1) Since the volume or space available for propulsion equipment
is proportional to d3, whereas the wetted area that influences propullsion requirements is proportional to d2, there is a beneficial
geometric effect with increased absolute size, i. e., SW/V = 4Kw/dKv

;

K2, the transverse assession coefficient, and K , the longitudinal
assession coefficient, are functions of F. K3 - \(1 is 0 at F = 1. 0.
F(K2 - K1) being linear with F permits a simple analytical
expression,

2) For the constant fro:ltal hrca cast that is not volume limited,
it, iij !TcJ”..etrlr,ally aedirable to use a minimum acceptable fineness
ratio? and a highly tapered body form (low Kw), since SW/A = 4KwF

(Mhd3a” )BODy

3) For the constant volume problem with diameter not limited, the
e found by raising both
Substituting gives
-

= 0.0286 I$ (F-l)

The opposing moment slope of the fins is

’

_ __ .~ _.-

_--

i”/@I;*LNS
- -

= .cLqTq .:.-

Nondimension:~lizing in the form used previously for body slope,
-t See discussion on flow separation.
, -.
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W/sd3WFms = c&m (b/d?-(CT/ rn)F
,I,-

‘!

Relating body and fin moment slopes as required for dynamic stability
yields the required value of
CL /AR = 0.0286 KV [(F-1)/F] [Ma
/M aBODyl /W-02( fT/l 1
o!
FINS
Th& ?iftil,$ suL’far;d theory of Weisinger as applied by DeYoung2 can
then be used to find the required value of PR. The required fin area
in each of two mutually perpendicular planes can be found from PR
and b/d.
These equations are now applied to the following practical vehicle
situation:
1) Fineness ratio: variable m10.
2) Two body forms: a) Reichardt constant pressure, and b) NACA
66 series laminar shape.

32

3) Four unswept fins: tip chord = 0.5 root chord, fin span = body
diameter, tail length = 0.5 body length, and M,
= 0.7M
FINS
ffBODY.?
The fin formulad kimplify to
i.
Reichardt = 0.0282 [(F-1)/F]

REICHARDT BODY \
24

(q&f%

(C&m 66
i

I
F’
1
i
+

series

i
I
;
I.
*
I
! . -7
i*.
i j
I

16

SWFINS/A = 5.09/m
SWFins/(volume)2/3 = 4.70/ [(KV~‘~(F~/~&J

Consider the geometric aspect of fairing a vehicle of given crosssectional area (e. g. , a sphere where volurnc in excess of the sphere
is not required). The ratio of body wetted area to body frontal area
is shown in Fig. 1. It is not quite linear with I?, because of a slight
variation of KW with F. The laminnr, NACA BC body forms have
significantly lower wetted areas, compared to the fuller Reichardt
forms, at all values of F.

i

20
BODY WETTED AREA
BODY FRONTAL AREA

= 0. 022 [(F-1)/F]

Examples of the Constant Frontal Arcn Situation

I

r

The ratio of fin wetted aiea to body frontal area is also shown in
Fig. 1. The lower wetted area at low F reflects the influence on
body_--instabilityof both the decrease in body volume and in K2 - Kl.
tTypical for a controlled torpedo.
.

.-.
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FOR REICHARDT BODY
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1

DiAMElER

Wetted area/frontal area relationships for constant crosssectional area.

)
I
i
1

,:

1.4

At low body instability, the reduction in required fin area leads to
higher stabilization per unit fin area due to higher fin as ect ratio
as shown by the right-hand scale. The more rapid rise &in are;
with F for the Reichardt form compared to the laminar form illustrates the penalty of low aspect ratio. It is not possible for M
to exceed niI,BGDy (as required for an uncontrolled towed bod#?
high values of F unless fin span exceeds body diameter, or a ring
tail is substituted, or the tail arm is increased with a boom.

1.2 I

-.

1.0

-0 . 6

Examples of the Constant Volume Situation
- 0.4

LOW FINENESS RATIO

1:

The effect of body shape on SWI,~IN/(volume)2’3 *is more pronounced, and even the variation with F is diffcrcnt for the two body
shapes. The Reichardt form calls for continually increasing values
with increase in F, whereas the laminar body increases up to F = 3. 5
mc% the;. c:ecr.?~st 3. ihis &fect stems from the shape of the
us C&vs Al curve. At M,I;‘~ - M,,DGDy, both curves have the
same shape as the Reichardt curve in Fig. 2, only steeper. At
McrFIN = 0. S~RGDy, both curves have the same shape as the
66 series curve.
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BODY WETTED AREA

Laminar vs Turbulent Boundary Layer

(6ODY V O L U M E )

The average friction intensity, Cf = DRAG/qSW, on a thin plate
varies greatly, depending on whether the flow in the thin friction
layer next to the plate is laminar or turbulent. Thus, a slender, alllaminar body has l/3, l/10, or l/25 the drag of a slender, allturbulent body at speed-times-length products of 10, 350, and
5000 ft2/sec, respectively. Laminar flow on bodies of finite thickness is limited to 60 or 70% of length, if shape alone stabilizes the
layer. In addition, local values of lnminar or turbulent friction are
altered by the potential velocity distribution arising from the finite
thickness and shape of the body. Theoretical wetted area drag
coefficients are presented in Ref. 3 as a function of body fineness
ratio, length Reynolds number, and boundary-layer transition
location.
Figure 3, prepared from d&a in Ref. 3, indicates the regime
where extending laminar flow by improved shape may produce large
changes in the wetted area drag coefficient. Horizontal scales of
length Reynolds number, associated speed-times-length products at

11 Db
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Fig. 3
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DIAMEILR

Wetted area drag coefficients.

VOlUlIrc~.

50”, and bars representing classes of vehicles are shown. The
vcrticnl scale is the ratio of body wetted arca drag coefficient to
turbulent flat plate friction coefficient. Coefficient reduction under
ideal conditions is bounded by two examples: a slender body with
transition length Reynolds number of 4 x 106, and a low fineness ratio
body with RxTR of 20 x 10G. Laminar flow is limited to X/P = 0 6
by the minimum pressure-point location assumed for both shapes:
Substantial CW reduc:tion. can
.._ __
he -_
nr‘hieved e\ren f br slender bodies
up to a speed-times-length product of 100 ftZ/sec.
Low fineness
ratio can extend the reduction to products of approximately
500 ftz/sec,
which represent small, fast torpedoes. Large torpedoes are in a
product regime where Cw approaches the turbulent plate value for
even low fineness ratio bodies. Above 1000 ft2/sec, all body shaues
wmina+&~till; Cw exceeus turbulent plate Cf by
an amount that increases as hneness ratio decreases.
Figure
3
deals with wetted area drag coefficients, and reduction in
surface
area due to low fineness ratio must be superimposed to obtain true
relative drags.
Idcal Boundary-Layer Transition
For bodies of finite thickness, the flow velocity, which is zero at
the nose, increases over the forward portion of the body and
decreases over the rear, The thin laminar boundary layer
separates
from the surface shortly aft of the peak velocity point.
Xt
then
becomes turbulent and reattaches to continue as a turbulent layer
Thus the peak velocity point limits the maximum possible extent if
laminar boundary layer,

i

There is no guarantee that laminar flow will extend to the peak
Wocity point. Under ideal conditions, transition occurs as the
ndary-layer momentum thickness Reynolds number reaches a
allowable value, which increases with the slope of the
curve of velocity vs body length. A low body length-to-diameter
ratio increases this slope and thus increases the allowable R , while
decreasing the length of the boundary run and hence the actua? Rg
These effects together dclzy transition.
semiempirical method
of rdi~.l;& ‘r i.s. a;ailalrle a3r estima.ting theThe
location of transition.
~ne’pressure or velocity distribution can be computed by the method
of Smith et al., 5 and boundary-layer growth by a number of methods
such as Thwaites6.

anuses of Premature Transitiog-.-+-/
A basic requirement for extensive laminar flow is low turbulence
level .of the fluid. Schubauer and Skramstad7 discovered that laminar
.I
-flow length on a flat plate in a wind tunnel could be extended as the
I-“.- root mean square velocity fluctuation value was decreased until it
.
f

8
reached 0.1% of the mean stream velocity. Kramer has stated that
the turbulence level below which further reduction is incffectivc is
even lower than 0. 1% for bodies with strong flow accclcration, which
ideally permits considerably higher transition lcngtb Reynolds
numbers. The increased Reynolds number condition is sensitive to
even smaller disturbances than those that are critical for a flat plate.
A turbulence level of 1% of mean stream velocity reduces the extent
of laminar flow on even low-fineness- ratio bodies sufficiently to negate the laminar approach to drag reduction. Previously, absolute
values of size and speed tiere thought to be unimportant in predicting
the extent of lnminar flow, as long as the Reynolds number was
tests indicate very little laminar
unchanged. Limited data from ocean
8
flow at low 1speeds, Lnnd Kramer attributes this to a finite level of
tnrwin the ocean. Transition is affected by the ratio of eddy
velocity to vehicle velocity, and the higher the vehicle speed the lolver
the relative turbulence. From the meager datn presently available,
a vehicle velocity of 30 knots appears to be required to achieve mnximum laminar length.

A second rcquircment for extensive laminar flow is a smooth
vehicle surface. Data on critical roughness sizes from tests on
plates and wings in air, which are applicable to all but the forward
10% of bodies of revolution, indicate that rough particles and steps
(at joints) a few thousandths of an inch in size will trip tphAa;;isnear
boundary layer -on high-speed torpedoes tc turbulence.
region is less sensitive, but the degree has not yet been established.
A third requirement is low surface waviness. Here again, data
from high Reynolds number teOpts in air predict an allowable ratio of
wave height tr, wavelength of about l/1000 for two waves in tandem
and about l/ZOO0 for continuous surface waves. Short wavelengths,
i.e., A = 0. 5 in., can be seen in glancing light; and intcrmediatc
wavelengths, i, e., 1 in. < A c 3 in. can be found by intluccd jarring
of a straight edge rolled along the surface. Alagnitucle may be obtained from a plot of readings of a dial indicator, mounted between
fixed legs and moved along the surface. The waviness criterion is
not difficult 10 JlwCtwith proper design and fabrication.
The fourth and fifth requirements to prevent premature transition
on the effect
are noise and vibration. Considerable data are available
whereas definitive
of noise on laminnr flow in air, but none in water,
“Vane
vibration experiments have not been made in either medium.
singing” from fins and propellers, vibrations froyn propellers
,
achine ry
tc%@EWm
s~eqaing-through-fin w a k e s , a n d v i b r a t e CarefUl,
full-scale
*ire aI1 possible sources of ematurc transition.
experiments in water are urgently neeaG7l.
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A sixth requirement to prevent premature transition is low vehicle
angle of attack. The resulting variations in the longitudinal pressure
distribution on differing element lines of the body lead to transverse
velocity components in the boundary layer. The transverse boundarylayer profile is similar to a wake profile and, as such, leads to
p,remnture traasit%ri ‘r tur bvlp:~~ flow above a critical value of crossC-8:~ Re~zolds number. Whether the 1” to 2O angle-of-attack characteristic of a high-speed torpedo is high enough to cause appreciable
drag increase on a laminar vehicle is not hnown. Wind-tunnel
experiments at length Reynolds number of 5 x 106 had very little
effect’, but may have been below the critical Reynolds number.
Flow Separation

\’

COP
ia mmar tlow calls for low lenrthto-diameter ratio and aft location of the minimum pressure point:Such a combination results in a steep pressure rise on the afterbody,
causing separation of the boundary layer, which, in extreme cases,
may not reattach to the surface. The pressure on the afterbody will
be equal to the negative value at separation resulting in very high
drag.

?

VELOCITY=45

KNOTS

ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK
REFER TO 62!-! 4RY
LAYER SHAPE PAR AMETER
--____...,A( MOST
/
CRITICAL SPOT ON AFTERDOur

NUMBERS

0.7
t

,

The results of an anal ical study of separationlO using the
method of Truckenbrodtl T are shown in Fig. 4 for bodies of 30-in.
diam, a speed of 45 knots, and minimum pressure at 60% of length.
Length-to-diameter ratio was varied from 2 to 3.33 and assumed
transition location from 0 to 60% of length. The ‘results are believed
to be slightly conservative. Far aft transition permits lower fineness ratio because of the improved ability of a thin boundary layer
to withstand a steep pressure gradient. An increase in Reynolds
number (all else the same) would have the same beneficial effect.
Estimation of Possible Drag Reduction
LENWn,ulAMElfR

To illustrate the factors involved in drag reduction through the
geometric approach, two ideal examples are computed below.
Constant Frontal Area. Body parameters: diameter- = 21 in.,
length/diameter = 3.33, velocity = 45 knots, and length Reynolds
number = 30.4 x 106.
Body shapes: a) Reichardt constant pressure body: transition
Reynolds number limited to 4 x 106, transition location = 4/30. 4 =
0.132 length, wetted area coefficient = 0. 00315 from Ref. 3, and
simple slab sectioned tail; b) ideal laminar body: transition at the
minimum pressure-point of 0. 60 length, transition Reynolds
---numlx15 0.6 (30.4) = 18.2 x 106, wetted area coefficient = 0.00125
from Ref. 3, and laminar-type tail section.
I.. ,
‘,

Fig. 4

Theoretical flow separation boundary.

i

The frontal area drag coefficient is

t

Experimental

cDA = CwII @w/A) + CwF (swFM

t

Substitution yields
Heichardt (0. 00315)(11) + (0. 005)(2) = 0.0446
66 Series (0.00125)(9.4)

+ (0. 003)(1.2) = 0.0154

Thus, it appears possible to remove almost two-thirds the drag of a
low-fineness-ratio turbulent flow vehicle with fixed frontal area by
geometric design for maximum laminar flow.

Vehicle Design and Fabrication

0. 00245

0. 00122

On the recommendation of M. Kramer, the NACA 66 series form
with length-to-diameter ratio of 3.33 was selected for this study,
based on the NACA low-drag airfoil data. Kramer applied the relationshin between veloci‘ty gradients about a sphere and a right circular
cylinder to deduce from-two-dimensional airfoil data a threedimensional body form for the experiment, An aluminum casting,
tracer machined with an accurate template, produced a body with
surface waviness no greater than l/2000. (The thick shells typical
of torpedoes lend themselves admirably to achieving tt. .: smoothness
and waviness requirements of laminar vehicles. ) A slender steel
boom and three fixed fins were added to ensure a steady vertical
trajectory with minimum ap endage drag, resulting in the vehicle
shown in Fig. 5, Its 5.6-ft s, 1.575-ft-diam hull has a wetted area
of 18.15 ft2. The boom adds 1.33 ft2 and the fins 1.54 ft2 to the
wetted area.

Cty FINS

0.005

0.003

Test Method

&H/V2’3

7. 4

5. 66

SWF/V2/3

1. 42

0. 75

The ocean was used for testing, since no water facilities were
available where low-fineness-ratio bodies of revolution could be
tested at torpedo Reynolds number (107 < Rf < 108) under low turbuience level. The ocean has the added advantage of being the
service environment.

CDHV213

0. 0181

0.0069

‘Dq,2/3

0.0071

0.00225

CDTOTALv2/3

0.0252

0.00915

vT”cnon or a 6-ft” 45-knot
pedo through changing from the conventional full, finenesH-ratio
8 form to a laminar form of 3.33 fineness ratio is estimated using
.
wetted area ratios from Fig. 2. The Reichardt constant pressure
form is assumed to have RX
‘pn = 4 x 106, and the 66 series lxminar
body to have transition at 60gkf length. Wetted area coefficients
are from Ref. 3:
.- COllStant

Reichardt:
%ULL

-

66 Series:

Thus, the laminar design is-predicted to have only 36% of the drag
of the conventional torpedo.
--

The preceding sections supply theoretical reasons to e?rpect that
torpedo drag could be greatly reduced by improved shape alone, but
the critical effects of the unknown ambient turbulence level in the
ocean and of imperfection In, or contamination of, the vehicle surface necessitate full-scale experiments to verify this prediction.
Such tests are discussed below.

Concerning the method of propulsion, mounting or towing from a
surface vehicle was impractical at full torpedo scale, and excessive
cost ruled out any internal motor-propeller scheme. A vertical
downward trajectory was therefore chosen with acceleration from
rest just below the surface to terminal speed achieved by lead
ballast. The test vehicle design is shown in Fig. 6. It was expected
that ambient turbulence would be low at the 800-ft depth where the
vehicle reached top speed. Negative buoyancy thrust involves need

Values of SW/A and SwF/A from Fig. 1.

,

i
.’
L ,,

.’

I

160

161

..

for ballast cjcction for vehicle recovery and a lengthy turn-around
time but introduces no disturbances and provides accurately knolvn
thrust.
Further simplification is achieved by avoiding a control
system, Boom and fins ensured dynamic stability and a steady
vertical trajectory.

Data System
Since the vehicle was recovered after each run, the data were
stored on board rather than transmitted to the surface during the run.
A camera record of differential pressure, a clock, a compass, and
TWO
low-mass, highly damped pendulum vanes provided information
on speed, time, rotation about the vertical trajectory, and normal
lr?
iLG-LilllJ I
. c”
sensors, whoke open-ended total-head tubes protruded from the fin
leading edges about. a h,alf-span out from the centerline to ensure
their being outside the body wake, and whose static orifices wcrc
located in the boom, between and aft of the fins. The entire boom
was flooded.

Fig. 5

Photograph of Dolphin 1.

An external-type speed measuring system checked the accuracy of
the onboard pitot-static system. It consisted of a 0. OZO-in. -diam
piano wire, wound on an accurate drum located on the launch boat.
and connected to the end of the tail boom. The drum rotated as the
vehicle accelerated to depth, and a cam operated a switch that activated a pen to record the drum revolutions on a scroll, whereas a
second pen produced a parallel print on the scroll from a 50-cps
oscillator. The vertical motion of the launch boat was graphically
faired out from an enlarged plot of speed vs time. The position err‘cjl’
of the internal system was found to be negligible; the vanes indicnt#:rI
angle-of-attack variations of only a fraction of a degree at top spee(i.
Analysis
Velocity was plotted vs time, and the results smoothed. Slopes
taken from this curve provided acceleration vs time. Integration of
the velocity curve provided the depth history. The equation of motion
for the vertical trajectory 1s
thrust - drag = (effective

Fig. 6

Inbofrd profile Dolphin 1.

mass)

(acceleration)

where thrust is the accurately measured weight with the vehicle submerged in water, drag is the sum of body, stabilizing-boom, anrl fin
I
drags, plus wire drag (when the calibration wire was used); and
effective mass is the sum of the weight in air and 11% of the disl)lac+ 1
weight of the sea water all divided by the acceleration of gravity. ‘1’11
-----use of 11% is from Lamb’s value 14 of virtual mass in the longilutiil*
direction for an ellipsoid with length/diameter = 3.33. The error tins*
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to the slight difference in shape of the test body from that of an
ellipse is small and becomes negligible near top speed.
It was necessary to estimate the tail drag, but the fact that the
boom and a portion of the fins were immersed in the body wake complicated analysts. For this reason, an ogive nose was placed on the
boom and the assembly towed at a depth of 1 ft below the surface
behind a speed boat. The drag area or drag in pounds divided by the
dynamic pressure (p/Z) U,2 was found to be 0.013 ft2 at 27 knots,
which extrapolates to 0.012 ft2 at 45 knots and coincides with a computed value neglecting the body wake. If the wake greatly increased

r
Q
2

i
i
i
1 Ig

1) Total drag = thrust - (effective

mass)
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Expcrimentnl
.0040 (

drag comparison of Dolphin vs
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standard body.
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2) Total drag area = total drag/( p/2) U,2.

4) Hull drag area = vehicle drag area - 0,Ol.

I

-

(acceleration),

3) Vehicle drag area = total drag area - 0.0045ad,vt,, (depth),
when the trailing wire was used.

I

SPEED w KNOTS
40
45
35

811

is of a similar or greater radius than the rod. Thus, an inter&edf&e
value of tail drag area of 0.01 ft2 is believed to be a conservative
estimate.
Estimation of wire drag was also complicated, and lengths
of 0.020-in. -diam piano wire and monofilament line were towed
beneath and behind the speed boat, from which a value of drag/
[ (p/2)TJa2 ] (rrde) or wetted area coefficient of 0.0045 was experimentally
established.
Performance was computed at l/2-set intervals using depth,
speed, and acceleration data, by the following:

I
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5) Hull wetted area drag coefficient = hull drag area/huil
wetted area.
6) >;j:.r!l 16; 1:g;h,.r.ynd&
‘F
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THE fHEORETICAL

qm .0012

number = 68, 500 (hull length) (U,fps).

EXPERIMENTAL POINTS
DOLPHIN TESTS

7) Transition location in percent of projected body length is
deduced by applying the hull fineness ratio wetted area coefficient,
and Iength Reynolds number to a curve plotted from the analytical
study of Ref. 3 (see Fig. 8).
., /-=-8) Hull fronta&ea drag coefficient = hull drag area/(n/4)dEuU.
9)=&l volumetric drag coefficient = hull drag area/(volume)2/3.
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Fig. 8

Transition location deduced from wetted area drag
coefficients,

\
I
I

Results
Seven sea tests during the midsummer of l9G2 ‘2 confirmed that
hull drag was more than cut in half through geometric design alone
using a vehicle in the l.orpedo rize-speed range. Transition of the
‘e;i-lin~r Lloul;.i;lry la~tir was found to be delayed to values of Reynolds
numbers larger than those established in air flight. This indicates
that the ambient turbulence level in parts of the ocean is low in the
range of eddy sizes that affect Iaminar boundary-layer transition.
No evidence of surface contamination occurred in the ocean, in sharp
contrast to atmospheric flight, where insect and meteorological contamination is serious. Torpedo hulls were found well suited to the
production of smooth, wave-free surfaces.
In a second series of testsL3with an enlarged ballast ejection
system in early 1963, the thrust was doubled, extending the 45-knot,
27 x 106 hull-length Reynolds number of the first experiments to
G2 knots and 48 x 106 Re. Although the drag coefficient increased
somewhat at Rp greater than 30 x lOG, it was still far below that of
normal torpeddes.
The experimental hull drag coefficients are presented in Fig, 7 in
the volume coefficient form which is most meaningful to torpedoes,
along with experimental results for a clean standard torpedo hull
(length/diameter = 8. 0). They show that the new design (the Dolphin
hull) at 45 knots with Re = 27 x 10G has 40% of the hull drag of a
conventional torpedo of equal volume. Data from the end of each run
(near terminal velocity) were generally used in Fig, ‘7 to minimize
errors in the graphical differentiation required for the acceleration
term, and because high speed and Reynolds number are of prime
importance.
The data in Fig. 7 for runs 10 and 11 include various
acceleration values and illustrate the scatter in results when extensive laminar flow is involved. Run 11 had higher drag at low speed
and lower drag at high speed, relative to run 10. In run 3, the
boundary layer was artifically tripped near the nose. Its volume drag
coefficient is slightly below the standard torpedo’s, since the
Dolphin’s favorable volume-to-wetted-arca ratio more than compensates for the higher wetted-area coefficient associated with a lowfineness-ratio, completely turbulent boundary-layer body, The large
difference in Dolphin drag level when tripped and when clean proves
the existence of extensive laminar flow in the latter case. The
tripped drag value checks well with the prediction of Ref. 3,
The clean hull volume &efficient of 0. 008 at R = 24 to
30 x lo6 can be converted to a frontal area coefficien i CDA = 0.013.

The artifitially
tripped value at Re = 18 x lo6 is (C
= 0.032)‘
IJ - - DA tripped
which is lower than found in most turbulent flow applications because

of low fineness ratio, good form, and clean surface. The
of CDA = 0. 013 is remarkably low. This experiment was
optlmlze the constant volume Situation important to certain
It may be possible to reduce further the fineness ratio and
the constant frontal area situation.

clean value
designed to

torpedoes.
drag for

The results are reduced, in the foregoing, in terms of volume and
frontal area. In Fig. 8, the experimental wetted area drag coefficients
are superimposed on curves of wetted area drag coefficient vs transition position (interpolated from Ref. 3) for a fineness ratio of 3.33
Extrapoand hull length Reynolds numbers of 15 x 106 to 40 x 10G.
lation was required for transition locations aft of 50’:;: length, and
deduced to ljc bctweenG45 and 58% oGf length. Minimum drag values
CIO~Y hptwrwn

Rey&ds n u m b e r . &kUti-

20 x 10 2nd .?(I X 10

mum length of laminar flow occurs at Re = 20 x lOG, whereas th;
maximum transition length Reynolds number of R+ll = 18. .i x 10
occurs at 17, : 38 x 106 and 48. 5% of body length. ‘i’hcse pcrcc!nlng:c*b
refer to prolccted or centerline body length, in keeping with Ref. 3.
The arc or surface distance Reynolds numhcrs are H’,‘;l larger.
Although more information is needed on small-scale turbulcnccl ant1
Its influenccb on laminar flow experiments in the occ*:ln. the magnitutlt%
of drag reduction demonstrated in these tests is so large that there: is
little question of the worth of this approach.
Conclusion
Underwater vehicle hull surface area can be reduced for either
constant frontal area or constant volume applications through reduction in length-to-diameter ratio. The required fin surface area is
simultaneously reduced. Surface area drag coefficient can theorctically be reduced by proper hull shape, together with low lcngth-todiameter ratio through attendant extension of the laminnr boundary
layer, Analogy with low-drag wing research suggests that lnminar
flow on submerged vehicles may be most extensive at a length-timcsspeed product near 500 ft2/sec with a reduction in drag to l/3
conventional values under ideal conditions.
A gravity-powered, fin-stabilized body with 3. 33 length-todiameter ratio and 5. G ft3 of volume was fabricated and tested in
the Pacific Ocean. It achieved 60% drag reduction compared to a
conventional torpedo of equal volume at 45 knots and approximately
50% at 60 knots. Transition length Reynolds numbers of 14 to
18 x 106 UVIY~ deduced by comparison of expcrimcnts nith lhcory.
Such high values require low vehicle surface roughncss Xi?:1 \\‘AvI:~c’>.
lack of vehicle surface contamination, and low :lml>i(-nl turbul(~n~~c~
level. The vcbry large drag reduction achicvtatl ~~I~c’~I:II’:I~c~s
this
simplo approach where applicable.
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EFFECT OF POLYMER ADDITIVES ON FLUID FRICTION
I

J. W. Hoyt* and A. G. Fabula 1(

i
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Abstract
.
Fv stw
verify that a few weight Darts wr

million of certain high molecular weight, linear molecules
lower the turbulent friction of aqueous solutions more than
7C$ below that of pure water. The phenomena does not appear
related to a change in tne viscosity of water, and does not
necessarily occur in concentration regimes where the additives produce non-Newtonian flow.
Introduction
It is well established that very small concentrations of
many natural and synthetic high-polymer substances reduce the
turbulent friction drag of the liquid in which they are
suspended or dissolved. The earliest published data on
turbulent-flor reductions by dilute polymer solutions appear
to be by Toms who studied polymethylmethacrylate in chlorobenzene. Flow of "thickened gasoline' was the subject of a
U. S. Patent in 194ge2 Work with aqueous solutions of polyi
mers was reported imultaneously by Shaver and Merrill3 and
Dodge and Metzncr, t al.1 of whom used sodium carboxymethyl! I cellulose. The techn que has found commercial use in oilfield applications. 4
'

1

Because early workers attributed the friction-reduction
phenomenon to induced "non-Newtonian" fluid properties, the
term has become synonymous with the effect. However, it can
be observed (indeed, becomes most prominent) at polymer concentrations at which the solutions are Newtonian by conventional viscometry. Further, polymer additives can be

Presented at the ONR-Skipsmodelltanken, Fifth Symp@:~ium on
Naval Hydrodynamics, Bergen, Norway, September 12, l:i&.
*Head, Propulsion Division, Underwater Ordnance Dcp;lrtment.
{Staff Scientist, Applied Science Division.

effective in concentrations as little as a few weight parts
per mLUion (w-pm).
Althou&h the exact mechanism of the phenomenon is not
known, genera?. XZEB as tc the types of material likely to be
rsl:ctt.:ve .:,II) & b&velup4, and predictions made of the polymer concentration for maximum effectiveness in several simple
flow 6ituations. These generslizations may well apply to
all solvent fluids, but the experti~ental work was with water
solutions .
Rxperiments with Rotating Disks

C’

Because apparatus was ,on. bend, early work at the Naval.
t-cnentneu . s . N av 83.0rdnance Test
Station) was performed on lerge-scale rotating disk facilities. One is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of a 3785-liter
water tank in which a 45.7-cm-dism disk is rotated at such
a speed that turbulent flow extends over a major portion of it.
Disk speed and shaft torque were measured with various concentrations of polymer additives in the tank. Most of the
torque is developed near the outer disk edge, so that torque
reduction is essentially equivalent to friction reduction,
and these terms are used interchangeably.
An example of the type of data obtained is given in Fig. 2.
The polymer additive is guar gum.* At constant rotative speed,
addition of the polymer immediately lowered the torque until,
at 300-400 wpm, St is between 30 and 4% of its pure water
value. At higher concentrations, torque increased somewhat,
probably because of increased viscosity of the solution.
Much more striking restits are obtained with the synthetic
polymer poly(ethylene oxide).x Figure 3 shows data with the
disk at 40 rev/see for four molecuILar.weights of the chemical.
As mol.ecular weight increased, the effect becomes more pronounced, and 70'$ torque (or friction) reduction is obtained
with less than 100 wppn~ of the highest molecular weight
material.
Results of similar tests with a wide variety of naturaL and
synthetic polymers are gathered in Table 1, where wppa to
achieve a friction reduction of 355 (half way between no
.
"Westco
J+FP" supplied by the Western Company, Research
- - - - - -*- Division, 2201 North Water-view Parkway, Richardson, Texas.
Wnion Carbide Corp., 270 Park Avenue, New York, New York,.
.
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effect and the maximum of about 70$observed at 40 rev/set)
are listed, together with properties of the polymer. It
appears that at least three factors significantly affect the
ability of a dissolved polymer to lower turbulent frictional.
resistance: linearity, molecular weight., and solubility.
Linearity
The most effective polymers are long-chain materials with
' essentially unbranched structures. The chemical fotiulas of
guar and poly(ethylene oxide) shown in Fig. 4 indicate such
compounds. Although configuration of these molecules in solution is poorly understood, approximate length-to-diameter
ratios are from 350 to 500 for guar, and fyom 22,000 to
ae) or b x UP molecular weight.
PA-I
Thus, ignoring, for the moment, molecular chain flexibility,
the linearity of the molecule appears important.

-_-Y~-

20

1

IO

Molecular Weight
Accompanying linearity is an increase in molecular weight.

L

OO

However, the experiments with Gum Karaya (Table 1) indicate

that high molecular weight in itself is not as effective as
linearity. Thus poly(ethylene oxide) is soze 65 times more
effective on a weight basis than the heavier Gum Karaya
molecule.
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Fig. 2 Rotating-disk torque curves with guar additive.
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RepLotting the disk data of Fig. 3 for a constant rotative
speed of 40 rev/set for poly(ethylene oxide) in the logarithmic
manner of Fig. 5 shows the dependence of friction-reduction
on molecular weight. Apparently substantial increases are
required to achieve better friction reductions. Such unusually
large macromolecules approach finite particles, and experiments with woodpulp? show reductions are obtained, although
much lower than reported here. This brings up the third
requirement for maximum effectiveness, solubility.

M O L E C U L A R WEIGH-

6

r 2 x10’

n
0

s 6~10~

0

> 5 I IO’

2 4 Bloc

Solubilitv
---ha

;-.A
.,

Referring again to Table 1, tests with Carrageenan indicate
the greater the solubility the more the friction reduction.
Further, certain molecules, which otherwise would be expected
to be very effective, such as Amylose, are not, probably
because of poor solubilit
.( ./----___-- *-Further Work with Rotating Disks
:_
Since the large-scale rotating disk apparatus of Fig. 1
required large amounts of experimental solutions, a smaller
-.
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Fig. 3 Rotating-disk torque curves for poly(ethylene
additives.
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Table 1 Comparative friction-reduction effectiveness
of water-soluble polymer edditives measured iwith the rotating-disk facility

CR a Mx

Additlvc

60

Guar gum, w. s (J-2 FP)=
Locumt bean gum, m

Carrageenan or Irish
moss, In (Smnere NK)
Gum
G u m

karaya,

m

BC,

0.2

Straight chain molecule with
memoerrd side branches

260
(260)d

0.31

Similar to guar but with fewer side
branches. causing reduced salubility and less hydrogen bonding

650

O.l- 0.8

(420)
780
Incff.

arabic, b
8 iJuperlose1

Amytopectin. R
(Ramaiin C)
Hydroxycthyl cellulose,
(Celloaitc Q P - 1 5 0 0 0 1
icellosi te c$. 30000~
(Cellosite GP-5 2 0 0 0 )

u

Notable Characteristics

Strongly charged anionic polyelectrolyte
Highly branched molecule; rclativcly insoluble; acidic

9.5
0.24

- 1

llighly

Xl.1 5

fncff.

I.2

Highly branched molecule

220
220
160

...
a..
...

Nonionic; formed by addition of
ethylene oxide to cellulose; has
side branches of various lengths

400

0.2-0.7

Linear chain molcculc;
grades rapidly

Poiyacrylamide, d
(Separan N P l O )
(Scparan NPLO)
(Separan AP30)

26

1

f s’

2 f3

130

...

. ..a.

Ineff.
2900

0.04
0.36

a....
,....

Incff.
Ineff.

0.032
D. 17 - 0.22

. ..a.
. . . . .

Silicone, u (L-531)

Ineff.

. . .

... *.

Polyacrylic acid. g
(Goodrite 773x020
B-3)
(Goodrite K-702)
(Goodrite K-714)

Ineff.
Incff.
Inelf.

0.006
0.090
0.2 - 0.25

.....
..*..
,....

Ineff.

. . .

s

Polyvinyl alcohol,
(Elvanol 51-05)
(Elvanol 72-60)

f

c

Carboxy vinyl polymer, g
(Carbopol 94 1)

0.2
0.6
4
>5

retre-

s....

70
44
17
12

Polyvinylpyrrolidonc,
(K3 0 )
(K9 0 )

branched molecule

-liiar

Poly(ethylene oxide), u
(Polyox WSR- 35)
(Polyox WSR-205)
(Polyox WSR-30 1)
’
(Polyox coagulant)

Polyhall-27.

single-

Very water-soluble:
no biological
oxygen demand; apparently an unbranched molecule with unusual
affinity for water
Nonionic
Nonionic
Anionic

Inconclusive test due to precipitation upon dilution

E concentration required (in weight parts per million) for 35% disk-torque
aCP
reduction at 40 rev/set with lake water as the solvent,
bM = approximate molecular w&ht of the polymer according to the literature.
CThe source of each polymer for this work is indicated by the letter after its name:
b = Braun Div. , Van Waters and Rogers. Inc. ; d = Dow Chemical Co. ; c = E. I. Dupont;
f e General Aniline and Film Corp. ; g = B. F.Goodrich Chemical Co. : h =Hercuieo
Powder Co. ; m = Meer Corp. ; s = Stein, Hall and Co. ; u = Union Carbide Chemicals
co:w = Weatco Research.
d CR valuem in parenthcais are for mlutionr given heat treatment to tncrcasa -.
polymer solubility.

1%
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disk of 7.6 cm diem was developed that required only 2 liters.
Figure 6 shows experimental data obtained with it using gusr
gum, with a maximum torque reduction on the order of 4&.
Similar data are shown in Fig. 7 for solutions of poly(ethylene
oxide).
The torque reductions obtained with the large and smell
disks and their variation with rotative speed suggested
plotting results as a function of Reynolds number. Such a
plot of maximum torque reduction vs. Reynolds number based on
the viscosity of pure water is shown in Fig. 8 for
data from the 7.6 cm, the 45.7 cm, and also a 76.2-cm disk.
Typical data points for the 45.7-cm disk which were used i n

0

I
Km

0

1
200
CONCENTRATION, W PPM

u&ion ~6 RW gum concentration.

materials required to attain 7O$ reduction at a Reynolds
number of 1.3 x 106. Apparently at any Reynolds number, the
same maximum torque reduction is obtained with all of the
"effective" polymers, although the required concentrations
varied from polymer to polymer.
Table 2 Concentrations (wppm) to achieve 76 torque
reduction at a rotating disk Re = 1,300,000a
Guar &an (JGFP)

500

Locust beangum

1700

Gum Karaya

2700

Polyhall-27

850

POIYOX-WSR

205

Separan AP 30

0 0

IOI

I

I
20
30
CONCENTRATIMY. WPPM

I
40

I

A
t

100

Fig. 7 7.6-cm disk torque reduction vs poly(ethylene oxide)
concentration.

250

100

-,--a---.'-x The source and molecular weight of the above materials is
given in Table 1.
DISK
c4t-N .CM
_--0 76
0 457
b 762

Effect of Sea Water

??

-_ Additional tests-e with the 45.7-cm disk in sea
water. As shown in Fig. 9, friction reduction for guar in
stiulated sea water agrees closely with that in fresh water.
-'
'I'"& tests were made three different temperatures from 13” t0
2 7 c . Poly(ethylene oxide) solutions were found to be even
less affected by sea water salts.
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Fig. 8 Maximum torque reduction as a function of Reynolds
number.
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Fig. 11 Rheogram of poly(ethylene oxide) of 4 x 10" molecular

Fig. 9 Effect of seawater on guar solution.

weight in water.
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Fig. 10 Rheograan for guar additive in water at 19°C.
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Fig. 12 Rheograrn. for poly(ethylene oxide) of 4 x 10" molct:ulr!
weit;ht at low shear rates.
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Since high concentrations (above 1000 wppn) of these polymers are shear-thinning, early explanations of their reduced
frictim wore beswi or? thej.r variable or "non-Newtonian"
viEC<lFity. Consluerable study was thus devoted to their
rheology and on exploring how this behavior provides drag
reduction.

In

Figure 10 shows a rheogram or guar, and Fig. 11 for
poly(ethylene oxide) of 4 x 10 it molecular weight.' At concantrations under 500 wpm for guar and under 100 wppll for
poly(ethylene oxide) it is difficult to ascribe a variable
-',,+-ieffc
t-^*L 'M'
extends even to very low shear, as shown in Fig. 12.M The
term "non-Newtonian" is inappropriate for these fluids, unless
nonsteady measurements show shear rigidities at high frequencies, since their rheograms at polymer concentrations
where maximum friction reductions are obtained show the solutions to have essentially constant viscosity with shear as
well as a viscosity greater than that of the solvent. OdY
at higher concentrations were departures from constant viscosity evident.
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Lumley' has argued that friction reductions should not be
expected in purely viscous, non-Newtonian class of fluids.
Although many of the effective additives produce highly viscoelastic solutions in higher concentrations, not all viscoelastic solutions are effective drag reducers, e.g., Carbopol
(Table 1). Furthermore, drag reduction was not enhanced by
increasing the viscosity of solutions of guar by "complexing"
with sodium borate.9 In fact, doing so lowered the dragreduction effect, based upon the weight of guar in solution.
In a typical test, viscosity was increased by a factor of 22
over the guar solution alone by adding sodium borate, but the
drag reduction was only 'j'O$ of that which would have occurred
with guar only.
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REYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON WATER
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'Data - obtained-under U. S. Navy contract by the Western Co.,
-----Research Division, using Farm and Burrel-Severs viscometers.
**Data obtained by J. M. Caraher of the Naval Undersea Warfare Center, uslng a helical-coil viscometer of his design.'
lR?
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Fig. 13 Torque coefficient as a function of Reynolds number.

Whatever the method by which friction reduction is produced,
it seems clear that the action involves supgression of turbulence intensity. Figure 13 shows test data from the &.'j'-cmdiam disk for gusx, correlated with disk Reynolds numbers
based on water. At concantrations up to 311 wppn, the slopes

;

+++
A A~;;,‘;

WEIGHING BARREL

Fig. 14 Schematic diagrsm of blowdown pipe apparatus.
I

703

r--- -.of the curves are roughly parallel to, but lower than, the
turbulent-flow water data. For 621 wppm and above, @e slopes
are roughly parallel to, but higher than, the laminar-flow
water case. Thus, under 500 wppm no significant changes in
Fig. 13 would result from use of Reynolds numbers based on
the measured viscosities of solutions.
Pipe Flow Experiments
Friction-reducing effects of polymer solutions can be
studied by measuring pressure drops in a length of pipe in
which the polymer solution is flowing. One such facility is
shown schematically in Fig. 14, which useslEir-pressure pumping
to minimize degradation of test sol&&ns.
P n l VmPP ““MS
was forced through the pipe test and its static-pressure
gradient measured at various stations. Flow rates were determined by weighing the polymer solution discharged in a given
time, and the discharged solution was discarded to minimize
shcsr degradation effects which occur very rapidly in many
solutions. Drag reduction was calculated by comparison with
similar tests with pure water.

1.02-CM-ID

'Typical data for poly(ethylenc oxide) of 4 x 10 6 molecular
weight are shown in Fig. 15- Drag reduction of well over 75$
was obtained. Similar data for the polymer in sea water
(obtained in a s$nilar apparatus'+) are given in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 15 Drag reduction for poly(ethylene oxide) in blowdam
pipe apparatus.

Another pipe flow apparatus, which is essentially a turbulent flow rheometer, is sketched in Fig. 17. The piston of the
cylinder is moved upward at 1.245 cm/see, forcing fluid through
the small diameter pipe. Representa,tive data, taken at a constant flow ve&ocity of 12.65 m/set (Reynolds number based upon
water at 21.1 C of approximately 14,OOO), are given in Fig. 1.8.
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Reynolds Number Correlation
Data from poly(ethylene oxide) of 4 x 106 molecular weight
have been correlated with pipe-flow Reynolds numbers, using
the viscosity of pure water. At 100 WPFXII, drag reduction
reaches 78 - 79% at a Reynolds number of about 105. At
30 wppn the effect falls off at hjgher Reynolds numbers, perhaps because of rapid shear degradation of the polymer.
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The envelope of maximum*drag reduction in pipes is plotted
in Fig. 19 as znaximum effects for the polymers as a function
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Fig. 16 Friction reduction for poly(ethylene oxide) in pi?flow apparatus.

*Data taken by the~Western Co; tier U. S. Navy contract.
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of Reynolds number. It provides an empirical relationship
for pipe flows corresponding to that for rotating disks in
Fig. 8. The data are consistent with those reported in
Ref. 11.
For u6e in Fig. 19, Table 3 gives some concentrations of
materials required to attain the maximum drag reduction of
674 at a pipe flow Reynolds number of 1.4 x ldi.
Table 3 Concentrations (wppn) required to
achieve 67‘$ drag reduction in pipe
flow at Re = 14,000

Fig* 17 Turbulent-flow rheometer.

Guar (J-2FP)

400

Colloid hV-6a (refined Gu6r)

375

Polyox WSR-301
Colloid HV-2a (refined Guar)

&Stein,

30
500

Hall and Co; other materials as listed in Table 1.
Experiments with Marine Organisms

The drag reduction phenomenon has been suggested I2 to
explain errat'c fluctuations of measured resistance in some
towing tanks+ z , which are always low, and as much as 14s. Itiny
algae and marine organisms secrete mucus or clime, which may
act in the manner of the compounds studied. The data of
Table 4, (obtained with the turbulent flow rheometer), although
not intended to be rigorous or even quantitative, do show this
possibility. Sizeable reductions in drag apparently are obtained from a variety of natural substances.

-7- 10

Conclusions
Aqueous solutions of certain polymers exhibit lowered turbulent friction drag than the pure solvents when tested in
various types of apparatus. The reduction appear6 dependent
I
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Fig* 18 Ilrrbulent-flow
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rheometer data for poly(ethylene oxide).
1RL

where the water is chemically purified.
*)
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in tanks

.

1
primarily on the linearity of the polymer molecules, with
molecular weight and solubilities also having important
effects. Many natural substances also cause lowered drag.
Correlation curves
friction reductions
numbers.

CM

for

be constructed which 6how maximum
a variety of
substances vs. Reynolds

Table 4 Drag reduction of l$ving materials

Drag reduction, $

Material
Fresh water algae
Blue-green (Anabaena floss-aquae)

59.5

Green (Chlamydomonas peterfii)

29.0

Red (Porphyridium aerugineum)

65.0

Se8 water algae
Dinoflagellate (Prorocentrum micans)

32.0

Diatom (Chaetoceros didymus)

52.0

Fish slime
60.0

Small mouth bass
,
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strate the feasibility of using a soluble coating on the
The
surface of an underwater body to reduce friction drag.
coating dissolves in a predictable manner, and the body rides
A model test proin a boundary layer of non-Newtonian fluid.
gram was carried out with a small body of revolution in a
simple drop-tank facility. The distance-time relationship was
measured and drag derived therefrom. Although the tests were
not systematic, and the location of the coating was limited to
the stagnation region of the nose, reductions in total model
drag of 18% with fresh water and 16% with sea water were obThis corresponds to reductions in model friction drag
tained.
of 30 and 27%, respectively.
Introduction
The friction drag of marine craft increases exponentially
with velocity atid consequently represents a major barrier to
the attainment of higher speeds and major performance improvements. Therefore, serious attention is being given to techniques for reducing drag. One promising approach for Tissions
of short duration involves the use of soluble coatings to
impart non-Newtonian properties to the boundary-layer flow.

An earlier version of this paper was published in the MarchApril 1965 issue of the Journal of Aircraft. The subject
program was conducted while the authors were employed by
Astropower, Inc., a subsidiary of the Douglas Nrcraft Company.
The authors gratefully acknowledge the work of E. Levy-Pascal
and N.R. Byrd of Astropower, Inc., who contributed much valuable information during the program.
__>Chicf, Advanced Underwater Systems Group, Norair Division.
+Senior Engineer, Nortronics Division.
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Newtonian - Lcminar Flow
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Dilatant

An insight into the behavior of a non-Newtonian fluid can be
acquired by comparing it with pure water. In water, the shear
stress is proportional to the rate of shearing deformation
adjacent to the body surfaces. This ratio is the coefficient
of viscosity and is constant for water that exhibits
"Newtonian" behavior. The'shear stress at a water-body surface is

:
TS

= cI W/Ws

where

t
\
!

p
the

is

the absolute coefficient of viscosity, and (du/dy),

velnrity

p-adi~JLt

(ra,&.e

cf

fkecar)

-c

is

t-e.

t

For a non-Newtonian fluid, the ratio of the shear stress to
the rate of shear is not constant, Examples are colloids,
emulsions, polymer suspensions, and some organic materials.
Typical relationships of the flow velocity in a capillary
tube as a function of pressure loss across the tube for various general classes of non-Newtonian and Newtonian fluids are
shown in Fig. 1. Newtonian fluids exhibit. linearity between
velocity and pressure loss, whereas non-Newtonian fluids deviate substantially from linearity, depending on the nature of
the liquid.

Pressure

Loss

Fig. 1 Variation of pressure loss in capillary tubes with
flow velocity for various non-Newtonian fluids.

A number of chemicals have been identified by the Naval
Ordnance Test Station2 which reduce the friction drag of water
flowing in pipes when added in very small quantities. These
chemicals are related in that they are polymers with a high
molecular weight and a long chain molecular structure. Some
promising chemicals are Guar (J-2PP), Colloid HV-6 (refined
Guar), and Polyox WSR-301. The coatings used herein utilized
similar polymers with high molecular weight and a long chain
molecular structure. These were Polyox WSR-35, Dowfax 9N40,
and Methocel 4000 cps. It is of interest, as pointed out in
Scf. 2, tk2t. et'en -0~ liv! ag .naterials in solution reduce
i.=iccion drag; examples of these are scraped slime from sea
fish and from the sea snail. Refs. 3-7 further describe the
behavior of friction reducing additives and non-Newtonian
flow.
This paper describdcezntal model test program to
demonstrate-tlte.feasibility of using a soluble coating to reduce friction drag of an underwater body. This coating dis/--’ solves in a predictable manner, and the body rides in a
(’F
boundary layer of non-Newtonian fluid. Model tests of a

I
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Fig. 2 Test tank.
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simple body of revolution have demonstrated a reduction in
friction drag of over 30X with fresh water and 27% with sea
water, The results of the experimental program are pres&ted
herein.
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The test program was carried out in the model test-tank
facility
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The tank is 2 ft in diamef
1 ; ter, 20 ft long, and has a capacity of approximately 500 gal.
i
$
The tank was instrumented at nine verb1 station=, 3 f*
apart, to determine the distance-time relationship. At each
!
station, a floodlight projects a plane of light through a
\
horizontal slit 0.06 in. wide by 3 in. long. Light-sensitive
a, resistors mounted at each end of the light slit register the
nearly instantaneous change in light intensity due to the tef
flectivity of the model as it passes. The models were black,
i with the exception of a reflective ring around the center
L
t sectic?l to 1;-.flezt i&.. to ',!A= light-sensitive resistors,
:\ wnose output was recorded as a function of time on an oscillogrnph recorder. An electromagnetic release mechanism for
i
the model was located at the top of the tank. Temperature and
;
kinematic viscosity were determined before and after each test.
The range of Reynolds numbers attainable and their relationship
I'
to the transitional and turbulent regions are shown in Fig. 4.
t
The maximum Reynolds number was 1.2 x 106.
i
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3 Sketch of test tank.
Turbulent Flow

The basic model is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Two nose shapes
were used: a blunt one and a streamlined one. The blunt nose
assured turbulent flow and a high erosion rate of the coatings
and the streamlined nose provided laminar flow over a large
portion of the body. Only a few tests were made with the
latter nose.
The coatings were applied as follows. The chemicals were
initially mixed dry and the required amount transferred to the
nose cap, which was positioned in an upright position. The
amount was determined by practice, so that the final thickness
was approximately l/8 in. The nose cap was then put into an
oven and heated until the coating was liquid. It was then removed and allowed to cool. Sandpaper was used to finish the
material to the final contour.
The same coating was used over and over again for the tests.
Although the erosion was nonuniform and ghe -surface became
,I!

.i
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4 Flat plate'skin f r i c t i o n coLfficient a s a f u n c t i o n o f
Reynolds number.

.hC

1

\

performance.

Launch Relsosa

The model had four relatively large tail fins canted at 5”

to the centerline to produce a controlled clockwise spin of

approximately 1 rev/set. This corresponded to approximately
2 rev for a complete fall. High-speed motion pictures of a
typical test verify a high degree of stability and virtually
no dispersion in the trajectory.

Aluminum Model - Black
Anodized Exopt for Reflecting Ring

;

Blunt Nose Cop

:Jr S o l u b l e
@cl
Coating
Recessed Nose cops

I

Streamlined
,

. _,. i..*

‘..”\

Nose Cop

Figr

3 Test model lhowing interchangeable nose shapes (Dry
,:: w e i g h t : ’ l.p:,g lb, blunt nose),
., .

To ensure uniformity of test results and verify that the
water had not become contaminated with chemicals that obscured
the actual effects, each series of tests was preceded, and
th -erl h’-d ~1 as
A.“LL”WLU
“y1 til-rec -c-c” ,*---If
any
deviation
from its known drag occurred,
a standaid.
the tankwater was changed.
~_ _-Accuracy of Test Results
The velocity of the model was determined as an average
v = distance between light slits
time to travel this distance
between any two measuring stations. The acceleration, then,
is also an average derived from 7. Some typical plots showing
expertmentally
measured distance-time relationships and the
derived velocity and acceleration curves are shown in Fig. 7.
The model approaches terminal velocfty very near the end of
its run when the accelerations is nearly zero.
An error analysis was carried out to cover the range of
anticipated performance conditions and test parameters. The
maximum absolute error in time measurement is 0.002 sec.- The
time to travel the Z-ft increment between measuring stations
at a terminal velocfty of approximately 13 fpS is approximately 0.16 set, which results in an error of 1.3%. The
corresponding maximum error in drag, based on terminal conditions, is estimated to be 2 to 2.5%.

Fig.

6 Test model showing interchangeable nose shapes.

Additional factors that influence accuracy and repeatability
include variation in the coating thickness, the surface roughness of the coating, and the sl.ight changes, iusha~~~ due to
In~Zidition, some vertical temperature gradients
- -emfion.were present, Consider-“- 4t. is estimated that the
The
measured drag coefficient did not vary more than .:5%.
data at the higher Reynolds number, when terminal conditions
are approached, are the most accurate.

Experimental Results

---A summary of the fresh-water test results is shown in Fig. 8.
Each curve is the average of three to six runs, The ordinate
is the percentage decrease in total measured drag of the
coated model compared to the uncoated model, and the abscissa
is the Reynolds number. A reduction in the measured model
drag of approximately 18% resulted over almost the entire trajectory. A maximum Reynolds number of approximately 1.2 x 106
reached at the end of the trajectory closely represented terminal conditions.

..

Some of the tests were repeated with sea water, with renlllt=
snown in Fig. 9. In all aspects. the coating behavior was
similar in fresh water and sea water, although the drag reduction in sea water was a little less, The total drag reduction in sea water was 16%.
Pipe flow and rotating disk tests2 demonstrates that nonNewtonian additives act to reduce friction drag. Therefore,
the ec.r'.valr:r!t 'ri :.ior, drag reduction that corresponded to
Lhe measured reduction in total drag was determined. A graphical presentation of total drag reduction as a function of
skin friction drag reduction at various ratios of friction to
total drag is shown in Fig. 10. Design calculations for the
model gave a ratio of friction-to-total drag of approximately
0.59, displayed as the dashed line. This low value results
from high form drag and induced drag contributions. The 18%
reduction in total drag, which was experimentally obtained
during the fresh-water tests, therefore, corresponds to a reduction of approximately 30% in body skin friction drag; and
the 16% reduction from sea-water tests corresponds to 27%
reduction in body skin friction drag. These results are
predicated on the postulate that the coating reduced body skin
friction drag alone.
Some limited tests were also made with the streamlined nose
section in which laminar flow was obtained on a large portion
of the body. The experimental results showed that the drag of
this configuration (uncoated) was 30 to 40% lower than the
blunt-nose configuration (uncoated). A portion of the streamlined nose was coated; however, a reduction in drag did not
occur, It was suspected <hat either the erosion rate was insufficient, due to the low mixing rate within a laminar boundary layer, or that the flow mechanism which caused the drag
reduction was different for laminar flow than for turbulent
flow.
f
i

Time -Seconds

Fig. 7 Typical results of model test (Fresh water at a
temperature of 60°F; blunt-nose configuration).

Reynolds Number (I IO 61
I

1. Blunt Nose
2. Fresh Water, T - 60°F
3. Each Curve Represents the Results of 3 to 6 Tese
Symbclr

4. Coating Moterid

-Y

o. Dowfox 9N40
b. Polycthylcns Oxide WSR-35
c . 50% Dorfor 9N40
50% Polyethylene Oxide WSR-35
d. 20% Polysthylcne Oxide WSR-35
805 Mathocci

2;
a<)

0

Fig. 8 Reduction in total drag by using soluble! coatings it-t>

model tests in fresh water.

Conclusions
The results of the experimental studies demonstrate the
feasibility of using a soluble coating material to reduce drag
of an underwater body. A body so treated rides in a boundary
layer of non-Newtonian fluid, a phenomenon of direct interest
for increasing the range and speed of vehicles that operate in
water and have missions of short duration. The results obtained thus far are sufficiently promising to merit serious
consideration for engineering applications of coatings even at
this early development stage.
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EL~GTRIGAL ENGINES FOR
UNDERWATER MISSILES

BATI'ERIES FOR TORPEDOES
Francis G. Murphp
Naval Underwater Weapons Research and Engineering Station

Newport, R. I.
Abstract
.

*’

Advancements in hot-gas (thermal) torpedo propulSlon
have not been matched by improved batteries for torpedoes. To
take maximum advantage of their potential, torpedo batteries
should be of primary type, of pile-type construction, and integrated with the torpedo shell. They should operate at maximum allowable temperature and be reusable (by dczicn) as insert packs. Recently, battery development effort at the Naval
Underwater Weapons Research and Engineering Station (NUWS) has
been expanded along these lines. Feasibility tests of' an improved silver-zinc pile were successful, and development contracts were let for a full-size battery. Contracts were also
let for state-of-the-art sea water batteries. This paper describes the various candidate couples for torpedoes batteries,
with regard to their background, current status, and potential.
Introduction
DevelopmcnLal effort over the past decade has rc~s:lltcd in
major improvements to hot-gas torpedo propulsion ::y;tens. Ar.
a result, electrical propulsion has, at least tempurarily,
lost a competitive edge. Both battery and thermal torpedo
propulsion systems utilize energies of chemical rc'ar::c>ns.
Batteries arc% essentially isothermal, with Lanr:rFy t~ansi'ormcd
directly from chemical to electrical. Thermal systems are
adiabatic, wiL11 the chemical energy heating hi&-telfiperature

.

Combined paper presented at the AIAA Toqedo Propulsion Conference July 23-26, 1963 at Naval Underwater Weapons Research
and Engineering Station, Newport, Rhode Island and the AIAA
Second Annual Meeting, San Francisco, Ca1i:'orni.n July 26-29,
The author wishes to recognize the most heip!'[il. assisl-1965.
ante of the :l:;sociates of the Research and Dhvel~~plnt-nt F'ubll.cations Division.
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working fluids that power heat engines. At low discharge
rates, batteries are capable of directly converting chemical
to electrical energy at nearly 10% efficiency. However, high
discharge rates are used in practice, and battery efficiencies
are often as low as 30$, although subsequent conversion of
electrical to mechanical energy is near 90$. The conversion
of chemical energy to useful power in a thermal system is inherently inefficient, since only a modest fraction is thermodynamically available, and only a part of this is actually
utilized.
Aside from high potential efficiency, battery propulsion
systems are potentially simpler than heat engines have higher
over-all reliability, leave little visible wake, iave minimum
AAal=S

alill

Vpmar;e

at

constant weight,

which simplifies hydrody&mic problems. On the other hand
present electrical propulsion systems have lower energy-deisities than thermal systems , and so have greater over-all
weights and volumes at high horsepower levels. They are also
high in cost and difficult to recover after exercise, because
their weight remains constant.
Thus for electrical propulsion to regain its competitive
position, batteries are needed with increased energy-density,
reduced cost, and designs that exploit their practical and
theoretical potentials. Possible means of accomplishing these
objectives and the status of various battery couples are next
'discussed.
Optimum Battery Design
Better torpedo battery designs require developing the battery-motor specifically for the torpedo, noting that in the
trade off between battery and motor, preference shoid be given
to the former. The battery should take advantage of the torpedo shape and environment, and its chemical reaction should
be chosen on bases of best energy, output rate, and practicality.
TLI~ energy-density of a battery depends on the energy produced by the reaction, losses in transferring this energy and
the amount of support and inactive materials required. A&
three are interrelated and depend on the rate at which energy
is produced. Optimum enerwdensity is obtained when the battery is specifically&e?E&ed for the torpedo. Such a battery
would be 1)of' primary design (i.e., not capable of recharge).
2).integrated with the torpedo shell to'eliminate battery-cas:!
>'weight, and make maximum use.of available volume; 3) made of

-'ruction to make maximum use of voltime, provide
pile-type conau
support to the torpedo shell and thereby reduce its weight,
and minimize power lost as heat in intercell connections; and
4) operated at maximum temperature consistent with its active
materials.
With regard to item 1, the energy-density of a primary battery is far greater than that of secondary types, and a secondary battery is not amenable to items 2-4 and hence cannot
be substantially improved through future efforts. Therefore,
only primary batteries should be considered for high-performing torpedoes.
.

.

bipo3 n d 3. pile batteries are based on bipo)nslst
01
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negative
which
consist
of
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and
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eleclar electrodes,
.
..
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torpedo,
allocating the electrolyte reservoir outside the torpedo, alw0u.a be
De increased.
uuxwised.
though system complexityy would
TO

~l~nfv a 1t.em.5

Turning to item 4, operation at maximum temperature increases the rate of the chemical reaction. For a battery to
operate at maximum efficiency, its reaction rate must equal
the rate at which the resultant electrical energy is used.-Each battery has an operational temperature where it produces
energy at this optimum rate and related current density. To
maintain it, excess heat must be dissipated; but? with conventional torpedo batteries, essentially no heat it; transferred during its short period of operation, which mtans that
the permissible current density is reduced. For this reason.
development of an effective heat-transfer medium is under
If successful, the electrolyte could be preh-ated to
study.
bring the battery to its optimum working temperature and then
main&a.ined,tl~cr+by
heat transfert;o BM waCer?T?'?.he zin.*silver oxide battery, doing so would double the cir:‘ent density.
In establishing an optimum torpedo battery 1) the chemical
reaction should also produce free energy at the rrlt,e (curren!

:- ^-r.
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BIPOLAQ

density) that the electrical energy is expenci?d; 2) its activr:
material shoul:? be light, stable, and of minimum ekctrkal
resistnnce; 3 ) the electrolyte should be highly iohized to
provide maximum conductivity, and, if it does not take part in
the cell reaction, only a minimum should be used; and 4) there
should be no side reactions.

.OJO BETWEEN
PLAJE C E L L S

PI ATE

In the following, potential torpedo battery types are compared, and the background and status of current couples are
given.
Actual Battery Types

BUS PLATE
PLATE

The sea water battery was originally designed by the Bell
Telephone Laboratories during World War II. General Electric
Company (GE) continued engineering development and has manufactured battery sections for torpedoes. Only this battery
type has been designed purposely for a torpedo. GE estimates
that specialized battery cartridges with an energy-density of
60 w-hr/lb can be constructed. With shell, bulkheads, sea
water electrolyte, etc., the complete energy package would
provide 40 w-hr/lb and 2.5 w-hr/in.j.

US-PLATE

Fig, I Optimum torpedo battery configuration.

Operation of this battery is explained by discussing the
original Fleet battery. It is activated by flowing the electrolyte, sea water, through the cells. Its bipolar electrodes
are shown in Figure 3. They are constructed of O.Ol-in. thick
magnesium (Dow alloy J-lz), a barrier layer of O.OOl-in. silver foil, and then 0.014-in. silver chloride whose surface has
been activated by partial chemical reduction to silver with a
developer. The assembly is cemented together and the edges
sealed with lacquer. The electrode spacing of 0.017-in. is
maintained wi-th glass beads forced into perforations in the
silver chloride.

Fig.

2

Typical
‘1

bipolar

configuration
2043

of

optimum

battery

cell.

The unit-cell pack is shown in Figure 4. It is rated at 90
amp at 135 v for 15 min and consists of 110 cells in a lsminated plastic box. Supporting ribs at the bottom and at the
top form ducts that direct the sea water electrolyte to pass
up through the cells in parallel paths. Scv~k-31 such unitcell packs comprise the battery, which is cnclosc~ in an aluminum shell. As shown in Figure 5, the aft section has a water
This -is slid through the shell after the torpedo
scoop.
leaves the firing tube by a spring-powered mechanism triggered
by a squib. It directs a continuous flow 01' sea wat.?r throulil
the cel.l packs and $hen back to the sea.

(4) G L A S S B E A D
SEPARATORS

(IN. 030 HOLX5)

1
I
I

i
1:

(2) .0105 MAGNESIUM ALLkY

(;i.OOl

SILVER FOIL

Fig. 3 Bipolar electrode for sea water battery.
(1) The O.OOl-thick silver foil is glued to the O.OlOthick Mg alloy sheet.
'(2) Mg-Ag foil assembly is edge-dipped in paint to
reauce lnr;ern A 1
(3) Beaded AgCl ii gl~~~"$ the silver foil
~(a) AgCl has been perforated and its siface reduced with Kodak D72 developer to decrease
Wcome-un time."
Size:
sheet - 11 l/8 x l.l 7/8
2 ;:czly - 11 l/16 x 11 13/16
&.'?'.O = il x 11 3/4

RAntRY BOX

--~

Fig. 4 Unit cell pack of sea water battery,
I---)
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The power output depends on the temperature and salinity of
the sea water. Since its temperature coefficient is approximately 0.75$/"F, a battery operated with 32°F sea water de. . livers 65% the energy it will at 80°F. A 50$ decrease in the
nominal salinity of the water will lower output approximately
25%) and fresh water will decrease it practically to zero.
In some batteries, a thermostatically controlled valve provides steady-state operation that is independent of anbient
water temperature. In others, a voltage-control valve regulates the flow to maintain constant voltage. Toward the end
of discharge, the flow of new sea water is reduced almost to
zero. Recirculation during discharge tends to maintain operwith providing the flow necessary to dispose of reaction products. Such flow control and recirculation increase the time
that the battery maintains its voltage above the 9O$ nominal
value.
The simplicity and reliability of the sea water bdttery are
considered good. It is inert and safe until its scoops are
opened and sea water enters. High storage temperature does
not adversely ai'i'cct the battery, and it is ndequ:,I,~~ly protected against moisture. It has a theoretical output 01' 0.273
hp-hr/lb of active material; however, side reaction of magnesium and internal resistance of the cell reduce efficiency
to 3@$. The desired reaction is 2 AgCl + 1% = 2 Ag + MgC12,
but corrosion of the magnesium, Mg + 2 H20 = H2 + Mg(OH)2, is
an important side reaction that produces heat, a gaseous wake,
and passivat;ion of the anode by coating with the h>cdroxide.
The high resistance of the AgCl electrodt ii; nll~:vicli~~~l
somewhat by converting portions to metallic silver. The conductivity of the sea water electrolyte, which is relatively
poor, is accentuated by the need for a spacing be'iwxn clectrodes of O.?!j-in. to permit electrolyte flow. The electrolyte is common to all cells, and so interccll ekctrical leakage occurs wilich reduces efficiency. The l;lr tvr, coupled s;ith
the side reaction, results in approximatel:; .'.i+ t,im?s as m:;-".
heat produced as electrical power produceit. 'i'il~ tctal plat;
area thus acts as a heating surface, and ~.!ILJ battery operates
near the boiling point of sea water, modulated ba- its rate c!l
flow, Since energy-density is affected by rlcctrolyte flow,
an improvement in its transport would reap major dividends -made even cr-cetcr because of the large numbers of ~~11s involved. The efficiency of heat exchange, ciispc~nl 811‘ reaction
+?bducts, conductivity within the cells, ad clan.:: :xhemical
and chemical reactions are all affected b:, this :'LN.
2ll

aI
i
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GE is conducting a company research program to improve the
battery, looking into flow characteristics magnesium alloys
with higher operational potentials, and additives to reduce
corrosion. NUWS recently directed contract efforts to increase the ou%put cf the sea ;&,er battery from 245 to 500 v,
'L incre-&se cuirent aensity from 1.7 to 3.25 amp/in.2, and to
study a new magnesium alloy. The higher voltage increases
arcing possibility, and so hazards from venting the hydrogen
gas were diminished by locating the flow-control valve in the
inlet scoop, rather than in the exhaust. The higher current
density and the new magnesium alloy, caused increased sludging, and so fresh sea water flow and recirculation flow was
increased.

cipitate at piaCeS other than the anode, thus allowing more 0:
the anode to dissolve than electrically consumed, secondary
batteries have extra thick anodes to compensate for such loss,
which, however, increases cell resistance.
The zinc-silver oxide couple has a theoretical of 0.314 hphr/lb of active material. There are no significant side reactions and the cell resistance is low. With proper design,
it can operate at an efficiency of 75% even at high-rate discharge. It holds the most promise for immediate development.
At 50 w&r/lb, a current density of 1.2 amp/in.2, and 75% efficiency, its temperature rises 20"F/min without cooling.
Discharge timer, at high rate can be greatly extended by taking

Zinc-Silver Oxide Battery
The zinc-silver oxide couple was developed by Andre of Paris
between 1921 and 1943. In 1947, world patent rights were acquired by Yardney Electric Corporation (Yardney) with licensee/manufacturers in several countries. In 1949, the Electric
Storage Battery Company (ESBC) received a contract to develop
a zinc-silver primary battery for torpedoes.
Development of thin sintered positive plates allowed construction of very high-rate cells. They were constructed with
expanded silver mesh introduced into the main powdered silver
before it was pressed and sintered. This provided better current distribution and increased rated capacity of the cells as
much as 5%. The negative plates for primary cells consist of
compressed zinc powder, zinc sheet, zinc wool or mesh, or zinc
sprayed on various backings; and each has individual advantages.
Plates of zinc powder have been developed with current
densities as high as 15 amplin.2.
Important factors are the
current density that the plate can withstand without becoming
passive, and the necessity of ensuring adequate electrolyte
solution around and in the plate structure, since the plate
operates almost entirely around the liquid reaction. The
electrolyte is 45% aqueous potassium hydroxide.
The electrochemical and chemical reactions ol^ the silverzinc battery includes the aqueous cathode reaction AgO + H20
+ 2e- = Ag + 2 OH- and the anode reaction Zn + 2 OH- = Zn(OH)2
+ 2e'; the complete cell reaction is AgO + H20 + Zn = Ag
+ Zn(OH)2. The battery operates with little or no "free"
electrolyte; rather, the electrodes are separated by approximately__0,D2-in,~-of~absorbent
tissue that contains electrolyte.
This spacing provides minimum resistance and limits the amount
of zinc that dissolves. Since the dissolved metal can pre.

In recent tests by Yardney with a primary design of piletype construction, three 50-cell, 18.5-in.-dia batteries were
constructed and discharged with minor modifications in each
succeeding di::charge. Figure 6 shows performance for the third
discharge and Table 1 lists pertinent data. Table 2 summarizes results of all three tests. Based on such successes,
parallel contracts were given to Yardney and to ESBC 30 develop a full-size battery of 50 w-hr/lb, 4.5 w-hr/in. ,
$l/kw-min. Research areas include determining the optimum
method for producing the duplex electrodes, sealing the cells,
integrating the piles into the torpedo shell, optimizing the
activation procedure, and operating at maximum temperature
with simple methods to dissipate excess heat.
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Fig. 5 Sea water flow in battery
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Data of Third Yardney Silver Cell Test

No. of Cell, 50

Current density, 1.2 amps/in.2

??ii. Cl.;c, 1'; incnab

Open circuit voltage, 1.77

Cell thickness, 0.060 inches

Plateau Voltage, 1.45

Electrolyte,
Central.

315 KOH

manifold

Time to lv, 20 min
Utilization grams
AH

220

Zn
Ago

.
23':;

180

Activation: 40 psi into
Evacuated Cells
Table 2.

Summary of Yardney Silver Cell Tests
’
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6 Voltage and temperature vs run time of third Yardney
silver cell test.
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Recent results indicate that chemically formed divalent silver oxide and zinc dust can be locked into a 2-mil steel foil
to produce an economical and efficient duplex electrode.
Tests at NWS have demonstrated that a l/&in. thick aluminum
shell, resting on a X/4-in. thick rubber perimeter gasket seal
and supported by closely packed cells, will withstand greatdepth pressure. Figure 7 illustrates the design, with roughly
280 in.2 of active area on each circular electrode. At approximately 1 amp/in.2, each cell delivers 300 amp at 1.47 v.
The internal cell resistance has also been reduced and the
battery will operate for 20 min without excessive temperature
rise.
Zinc-Chromic Acid Battery g
Yardney acquired-rights to the zinc-chromic acid battery
~~Irom?it;sXnientor, Mr. Tamminin, of Finland. Preliminary in. formation indicated an operating cell voltage of 1.5 v, a size
,
:equivalent to the sea wac,er battery, and cost one-third that.
i

Fig. 7 Views of IWWS silver cell.
-- .
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of the silver battery if silver is included.
sons, the system appears promising.

hii
:LI ,f.i. i d\, -.
L,. .
.:
:, IL .' .,r: , j‘,, , -i + .I, , _ . ii -tL6 H&O], : < CrO, =
:'l '. _.
L'*: :‘::r:c;
r,llre rap3 sZa:,t: elegtroi;;e is prehehr,ed &.,i 1'23,
through the cel.1:;. Spent electrolyte is pumped from the cells,
recharged with chromic and sulfuric acids and then returned.
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A statistical series of approximately 50 scale tests and 10
full-size, ‘j-cell tests has been performed to optimize cell
design. Other tests to improve electrolyte flow are also
nearing completion. Because of certain similarities, sea
water battery technology is being applied to the chromic
acid battery. Thus, sea water is used as diluent for concentrated chromic-sulfuric acid. Doing so involves the added
complexity of a chromic-sulfuric acid tank and a mixing tank.
Figure 8 illustrates a current concept of the chromic acid
battery. Figure 9 illustrates recent results, and Table 3
summarizes the data.

Watt-hr/lb 175 theoretical
O.C.V.

nvernll

ducing reaction and one whose output is only heat, which leads
reaction
is oxito lowered efficiency. A second conflicting--~
dation of zinc by the sulfuric acid.

Variability attributable in part to hydrogen gas evolution
2. Design data
Pi&e size, 12 x i$..inches

For such rca-

Time to 1.25 v 10.5 tin
Vacua Activation

Organic Cathode Batteries

&m'&eratu.re,

Although there is considerable research activity in organic
cathode materials for batteries, temperature limitations, poor
conductivity, and toxic products have precluded their use, as
bear
yet. The organic n-halogens, such as trichloj-omelamine,
investigation in a sea water battery. Coupled with a magnesium anode in a magnesium chloride-magnesium bromide electrolyte activated by water, it produced nearly twice the energy
of a comparable magnesium-cuprous chloride battery.

175'F

Present evaluation indicates that these materials should be
looked into further because of their high theoretical energy
and_thescarciI.y o&!--research effort iYi nign-rnxc 'mges.
~--However, an order-of-magnit
t in conductivity aps of reaction.
pears required, 3:;
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Research cfi‘ort sponsored by the Bureau of liaval iieapons h?.uncovered a number of fused-salt systems with theoretical energy densities as high as 0.948 hp-hr/lb of active material.
Maximum efficiency has been 5%. Production costs and complexity of a-battery operating at the necessarily high temperatures of about 1200°F make these systems questionable for
torpedoes.
In 1953, a contract was awarded to Union Carbide Corporatil:;;
to determine the feasibility of developing a torpedo battery
capable of lCO-kw output for 15 min, 250 w-hr/lb ar,d 19 w-l-u-/
in.3. From the Stefan-Boltzman radiation law, the steady
A
. 14
0 f=i' I”icie,Qestate t emperoture of sucn a oaTlYEQ ai ?Gl
llOO'F, which sets the electrolyte as molten inorl;anic salts.
The actual combination chosen melts at about 8~0'~ and, in
practice, mi.(:ht be maintained at (say) 750°F befox firing,
with additional heat then supplied for final melting. Encrgdf
densities of 180 w-hr/lb have been obtained in sin,;Le cell
The same surface used originally to transi'r:r heat inI.
tests.
the battery (for melting) would be used to radiate excess heat
to the sea, with surface temperatures increasing :'rom the
original 800" to about 1400“F.

8 C-t of’ rhrnmi P arid ha-?-v
Activation requires:
1. Vacuum in cells and electrolyte tank.
2. Squib to open sea water scoops and pressurizing mechanism for cone electrolyte tank.
Use same tank for activation as for steady state:
1. % separation
2. dIectrolyce enrichment
3. Temperature stabilization

Liquid Ammonia Batteries
A number of theoretically attractive couples have been prc,posed with liquid ammonia as electrolyte. However, side reactions and internal cell resistance have resulted in low efficiencies.
The Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL) is studyill:, ::uch a bat,tery with m-dinitrobenzene as cathode and lithiu::: as anode.
NOL estimatrn that 1.00 w-hr/lb can be obtained :cr 10 min.
This cathode melts at l&OF and has poor c;)nductivity but a
high density of 1.57. The vapor pressure of anumnia is qui.
high, its density is low, and its conducti-:it,y or.iy about k.:.;
that of aqueous potassium hydroxide. The ovt?r-ail ::tility t ;
this system is questionable, based on volume anti temperaturti
considerations. Poor safety makes it of little interest for
submarine-carried torpedoes.
Nonaqueous
I

&RENT DENS&

CONCENTRATION

C.I-

ca1/2-.a.-.

REYNOLOS NO.

NA,” 7000

NR, = 7000
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Fig. 9 Voltage vs current density of various interna,l conditions-for chromic acid battery.
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XLcctrolyte

Batteries
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Besides ammonia, a number of nonaqueous t~lccti*cl~t;es have
been propost4, but poor conductivity and t.L 12[Jcr2~i;l'r' iimita--<ions have r&uced their permissable currc.nt dcnsi:ics.
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Proposals for a battery based on a new class of electrolyte
solvents that are compatible with the direct use of alkaline
metals as anodes have been received. For a complete battery,
energy densities of 130 w-hr/lb and 5.6 w-hr/in.3 are estimated.

)
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Zinc-Iodate Battery

,'

A zinc-iodate system has been under development by the Naval
Ordnance Test Station (NOTS), starting in 1958. Its theoretical output is 0.231 hp-hr/lb of active material, but temperature limitation and poor conductivity have lowered permissible
current densities.

The magnesium-silver oxide couple has a theoretical of 0.652
hp-hr/lb of active material, and research indicates that electrolytes can be found to reduce the magnesium-water side reaction and so provide an efficient, high-rate battery.
Magnesium-Chromic Acid Battery
The magnesium-chromic acid couple, proposed by Graham,
Growly, and Associates, is a dynamic system in which electrolyte is pumped through a pile array. The reaction is complex
and its theoretical energy-density uncertain. Plumbing difficulties have led to its abandonment.
Battery Costs
Sea water and zinc-silver oxide batteries used in torpedoes
use government furnished silver that is later recovered and
reused. Hence, the major cost is in battery processing and
handling. Here, a significant reduction could be accomplished
if modern, high-production methods were employed, and the battery purposely designed to be reusable. Were the same electrode structure used in both exercise and warshot torpedoes,
instead of a secondary cell for the former and a primary cell
for the latter, production quantities would be increased and
the processing would lend itself to mass production.
Summary of Battery Comparisons
.
Table 4 is a working comparison of present and proposed battery systems. Weights and volumes include the complete energy
seetienrturpedo~shell,
bulkheads, contactors, etc. Estimates of energy densities of new systems are based on maximum

’ -1
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current density at which ,the battery can operate efficiently.
The first five batteries of the table arc conventional and
the remainder are specific designs for torpedo propulsion.
The last nine incorporate design concepts discussed previously,
which is one of the reasons for their greater potentials.
e

i
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Conclusions

R. M. Dunlap* and W. R. Coti

Batteries for propulsion of torpedoes have not been fully
exploited. Their potential advantages of little, or no, gas
evolution at depth, performance independent of depth, and inherent simplicity warrant further developmental effort. These
should be aimed at 1) integrating the battery structure with
y of primary batteries, and 3)
7
-c=:u
WILII gvva tneoretical. poicier& high-rate discharge.
Such studies are in progress and are meeting with a degree of
preliminary success.
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The use of a wire to transmit guidance intelligence from
firing ships to certain torpedoes suggests the use of this
link to transmit electrical propulsion power-to the missile.
Direct current power transmission for this purpose is superior
to alternating current since the latter has excessive chargin;:
current, line losses, corona, and insulation bulk. The power
transmittable is influenced by the heat generated in the
coiled line. Since wire'insulation is the primary resistance
to rejecting this heat, more than a 4C$ increase in power can
be achieved by tapering the insulation thickness from sending
to receivingend and by grading its permittivity radially.
With good line cooling, much more power can be transmitted.
High-voltage d.c. power transmission over a single wire with
sea water return promises to be compact and simple, has no
wake, and is not depth dependent. The major unsolved technical problem is to design a d.c. motor for much higher speeds
and voltages. New developments which offer promise here are
use of high-voltage silicon controlled rectifiers for mechanical commutation and the motor field as a rotating member
_
which permits removing field windings from the rotor.
Nomenclature

Latimer, W. M., Oxidization Potentials (Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1952).
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= magnetic intensity
current
\current in the armature conductors
= a constant dependent on the number of poles, the
number of armature conductors, etc.
= line length
relative between the flux or field and the armature
conductors
relative power
= power received
power developed in the armature
resistance
= stress
= relative voltage
= received voltage
= sent voltage
= line efficiency
= resistivity
= the flux per pole
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Direct vs Alternating Current Transmission
In the proposed system, the transmission line initially
would be wound in two coils, one in the torpedo and the other
in the launching vessel, as shown in Fig. 1. As the two move
apart, their lines would uncoil and remain essentially stationary in the water.
A transmits ion line in sea water consists chiefly of series
resistance and of shunt capacitance to ground. Initially,
there may be a large lumped inductance at both ends, in the
coils in the firing ship and the torpedo. It is not possible
to compensate this shunt capacitance by inductive loading
without prohibitive increase in the bulk of the line. Thus,
with long a.c. transmission lines, the charging: currents an4
losses are cscessive. Moreover, with sinusoidal a.c., the
dielectric stress is roughly 2 ntimes that with d.c. voltiQ:e
equal to the root-mean-square a.c. value. This makes for
extra insulation bulk. The dielectric stress also reverses
with twice the line frequency, which shortens insulation life
and causes continuous corona noise which interferes with
signal transmission. Tinere is little corona noise on a d.c.
line.

Introduction
The idea of conveying both electric power and control
signals over the.same transmission line dates to 1872 with
the Foster torpedo, powered and controlled from shore, and
the similar Sims-Edison torpedo in 1877. The latter,
patented in 1885 by Winfield Sims,12 used a steam-powered
d.c. generator or battery on shore, and a dual-conductor wire
cable paid out of the torpedo during the run. One conductor
carried current to propel and guide the torpedo and to fire
the explosive charge, and a second actuated relays in the
steering and exploder mechanisms. Though sea water electrical
return was used, the large volume required for storing the
insulated cable within the torpedo limited its range and discouraged further development.

Thus, for reasons of excessive charging current, line
losses, corona, and insulation bulk in a.c. lines, a.c. po-tier
transmission for torpedo propulsion apTears less promising
than d.c. Excellent additional general information is given
in Refs. 1 and 2.

During World War II, both Germany and Italy experimented
with electric torpedoes powered and guided by cable transmission. Italy abandoned her attempts while Germany, although
achieving some success, concentrated on electric propulsion
efforts on a battery-powered torpedo.
To the present day, ele&,ric torpedoes have limited speeds
and ranges, primarily because of necessary limitations on
battery size. Many torpedoes use a wire link to obtain guidance information from the launching ship. If this same wire
could be used for transmission of electric power, with elimi-\
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nation of the carried battery, an electric torpedfo could
result that is competitive with tnermal powered torpedoes in
both speed and range and with added benefits of ,<akelessness,
and independence of performance on depth of operation.
Certain new problems are brought into focus which are investigated in this report.

Heat Generated in the Coiled Line

---

Because oi' the small wire size required for efficient
packaging in the torpedo, a large amount of heat will be
generated in the coiled line. Nevertheless, even for the
adiabatic case (no heat dissipated), Lucal3 showed that a
worthwhile amount of power could be transmitted without overheating the insulation, and with good line coolint: much more
power could be transmitted. Test of the Uavnl Underwater
,Weapons Research and Engineering Station, a:!aptiny: the metho,ls
of Tong and London,5 calculated heat trans:'er rates for porous

i
I
I

1,

.
.
coils, wound as universal coils, as described
In ~ef. 6, and
concluded that at least 25 kw/"F of heat can be absorbed by
cooling water flowing through the matrix. The relatively slow
torpedo speed of 25 knots would provide the 10 psi pressure
drop required to flow water through the matrix. The primary
source of resistance to heat flow turned out to be that due to
the wire insulation.

Insulation
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melt-extruiable in-a-single layer over very long lengths of
wire. It also may be made into tape which is wrapped around
the conductor with subsequent fusion of the layers to make a
homogeneous pinhole free insulation. Teflon TFE may be
applied in layers of tape with silicone oil used to exclude
the air. Each form of insulation apparently is satisfactory
and experimentally withstood dielectric stresses higher than
2700 v/mil d.c. applied for long periods without breakdown.
Since 600 to 1000 v/mil dielectric strength levels provide
electric systems competitive with advanced battery and thermal
types, the latter assures an emple safety factor.

4

&NG~E INSULA1’ED
CONDUCTOR

The prime requirements of satisfactory wire insulation are
high dielectric strength at high temperature, flexibility, and
freedom from weak ;pots over very long lcncths. These are

As mentioned, insulation failure from corona is not anticipated as a major problem since direct current is used. Also
the required operating life is less than 1 hr, and literature
references indicate that the insulation life of Teflon , as
affected by corona, is many times greater at zero frequency
than at 60 to 1000 cps. This phenomenon is explained in
Ref. 11.
Adverse effects caused by necessary bends in the wire, the
physical relations. of various coil turns, and the stress of
winding the cable into the reeled configuration, which lowers
the corona initiation voltage, are important but have not been
evaluated.
D.C. Power Transmission
through a Well-Cooled Insulated Conductor

Fig. 1 Wire-powered torpedo propulsion system.

For a circular conductor of constant diameter and uniform
insulation thickness, application of Ohm'slaw and realization
that the maximum dielectric stress is at the sending end 01'
the line, such that
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in turn,
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which occurs at n = 05 and h = 0.605, as indicated in
Fig. 2.
.

b OUTSIZE

More' effective util~Zgtion of insulation for a given total
coil voiutne is obtain& by 1) tapering the insulation thickness from sending to &ceiving end and 2) grading the permi.ttivity.of the insul&tion in the radial direction. 4 The
optimum Power density b is increased 15% by 1) and 37% by 2),
while entee 4% improvement may be expected by combining the
two.

~A01u s 0F CABLE km)

Fig. 2 Variation of I, V,, Vs, P, D' as function of b for
optxmxn uniform line.

Line Efficiency
The relative power density varies with line efficiency in
accordance with d = 2 [n (1 - n)] T and the relatfve voltage
received in accordance with v = fi n 3/h (1 - n) 'ii* These
relations are plotted in Fig. 3.
As a co::sequence. i.1‘ n -;- :O$ and d = 0.916, then v = 0.625.
11 J a rzhuceci line efficiency will cause a large reduction
(37.5%) in motor voltage but only a slight reduction (8.4%)
i\lL

in power density in the line. Therefore, lower line efficiency, which requires more power at the sending end and more
heat dissipation in the coil, but also lowers motor voltage,
may provide lesser prowthCdesigning a high-voltage d.c.
motor. However, thelstter approach appears optimum..and is
primarily considered in this paper.

I

Fig. 3

Relative power density and voltage received vs line
efficiency (line diameter has been varied to keep
delivered power constant).
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Transmission Line
\ .
For a conservative voltage stress of 1000 v/m& the power
densities of the reeled transmission line can be over 10 hp
hr/ft3.
The potential for increased power density is directly
proportional to the dielectric stress.
With regard to mechanical stresses, careful attention will
have to be given to the cable during high-speed unreeling. As
shown in the analysis and data in Ref. 10, operation in air
has a speed limitation from the need to dissipate energy equal
to l/2 mv2. Operation in water may eliminate this problem of
energy dissipation, but stress from the increased drag of the
water will be encountered.
Motor Design
In general, motor design is basically regulated by Pd = E,
Id = K#NId.
The power per unit of motor volume is proportional to the product of motor speed, magnetic flux density in
th:: iron and cur*enf deu;ity in the conductors.
Advances in motor design are needed to convert high-voltage
d.c. electrical power to mechanical power. These include
operation of the motor at both much higher voltages and speeds
than normal. These are now limited by commutation, which is
basically a switching problem. Here the use of carbon brushes
and copper segments are satisfactory only when there is a
difference of 100 v or less between commutator bars, when the
commutator surface speeds are 20,000 ft/min or less; the two
conditions apparently have not been achieved simultaneously.
There is no problem from the inrush of starting current,
since the resistance of the proposed transmission line will
limit this to approximately 17% of the full load current.
Thus, with a conventional commutator, the danger of arcing and
burning will be minimized greatly. The necessity for reducing
the voltage on starting also will be eliminated, although it
may prove desirable for other reasons.
Bergman7 describes an early-design high-voltage d.c. generator which successfully incorporated many features needed for
high-voltage motors. Howev&, its speed was low, and its size
was not limited. Shobert and Diehl8 describe a method of
investigating commutation which may be useful in developing a
high-voltage d.c. motor.

New developments which offer the most promise for a breakthrough to high-speed commutation are 1) substitution of hir!;voltage silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR) for mechanical
: -. commutation and 2) use of the field as the rotating member and
removing field windings from the rotor, thereby making the
rotational stress in solid steel and bearings the only limitations. Katz9 describes an elementary development which might
1
be adapted to high-voltage d.c. motors.
i
t
I
I

Shipboard Installation
High-voltage d.c. would be obtained most readily from a
three-phase high-frequency and voltage alternator, after recLrfymg wy ca'paaes
13or silicon aioaes in a tx- m~;e c1rcuiT;.
Little or no filtering will be required, the load kiould be
connected and disconnected at the a.c. side of the power
supply, and a fault in the high-voltage d.c. line could be
cleared on the a.c. side. Switching at current zero is possible twice each cycle on the 8.c. side, where it is accomplished easily. This eliminates the need for heavy contactors
to interrupt the high currents, as used in conventional battery-propelled torpedoes.
The coil on board ship must contain enough wire to permit
maneuvering the ship after torpedo launch. For example, if
the speed of the torpedo is 45 knots and that of the ship is
15 knots, the shipboard coil should have l/3 the length of the
wire in the torpedo. Since space is more available on a ship
than in the torpedo, a wire diameter triple that in the torpedo may be used by the shipboard coil. Its resistance is
l/27 that of the torpedo coil and, therefore, is negligible.
Magnetic Detection
From considerations of symmetry and Biot-Snvart's law, a
wire-powered torpedo with a sea water electrical return that
is well aim[?cl. at a relatively slow-speed I-ar!:et :,;ill produce
At a tar.-&
a vanishingly small magnetic field at the 'iart:&.
y yards from the torpedo axis and x yards range, this field is
HP = 1y/1830+' 0% Thus, a target at x = y = 1000 yd will
sense a field of 1 gamma (lo-5 oe) from a line current of 18.3
amp, which is considered well below the level of detectability.
If two con~~uctors were used to eliminate magnetic 4etectisn
completely by removing the sea-water return, each ..:ould be at
I'
equal and opposite voltages and would carry equal ;)ower.
follows that the volume of the two-conductor lint, at best,

will be 417: greater than that of the single conductor, and
motor voltage under similar conditions would be 68.4% higher.
Should one of the wires fail, the torpedo speed could be as
high as 8C$ of its original speed. Despite such advantages,
b!w eJ.dr 2 vol*zr!e *et ".rdC to store a two-conductor wire makes
&ls. approach undesirable.
Conclusions
Electrical torpedo propulsion with high-voltage d.c, power
transmitted over a single wire link with a sea-water return
promises to be compact and simple. There is no wake present
to interfere with homing systems or to permit detection by the
.
P
t.n PI-TP t. ; .Snpprlrs
ship by simple voltage adjustments, Operation is not depthdependent, and mid-course guidance information may be transmitted over the same wire. The major technical problem to be
solved is the design of a high-voltage d.c. motor. Objections
to the system include the need for a power supply on board
ship, restricted maneuverability of the ship after torpedo
launch, hazards of wire breakage, and magnetic detection.
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ANALXSIS OF BIGH-PEflFORMANCE
ELECTB1cTOBPEDGPQwERPLANTs
M. L.

Henderson*

Abstract

!

Battery-powered, electrical torpedoes are discussed in general snd their components briefly snslyzed with respect to component interface, radiated noise, voltsge modifier, trsnsformer, inverter, motor type, speed adapter, snd propulsor.
Since each component affects the characteristics of the others,
their selection as an integrated unit is examined to provide
information~orrthe usefulness of the total system. Doing so on
the basis of the state of the art and reasonable extrapolations,
, it appears that there sre several electrical systems that are
capable of 400-hp output within the total weight rsnge of 500
to 650 lbs. although some will require additional development.
Although not done in this paper, combining these results with
expected battery performance improvements should result in
electrical propulsion systems whose weights are comparable to
thermal systems in this power rsnge.
Presented ns paper at the AIAA Torpedo Propulsion Conference,
U. S. Naval Underwater Ordnance Station, Newport, Rhode Island,
July 23 -26, 1963. The conclusions and relative comparisons are
believed to remain fairly valid on a total system basis. .Ilie
General Electric Company has tested a very quiet, conventional
DC motor weighing 420 pounds which producLd over b30 hp for I2
minutes (over lhp/lb), not as good as projected in the paper.
On the other hand, advances in solid state electronics should
makethese components lighter thmed;?'%%%hts on
-%diated noise and competitiveness of electric with thermal
propulsion systems, snd the necZs;%PeJI of considerirg the total
systems, arc still valid.
etaff IWgineer, Electromechanical Systems (Consultant,
General. Electric-South America, Brazil.)
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Introduction
Propulsion of large high-speed torpedoes with sophis&ated
controls calls for a high level of performance per unit weight
and per unit volume from power sources, prime movers, and
control systems.- Furthermore,, utmost attention must be given
to reducing radiated noise, desirably below ihat of torpedo
hydrodynamic and flow noise,' and here electric systems have an
inherent advantage compared with certain thermal systems.
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1 Block diagram of electric
propulsion system.

Electric Propulsion System
The block diagram of Fig. 1 applies to an electric torpedo
lsinn

uvct&&Q..

Pp-

for simplicity,

I.=

Ltxa

Speed control, if needed, may be incorporated into any one
of the blocks, with varying effects on the ovt?rd.l weight and
performance.
Greatest advantage: i.& tc'xen of the capabilities bf the elec'. I t <: sys+o,s wccn the electrical and mechanical "interfaces"
are Chos'en to optimize the performance of the entire system,
rather than individual components. For example, in a
battery-powered system, the weights of both battery and motor
are ckitikally affected by the choice of operating voltage.
The eitletltial need is to minimize the combined weight, including, df course, connections; and even the control scheme
selected tnust be evaluated for its effect on overa3.l weight.
Similarly; contributions of various components to noise must be
studied and appropriate tradeoffs made.

Commutating
t

d.c.

. -Capacitor
/Y

Fig. 2 Time-ratio control circuit.

1

Radiated Noise Characteristics
To minimize the noise radiated from a torpedo propulsion
system, it is important.to identify and quantify the principal
noise and vibration sources', and to determine the extent,that
these are transmitted to the torpedo structure and eventually
to the water. Thus, a noise-reduction program must concentrate on reducing vibration at the source and on preventing
its transmission to the outside.
Because of the large mismatch in acoustic impedance between
air (or any gas)'and the shell, and thence to the water,
acoustic energy perceived near components on bench tests performed in air is but a small contributor to in-water noise.
On the other hand, vibration at mountings, perhaps unnoted -in
bench testing, may be amplified by direct transmission to the
,,.‘--,
1
/

ah

A
Power
Source

B
voltage
E@L--

D
Speed
Adapter

C
Drive
Motor

Fig. 3 Propulsion system choices.
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E
Propulsor

.

relatively flexible shell. For this reason.
I it is imoortant
to know not only the amplitudes and frequencies of internally
generated vibrations but also the motional impedances of the
part concerned and of the enclosure at the point where it is
mounted.

block is eliminated.
1; Switch-Controlled Taps on Batteries. If a few discrete
reduced voltages are needed, properly selected taps or series
-multiple connections will serve. Solid-state electronic
devices may supplement mechanical switches, reducing the
contact duty. Means may also be needed to limit transient
currents during switching. Because of internal resistance of
the battery, a half-voltage tap or connection gives somewhat
more than half voltage under load, especially since the load
current is lower at the resulting reduced speed. Noise from
switches is confined to short-time shocks at the time of major
speed change, presumably at infrequent intervals, and is ndt
expected to cause any problem.

Yince 2 torpedo shell has easily excited resonances over a
wide frequency range, it is generally impracticable to
inhibit noise by "de-tuning". This is particularly true when
operation is expected over a significant speed range. ThUS,
design of the entire system and its mountings must be carefully coordinated to minimize external noise. Solid friction
damping, properly used, will minimize some modes of vibration
that cannot be controlled otherwise.
System Components

2. D.C. Transformer. A number of electronic inverter-tectifier circuits have been devised to effect a change in d.c.
voltage. Of these, the "time-ratio control" is particularly
applicable.1 A simplified circuit is shown in Figure 2.

There are several internal possibilities for each of the
blocks shown in Fig. 1. Although even after eliminating
incompatible systems the number of feasible combinations is too
large to analyze in detail here, some comments on principal
components will facilita"te a comparison of the systems, The
components considered bke those for a torpedo requiring some
400 Ptip for a 12-min. run.
:

Pulsating current is supplied to the motor through the silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) which is "turned on" by the
control circuit and "turned off" by the commutating circuit.
When the SCR is not conducting, the diode permits current to
continue to the motor. The average voltage impressed on the
motor is determined by the ratio of "time on" to "time off" of
the SCR. Efficiency is very high, since the principal loss
is from voltage drop in the rectifying elements during their
tiny conducting periods.

Block-Al, Power Sourca
Thi@ discussion is d&oted to batteries as power supplies.
AlthoU& fuel-cell batteries are developing rapidly, they are
not cpnsidered here, since they are basically low-power,,
long-fife devices and do not yet have the concentration of
power per unit volume necessary for a high-performance torpedo.
For our purposes, it will suffice, instead, to concentrate on
sea wltermactivated batteries with silver chloride and magnesium as electrodes, although the use of another type with
equivalent energy sto--.=ge would not greatly affect the
analyses.

This circuit contains small reactors, and therefore pulsating magnetic forces may be present, But its components are
much smaller than the motor it controls, and so proper mounting
should result in negligible external noise.
3. Invertcr. Conversion from direct to alternnting current
by electronic dcviccs permits use of more-or-less conventional a.c. motors. Both voltage and frequency v;lriation may
be used in the latter's speed control. Several varieties of
inverter circuits have been devised to fit motor-drive applications. As in the case of the d.c. transformer, their efficiency is high, and their noise is minor.

Batteries produce no appreciable noise, but careful hydrodynamic design of inlet and outlet scoops and valves is
necessary to prevent cavitation noise. Pumps for water circulation can be minor noise sources.
Block B:

Voltage Modifier .

Block C:

A voltage modifying means may be used to change the battery
input from direct-to-alternating current or to provide voltage
variation for speed control. If neither is required, this

..

.
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Drive Motor

Several types of drive motors can be used, depending on the
power supply and the means of speed control. Among them arc
the following.

!;-,.

a9

1. COnVentiOnal d.c. Commutator Motor with Shunt , Series,
or Compound Characteristics. Speed control is accomplished by
voltage and/or field strength variation. Chief limitations
are in commutator construction and heat dissipation. By the
use of compensating windings, high-temperature insulation and
improved heat-transfer means, such a motor can be built with
less than 1 lb/hp.
For direct drive of counter-rotating
propellers, the motor may also have its inner and outer members rotating in opposite directions. This, however, requires
an additional set of brush contacts, and added weight is
needed to make the outer member rotatable, even if at the same
relative speed.
vantage of such motors is removal of speed limitations imposed
by the commutator on a d.c. machine. To best exploit this,
frequencies of a few hundred cycles can be used, which raise
speeds above 10,000 rpm. An induction motor of this type will,
however, generally suffer from high slip, low efficiency, and
low power factor. The synchronous motor avoids these but
requires a means of nonsynchronous starting and some method of
assuring synchronism with the a.c. source when under load,
3. D.C. Motor with Electronic Commutation. Here the field
poles are on the ro.tor and the commutated circuits on the
stator, and the usual mechanical commutator is replaced by
many electronically controlled rectifiers. Thus it is a
hybrid between d.c. and a.c. motors. With a reasonable limitation on the number of commutating circuits, the efficiency
of this machine is less than that of a good a.c. motor, and
torque pulsation will generally be much greater than in normal
i3.C. or d.c. motors.
4. Acyclic Motor (Homopolar). Operating on direct current
on the principle of the Faraday disk and requiring no commutator, this motor is adapted to very high currents at low
voltages. A high-current collection means is required to make
c~x~x~~Cio~i to the . o?. ,- , ':'l;is ?lotor type has been described by
ILarvey and Burnett2 and by Burnett and Kaestle.3 It can be
designed for high speed, attaining an output in the neighborhood of 1.4 hp/lb. Its basic efficiency is high, but, because
of its need for high current, transmission losses in even a
few feet of conductor betwee?-wery and motor may be 2 or
3%.
I.
. . ,- __ -.
With
regard
to
noise
comparisons,
any
imperfectly
balanced
-. .__ .
,--motor will give rise to vibratory forces at the rotational
frequency. Precision balance and stable dimensions are there-.
t
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fore essential. In addition, magnetic flux variations cause
vibration at multiples of the fluctuation frequency. The
acyclic motor has a constant flux throughout and is therefore
free from this type
of vibration and noise. The field member
-_
of a conventional d.c. motor has little flux variation as compared with the excited stator of an a.c. motor or of an electronically commutated d.c. motor. On the other hand, the conventtonal d.c. machine may produce noise and vibration from
brush-action on the commutator. Any motor may be a source of
air-flow noise from rotating parts. A factor less obvious
than direct transverse vibration is torque pulsation. This
produces reactions at the supports, may excite resonant
vibrations of the frame, and will also react on shaft-coupled
members, such as splines, gears, and even propellers unless
rlexlnle couplings a r e u - L - .
Block D:

Speed Adapter

_ _---

1. Direct Shaft Connection to the Motor. This can only be
used if the motor speed is suitable for the propulsor. This
eliminates the weight and noise of a transmission (gear) link
but may require considerable compromises in other elements,
since efficient motor speeds are generally much higher than
that of usual propulsors. It works well with counter-rotating
motors and propellers, but otherwise results in greater overall weight than a speed reducer with a fast motor.
2. Constant-Ratio Speed Reducer. Reduction gear units have
been a serious source of torpedo noise in the past, but progress in their noise reduction gives promise of order-of-magnitude improvements. Good results have also been reported
from friction-type drives, although at somewhat lower efficiency. With expected weights and noise,about a standoff, the
geared drive is preferred for constant-ratio speed reduction.
(It is used in the following system analysis because of
higher efficiency and greater engineering experience.)
3. Varinhlc-Ratio Drive. Multiratio, mc.chanical, gearshifting devices are a possibility, but they tend to be relatively heavy, involve several gear trains, and so present
noise problems. The combination of a variable pump with a
hydraulic motor, such as in aircraft auxiliary drives, is a
compact variable ratio device, but present equipment is far
e_e- i. _ *
too noisy.
~-~
- - - - - -

A continuously vari.able-%st&a-.&&&al
drive designed by
Wright Aeronautical Division of Curtiss-Wright Corporation
gives adjustable speed reduction by rolling-friction elements.
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Noise is expected to be low, and efficiency above 90%. (For
purposes of this study, it is selected as a promising
component.)
1.
Block E:

'.
;

Propulsor

The present selection is limited to the following:
1) fixed
pitch propeller, either a single or a counter-rotating pair;
2) pumpjet; and 3) variable-pitch propulsor, although a routine solution in aircraft and an occasional one in marine
applications, has not yet been developed for torpedoes.
(Since a constant-pitch pumpjet has been devised for the
current RETORC II torpedo development program, it is used in
the following cornpam, as ?-~Pr~CPntinntc
of the propulsor art.)
System Comparisons
A few of the more promising systems may now be combined,
based on a desired speed range of approximately 2:l. Expanding
Fl.;;. 1. wjth the pref*rablc co;>ponents in each block and
-e;zctLng combinations that can be expected to give good
results, Fig. 3 is derived.
The resulting systems are in two groups. In one, the motor
speed is variable, and the transmission ratio is fixed. Since
its motor and all rotating parts will slow down with the torpedo, radiated noise is reduced at low speed. In the other,
the motor speed is relatively constant, and the propulsor is
driven by a variable-speed transmission. Its motor remains at
full speed (or may go higher, because of rise in battery
voltage) as the torpedo slows down, and so the only noise
improvement at low speed is due to transmission of less power.
This is tolerable only if the motor itself is extremely quiet
and can operate satisfactorily at over-voltage and perhaps
resultant over-speed. This is true of the acyclic motor and
of some types of a.c. motors, but is not expected of
con;nutator-type d.c. motors.

:i

ii
ii
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The systems thus emerging from Fig. 3 are shown in Table 1.
Here, A and B have essentially constant motor speed and
variable-ratio transmission, and the others have variablespeed motors and constant-rsrtio transmission. Table 1
identifies the principal components of the several systems.
Below each component is its roughly estimated weight, based
on an output of 400 hp; and the total weight is shown for each
system, including speed control, motor, and transmission. In-

:" '?

2 4 2

4.8

addition to these weights, some allowance should be made for
the additional battery capacity needed to compensate for
higher losses in the less efficient systems. Accordingly,
Table 1 also shows a "battery adder" of 13 lb for each 1% that
1 k'.l: ~sst!s%Led~ 8~~t~'r ef.f:r:icocy falls below go"/., This
U:luwance is based on a battery output of 3 kw-min/lb and a
run of 12 min.

S stem Es. Noncommutator d.c. Motor and Gears, with Speed
Control Combined with Electronic Commutation
!

i
I

ComParisOn between systems is finally made on the basis of
"equivalent weights" given in the next-to-last column. The
final column in Table 1 shows the estimated overti length
of the Propulsion section, less battery, in a 21-in.-dia.
torpedo shell. An "adder" might be computed also to allow for
extra battery size in less efficient systems. However, the
correction is small, compared to uncertainties in the estimated
lengths, and is neglected here.
Comments on the individual systems of Table 1 are as
follow.
System A:

Acyclic Motor and Toroidal Transmission

With good efficiency and low weight, this combination merits
consideration, although both components require development
for this application. Noise performance should be good in
spite of high motor speed at low torpedo speed,
System B: Fixed Frequency Inverter, a.c. Motor, and
Toroidal Transmission
The highest in weight and length and lowest in efficiency,
this system is least attractive. Noise performance would be
only fair because of the large number of components.
System

C:

Variable-Frequency Inverter, a.c. Motor, and Gears

The inverter presents some problems, as it should produce
voltage proportional to frequency to avoid magnetic saturation of the motor at low frequencies. Motor noise would be
moderate.
System

D:

Acyclic Motor with Shunt Field Control and Gears

Field control of speed re&lts in a very heavy motor, but
all other components are light. Development is needed for the
-motoUise-&oulddPvery low.

i
!
1

The electronic circuits appear to be heavier than the motor,
but further development of the circuits.should uncover means
of combining functions and reducing weight. Noise Performance
is questionable because of difficulty of isolating large
torque pulsations.
System
Gears

F:

D.C. Transformer with Conventional d.c. Motor and

The d.c. transformer has been demonstrated in a smaller
ratinK, and a 400-hp motor is under construction, as described
below. Expected noise performance is good.
System G: Switched Taps and Shunt Field Control Applied to a
Conventional d.c. Motor and Gears
Besides being one of the lightest systems, it has the most
technological background. The shunt field could be controlled
by a time-ratio circuit to give it fast response.
System Weights and Dimensions
Although none of the estimated weights and dimensions in
Table 1 are precise, they are believed to be of the right
order of magnitude, say to 2 109.. More refined figures WE:
depend on design and development to the hardware stage.
results imply, however, that there are several electric
torpedo propulsion systems that appear entirely feasible in
the weight range of 500 to 650 lb, including speed control,
motor, and transmission. As a choice among the continuously
variable-speed systems, F or G looks best for immediate
application, and system A has excellent potential for the
longer term.
To comment further on the noise to be expected from the
several systems, it must be recognized that there is no ultiHowever, much can be done
mate substitute for actual tests.
to predict and control in-water noise from bench tests of
components, if proper recognition is given to the complexity
of the dynamic structures.
Multispeed

Systcrns

All of the foregoing systems are for a continuously variable
speed range of 2:l. It seems reasonable to inquire whether or
A .,,

a44
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not continuous variability is really necessary, and system H
and J, at the bottom of Table 1, show the results of specifying three discrete speeds, say approximately 50, 75;Xnd
100% of maximum.

Summary and Conclusions
!

I
j\
t

System H. Switched taps with conventional d.c.. motor and
gears.
This compares with system G but is 110 lb lighter.

1
/

System J. Switched taps with electronically commutated d.c.
motor and gears. This compares with system E but is 90 lb
lighter.
Thus, some 20% weight savings can be obtained by substitiveness under those-circumstances which have minimum complexiry and weight.

I
I

From this analysis of components for electrtc torpedo propulsion, it is seen that there are several systems capable of
400-hp output within the range of 500 to 650 lb, including
speed control, drive, and transmission. Some are nearly
state of the art, whereas others require additional development. Combining these results with expected improvement fn
battery performance, the weight of the electric propulsion
system should become comparable to that of thermal systems in
this power range.
Application of developed techniques to the quieting of motors
"LY'
tion from the torpedo shell has excellent promise of resulting
in the really quiet torpedo essential to modern antisubmarine
warfare.
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Auxiliary Power
The par.-er supply .Cor essential torpedo auxiliaries is now
c~;~L:jidcr~d.
Z'hede ,.ormaily include power for sonar gear, for
data-processing electronics, and for steering. These have
frequently been supplied by mechanically driven generators or
by hydraulic systems. The electric torpedo with an adequate
battery on board can supply such electrical loads either
directly or through an electronic inverter without the noise of
rotating machinery. Electric steering motors have proved
sat'isfactory on torpedoes at lower speeds, and an electrically
actuated steering system baaed on proportional control can be
used on a high-speed torpedo, which does not need as high a
maximum response rate as an hydraulic "bang-bang." The net
result is quieter torpedo auxiliaries on an "all-electric"
basis.
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Current Motor Development
I

It is evident from the foregoing that the conventional,
d.c. motor is a component of several of the
more promising systems and is quite close to state of the art.
On this basis, the General Electric Company is independently
developing a 408-hp, 450-v motor to run at 8000 rpm. It
employs a special commutatpr structure, compensating windings,
high-temperature insulation, and some unique cooling features;
and its estimated weight is 355 lb.
commutator-type

-
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APPLICATION OF A SPJXIALMAGNEIOHYDRODYNAMIC
INDUCTION COMPRFSSOR To UNDERSEA PROPUISION
Eugene Migotsl@ and Joseph L. Neuringeri
AVCO Corporation, Wilmington, Mass.
Abstract
A magnetohydrodynamic induction compressor for undersea
propulsion is described and theoretically analyzed. The
analysis shows that its output is a function of the nondimensional magnetic Reynolds number, Rm, and the nondimensional thickness of the conductor annulus, kh, In addition
to geometric parameters and the ampere turns of the coils.
The compressor output is maximum when Rm = 4.12 and kh P 0.309.
The electromechanical conversion efficiency is 0.50 or less,
and is 0.368 when the magnetic field strength is minimized
for a fixed output. The preliminary feasibility study
indicates that the compressor can provide the pressure rise
required to propel large and small undersea craft. The speed
of the traveling current wave in the coils should be as large
as possible, but is limited by cavitation, to the order of
the vehicle speed, although somewhat greater. The frequency
of the vave is inversely proportional to the size of the
propelled vehicle. For a torpedo, approximately 50 cps
appears appropriate, with lower values for a submarine.
Magnetic field strengths required to propel undersea vehicles
at 30 knots are between 103 and ldr gauss, independent of the
size of the craft. Minimum magnetic field strength is needed
when the compressor operates at Rm = 4.12 and kh = 0.309.
Conductivities required for minimum magnetic field strength
are inversely proportional to the size of the craft and are
attainable with liquid metals; lithium, for example, appears
suitable for a torpedo.
The authors vish to thank Edwin L. Resler Jr. of the
Cornell Graduate School of Aeronautical Engineering, vho
originally suggested the induction compressor concept to
them, for many helpful and stimulating discussions.
*Senior Consulting Scientist, Applied Physics Section
{Senior Consulting Scientist, Applied Physics Section
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P
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electric Intensity vector
1..
velocity of conductor relative to magnetic field
magnetic induction vector
CuTeAt demity VeCWr
vector force per unit volume
= azimuthal component of current density
= radial COmpOAeAt Of BBgAetiC iAdUCtiOA Vector
= axial component of magnetic induction vector
= speed of traveling current sheet, also equal to speed
of water through compressor
= total axial force on compressor
= length of compressor
nr
= mesn position of diaphragm
= annulus thlCknesS of liquid COAdUCtOr
= ratio of thickness of water to liquid COAduCtOr annul1
= cross-sectional area of watersAAulus
P conductivity of liquid conductor
= conductivity of liquid COAdUCtOr CorrespOAdlAg to
a-l:Ar~-: mar:,net: c . ,'.eld
= i'ree space magnetic permeability
= wave number, w/V
= circular frequency, rad/sec
= frequency, cps '
= frequency corresponding to minimum magnetic field
= PO Q V/k = magnetic Reynolds Aumber based. on wave speed
and wavelength
= number of turns per unit length
= required current in coil
= magnetic field equivalent COrreSpOAdiAg to the required
current in coil
= dimensionless function of Rm and kh
= dimensionless fUACtiOA of Rm
= power dissipated by joule heating in liquid conductor
= electromechanical. energy conversion efficiency
= dimensionless function of Rm rrnd kh

=
T =
i Ul =
\ UC+2 ==
'P
POD I

mass flow rate of water
thrust
exhaust speed at freestrem pressure
forward speed of craft
static pressure
freestream static presstie

wts arc in the nlke system.
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=
L
=
=
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P
=

CDs

=

b

D

=
=

static pressure at compressor entrance
density of sea water
gravitation constant
water depth
depth of equivalent water corresponding to atmospheric
pressure
propulsive efficiency
wetted area
drag coefficient based on wetted area
drag
cylindrical coordinates
unit vectors corresponding to cylindrical coordinate
directions
Introduction

Recently, considerable interest and some success have
been shown IA applying the principles of magnetohydrodynamics
to compression and acceleration of conducting gases and
For exsmple, Covert and Haldemanl discuss the
liquids.
traveling-wave pump with emphasis on the acceleration of
ionized gases, and Blake2 describes various magnctohydrodynamic pumps for liquid metals in nuclear reaCiOrS.
Applications of these principles, however, to the direct
Interaction of a magnetic field with sea water shows that
extremely large field strengths are required to produce
significant forces because of the low conductivity of sea
Jater:
A scheme is described which overcomes limitation with
realistic magnetic field strengths, and a simplified
theoretical analysis of an applicable induction compressor
is given. Also included arc a feasibility study of its
application to the propulsion of undersea craft.

Analysis
'Phe MHD Induction Compressor
The magnetohydrodynamic (m) induction compressor
considered here is shown schematically iA Fig. 1. It COASiStS
of a coil around a circular cylinder on which a sinusoidal
traveling current is impressed. Adjacent to the coil is a~
annulus of a conducting liquid which Is constrained from
&~ving axially and is separated from the internal nonconducting fluid (water) by a flexible diaphragm. The
traveling curreilt has a sInusoidal traveling magnetic field
associated with it, which induces azimuthal (ring) currents

2%

. I scncmatic of magnetohydrodynamic

in the conducting liquid. The interaction between the
magnetic field and these currents results in Lorentz forces,
with radial and axial components, within the liquid conductor.
Independent of the direction of the magnetic field lines
within the liquid conductor, the instantaneous axial force is
positive (or zero), and the radial force does change sign.
Inasmuch as the liquid conductor is constrained from moving
axially, an axial pressure gradient is induced in It. If
the radial forces in the liquid conductor are sufficient to
pinch and trap the water (see Fig. l), this pressure gradient
will be transmitted to the flowing water via the flexible
diaphragm. This results in motion of the water as trapped
packets, traveling from left to right with the wave speed of
the diaphragm, which resembles a series of compressors, each
giving a finite pressure rise to the pumped water and each
wavelength correspondfng to a compressor stage.

Induction compressor.

To understand the operating principle involved, recall
the motional form of Faraday's induction law, Ohm's law, and
the Lorentz force law. The former+states that an electrical
conducpr, moving with ,a velocl4y V relative to a magnetic
field B, has an electric fle1d.E induced In it,
&3X%

(1)

The vector cross product Indicates that lines of magnetic flux
must be cut by the moving conductor before induction takes
The resultant current density 3, which flows in 8
place.
conductor with electrical conductivity CJ, Is obtained from
Ohm's law, written as

Fig. 2 Slmplificd case of a coil imbedded in an axially
symmetric magnetic field.

;xcd

(2)

Finall;y, a conductor carrying current density 3 In a magnetic
field B experiences a force per unit volume f,

\

FLEXISLE OIAPHRACM-
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Now apply these laws to the simplified geometry of Fig. 2,
where a circular coil with axis 4 Is lmbeddcd In an axially
symmetric field of the N-S magnet. The motion of the coil
along the negative direction of Its axis in the field of the
fixed magnet is clectromcchanically equivalent to a
stationary
coilwlth the magnet mov4ng4e--thc-Agh=+4th
the
_-.-S-&me velocity. The field of the magnet, being axlsymnetric,
has only an axial componcX- radial component Br.

C‘JNNJCTOR FLUID

SPACER - -

--w
P

Mg. 3 Schematic variation of msgnetic field inside the coil.
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Applying Eq. (1) yields EG = -V %, and, from Eq. (2), the
current density is
j, =oVBr
y”?;:ti

I

(4)

Lyl,

? cui1en'L &.&ity induced in the coil is in the
az&thal direction, is proportional to the electrical conductivlty and the relative velocity, and depends only upon
the radial component of the magnetic field. Substituting the
expression fey je Into Eq. (3) yields
;=

avBr2';,-oVBiBr+

Thus, the coil is subjected to a positive (or zero) force in
the axial direc
ACU lines
\RegBrbleBSc
direction.
threading the coil, the axial force is never negative; the
radial force, however, does change sign.
The preceding can now be applied to the configuration of
Fig. 1:
a cylindrical tube on which a coil and its return
are azimuthally wound. The two wires are connected to a
power source at the left end and terminated to a characteristic impedance at the other. This constitutes a transmission line, and the magnetic field configuration Inside the
tube is shown schematically in Fig. 3. The traveling current
wave moving to the right in the coils has a traveling magnetic
field associated with it, which can be considered as a
sequence of traveling N-S magnetic poles. Azimuthal currents
and body forces would be induced in salt water
placed in an
annulus inside the tube and adjacent to the coils
because the conductivity of salt water is so low (i.eBut,
six
orders of magnitude less than ordinary liquid metals)'~umplng
or accelerating salt water requires extremely high current
levels to produce the necessary magnetic fields.
For the latter reason, an annulus of highly conducting
liquid Is introduced next to the coils in which significantly
larger body forces are induced, and, by restraining the
liquid conductor from moving axially, an axial pressure
gradient will occur. A first approximation of this gradient
is obtained from the axial momentum equation, neglecting the
Inertia terms:
.

w&2,

adax

(6)

Since&qufd-metalI&&& is internally bounded by a
flexible diaphragm, this pressure gradient Is transmitted

mechanically to the water.
i --)
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An approximation for the total force on the comprcsoor is
obtained by solving Maxwell's equation for magnetic field
components inside n solenoidal coil for the case where conductivity vanishes outside the coil, the conductivity Inside e
coil Is
the coil has a finite value, and the current in the
'J;he exsinusoidal wave traveling axially with speed V.
pression for the radial component of the magnetic field is

substituted In Eq. (6) to obtain the pressure gradient within

the compressor, and the gradient integrated to give the total
force acting on the compressor. Although exact solutions of
Maxwell's equations were obtained In Refs; 3 and 4, they
involve Bessel functions with complex arguments. To
of obtain
the exact
more tractable expressions, asymptotic expansions These do not
solution were also developed
In the
e value
of references.
the conductIvitYi the
only restriction involved is geometric, in particular, kR,>>L
This asymptotic expression for the total force acting on the
compressor is
A
h_l-h-

Ro II 1

Gl(Rm t kh) G
Bo2

(7)

RO

where
~1 (q,,, u) o
+ 1 2 +(2+2,Rm@22
1
01

+1)

a+i hn of
"
The wow-4
Thr
variation
the nondimensional function, Cl, with
magne
yLI
..wJ
..-_-magnetic Reynolds number, Rm, for several values of the non-

dimensional parameter,
parame
(kh), lashown in Fig, 4. The VariOuS
curves have
have ar
an nnW
envelope curve denoted by Clo, vhose expression
is derived
is
derive+ from
f-r
the preceding one for Gl by differentiating
with respect
resp
to (kh), setting the derivative equal to Zero,
solving for
resultant variation of (kh)o with magnetic
f"l. the
w
substituting the resulting expression into
Reynolds
*r?mhl
Reynolds number,
the origi
the
origidl. function Gl, and simplifying to obtain

mdo =

(2 + 2 /)-l/2
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e(2+2 ,1Rm1)12 +

x
[l/2(2+2 j--J% 1] + (2 2R;2R1
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+

)

Jn2 +

Glohasaswcimum,

G&& = 0.0553

(10)

where
MAGNETIC

b )opt = 0.309

R E Y N O L D S N U M B E R , R,,,m

Fig. 4 The nondlmepsional function Gl vs &netic Reynolds
number for several values of I&.
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The simplified expression for the function Gl, obtained
by expanding about Rm P 0 and retaining only the linear term,
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and the corresponding optimum is
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Fig. 5 Wave velocity vs forward velocity for three minimum

In Fig. 4 is a plot of IQ. (13 ). It Is valid only if
5, cc 1, and will lead to incorrect conclusions If this is
not so.
The existence of a maximum and the subsequent reduction of
Glo,_as the magnetic Reynolds nun&CT 1s increased fndefinitely
-is related to the well-known skin-depth effect: that is,
attenuation of an osci~tory -e”TPFFrOmagnetiC field as it
penetrates a conducting medium.

depths (R,pO).
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The total power delivered to the liquid conductor is the
sum of the pump power and the power e,xpanded in the joulean
heating resulting from the circulating currents in the 1.
conductor. Defining 89 electromechanical conversion efficiency t)e as the ratio of the pumping power to the total power

delivered to the conductor,
ne -

FcV+H

-

T = in (ul - U, )

(19)

!Ihe ratio of the work done In unit time TU, to the sum of
the work done and the kinetic energy left in the slip-stream
(Le., Tu, + l/2 i (Ul - U, )2 and using Eq. (19)) gives

propulsive efficiency

1

Fc v

pressure pm, and the thrust T becomes

l+ H
gv

qp- 2
1 + Ul

where PC is defined in Eq. (7), and

(a

u,
From the continuity of mass flow,
(16)

t=
Evaluating Eq. (16), with the asymptotic form for the current
density distribution obtained ln Refs. 3 and 4, Eq. (15)
hecomeS

ne-

l

= constant.

(21)

To propel the vehicle at constant velocity, the thrust must
equal drag, or
D=(CDS&)

(17)

1+ eY-1
-.
Y

pAV

PUm2
2

-

pAV

(ul-U,)

where CDs is the nondimensional drag coefficient corresponding
to a reference area As, which is taken as the wetted area of
the vehicle.

where
7' = (2 + 2 /Rx)li2 (kh)

(18)

The work done on sea water by the compressor per unit time
the product F,V, where F, is the total force on the
compressor and V Is the velocity of the internal sea water.
The velocity V also equals the speed of the wave traveling
down the flexible diaphrsgm, which equals the speed of the
electromagnetic wave traveling down the coils. 'Ihe expression
for the rate of doing work by the compressor provides another
propulsive efficiency, rl p P TU,/F,V, which may be solved for
the total force
IS

Application to Undersea Propulsion
A preliminary study was made to evaluate the feasibility
of an induction compressor as a Jet propulsion system for
undersea craft. The craft considered includes a water inlet
at its forward end, ducts to bring sea water to the compressor,
an annular induction compressor around the hull, and ducts
leading from the compressor to an exit nozzle. It was assumed
that shapes could be coordinated in a final design so that
losses due to internal or external. flow separation would be
largely avoided.
.
Consider this jet-propelled craft moving through a fluid
with velocity U,
and.static pressure p,, . For a mass flux
through the system of m, the relative exhaust velocity is ul,
the exhaust pressure plls equal to-the. free.:stream static
-i’?
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Fc =

-$?
From Eq. (23), a vehicle moving at a specified speed with a
given propulsive efficiency will require a total force that
decreases with V. From Rq. (7), the required current In the
coils will be minimum when the velocity of the traveling
current sheet is maximum. This velocity Is limited by
cavitation inception at the compressor entrance. Thus, denoting by pc the minimum allowable pressure at the entrance, the
25Q

allowable fluid velocity (which equals the traveling wave
Velocity) is determined bY Bernoulli's equation between the
freestream and this station:
pea

+ 3.12

Du2,

"PC +1/2 PV2

(24)

ttb freestream static pressure is
65)

wh@re d is depth below the surface and dO is the height of
water equivalent to 1 atm. Solving Eqs. (24) and (25),

r

0
l+

I.
c~~u+uo)
c2

\

7 -I-

- c PC! P u, 2

(26)

Equations (7, 19-23, and 26) define the Induction
compressor in a jet propulsion system for an undersea craft.
In particular, if P, u, ) TI !, (CD, AS), R,, kcr PC, n, d,
and 10 are given, one can obta n the following as fktactions
of the two nondimensional parameters Rm and (kh):
1) The frequency of the traveling wave,7/?,

2) The amplitude of the magnetic field in the neighborhood of the, coil, ROr from which the required ampere-turns
per unit length of coil, Nfo, can be determined,
BO

nh,

i

Results and Dlscu5sion

P= f'g(d+G)

V

4) t&e thickness of the Water annaus,

= %NIo -

assuming that the total area of the water annulus may be
wzdtten A - 2%(nh), which is valid when h/R, << 1.

3 > ‘Ihe conductiv3QiQ%MmJ&uld conductor,
-

(29)

~0 illustrate characteristics of the applicatdOn Of the
msgnetohyd,rodynamic
compressor to the IpropulsiOn Of undersea
craft, calculations were made for vehicles with a length/diameter ratio of 10 to 1, a drag coefficient Of 0.003 based
upon wetted area and fully turbulent flow), and a velOcitY Of
SW& The ratio of
compressor length to total length of-the craft was taken BS
one-half, and two values of totdl length were selected. The
larger was 376 ft, a value typical of a-submarine, vhereM
the smaller 17.5 ft, representing a torpedo. %e =;m
pressure at the entrance to the compressor, pc, vas taken
a6 zero. Tne thicknesses of the conductor annulus and of
the water annulus were.assumed the same ( n=l).

The variation of wave qced with vehicle IJ,~v!~; 1 ;fer! r 7
three vaJ.ues of ml&num depth of ;~ra:f:~ !E p. *.: ' " .
.s
'.
The maximum allowable v3i-e sr\r:l '.: '.. f
'.*(to avoid cavitaticn) 1s s.T?\:'x: ‘s .* ".
-L. *-- - '-'.
velocity but the ss.ze .~rL.er :C FS< ,..:P
approaches the vehicle speed 65 .Cc
DLZ.XZ
c.;‘. _ --\ -: -.
is reduced. The maximum wave speea zeFz:s ;-< -- -..A,-L..-:-.2.-r,.
mechanical properties, and not upon nagne~,,,.-~~:
characteristics or vehicle size. !Ihe varlaticn of the f'xquency of the traveling wave required for minimum magnetic
field strength with magnetic Reynolds number Is shown in Fig.6.
!lhe frequency of the traveling wave is less than 100 cpsfor
these conditions. From Eq. (27), frequency varies inversely
with the size of the vehicle; thus, the frequency for the
smaller vehicle is greater than that of the larger vehicle by
a factor of 21.5.
The dependence of the minimum magnetic induction, which
corresponds to choosing the envelope curve Glo, on magnetic
Reynolds number is presented in Fig. 7 for operation at the
surface (d=o). Also shown is a comparison of the lov Reynolds
rumher approx.imation and the as~OlutSi7 These
results (see Eq. (28))ar.r independent of the size of the
The two curves differ gremy at magnetic Reynolds
craft.
numbers greater than unity. Tne approximation under-estimates
the required magnetic field strength by an order of magnitude
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B%K. 7 Minimum magnetic induction vs magnetic Reynolds
number. Reference case; minlmuo depth of operatloa
d=O.

!lhe curve of Fig. 7 has a rather flat minimum: over a wide
range of Reynolds numbers, field strengths are of the order of
103 gauss. For a coil with lo2 turns/m, this corresponds to
currents of the order of 103 amps. Coil cooling requirements
a~- k.nbd3x~ve . n owever,
operation at higher magnetic Reynol s numbers, where the field
requirements are of the order of 10 t gauss, increases the
joulean dissipation a hundredfold (since'it depends on the
square of the current) and would probably require superconducting coils.

R,= 9

Fig. 6 Frequency of traveling wave required for minimum
magnetic field strength vs magnetic Reynolds number.
Reference case.
I Q000

when the Reynolds number is 50, and at higher numbers the
divergence increases. The minimum value of magnetic Induction
Bomin, which occurs at a value of Rm = 4.12, is 1440 gauss for
surface operation (d&Lo).
The dependence of Bornin upon mindmum
depth of operation is rather weak, as Is seen in Eq. (281,
where Bo varies inversely as the fourth root of d.
In fact,
allowing the minimum depth of operation to be 1000 it reduces
the value of Bornin only to 730 gauss.

1

The depth of the water annulus, equal to that of the liquid
conductor annulus, increases linearly with the size of the
propelled vehicle (see Eq. (30)). Calculated values of the
ratio h/Ro, of thickness of water annulus to the radius of
the coils were 0.074, 0.049, and 0.020 when the minimum depth
of operation was 0, 100, and 1000 ft respectively. Thus, the
annuli are small fractions of the coil radius.
The variation of conductivity required for minimum magnetic
field strength with magnetic Reynolds number is shown in
Fig. 8. Referring to Eq. (29), It does not depend upon minlmum depth of operation and Is inversely proportional to the
size of the propelled vehicle. Shown in Fig. 8 are conductivitles for molten lithium and bismuth. For the smaller
body (ty-plcal of a torpedo), the conductivity of lithium Is
very close to the required value. For the larger body
(typical of a submarine), a conductivity about one order of
magnitude smaller is indicated.
The variation of electromechanical efficiency, which is a
~;t.~n~j~~ndimensional
parameter y = (kh)*
2 (see Eq. (17 ), Is presented in Fig. 9.
!ke maximum ')e is 0.5 and occurs when y vanishes; the curve
then decreases monotonically and approaches zero as 7 increases.
Of particular Interest, at the minimum value of magnetic field
strength, the parameter y becomes unity (since Rm = 4.12 and
lsh = 0,369), and the electromechanical efficiency is 0.368.
Thus, improvement in efficiency Is possible by designing the
induction compressor to operate at values of y between zero

TOTAL LENGTH -S.33

Although this is at the expense of an increase in
magnetic field requirement, near the minimum value of magnetic
field strength the latter Increases are quite small.

METER

Concluding Remarks
This analysis of the magnetohydrodynamic induction compressor shows that its output is a function of the nondimenand the nondimensional

( 3 7 6 PELT)

compressor-output is maximum when Rm = 4.12 and kh = 0.309.
The electromechanical conversion efficiency ls.-_9.~50 or less,
and is 0.368 when the magnetic field strength is minimized
for a fixed output.
The preliminary feasibility otudy indicates that the compressor can provide the pressure rise required to propel large
and small undersea craft, The speed of the traveling current
wave in the coils should be as large as possible, but is
limited by cavitation, to the order of the vehicle speed,
although somewhat greater. The frequency of the wave is inversely proportional to the size of the propelled vehicle.
For a torpedo, approximately 50 cps appears appropriate, with
lower values for a submarine. Magnetic field strengths required to rope1 undersea vehicies at 30 knots are between
103 and 10 8 gauss, independent of the size of the craft.
Minimum magnetic field strength is needed when the compressor
operates at Rm = 4.12 and kh - 0.309. Conductivlties required
for minimum magnetic field strength are inversely proportional
to the size of the craft and are attainable with liquid
metals; lithium, for example, uppeare ouitable for a torpedo.

MAGNETIC REYNOLDS NUMBER, R,,,. 7

Fig. 8 Conductivity required for minimum magnetic field
strength vs magnetic Reynolds number for two craft
lengths. Reference case.

This theoretical. analysis assumed that the effect on the
electromechanical interaction of motion of the liquid conductor can be neglected. Actually, the conductor's fluid
mtion affects this interaction and, in addition, acts as an
energy drain, since its kinetic energy ultimately is converted
by viscosity into heat. It was also assumed that the amplitude of the current wave does not vary with sz&al.,di~~~ce
along_the-coils, although, by analogy-Gaed $.ransmission line, the smplitude of-the current wave is expected to
decay as it travels down the coils.

Fin. 0 E

tromechanical. efficiencv. of induction-conxoressor

‘i
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HEAT ENGINES FOR
UNDERWATER MISSILES
I

TORPEDO PROPELLANTS
!
Leonard Greiner*
United Technology Center, Sunnyvale, Calif.
Abstract

,-

,

Propellants for torpedoes must be selected with cons-n
to mission requirements. Because underwater speeds are necessarily slow and torpedo ranges relatively great, rocket-type
propulsors are less effective than rotatrngtypes, and so the
propellants are used to power engines that supply torque.
Their relative performances are best screened through theoretical work output/volume. Values given for a number of candidates show metal-fueled systems to be best and, thus, likely to
be used in the future. The products of the propellant reaction
must be compatible with the power plant, whether turbine or
reciprocating, and the specialized underwater power cycles.
Some of the fatter are unaffected by the high ambient pressure
of the environment. As metal-fueled systems become utilized,
unique feed and combustion methods will be needed.
Introduction

,’
I

A modern torpedo is a guided missile that often travels a
great distance underwater to deliver its explosive payload to
a target. To do so effectively in its high-drag environment,
relatively slow speeds are required which are best obtained by
a rotating propulsor shafted to a torque-producing power plant.
Heat engines are potentially and practically competitive with
other power sources if the propellants that drive them can be
safely stored, can produce exhaust products that uniquely.
match the engine requirements, and can liberate sufficient
energy to perform the mission requirements. The last two
require consideration of the type of engine and of its thermodynamic cycle which, together with the propellants, must provide for effective operation for a sufficient length of time
at a deep enough-depth, and must f&We reWlZ%Wy small
vo%niia~iloble in a torpedo.
- - - - * Technical Assistant to Manager, Research and Advanced
Technology Department.(Scientist, Research and Dcvelopmcnt,
CETEC Corp., Mountain Vjew, Calif.)
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In contrasting the processes of choosing propellants for
underwater torpedoes and above-water missiles, greater
emphasis has been placed, in the former, on practical aspects,
with attainment of truly high performance relegated a secondary
role. Yet, as underwater requirements increase, skillfully
manipulated combinations of potential propellants and feasible
methods for propelling torpedoes can provide better performances within the practical specifications. Information on
selecting propellants that fulfill these goals is given below.
Propellant Performance Analysis

solids, or hybrids are used. Liquids are pumped to the chamber
directly or by being displaced by pumped sea water. Sea water
often is part of the propellant-generally dilucnt to lower
temperatures and to augment working gases, but it may be
oxidizer as well. Because speeds of torpedoes are necessarily
relatively low in the high-drag underwater environment but
ranges of thousands of yards are required, jet-type propulsion
that requires high-speed bodies for efficient energy utilization is of little interest. Thus, the hot propellant products
power a mechanical engine, either turbine or reciprocating,
which provides torque to a rotating propulsor.

I

i’

Considering the carried propellant alone, which excludes sea
water from the environment, a torpedo has a certain space
where expendable propellant is stored. Thus, a good propellant
performance indicator represents the effect of filling this
(fixed) space with candidate fuels. This compares strictly on
an energy/volume basis and neglects weight effects. However,
they usually are not definitive, as discussed next.

great since coefficients in water are three orders of magnitude
above those in sea-level air at similar speeds. Thus, the
weight of the torpedo is usually small compared to its drag,
but this drag increases with missile size. All these factors
tend to make propellant energy/volume far more important in
torpedoes than energy/weight.
Another consequence of torpedoes moving primarily in sustain
modes is that theoretical work output of the propellant is a
more convenient propellant performance comparison than jetthrust capability, since the former can be directly converted
through efficiencies (ordinarily about 50%) to the work output
of the rotating thruster. Also, the power plant operates
against a constant force (drag) which is tantamount to the
classical concept ot work-moving an ObJeCt against a tOrCe.
In view of previous discussions where vo3srme and weight
effects are shown to be relatively unimportant and work output
is a useful means of characterizing torpedo performance, the
parameter most conveniently used in grading torpedo propellants
Fs work/volume in customary units, hp-hr/ft3. ltowevcr, a final
choice among closely competitive propellants requires a
rigorous assessment at exact flight conditions.
Thus, weight-(i.e., mass) is important when the missile
changes velocity and must be considered in trajectories where
this is involved. Weight cannot be ignored when the torpedc is
essentially a second-stage: a payload of ASROC or SUBROC, of a
DASH helicopter, or of an ASW fixed-wing aircraft. Weights are
also important when they affect missile trim, or recovery after
an exercise run when this depends on floating the spent missile
to the surface.

The proportion of the torpedo weight which comes from the
carried propellant probably never exceeds 0.5 and is usually
less, in contrast to above-water rockets where ratios exceeding
3.5 47'~ co.~ I';n. Th~3~ 'he L9:a; torpedo weight is relatively
lnaependent of the propellant used, which therefore is not
critical to either propulsive performance or to missile-handling difficulties on shipboard. Rowever, space on most torpedo
launch platforms is limited, and missile size becomes more
critical than weight. The notable-buoyancy experienced in
water greatly reduces--e+fG&re weight and this lowers the
angle-of-attack requirements for torpedoes traveling horizontally. Since torpedo flights are usually at constant speed,
the power plant is primarily countering drag and not accelerating the body. At nominal torpedo speeds, drag can be very

Theoretical values of work output for torpedo propellants are
calculated by a process resembling that for rocket propellants,
which take into account the energy and the type of working
gases produced by the chemical reaction. One assumes adiabatic
combustion to chemical equilibrium, followed by isentropic
expansion that is either frozen or shifting, depending on
conditions. Computations for a number of propellants are
gathered13 2 in table 1 for 20,4/l expansion ratio and in
figs. 1 through 4 for 1,000/14.7 and 300114.7 ratios. Some of
these were computed by approximation techniques, as exemplified
in the
_-.-appendix&and all are accur~%~wh++-+s suffi-cient for comparisons.
- - - - Performances on rocket and power bases are plotted versus
moles of free sea water for three water-oxidized systems in
the figures. In the table, only power parameters are listed.
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They are usually computed with sufficient free water added to
lower combustion temperzture to 1,800”F (so that the products
can be handled by a state-of-the-art turbine), and results are
descending order of hp-hr/ft3 for reasons previousThe energy required to pump this water for
operation atynormal combustion pressures (300 to 1,000 psia)
can be ignored, in contrast to the parallel situation with airbreathing power plants where pumping work is important. In e
torpedo the water pump is powered by a shaft geared to the
engine.

POWER ON WEIGHT R&IS, hp-hr/lb

i
/
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It is evident from the table and figures that high performance with respect to weight and volume generally does not
simultaneously characterize any single propellant, which shows
the need to select the proper performance parameter for their
evaluation. The highest work/volume propellants are those in
which the fuels are metals, as aluminum, zirconium, magnesium,
and lithium, approximately in that order. Al though the best
combinations use free water as oxidant, some that use carried
oxidizers are quite competitive. As shown in the figures,
performances peak at an intermediate amount of free water.
This peaking is more pronounced with water-breathing than with
air-breathing systems because of the competing effect on
available energy of the high heat of vaporization of water.
Systems that do not use metals as fuels have lowered performances ; nevertheless, for practical reasons these are used in
current torpedoes.
Practical

Aspects

In choosing propellants for torpedoes, performance can be
less important than toxicity or other potential hazards in
case of accident, because the missile is stored in closed
environments (say, in a submarine) and often shares the living
quarters of the crew, Also, the propellants must be adaptable
to the power cycle and to practical construction of the engine,
as next discussed. The properties of the combustion products
are critical here.

AVAILABLE POWER ON VOLUME BASIS, hp-hr,d

-
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In the most simple, common torpedo heat engines, the propellant products are piped directly from the combustor to the
engine and exhausted overboard. A primary problem here is
compatibility of the products with the engine. Generally, a
turbine can tolerate a greater amount of nongascs in its working medium than can a reciprocating engine, and the latter can
accept gases of somewhat higher temperature. Even with a
turbine problems are to be expected if the exhaust includes
extremely hard solids, as aluminum oxide (corundum); and both
turbines and reciprocating engines will have operating

--\
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difficulties when materials are present which form glass-like
coatings (as boric oxide), or which are highly corrosive, as
hydrogen fluoride. Also, such open-cycle systems can diminish
the effectiveness of the weapon system by emitting a bubble
trail behind the torpedo which can give away the launch platform and/or affect the torpedo’s internal guidance. A critical
problem of these simple systems stems from the fact that the
engine directly feels the external (i.e., back) pressure, so
that its operational pressure ratio decreases with depth, and
this reduces the thermodynamically available energy.

.

I
f
I

I

A means of compensating, within reason, for the effect of
system is to operate
, wcy~ir~a
Hnwevm-. this

I

heavy structural materials and sturdy pumps that take up
volume otherwise occupied by propellant or by other power plant
components. If extremely high pressures (15,000 psi) are
chosen, the work required to pump the propellants (or sea water)
to the combustor significantly subtracts from the power
delivered to the propellor shaft.

i
i

In case one chooses propellants for an open-cycle system, all
of whose gaseous products are condensible to nongases on
contacting cool water (e.g., aluminum-hydrogen peroxide balanced
to aluminum oxide and water), then addition of a special jetejector, called a condensuctor, to the exhaust of the power
plant will make the system depth-insensitive.29 4 This is
because the pressure sensed by the power plant is that within
the condensuctor,6 which can approach the vapor pressure of the
(heated) internal aqueous solution, and this bears no relation
to the ambient pressure. The free water stream is educted into
the condensuctor by the waste enthalpy in the power plant'
exhaust, which also provides sufficient momentum for diffusion
and expulsion against the ambient pressure. Thus, there are
no energy or propellant losses chargeable to the condensuctor,
the sole requirement being that all gaseous products formed by
the propellants be condensible to nongases on cooling, and
tii:s 5.3 a ?.-cblp:z f,r "2 p:I)?cl!.ant formulator.

I
I
i
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Generally, the propellant products will not comply with the
requirements of a condensuctor because of practical formulation problems, nonequilibration on combustion, or the intrinsic
chemistry of the propellants. Under these conditions, depth
independency can be ob;witfian increase in system complexity by adopting a power plant cycle in which the propellant
products exchange their energy to an enclosed working medium.
i,.--The~latter
powers the engine in a closed loop wherein the
heated working medium first energizes the engine, is then
3 cooled by heat exchange to sea water to reject the thermo\
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dynamically unusable energy, is next repressurized by a pump,
and subsequently is reheated by exchange with the propellant
products to repeat the cycle.
'r-btal-Fueled Systems
Turning to the propellant systems per se, at present they
resemble the liquid and solid types used in rockets, although
their feed and combustion systems are engineered to handle
repetitive runs of several minutes duration. As performance
requirements increase and metallized propellants are needed,
specialized combustors and feed methods will be used. For
example, the metals could be heated to the molten state and
A i* r, +I.:- ._
slurry whose pumping characteristics resemble homogeneous
liquids,* or they could be formulated as part of a solid propellant and reacted with a liquid oxidizer by means of hybrid
technology.*
Conclusion
The propellants used by a torpedo greatly affect the
practicality and performance of the missile. In the first
place, they must be safe enough to be stored in confined
environments in close proximity with the crew. Then,
since they necessarily power a torque-producing engine, they
must be compatible with the latter's materials of construction,
its mechanical features, and its thermodynamic cycle. Metalfueled propellants theoretically provide the highest performance, since energy/volume is the definitive criterion; but
their exhaust products, which may be hard particles of solid
oxides, must be manageable by the engine. The reduction in
performance with depth through the lowering of pressure ratio
which characterizes any open-cycle system can be minimized by
using a condensuctor or adopting a closed-cycle system. Which
of these proves more amenable depends on the particular propellant formulation: if it is such that all gaseous propellant
products are completely converted to nongases on contacting
water, then the simple condensuctor can be used; if not, the
more complex closed cycle is required. As greater performance
capability becomes required for torpedoes and metal-fueled
propellants are called for, specialized means to effect combustion and pumping of the metals will be required.
Appendix: Estimation of Theoretical Performances
_ ~--- of Torpedo Propellants3
--__

\

equilibrium expansion with sufficient free sea water added to
the propellants to lower combustion temperatures to 1800'F.
To determine these accurately, iteration computations are
required. Rowever, they may be estimated accurately enough for
screening by multiplying theoretical heats of reaction to major'
products at 298'K/unft volume of the propellants (-AH,,,,/V)
by empirical values that depend on the major species.
For an expansion ratio of 300 psia/l atm and input energies
in kilocalories per cubic centimeter, respective multiplying
factors are 13.65 when all products are gases (as CO2 plus
H20), 12.94 when they contain a diatomic nongas [as MgO(c)],
and 11.76 when they contain a penta-atomic nongas [as A1203(c)].
(H202.0.2 H20) as propellants, the reaction is Mg(c) +
H*0*.0.2 l-l*0 = MgO(c) + 1.2 H20(g), where - AH,, *= [(O.O +
(-59.1)1 - [(-143.7) + (1.2)(-57.8)] = 154.0 kcal, and
V n (24.3/1.74) + (37.6/1.39) = 41.0 cm3. Theoretical power
output is estimated as (154.0/41.0)(12.94) = 48.6 jet hp-hr/ft 3 ,
which is less than 2% below the accurately computed value.
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Table 1 Approximate theoretical performances 1, 2 of
some underwater propellants, computed for 20.4/l
expansion ratio with frozen equilibrium and generaa-y after
dilution with free sea water to 1,800°F
Fuel

Oxidizer

hp-hr/ft3

hp-hr/lb

Table 1 Approximate theoretical performances l* 2 of
some underwater propellants, computed for 20.4/l
expansion ratio with frozen equilibrium and generally after
dilution with free sea water to 1,800'F (Continued)

..

Fuel --

Oxidizer

Al

Free sea water

118

0.72

Na

H202'(90%)

Zr

Free sea water

106

0.27

Na

LiC104

78

0.57

Alcohol (17%)d

LiC104

60

0.55

Zr

BrF5

59

0.29

Al

302 (90%)

55

0.55

,dp2 (90%)

50

0.58

45

0.72

Li

tic104
.-'
Pree sea water

41

1.27

Li

H202 (90%)

40

0.68

N2H4

H202 (90%)

28

0.36

Diegil khel

H202 (90%)

28

0.35

Alcohol

%02 (90%)

26

0.34

.

Al

Mg

- -

--~

I.

'(92.5%)

Hydraeine monopropellanta

. ..

23

0.28

Solid propellantb

...

23

0.31

LiC104

21

0.31

Na
OTTO fuel-IIC

....

0.34

Free sea water

5

0.24

02-gas (3,000 psi)

3

0.16

a 8%

N2&,-72% N2H5N03-20% H20.
b Typical ammonium nitrate type.
e Nitrate-base liquid monopropellant.
d Includes carried diluent water.
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LITIUUMANDSODIUMAS
WATER-REACTIVEF'UEM

FOR'lWPEDOPROPUISION

William D. White*

Abstract
The potential performances of lithium and sodium reacting
with sea water as torpedo propellants are discussed. combustion chambers are described in which efficient reaction can be
achieved continuously for long periods. These combustors can
be used in torpedoes where'specific fuel consumption on a
weight basis is of great importance and high-temperature
storage of the fuels in the molten state can be tolerated.
Introduction
The concept of water-reactive fuels for underwater propulsion
utilizes the sea as a copropellant, in much the same manner as
oxygen is used in an air-breathing engine. This study + was
aimed at developing means of handling and reacting molten
sodium and lithium with sea water to produce a working fluid at
high temperature and pressure for driving a gas turbine in a
-~
torpedo powerplant.
Theoretical

Considerations

Sodium metal melts at 98OC and reacts violently with water
even at room temperature. Lithium metal melts at 186OC and
reacts quietly with water at room temperature. Although molten
lithium reacts rapidly with water, it is much less reactive
than molten sodium.
-

Thermodynamic ca&xlations were made 1.2 arrthe--re%iXMns of
these-metals with water and on the effects of adding excess
- - - - *Head, Thermodynamics Branch.
&onducted at the U, S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, Pasadena
Annex, by the Propulsion Division under Dr. R. C. Brumfield.

water to lcder flame temperature and increase the gas content
of the working fluid, based on thz following general equations:
2xa( 1)
2L”<I,

+ (n + 2) ii 0

2 (1) *

f tn .I 2: ii20 Cl) -+

2Na0’i(1)

2,500

+ HZ(g) + nH2O(g)

2LiOiI’

+ H*(g) + nH20(g)
(1)
Figure 1 show co&ustion temperatures (T,) and temperatures
the reaction products with shifting equilibrium from
to atmospheric pressure calculated for
various weight ratios of water to lithium, Horizontal portions
of the curves indicate regions where an equilibrium exists between two different forms of the reaction products. For instance,
the plateau near a mixture ratio of 4 to 5 indicates esuiliblrnlum oxide and lithium hydroxide. and the small
flats at ratios of 8 to 10 reflect the melting at 735OK of
solid lithium hydroxide to liquid. At mixture ratios higher
than 12 or 13, the heat generated is insufficient to vaporize
all of the water, and an equilibrium exists between liquid and
vapor II20 in the reaction products.
Figure 2 gives performance parameters calculated from the
enthalpy drop between the temperatures shown in the first
graph. Maximum specific energy# (Esp) occurs at the fairly
high ratio of about 9 lb of water per pound of lithium, corresponding to a 'combustion temperature of only about 85OoK
(1070'F).
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Fig, 1 Combustion and exhaust temperature v8 mixture ratio
for lithium-water system (pressure ratio x).4).

Figures 3 and 4 are results of similar calculations for the
sodium-water system, Maximum specific energy is at a mixture
ratio of about 2, again at a combustion temperature of about
85OoK. The second maximum, at a mixture ratio of 5, is a
result of the heat liberated in dissolving sodium hydroxide,
which can occur only when liquid water is present in the reaction products, The dashed curves of Fig. 4 are obtained when
this heat of solution is ignored,
The lithium system produces five times the energy per pound
of fuel as the sodium system. For a turbine operating with
50% efficiency at a 20-to-1 pressure ratio, the lithiuwwater
system has a specific fuel consumption of 1.5 lb/shp-hr,
whereas the sodium system requires 7.6 lb/shp-hr. Thus, the
former is the preferred fuel. Nevertheless, much of the experimentalwork was with sodium because of Its lower cost,
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The experimental phase was conducted in small rocket-motor
test cells, as shown in Fig. 5. Most tests were at about 2000
lb thrust, equal to about 600 jet-hp. Sodium or lithium was
melted within a thin stainless-steel tank placed in a eteel
pressure vessel. Electrical resistance heaters were installed
between the walls of the two tanks, and the fuel lines and
valve3 were heated to prevent solidification before the fuel
entered the combustion chamber. Helium was used to pressurize
the fuel tank, because the metals, especially lithium, react
one
quite rapidly with nitrogen at elevated temperatures
plastic-lined steel tanks, which contained synthetic'sea water
for oxidizer and diluent, were pressurize&with air, Water
flow rate, tank pressure, chamber pressure, and thrust were
measured directly with standard instrumentation. Fuel flow
rate was calculated from the duration of the test and the
weight of sodium or lithium consumed. Near the end of the
program, cavitating venturis were very successfully used in
both the fuel and oxidizer lines, and provided constant flow
rates, irrespective of the combustion-chamber pressure,
Many different types of injectors were investigated. The
fuel-on-oxidizer multiple-impinging jet injector with an
enzian-ring splash plate, illustrated in Fig. 6, showed considerable promise from a reaction-efficiency standpoint, but
its small fuel orifices were easily clogged by foreign material or by cooling of fuel in its passages. Also, small misalignments or deviations of the jets resulted in rapid bumout in case the molten fuel struck A steel part of the cozbustot before reacting with water.
The final design of the cord,ustion chamber is shown in Fig.
7. It avoided the preceding problem3 by using a single fuel
orifice with a swirler to produce a hollw-cone spray, and a
series of tangential water orifices to form a moving wall Of
water. The fuel impinged upon the wall of water, which also
protected the steel parts from contact with the molten metal.
An enzian ring dire&ted excess water away from the wall and
into the hot flame core, to promote mixing and rapid attainment of equilibrium in the downstrea~icn pf-the $ombustiun XiiiioifGr. -- - - - This design worked very well with sodium, but required modification for lithium because of its lower reactivity and the
higher proportion of water needed. Therefore, part of this
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Fig. 7 Sodium-water gas generator with hollow cone f'uel and
tangentisl water Injectors.

Ffg. 5 Teat cell setup.
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additional water was introduced through a separate spray
injector placed daJnstream from the first with its flow
counter to the main flow, as shown in Fig. 8. This created a
hot primary reaction zone and produced the more vigorous mixing required by the larger quantity of diluent water.
Several hundred combustion tests were made, mostly at chamber
pressures between 250 and 350 psi, and at 400 to 600 jeth p . Many of the tests were from 20 to 30 set, which was long
enough to evaluate combustion-chamber design changes and mixture-ratio variations. A few tests were run continuously for
.*
2 to 3 min. to check endurance,
.

The impinging-jet injectors had a combustion efficiency of
ea to theoretiCal characteristic velocity (c*), The injector that sprayed
a hollow cone of fuel against a curtain of water gave about
90% of theoretical c*, and the counterflw water spray, added
in adapting the system for lithium, increased combustion efficiency to about 95%.
Conclusions
The theoretical performance of lithium and sodium reacting
with water has been examined, and an experimental program has
developed chamher'designs for obtaining efficient combustion
for several minutes.
These light-metal propellant systems have inherent disadvantages, such as fuel preheating, the nature of the solid reaction products, and low density, which reduces performance on
a volume basis, But in applications where specific fuel consumption is of primary importance, these troublesome aspects
can probably be tolerated, and the use of molten lithium, especially, as a water-reactive fuel can result in a superior
propulsion system,
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A SEA-WATER-ALUMINUM
TOPPEOOPRoPuLsIONSYsTEM
Leonard Greiner* and F. A. Hansen frf
I

Texaco Experiment Inc., Richmond, Va.
Abstract
A heat engine torpedo propulsion system, powered by chemical
reaction between aluminum and sea watery, is--discussed. Its
potential performance exceeds others examined at depths to
5000 ft and is achieved by operating at very high internal
pressure. The system is designed so that the effective storage
density of the aluminum fuel is close to that of the bulk metal ;
solid oxidizer or other extraneous material is not used; and
the means for feeding the aluminum appears feasible, reliable,
and capable of improving the efficiency of reaction with sea
water. Although much of the proposed system is straightforward,
an unexplored area is the development of an aluminum-water
combustor that operates at high efficiency, will not be clogged
by its solid reaction products, and produces these solids in
very small particles.
Introduction
It is well known' that the most energetic chemical combinations for powering underwater-propulsion heat engines are
certain metals as fuels in combination with sea water from the
environment as oxidant, diluent, and coolant. The need for meta 1
fuels stems from the fact that only they provide notable energic
on chemical reaction with water.
Within the ocean, waterbreathing propulsion systems potentially have the same performance advantages over nonwaterbreathing systems as airbreathing propulsion systems in air
Presented at the AIAA Torpedo Propulsion Conference, Newport,
Rhode Island, July 23-26, 1963 ( winte&=-==---*PZe&ch Associate, Texaco Experiment Inc., Ricwnd, Va.
(Scientist, Rcsearch anaID?- CETEC Corp., Mountain
View, Cnlif.)
tProject Ewinecr, Texaco Experiment Inc., Ric@nond, Va.
(Project Eqineer, U. S. Navy Marine Engineering Lab.,
Anapolis, Md.)
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have over rockets which must carry both fuel and oxidizer.
Indeed, because water is relatively simple to pump while air
Often requires complex mechanical parts, specialized inlets,
and voluminous internal ducts, waterbreathing systems appear
3CrC amenable t0 SZCCc:3SfU?e Cxp!oftation. However, water is
-1 0 .ir 01’ than air, and so increasingly high ambient pressures
are encountered at depths. These reduce engine efficiencies
by lowering pressure ratios over the power cycls unless Special
means are employed. One such is a condensuctor that reduces
the back-pressure felt by the engine.
But this is only usable
with propellants whose products contain no water-insoluble
gases, which is not true of metal-water combinations that
produce hydrogen gas, Al terna tively , the products could heatexchange their energy to the working medium of a closed-cvcle
engine wnlcn 1ntrinSiCally
is depth insensitive. Finally, the
system could operate at an internal pressure sufficiently high
that an adequate pressure ratio would exist even at the greatest
design depth, The latter is examined here.
Other difficulties with waterbreathing systems are that water
normally reacts slowly, at best, with the metals capable of
producing the highest torpedo performances, and the normal
physical form of metals generally diminishes reactivity even
further. Also, feeding metals into a combustion chamber cannot
be accomplished by common means, especially when efficient utilization of the fuel-storage volume and optimization of conditions
for subsequent reaction with water have to be considered simultaneously.
The metals that theoretically provide the best performance
with free water as oxidizer, in terms of range at a given speed,
are beryllium, boron, aluminum, and zirconium, approximately in
descending order. Of these, aluminum appeared the most tractable
as a torpedo fuel, as it is free of hazards, available, and
inexpensive.
,A preliminary paper study, made by Texaco Experiment Inc. (a company effort coordinated by the Bureau of Naval
Weapons as Project 61-5) to verify the practical potential and
uncover problem areas in utilizing aluminum and sea water as a
propellant for torpedoes, is described.
Goals
Because of expected competition with other torpedo propellants
and the certainty that the aluininum-water
system would be unusual, the study was aimed at exploiting all of its potential
advantages to jus tify.-its later development. This meant that
~~ the effective--Storage density of the fuel should remain close
to that of the bulk metal, that no solid oxidizer be added to
degrade performance or increase hazards, that the means for
.
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.
feedine the aluminum be feasible and reliable, that the Sy:tor.l
have notable performance at sea-water depths to 5006 ft, and
that there be a high likelihood of achieving efficient chemical
reaction between the fuel and sea water - obviously a stringent
Sat of requirements.
Fuel

I

Storage,

Feeding, and Combustion with Water

The intimate interrelation between aluminum storage, feeding,
and combustion with water in the design which evolved is Shown
schematically in Fig. 1 and will be discussed.
The means of minimizing

performance degradation with depth is
nf

15

The Aluminum is stored in-a pressure vessel whose wall is also
the torpedo shell. It is displaced into the combustion chamber
by pressurization by pumping sea water to the forward end of
the fuel tank via a tube passing axially through the fuel. The
combustion chamber for the aluminum-water reaction is integral
with the aft enclosure of the fuel tank, and its forward surface
contacts the aluminum fuel. At steady state, heat is transferrec
from the combustion chamber to the fuel at this contact area to
form a puddle of molten aluminum that subsequently is injected
(as liquid) into the chamber.
The latter requires that most of the heat transferred from
the combustion chamber to the fuel remain near the contact area
and not be lost by conduction through the bulk of the aluminum.
On the other hand, radial heat transfer from this contact area
is desirable for reasons to be mentioned. To assure these, the
fuel is in the form of thin, contoured sheets, tightly packed
in layers, whose over-all density is close to that of bulk
Axial heat flow between such sheets is reduced by the
metal.
insulating layer of aluminum oxide normally present at their
Surfaces ; however, radial conductivity is not affected.
Because of the former, the molten puddle will not lose heat to
the main body of the fuel; because of the latter, the outer
portions of those sheets whose centers contact the hot combustion chamber will be warmed considerably. The latter decreases
the tensiie strength at the edges of the sheets, as shown in
Table 1, so that the internal pressure of 15,000 psia is
at steady state,
sufficient to cause extrusion. Consequently,
the molten metal in the puddle, which is injected into the
chamber, is renewed by aluminum entering the puddle by axial
bulk movement and radial inward extrusion.
The minor aluminum extrusion required is not expected to be
Extrusion difficulty increases with metal tens i 1 c
troublesome.
strength, extrusion speed, area-reduction ratio, and surface
291

Table 1 Tensile strength of aluminum
(grade 1100-o) vs iemperature
!

Temperature
“F
75
300
400
500
600
700

Tensile

strength
Psi

13,000
8,500
6,000
4,000
2,500
21000

7

friction.>
Tensile strenpth. which is also the minimum pressure
required for extrusion, is only about 2000 psi for aluminum
(Table 1) at the predicted minimum temperature of 750°F at the
periphery of the sheets ; the required -extrusion speed is only
about 0.03 in./sec; and the required reduction in area between
the original sheets and the3molten puddle is only about 10.
From the empirical equation for estimating extrusion pressures,
a value less than 5000 psi is computed for these conditions,
ignoring friction.
Although friction is difficult to predict,
it should not exceed the available over-pressure of at least
10,000 psi. Frictional drag along the length of the aluminum
is not anissue, because the metal away from the end enclosure
is cool, so its tensile strength is high and radial expansion
(mushrooming) will not occur.

0
i.
2f
s

Because the aluminum enters the combustion chamber as a molten
liquid, the optimum injection schemes for obtaining efficient
chemical reaction may be selected. Also, the molten metal is
considerably more reactive than the solid metal. Despite such
aids, development of an effective aluminum-water combustor is
expected to be a major problem. For this reason, in the- chamber of Fig. 1, part of the incoming sea water, in stoichiometric
ratio with the incoming aluminum, is preheated to more reactive
steam by passing through a flat, spiral heat exchanger within
the chamber. This flat heat exchanger also divides the combustor into a forward zone for the stoichiometric reaction,
whose high temperature should aid in effecting reaction and in
achieving heat exchange to the chamber wall, and an aft zone,
where diluent water is added to cool the products to the lower
temperature required by the engine hardware. The water may
enter the latter zone along the lnnrr *-&ls~#k&e=chamber
to
-coX~-them
so-they
will
retain
their
strength.
-.
To form the aluminum puddle, heat transfer through the combustor wall must raise the fuel temperature to about 1250°F. Calclx
lations of the necessary heat flux were made for a molybdenum 5,

titanium alloy as forward end of the combustion chamber with a
layer of graphite on both sides. Because an accurate estimate
of the film coefficient within the hot section of the co%bn.tstion
chamber (which contains molten Al 0 , gaseous H
and quantities
of unreacted material) was imposslb
’ 4 e,b o t h opt&tic a n d
pessimistic values were used, from which required combustor
temperatures of 3500” and 4000°R, respectively, were found
necessary.
Either is below the theoretical stoichiometric
temperature for the aluminum-water reaction of about 6000°R,
as shown in Fig. 2.
s
To start the feed and combustion process, a small solid
rocket propellant is burned in the combustion chamber. Its
sheat-* &l.wLii+n
evolved gases start the mechanical process. If necessary,
a few layers of easily extruded and-highly reactive lithium
also could be substituted for the initial sheets of aluminum.
Because torpedo range is proportional to ‘the volume of propellant, the wall thickness of the fuel tank is tinimized by using
high-strength
metal. One such !s Rocoloy 270 with a yield
str”Ci;Ct cf 270,COO pi- and other steels with similar strengths
are becoming available. Taking a value of 250,000 psi, a wall
thickness of 0.63 in. will withstand the internal pressure of
15,000 psi; 0.75 in., was chosen to provide a safety factor.
The effect of the thickness of the tank end enclosures on
space available for propellant is small; therefore, a forward
enclosure thickness of 1.5 in. was used. The aft enclosure,
which is heated and so requires special materials (such as
molybdenum 5% titanium alloy), was increased to 2.25 in.
These three thicknesses were used in computing system performantes.
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Fig.

Power Turbine and Water Pump
-

A conventional turbine powerplant was selected, so that
performances could be compared directly with other propellants.
Thus, the exhaust products of the high-pressure reaction power
a turbine connected to a gear box that operates the torpedo
propeller shaft and a water pump. The latter supplies water
to the combustion chamber and to the fuel tank for pressurization.
A special turbine may be re\uired because of the large energy
content per unit flow of working medium, the very high working
pressure, and the presence of aluminum oxide particles. As a
point of departure, a Silvern drag-type turbine of about 4 to
5 in, in diameter, operating at 40,000 rpm, should be considered.5
At a’lspecific speed”. -of 1 . 5, which fits that of the aluminum294
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water system, an efficiency of 50% is indicated with a further
growth potenthal. Also, a single-row impulse turbine may be
satisfactory.
In computing worktr.g-gas properties, the solid A1203 particles
-u,rz a:b.:med <n ,e: ,:ity and temperature equilibria with the.
gases,
This requires very small particle sizes so the combustor
must be developed with this as a goal. Potentially serious
problems from these solids are likely within the turbine, such
as clogging of the orifices and erosion of the blades. However,
clogging of very small nozzles by carbon particles has been
prevented in certain turbine systems, and blade erosion is
diminished by small particle sizes.
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Fig. 4 Isentropic enthalpy drop for expansion of the system
2 Al + 10.8 H20 from 15,000 psia to ambient pressure
at various sea-water depths

Powerplant

Torpedo propellants are best compared when within
missile.
For such a missile, dimensions and other
on the spaces available for fuel and for mechanical
taken from Ref. 8 and appli&d to the aluminum-water
(Fig. 1) with due allowance for its increased wall
These parame ter%were--used :
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WATER DEPTH, ft

8
To permit comparisons with previous studies, a combustion
temperature of 1800’F (about 2250’R) was used. Based this time
on exact equilibrium calculations at 15,000 psia with all known
reaction products included, theoretical
combustion
temperatures
at various water concentrations were computed and are shown in
Fig. 2. The desired combustion temperature is at a molar ratio
of 2 Al to 10.8 H20.
Isentropic enthalpy drops at this ratio
for expansion from 15,000 psia to various back pressures are
plotted versus water depth in Fig, 4.

“,

1

n

In this powerplant, a large amount of turbine work is used to
pump water to very high pressure.
Since this lost work increases
with operating pressure, which in turn increases turbine output,
the operating pressure for maximum shaft output passes through
a peak. This is shown in Fig. 3, based on approximate calculations for a 55% efficient turbine and a 70% water pump. From
it, a pressure of 15,000 psi was chosen.

--

I

5
f
“5

erricient, reliable piston-displacement PUTLPS for the
proposed water flow rates and pressures are availabie,‘they are
at least 25% too large for the proposed application. However,
as an example, the Cosmodyne Corp. Model CL-5 pump appears
amenable to the required size reduction.
of
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Fig:‘5 Relative range at high speed vs sea-water depth for
, selected propulsion systeme in the standard torpedo

Turbine efficiency
55%
Turbine exit pressure
ambient at d*ths
Propellant combustion efficiency
100%
Propellant combustion temperature 1800°F
Water pump efficiency *
70%
Propeller efficiency
80%
Relative high-speed ranges of torpedoes powered by the proposed
aluminum-water system and by other systems 8 at various depths
(for these conditions) are shown in Fig. 5. They show that the
performance capability of the aluminum-water system notably
exceeds all others considered.
Conclysipn
.A torpedo turbine propulsion system, which exploits reaction
between aluminum and sea water as power source, has been analyzed.
It appears capable of at least doubling the performance of other
systems at moderate depths and of at least a 25% improvement at
great depths, The system appears capable of practical development, with only the combustor requiring extrapolation beyond the
cu-?cr,;: c’.t:e ci th2 &. c. “;te Jugges ted aluminum-feed sys tern
should minimize problems in this area, because it injects the
fuel into the combustor as a hot, molten metal which is relatively easy to react. This aluminum-sea water system appears
capable of the greatest performance possible from a chemically
powered torpedo powerplant.

.
I
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A CLOSED-CYCLEPROPULSION SSS'l!~FOR DEEPSUBJ~ERGR
K.'E, Smith* and L. G. Hidde+

I
i
+

Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Pasadena, Calif.
Abstract
A conventional solid propellant was used as heat source
for a closed-cycle propulsion torpeao system wltn 1~6 comnustion products passing through a heat exchanger to generate
steam for the prime mover, and then overboard. A proposed
liquid-bipropellant version will permit higher performance,
and injection of fuel in several stages limits maximum combustion temperature without need for diluent. With fuel oil and
hydrogen peroxide as propellant, the entire volume of noncon,densable exhaust products can be contained within the torpedo,
so that operation is wakeless and independent of depth.
Introduction
There is continuous effort to develop torpedo propulsion
systems that operate effectively at widely varying depths.
This reports on a program to demonstrate the feasibility of a
particular closed-cycle system for deep-operating, airlaunched, high-speed torpedoes, and a subsequent study to uncover refinements to attain a wakeless torpedo. A comprehensive comparison of many of the propulsion systems proposed
for deep submergence is presented in Ref. 1, and a quslitative comparison is made here of the effects of increasing
operating depth on three types of thermal propulsion systems.
An open-cycle system is the simplest, since the energy is
extracted directly from combustion products through an expansion engine; but its performance deteriorates sharply as
depth increases. A modified open-cycle system,,with a backpressure reduction device (such as a jet condenser) to produce

.

*Engineer (General), formerly Head, Torpedo Design Branch.
Torpedo Development Division, Underwater Ordnance Department,
now with Morth American Aviation, Inc., Downey, Celif.
%echanical Engineer, formerly Turbomachinery Branch, Propulslon Division, Underwater Ordnance Department, now with
United Technology Center, Sunnyvale, Cslif.
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an artificial, low-pressure at the exhaust, is a partisl solution, provided exhausting the various products into the sea
is acceptable; but beyond intermediate depths, the pump power
required to produce this artificial back pressure is 1Fmiting
unless the exhaust products are completely condensable. If
they are not, a closed-cycle system must be used, or at least
one in which negligible power is required to pump fluid across
the system boundaries.
Combustion products from common propellants contain a high
percentage of noncondensables. Even so, a semiclosed system
i that uses them can be devised in which the gases pass through
a heat exchanger that operates at only a sufficiently high
pressure to be able to exhaust overboard. Here energy is exml+I -lirl, my&
is-,& in a
.
' closed steam cycle. Such a system was built and its feasibility demonstrated. The chief remaining problem is to ellminate exhausting noncondensables into the sea, which places a
practical limitation on operating depth and causes a detectable wake; a solution is indicated In the latter part of this
paper.

MODIFIED OPEN

DEPTH

Background

Fig. 1 Characteristic performance curves of three types of
powerplants. Coordinates not defined because of the
many potisible design variations

In Fig. 1, typical curves of available energy vs depth are
indicated for each of.three system types and are shown to pass
through common points. At shsllow depths, a closed-cycle system compares poorly with the two others because a large
amount of energy is rejected to the condenser. However, its
performance is not affected down to its design depth> and so
crossovers are reached at depths below which the performances
of the other two systems deteriorate. Crossover depth depends on the particular propellants and components, characteristics of which may only be feasible for one type of system. Therefore, a specific closed-cycle system may not be
directly amenable for comparison with a specific open, directexpansion system, though the curves are generally applicable.

t

,
SOLID-PROPELLANT
CHAMBER

PRESSURE
REGULATOR

,v
ii
r

T& curre.L ap?:lic,t: . . . is Z.rccted to an advanced airloulGled torpedo 12.75 in. in diameter by 105 in. in length.
A constant speed was required, independent of depth.

HEAT EXCHANGER
c

Solid-Propellant System

I
I

Beginning in 1958, the-+W&~Czance Test Station (NOTS)
designed and built'the semiclosed-cycle steam propulsion system d.Jagrammed in Fig. 2, where gas from a solid propellant
sssed through a heat exchanger, and then overboard through a
pressure regulator. Steam generated in the heat exchanger
i

\
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Fig. 2 Block diagxun of solid-propeXL&nt system
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operated a turbine before being condensed for re-use. The
solid propellant was an ammonium nitrate-base end-burning
grain. Its combustion products contained a high percentage of
noncondensables, which precluded closing the gas side of the
system. The solid 2r.>uel?ant 7a.s of relatively low energy
sL;c~ i>eiYtirm&;lee rlirs a secondary consideration. Its use
eliminated the coanplexity of a liquid system and allowed concentration on the critical problems of boiler and condenser
performance and stability and control of the steam system.
The exhaust pressure regulator on the solid propellant side
of the system was set at 1300 psi to achieve the desired
energy-release rate and allow operation independently of ambient pressure variations to about 3000 ft.
H UiyOU'c is snown ln Fig. j. The heat exchanger was located within the propellant chamber. The annulu~ between the
chamber and the outer shell of the vehicle was the condenser.
The turbine, gearbox, pump, and controls were in the afterbody. On the steam side, feed water was pumped from the condenser by a gear pump driven directly by the turbine. Excess
water was routed through a bypass valve and Injected into the
turbine exhaust duct to cool the superheated exhaust steam to
saturated vapor before entering the condenser. The condenser,
showli in Pig. 4, was of 6061-T6 aluminum and consisted of
shell) end rings, stiffeners, and inlet duct. Twenty-five
longitudinal stiffeners were attached by dip brazing and the
I.D. machined to provide O.O- to O.OlO-in. clearance when the
liner was installed. SAEi 4130 steel was used for the inner
wall Of the condenser which also served as the combustion
chamber for the solid propellant grain. When pressurized,
the chamber expanded to contact the stiffeners and provide
uniform load distribution between the chamber and the outer
shell. The stiffeners also set the flow path of the condens'ing steam. Turbine exhaust steam entered the upper passages,
flowed forward, split, and passed back and forth to be collected as condensate at the bottom of the annulus.
Unknowns in the condenser design included possible progressive deterioration of the condensing surfaces on storage
and rerun, and the effect of air permanently retained in the
condenser after the vent valve closed on startup. Therefore,
the condenser was designed generously in terms of surface
area.
.
The boFler was operated at much higher temperature and
pressure than normally encountered in stationary powerplants
-O~~~~@$& - This, plus high mass velocity in conjunction with the high temperature helped provide the compact
design shown in Fig. 5 and 6. The design was a single,
7,
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densed as water.
The boiler was constructed of two concentric 38-f-b-long
,:tubes of ~151-316 stainless steel, coiled to fit within the
ll-in. dia chamber and welded to the after chamber head. Con-

Feed water at 2500 psi was f'urnlshed to the coiled boiler
by an Adel. gear pump, directly driven from the turbine at
29,000 rpm. Pump inlet conditions were 15 psia and 70' to
lOOoF, with water taken from the condenser. The flow rate to
the boiler was O.l7lb/sec; steam temperature out of the
boiler was 16OO'F.
By locating the boiler within the grain
charcber, pressure balance across the superheater outlet was
obtained, which minimized tube-wsJ.l stresses and high boiler
reliability was achieved despite the high steam temperature.
An experimental straight-tube heat exchanger, built to verify
the design, is shoti in Fig. 7. Steam temperatures and heatflux curves were constructed from these data, and Fig. 8 shows
corrected results of a typical test from Ref. 2. A somewhat
greater heat loss was encountered with this test assembly than
with the coiled heat exchanger.

shown mounted on the cwer

The turbine, shown in Fig. 9, was a re-entry two-stage
Impulse design. Design performance was not attained, because
case warpage and shaft growth necessitated increasing nozzle
clearance. Turbine speed was 29,000 rpm and speed reduction
to 2500 rpm was accomplished through a planetary gearbox designed by the Eendix Corporation, Utica, N. Y.
System tests were conducted as shown in Fig. 10. A cooling
Jacket over the condenser simiLates external sea-water flow.
Treated feedwater was stored in the entire heat exchanger and
the system started by firing an igniter to set off the grain.
As the hot gas began to boil the water, steam passed into the
turbine, driving the direct-cannected feedwater pump to bootstrap the system to full. power. As the system achieved operating speed, excess water, stem, and some trapped air were

2 exhaustedmerboard ‘through a flapper vslvc at the condenser
inlet. A ty-picsl s+rting transient of power-vs-time is
shown in Fig. 11. The systan self-stabilized in about 15 set,
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and would have produced full power for up to 6 min. h-ith a
proper grain length, though runs were limited to 2 min. to
conserve propellant.
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Because of low turbine performance, a maximum of only k0
shaft horsepower was attained, as compared with the design
value of 64. However, performance of the remainder of the
system was as predicted and sufficient design information was
obtained on boiler, condenser, turbine components, and system
controls, to enable design to proceed on a high-performance
version with a high degree of confidence.
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High-Performance System
After demonstrating feasibility with the solid grain a redesign was begun with inhibited red fuming nitric acid (IRF'NA)
and unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (tJlXR) -aspropellants.
Ccnnbined with powerplant improvements, it could provide about
three times the available energy of the solid-propellant
powerplant, and liquids are throttleable to permit more precise
power control. Hnwever, as with the solid propellant, the
exhaust from these liquids produced large quantities of noncondensable gases, principally nitrogen. Since experience
showed that a gas wake can Interfere with the torpedo guidance
system, it becsme necessary that the combustion products be
contained within the system. For this reason, bi-propeU.snt
hydrogen peroxide-diesel oil was substituted for IRFNA-UEM.8,
since its products of combustion, carbon dioxide and water,
have unique characteristics in this application.
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Fig. 12 Density and volume-ratio curves
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To elaborate, water vapor, after passing through the heat
exchanger, is slmost entirely condensed, and the carbon dioxide remains supercritical and nearly as dense as liquid water.
In this regard, Fig. 12 shows the density of carbon dioxideat pressures of interestj, and the volume of carbon dioxide
and water relntive to the volume of unburned propellant. If
the water condensate is separated and exhausted, or pumped
overboard, there is more than enough volume in the emptying
propellant tanks to store the carbon dioxide remaining.

VOLUME OF CO, EFFERVESCED, FT3/WEIGHT OF PROPELLANT USE&LB

Fig. 13 Ma?&nnn carbon dioxide effervesced at depth
.

Itj

Gas-exhaust conditions from the pgeheater of this system
were expected to be lgC0 psi and 440 F, a pressure-temperature
combination that produces considerable liquid water. This
water _-~was successlilly separated in--&-s~&&eyc~parator.
Although some carbon dioxide was carried overboard dissolved
in the water, the majority?Em instead passed thro-ugh
a cooling coil and into the tanks at 1800 psi.
Figure 13 shows the maximum volume of carbon dioxide per

I

.

pound of propellant that might effervesce at depth in the
worst case3 on being carried overboard dissolved in the exhaust water. Figure 14 shows the estimated time necessa-e-for
this gas to redissolve4, based on bubble diameter. At shallow
depths, the hake redissolves in 26 SEC from sn initisl bubble
diameter of 1 mm. With adequate design, the effervescence
can be considerably reduced, or even elimiiiated; by diluting
the exhaust with sea water at the exhaust-pressure regulator.
The stoichiometric combustion temperature of 9% hydrogen
peroxide and diesel oil is 4800°F, high enough to cause excessive tube-well temperatures in the boiler. The normal solution for torpedoes to limit this temperature is by- injecting
diluent water, but this adds the cannlexitv of ~
ana Its COntrOlS, Plus the necessity to store or recover fresh
water. Since even a slight salt deposit on the heat exchanger
tubes would affect heat transmission adversely, completely
eliminating the need for a coolant additive was considered
attractive.
Thus partial. injection of fuel into the oxidizer-rich gases
Ei?. vLLr~ous .:zations 93:rg tIi2 hwt exchanger was chosen as
-em- odana Lo limit maximum temperatures. A simple counterflow
routing of gas and steam then could be used without complicated crossovers to accommodate the superheater in a hightemperature system. 'Also the mass flow that must be handled
was decreased, compared to a system with diluent.
A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 15, and its temperature diagram in Fig. 16. hydrogen peroxide enters the decanposizion chamber and oxygen and steam emerge from it at
1800 F. These are cooled in the superheater section to 1000°F
before entering the first combustion chamber. Here 25% of the
diesel oil is injected, which brings the temperature (after
reaction) to 2350'F. Cooling the gas and then raising its
temperature by such partial fuel injection takes place four
times as the gas passes through the successive superheater,
evaporator, and preheater sections.
At start, the products of decomposition are below the temperature necessary for autoignition with diesel oil, so that
ignition is attained by a thermoignltion stitch in each combustion chamber together with a small pilot line carrying
liquid hydrogen peroxide into 'each combustion chsmber. The
latter passes through a smalJ. tube located in the gas stream,
then through a cata$yst tube, and is finslly injected into
the chamber at 1800 F. This system lends itself to good packaging end simple heat-exchanger design and has no moving parts.
,. '.
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Fig. 15 Schematic
of high-performance
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Fig. 16 Temperature
characteristic of the
proposed heat exchanger

A trial layout of the heat exchanger is shown in Fig. 17.
It is similar to that used in the solid-propellant pawerplant
with added combustion chambers at approximately 6-n intervals
(measuredhelically). A block diagram of the powerplant is
rbnwn in FL& 1.8. Ths stew loop is similar to the solld~r;%Llbrit vertlon WIW the addition of a water reservoir.
Exhaust products of water and carbon dioxide are separated
while still warm and a substantial density difference exists.
Excess water is removed in a separator and ejected into the
sea via a pressure regulator. Carbon dioxide and the remaining water are cooled before venting into the tanks, to increase density and prevent propellant overheating.

E X H A U S T-l ‘ 0 S E P A R A T O R

The propellant pumps are initially driven bv a cartridgemea auxLLiary turbine for 15 sec. Before the end of this
period, the prime mover overrides the starter and the powerplant operates self-sustained.

,
\
INSULATION
COMBUSTION
CHAMBER, TYC

The principle of staged, partial fuel injection into the
heat exchanger limits the combustion temperature and controls
temperature throughout the heat exchanger. Conditions are
similar to those in a diesel engine, except that combustion
is continuous. The first three chambers with fuel injection
are oxidizer-rich, whereas the fourth (and final) combustion
chamber operates stoichiometrically. Nearly all water is condensed in the preheiter over a notably small temperature
range, so that the exhaust temperagure can vary between the
design value of &OoF to above 500 F with only a small loss of
energy.
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FEED-WATER ‘DECOMPOSITION CHAMBER
INLET

Pig. 17 Proposed heat-exchanger assembly for the highperformance

powerplant

.

As additional benefit, the differential temperatures in the
preheater are relatively high, so the preheater section may be
kept small. In contrast, a system with a single combustion
chamber required diluent water to reduce the extremely high
temperature of the gases. For high efficiency, the latent
heat of the diluent water must be removed in the low-temperature section of the heat exchanger, which requires a large
preheater where the temperature differential between the feed
water and the condensing diluent is small.
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Conclusions

HEAT EXCHANGER
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Feasibility of a closed-cycle power loop to operate independently of depth was demonstrated on a test stand with torpedo-type hardware and a solid-propellant gas generator as a
heat source.
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Fig. 1.8 Block diagram of high-performance system
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Analysis and limited experimentation indicate that if
water is needed for diluent, it can be extracted in a'separator from the products of combustion located downstream of the
heat exchsnger and injected into the combustion chamber.
Analysis also indicates that use of bipropellsnt hydrogen
peroxide-diesel oil, in conjunction with staged injection of
the oxidizer, eliminates need for diluent and allows the noncondensable products of combustion to be contained in the torpedo, resulting in a wakeless system. The operation of such
a wakeless system has yet to be demonstrated. Although design
and demonstration of the powerplant require no major breakthrough, its success requires solution of component problems.
I#, w tne system to contain sll noncondensable pkducts of combustion, while using partial injection with some possible decrease in combustion efficiency,
must be demonstrated.
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A ONCE-THROUGK STEAM GENERATOR

H. E. &rig,* D. N. Jackley,{ and L. G. Hidde?
Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Pasadena, Calif.
Abstract
For possible application to a closed-cycle torpedo propulsion engine, tests were conducted with a esr-sight-tube cosxial
heat exchanger to determine heat-transfer rates on generating
superheated stesm from cold water using hot gas from a solid
propellant. The stesm outlet was at 16OO'F and 1500 psia and
the gas inlet at 2200'F. Repeated runs were without burnout
or noticeable decrease in heat-transfer efficiency. Stable
equilibrium conditions were obtained in 60 sec., and sufficient
steam was generated within 10 sec. to provide partial power for
a turbine powerplant. Measured overall heat-transfer rates
for superheat, boiling, and preheat regions at high heat flux
and large temperature differences were in satisfactory agreement with calculations for forced convection inside tubes.
Average rates of over 0.25 x 106 Btu/hr-ft* were obtained for6
both steam and hot gas, with local rates r.high as20.85 x 10
Btu/hr-ft* at a mass velocity of 1.5 x 10 lb/hr-ft and a
Reynolds number of 1 x 106.
Nomenclature

--

A P cross-sectional area, surface area, ft2
C a wetted perimeter, ft
cp= specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lb-OR
D = diameter, ft.
De effective diameter, Dc 3 4A/C, ft.
if = friction factor in Fanning equati 8 n
G = mass velocity, G = w/A, lb/set-ft
An earlier version of this paper
-4was publjshed-i.n-'@e MayJune *65-issue Uf the Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets.
wonsultant, Underwat~~artment.
{Formerly Mechanical Engineer, Underwater Ordnance Depsrtment; now commercial pilot, United Air Lines.
?Formerly Mechanical Engineer, Underwater Ordnance Department; now with United Technology Center, Sunnyvale, Cslif.

g a gravitational acceleration, ft/oec2
H - enthalpy, Btu/lb
h = coefficiestoof heat transfer between fluid and surface,
Btu/hr-ft F
k i ~tlbcm3~1 c3nL' ~~ztP,+;y
I4 = iengtii
Nu = Nusselt number n hD/k
Pr = Frandtl number = cpD/k
=I pressure
: = rate of heat transfer
R = gas constant
Re =Reynolds number
rh =I hydraulic radius
rw
it 1 Stanton number = h/cpG
T = absolute temperature, oR
t = time
U = oversll heat-transfer coefficient, U 9 Q/&T
V = velocity, fps
v = specific-volume
w f mass flow rate
!J = viscosity
P = density
Subscripts
b =bulk
f =film
In f mean
Introduction
Recent investigations of thermal powerplants for deep underwater vehicles indicated that a closed-cycle steam system
would prove satisfactory if a very compact boiler and condenser
were used. Preliminary calculations suggested that a "oncethrough" coaxial-tube steam generator, or boiler, would provide satisfactory heat-transfer rates, based on equations
generally used for forced convection. However, high temperature differences were involved and only limited experimental
data were available for forced convection boiling at bulktemperature differences exceeding 5OO'F.
, A critical question concerned Gtability in the evaporation
zone with high-temperature differences normally considered in
the "burnout" or film-boiling region. However, the calculated
heat-transfer coefficients for steam in the superheat region
were sufgicientlyhigh that it appeared that the coefficient
-for film boiling would be satisfactory, if instability pulsations did not occur. Warm-up time was difficult to predict
,
for dynamic starts, but estimates were less than 1 min to

attain full-flow steein with annulax steam passegee initially
filled with water at room temperature.
Test Setup and Procedure
The once-through boiler for the closed-cycle propulsion system consisted of the single-past3 concentric tube exchange??

shown inFlg.1. Hot gas from a solid-propellant gas generator passed t'nrough the inner tube, and counter-current watersteam through the annulus. The outside tube was 5/a in. in
diameter, and the inside tube 7/16 in, each with 0.035-in.
wall thickness. The annular space was held concentric by
four ?I--2.
wires wound
in a 45O helix on the inner tube. The tube6
TI
bU Aulru cs LUUA -J.uw - l.u
3/r”
deep coil,'less than 4 in. in length and 11 in.
diameter. It weighed approximately 15 lb.
Since a coiled tube was difficult to instrument, a straight
concentric tube of similar size and length mounted within an
insulated guard tube was constructed, as shown in Fig. 2.
Thermocouples were placed every 2 ft. along the outer tube for
measuring water or steam temperatures in the annulus. Waterinlet and &cam-outlet pressures were also determined.
Hot gas was provided by a slow-burning ammonium nitrate-base,
end-burning solid-propellant grain. Its inlet and exhaust
temperatures and pressures were measured. The burniw rate
varied with pressure, but flame temperature was relatively
constant at approximately 2200'F. No attempt was made to vary
the hot gas flow during a test, because stability was considered important.
As shown in Fig. 3, feed water was supplied to one end of
the annular space of the straight double-tube boiler. A predetermined mass flow rate, measured by a Waugh flowmeter, was
maintained constant using a cavitating venturi or a Waternian
flow regulator. A fixed orifice in the steam-discharge line
maintained high pressure,
, Combustion products from the grain passed into the inner
tube of the test boiler. The gas pressure was controlled at
approximately the same pressure as the steam's by throttling
after leaving the heat exchanger. Temperatures rind pressures
were determined in the feed line from the grain chamber and
in the exhaust line. The hot-gas flow was varied by using
either a single grain alone or two grains simultaneously.
Runs of 1 or 2 min were made, and stable conditions were attained in leas than 1 min. Test data were taken from oscillograph records of steady-state conditions~ The heat exchanger

was not cleaned between runs.
Twelve runs were made on the straight-tube boiler, 8 with
. hot gas snd 4 with either water or steam for pressure-drop
or for low-temperature determinations. In the last two runs
steam from the boiler operated a turbine. A coiled-tube
boiler of aimilsr length and tubing size (Fig.1) was then used
for propulsion system tests end its warm-up time and pressure
drop correlated with results for the straight-tube holler.
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Table 1 contains typical data. Because the high temperatures
reduced tube strength, thermocouples were soldered to the outside surface of the steam tube, and although the tube and %%%nocouples were inSulated, a slight correction for heat
losses was necessary. Figure 4 shows corrected tempcraturetube positions for two ~‘uns.
The characteristic area A used in the heat-transfer equations was the inside surface of the propellant-gas tube.
Figure 5 is a cross section of the heat exchanger with dimeneions, effective diameters, and other details.
Gas temperatures were calculated at various tube positions
from the heat absorbed by the steam and the known propellantgas temperatures at two tube positions. The equations used
were:

hHF = AH, wB/wg ATg = AHg/cp

R

The mole fraction of each of the five gases in the propellant
exhaust as a function of temperature, which was needed to calculate physical properties, was determind by standard methods.
t2 Figure 6 shows mole fractions snd specific heats at constant
pressure (c ) vs temperature. Dew points were 41OoF at 1360
psia and 4.0 % oF at 1290 peia. Specific enthalpies of steam were
obtained3 from the corrected temperature snd estimated presmare* For the latter, pressure drop along the tube was assumed
linear between either end and the saturation points.

-~Cslculations by J. M. Caraher, Naval Undersea Warfare
Center.
PROPELLANT CHAMBER-

(1)

Table 1 Typical recorded heat-transfer data (run 10)a

pc
‘p20
P
A-

1570

345

2250

442

1360

390

c

t

T1

398

420

ps

m-5

455

T19

1370

Not connected

pw

1780

540

Tw

90

640

73

0.346 (calcxQ.ated
r= p,)

605

K8

0.1795

590

p2

173

580

r3

590

r4

825

i
!
II

i
I

u45
.

X

I

-

aP - pressure, psia; T - temperature, OF;
x = flow rate, lb/see.
-- ._
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Figures 7 and 8 are calculated enthalpies of propellant gas
vs temperaloure.
They are based, respectively, on zero enthslpy at 2230 F, work- down (Fig. 7), and at 400°F, working up
(Fig. 8). The base points were station 19 of Fig. 3 at the
hot end and the dew point at the cold end. The point where
water started condensing from the propellant gas was assumed
to be where the water-temperature-vs-tube-position curve
abruptly changed slope, such as point A on Fig. 4.
Figure 4 shows calculated propellant-gas temperature vs tube
position for two runs, and Table 2 tabulate6 one of them.
Overall heat-transfer coefficients were calculated from
&=uA~Tm=wdH,

(2)

I
I

L

Where ATm = log mean temperature difference,
A

- CAL

u a wAH
for finite tube lengths
CAL AT

Theoretij?d.

(3)

’

Figtie !, has experimental values of U vs tube station for
two tie& These were used to check the theoretical values
calculBk@8. With a modified forced convection equation.
The b&id equation for the latter
hD/K = 0.023 (Re)

is
0.8,

0.4

(5)

It waU modified through McAdamst4 suggestion that, for large
temmeraturc differcnxs, a mean or film temperature should be
'-0 ".c to evfGuat+ such rnysical properties. Thus, rewriting
Eq. (5),

and, using the mass
state (p = PRT)>,w&
..r-

equation6

of

-

V P

----

h = 0.023 cpf G (Tb/Tf)(DG/UfTb/Tf)-0'~fQ'6

(8)

St$rf o*6(Tf/l'j,)

(9)

1
/ 1 or
Table 2 Typical propellant-gas temperature calculation
(run 10)a

=T

T3’

peia

Btulb

Btulb

Btulb

1370

1315

1707

...

...

1180

1338

1599

108

56

84s

1390

1399

308

160

6uo

1430

x.86

5a

2-n

i2

a5

1723

639

390

202

XL

555

1730

558

309

16-l

9

G5

1738

451

202

105

164

85

-37 -T-

8

430

1745

413

7

400

1752

380

1P

68

5

358*

1766

335

86

45

4

35

1773

290

41

21

3

275

1780

249

+s - 0.180 lb/see.; w -*0.346 lb/set.
6

OF

i

Oo8 - O.Oa/Re, Ob2

The latter equation separates the temperature-dependent fram
the independent factors.

i
hermal properties of the two fluids are described by
and Hilsenrath.5 The propellant-gas properties were
averaged on a mole fraction basis, using values for each constituent at its temperature and partial pressure. Where
.a+ c-3
generalized properties ere determined, and the standard atmosphere data of Kreithx were utilized. Generalized properties are presented by ComFn(gsc( as a function of reduced temperature and pressure.
For the noncircular cross-section&I. area in the annulus, the
effective diameter, De, was used. Very little heat-transfer
work hsd been done at the extremes of temperature and temperature difference encountered, and these were largely co ined
to Reynolds numbers less than 105 (Bergles and Rohseno3 ).
Results of the present work allowed independent determination
of such film coefficients.
By analyzing the thermal properties of th hot gases5 and
from available thermal. properties of steam, f satisfactory correlations of the test data with heat-transfer calculations for
forced convection were obtained. Although the hot-gas temperature could not be accurately determined in the boiling
region, calculation of the overall heat-transfer coefficient
from steam to the hot gas during forced convection boiling
Indicated that it was comparable to that for single-phase
conditions, as shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 10, results of four
runs are compared with the forced convection equation. Much
better correlation was obtained when film temperatures ere
used instead of bulk temperatures, as noted by McAdams. x
,
Pressure Drop Correlation
The overall pressure drop for both steam and hot-gas passsges was measured across the heat exchanger but not at intermediate points because of the danger of tube failure at pressure taps (as discussed). The pressure drop throwh the
steam passage annulus was initially determined with cold water
at vsrious mass velocities, as shown in Fig. 11 for both the
stra&ht-tube and coiled-tube boilers. The calculated pressure

,

drop, based on the Fanning equation,
N u /Pros4

St, Pr,-(T,/Tb)ae
.

-B

-I 8
R N

4p - 2fG2 d&&g/J

%

(10)

is also shown in Fig. ll for water at &OF. Good agreement
was obtained for the straight-tube boiler at the higher mass
velocities, but calculated values were as much as 3% less at
lower flow rates, corresponding to Reynolds numbers of 1500
to 2000. The tests with water on the coil-tube boiler indlcated a pressure drop approximately 25s higher thm in the
straight tube.
Ae expected, the pressure drop during heat-transfer tests
with two-phase flow was much higher, especially with high
superheat, where Reynolds number exceeded 1UJ
Correlations
for these test conditions were not made becauie intermediate
pressure drops were not determined.
The pressure drop across the inner-tube hot-gas passage was
measured during the heat-tr al: sfer test runs. The modified
Fanning equation for gases,
G2( -q+‘$

p1- p2 = eQ

fm G2vmL
+ 2@;'h

(U

gave fairly good correlation with test datn. With a grain
producirig approximately 0.345 lb/set of hot gas at 1500 psia
which entered. at 2200% and exited at 4OO')F, the average pressure drop from three runs was 190 psi, compared to 179 psi calculated from the foregoing equation, or 206 psi if the first
term (for pressure regain due to gas cooli~) is neglected.
The prcssurc drop for similar flow conditions with the coLl.cd
tube was about 5C$ higher.

TOTAL. PRESSURE DROP, PSI

With a lower gas flow rate of approximately 0.15 lb/set, the
average pressure drop from three tests was 52 psi, compared to
a calculated value of kk psi, or of 52 psi when pressureregain ws8 neglected.
'The warm-up tFme for the straight-tube test boiler to attain
steady-state was approxinately 1 min, but the boiler insulation added to its heat capacity. Tests on the coiled-tube
boiler mounted with the grain combustion chamber were considered more sQ;nificant, and warm-up times arc irdicated in
Fig. I.2 for tests with it supplying steam to a turbine. Partial power was available at 10 set and full parer in less thnn
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1 m i n . No instability or pressure fluctuation occurred durirm
buildup to steady state. -
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Overall heat-transfer tests on the tightly coiled coaxialtube boiler indicated approximately 2C$ greater heat-transfer
coefficients and an increase in overall pressure drop of 5 .
Correlating the forced convection heat trsnsfer equation (57
with the Fanning equation (10) for flow inside tubes, snd
assuming friction factor, fNRe -Om2 for turbulent flow, the
heat transfer relationship can be shown
to vary as
.

Jn1ii closeq approxImper d 1.
relationship experimentally determined for the straight tube
~. e-and coiled-tube boiler.
Conclusions
Experimental data from tests on a straight coaxial-tube
indicates that conventional heat-transfer relationship
for forced convection can be used with steam up to 16CO°F and
1500 psia, and for a hot-gas source up to 2OC@F, when either
is at mass veloc_i_ties as high as 1.5 x lo6 lb/hr-ft2 with
temperature differences up to 800°F. Stable conditions were
obtained with forced con ection boiling between mass velocities of 0.5 and 1.5 x 108 lb/hr-ft2, and no instability was
noted.

boiler

s * l.!5XI$j Ib/hr ft2
G,= 1.6XlCfjIb/hr ft2
E
iz
6

Ls 35 FT
0 =0073 FT

400-
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unique advantages, particularly in long-duration unattended
missions. Nuclear heat-source shielding can be a large
fraction of the powerplant weight and must be optimized for
mission criteria, such as total allowable missile weight and
radiation damage to missile components, and missile surfacehandling procedures. Cobalt-60 is attractive for radioisotopefueled powerplants because of its potentially large availability and low cost, its 5.3-year half-life, and its high
power density. A Dowtherm-A Rankine power conversion system is
well suited for use with this heat source, and an overall efficiency of about 15% and a total plant weight of about 3000 lb
(fully shielded) can be achieved at a 3-kw (electric) plant
output. A fast fission spectrum, gas-cooled nuclear reactor
appears to merit the majority of the desirable criteria for
larger undersea missile powerplants, and can be used with
Brayton and Rankine systems, including the Loeffler variation
of the latter. All three plants will fit within a 5-ft-diam
cylinder. At 2000 shp, plant efficiencies of 18.0 to 21.5% and
specific weights of 6.5 to 8.5 lb/shp (lightly shielded) are
possible.
Introduction
Nuclear power for underwater missile propulsion can offer
unique advantages. Since no oxidizer is required, closed-cycle
powerplants are utilized; also, fuel burnup is negligible. The
extended life of nuclear-powered plants makes possible missions
that are impossible with chemical energy. Although the heat
source weights are high compared with conventionally fueled
systems, for long duration missions a nuclear power propulsion
i

aPrincipal Nuclear Engineer, Nuclear Engineering and Manufacturing Operations.
/Senior Mechanical Engineer, Nuclear Engineering and Manu-

Manufacturing Operations.

system may be the lighter. Nuclear-powered missiles will have
higher initial cost; however, since the missile with nuclear
power need not be removed from service frequently for battery
recharging or for refueling, its higher productivity can result
in a lower cost per hour of mission time. In addition to high
capital cost, nuclear heat sources are potentially hazardous.
Hence, potential missions are restricted to those where there
is a high probability of recovering the unit.
Two types of nuclear propulsion systems are considered. One
is a cobalt-60 (Co-60) fueled radioisotope heat source that is
coupled to a Dowtherm-A Rankine power conversion system with a
plant output of 3 kw (electrical). The second is a gas-cooled
.
n u c l e a r rear. &rh pan ho P-tn q nrm - DW
or a Loeffler variation of the Rankine power conversion system.
All three of these plants are compared at a plant output of
2000 shp.
General

Characteristics of Nuclear Reactor
Radioisotope Heat Source

and

In a radioisotope nuclear power source, thermal power output
is a linear function of the number of unstable, spontaneously
decaying nuclei present. Thus, power is produced at all times,
regardless of the amount of radioisotope present, and no control of power output is needed or possible. The shielding required depends on the nature of the radiation emitted during
decay.
Here, the least costly (most plentiful) radioisotopes
require the most extensive shielding. The energy of radiation
is generally lower than that emitted by a nuclear reactor
during its operation, and neutron activation of external components does not occur.

A-’

In a nuclear reactor containing sufficient fissionable materials to sustain its reaction, the power output is primarily
limited only by heat transfer, and control from zero to full
output is possible and necessary. High-energy radiation is
exirtsd ( c;ien +uzi ~g *,erLl.io-; at low power, and, after an inALial period of operation, the reactor (and, possibly, external
components) will continue to emit radiation even after reactor
shutdown. In the extremes, the reactor 1) may be fully
shielded, which permits personnel to approach during full-power
operation, or 2) may employ.limi ed shielding, which only protects adjacent compo.,.-&or
F permits access to selected
parts of the-reactor during shutdown. Which type is-selected
depends
on mission requirements.
-_
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The difficulties in handling a nuclear-powered missile is deIf close access is required
pendent on the shielding used.
during operation, then sufficient shielding will have been used
to permit close access at the air/water interface and during
maintenance on board a service ship. However, if only light
shielding is used, as for the reactor powerplants discussed
herein, some form of expedient shielding will be required at
the air/water interface during handling and during servicing.
This could be the sea itself, or specialized external structures of concrete or other dense materials. In general,
severely weight-limited missiles will force the use of limited
shielding (with either radioisotope. or reactor power) and will
produce more severe handling problems.
Radioisotope

Propulsion

Systems
~_._---The radioisotope most frequently considered for high power
levels is cobalt-60 (~0-60). This is because 1) Co-60 can be
made available in larger quantities and at a lower price than
any other radioisotope presently under intensive study (largcscale production of co;60 in operational reactors could produce
about 1 mw per reactor-year at an estimated cost of about
$10/w); 2) its half-life, 5 . 3 years, makes it suitable for many
missions; and-3) it can be produced at a relatively high power
density (25 w/cm3), although cost increases with power density.
Co-60 is therefore exclusively considered in this paper .
A fully shielded Co-60 heat source is relatively heavy, as
shown in Fig. 1. The weight of a fully shielded heat source
may represent about half of the total plant weight.
The powerplant used to convert the thermal energy produced by
the radioisotope to mechanical or electrical energy must generally be highly efficient because of the high cost of the radioIt also should operate reliably for a long period
isotope.
without maintenance to take full advantage of the long-life
characteristics of radioisotopes.
Although Brayton, Stirling, and Rankine power conversion
cycles offer particular advantages, only the Rankine is considered here. Such a c c l e , with Dowtherm A as the working
fluid, has been studied Y at power levels that satisfy missile
propulsion
requirements. I t s heat---shoun=+n+ig. 2 ,
-cons?it~s of cylindrical capsules of Co-60 embedded in the
center of a spherical ttinv . Heat is conducted
through the shield to a helical-coiled tube in which the
Dowtherm A is flashed to vapor. A liquid metal (NaK) fills the
space between shield and coil to facilitate this heat transfer.
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Size and weight of fully shielded Co-60 heat sources.
Shield material: tungsten; conversion efficiency: 2C%;
dose : 10 Tm/hr 9.t 1 meter.
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radioisotope heat source for undercycle powerplant; vertical section.
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The power conversion system is a closed Rankine cycle with a
turbine directly coupled to an alternator and a liquid pump.
The cycle processes are shown in Fig. 3, superimposed on the
temperature-entropy diagram for the working fluid which also
indicates conditions at pertinent points. A characteristic of
Dowtherm A is the positive, or reverse slope, of the saturated
vapor line, contrasted with the negative slope saturated vapor
lines of: most fluids. The expansion process tar a positively
sloped saturated vapor line will progress into regions of increasing
superheat, which simplifies turbine design, whereas
expansion from a negatively sloped vapor line will progress
into regions of increasing wetness. This characteristic, together with high molecular weight and attractive vapor pressure,
makes Dowtherm A an excellent turbine working fluid.
T h e f l o w scllomotic of t h e power convcrsi~~n sy:;tc~ is shown in
Fig. 4 with the various cycle locations identified by numbers
that correspond to the points in Fig. 3. At point 1, subcooled
fluid from the condenser hot-well enters the suction side of a
The fluid is discharged from the jet pump to the injet vw.
let of a partial-emission centrifugal pump. The jet pump provides sufficient pressure to the centrifugal pump to prevent
inlet cavitation. The fluid is discharged from the centrifugal
pump at point 2 and directed to the cooling passages in the alternator, where it absorbs heat losses. On leaving the alternator, the fluid enters the primary side of a recuperative heat
exchanger (regenerator), where it absorbs some of the waste
heat in the turbine exhaust. Next, the fluid enters the
boiler, where it absorbs energy from the radioisotope and is
boiled to dryness and slightly superheated. The vapor leaving
at point 5 enters the turbine, where its expansion produces
shaft power to drive the alternator and pump. The highly
superheated vapor at point 6 (see Fig. 3) enters the secondary
side of the regenerator, where it is cooled by the regenerator
primary side flow. The vapor then leaves the regenerator and
enters the condenser (point 8), where additional desuperheating
and condensation occur. The saturated condensate is subcooled
in another heat exchanger and, subsequently, returned to the,
jet pump inlet. At 3 kw(e) , an overal 1 efficiency of abou:
-15% can be achieved under these conditions.

RADIUS

Fig. 2

The shield and coil are surrounded by a double-walled pressure
vessel, the space between whose walls is normally evacuated to
limit heat loss during operation. In an emergency, the space
can be filled with helium from a storage bottle, to provide
adequate heat transfer to the sea.
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During operation, the thermal power generated by the radic;-isotope heat source is absorbed by the power conversion system.
At other times, such as during assembly, transport, and placeIt consists of a
merit, a standby cooling system is provided.
separate heat exchanger tube wrapped around the tungsten shield
(see Fig. 2). Dowtherm A is circulated by a small pump through
this tube to an external heat exchanger, where the heat is
dumped to the environment. This system operates on external
power or internal batteries. It is automatically activated
whenever the power conversion system is inoperative, and it deactivates before it restarts. In the event that other heat removal systems are inoperative, an emergency cooling system
floods the evacuated space between the double-walled pressure
vesn~l wd hpb to transfer the wisotone heat dirstlv
to sea water. This cooling system requires no external signal
or source of power and is extremely reliable; helium is released by the melting of a fusible ~alloy-linkowhcn
the inner
pressure vessel overheats (approximately 1000 F ). No provision
is made for restarting after such emergency cooling, since a
failure serious enough to cause its initiation would almost
certainly have rendered the power conversion equipment inoperative.
Reactor

Propulsion

Systems

A fast-fission neutron spectrum, gas-cooled reactor with
metal-clad ceramic fuel elements appears to satisfy the majority of the desirable criteria for underwater missile propulsion.
The reactor can be safely flooded with water without an increase in reactivity, if an appropriate thermal neutron poison,
such as gadolinium or europium, is included in the ceramic
Experience with the fuel element of the ML-l, the mobile
fuel.
low-power gas-cooled nuclear powerplant developed under the
Army Gas-Cooled Reactor Systems Program by Aerojet-General
for
the United States Atomic Energy Commission, has demonstrated
that a reactor outlet temperature in excess of 1400°P is attainable without exceeding the demonstrated hot-spot temperature of 1750’F. This high outlet temperature provides high
powerplant efficiencies. The reactivity change of a fast
reactor during fuel burnup is inherently small, and so reactor
control is relatively simple. Finally, more than eight years
of design, development, and test experience provides an extensive technology base to minimize developmental cost and time.
_--- - -- __..-.
~. The fast-spectrum, gaxcooled reactor can be used as the heat
source for powerplants using mnkine (dual) cycle, the
Brayton cycle, or the Loeffler* variation of the Rankine cycle.
Typical plants are shown schematically in Fig. 5 and will be

described later. Parameters to be considered in selecting the
optimum system include allowable plant weight and dimensions,
plant efficiency, reactor gas coolant, power transients and response requirements, plant startup, shutdown, and steady-state
control, afterheat removal, attitude restrictions, simplicity
and reliability, cost, and local ambient pressure.
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Aerojet-General
has performed studies of a “standard” gascooled reactor in the cycles mentioned to establish the tradeoffs among these three plants and to define the minimum diameter plant configurations. The “standard” reactor characteristics-are summarized in Table 1, and the reactor conceptual
design is shown in Fig. 6. Reactor state points were varied as
no-v to oermit comuarison of all three plants at 2000-shp
Steam was selected as the working fluid for the two
output.
Rankine cycle plants because of well-developed machinery technology for high power levels. Air was used in the Brayton
cycle because of the well-developed equipment technology and
the ready availability of air at sea.
The primary components of the dual Rankine plant (Fig. 5b)
are the reactor, reactor-coolant circulating blower, steam
generator, propul sion turbine, auxiliary power turbine, condenser, and condensate and feedwater pumps. The steam generator is composed of a steam drum and three small shell-and-tube
exchangers as economizer, evaporator , and superheater. The
propulsion turbine is a four-stage, axial-flow machine; the
auxiliary power turbine has two axial stages. The condenser is
on the hull exterior. The single-stage, radial-flora, gas-circulating blower, auxf.liary power alternator, feed pump, and
condensate pump are directly driven from the auxiliary pawerturbine shaft . The component arrangement for the dual plant in
an undersea missile configuration is shown in Fig. 7. The
Brayton and Loeffler plants are similar.
The primary components of the Brayton plant (Fig. 5a) are the
reactor, recupern tor, precooler, turbines, and compressor. The
plant working fluid is air. The recuperator is a conventional
shell-and-tube
heat
exchanger. The precoolcr includes two heat
exphangers with an interconnecting water loop; one exchanger is
located in the hull to transfer plant waste heat to the water
loop, and the second is on the hull exterior to transfer heat
from the water loop to the sea water. This arrangement elfminates need for introducing high-pressure sea water into the
hull or for -incorporating large air ducts through the hull
which lead to an external heat exchanger. Two single-stage
radial turbines are employed, one attached directly to the propeller shaft and the second to a single-stage radial compressor
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Table 1 Gas-cooled reactor characteristics
Core characteristics
Active dimension
1 Fuel
Moderator

16- by 16-in. right circular cylinder
3073 fuel pins
4-in. Be0

Fuel pin characteristics
Dimensions
16-in. active length,
length

22-in.

over -all

Cladding

0.25-in.-o.d.
wall

Fuel

U02 -Be0 -Eu202, 0.198-in.-diam p e l l e t s

Pressure
vessel
Dimension
Material
Control elements
Type
Location
Composition
D imens ions

27-in. o . d . , 42.5-in. length (with
ellipical plenums), 0 . 5-in. thick
Type 347 stainless steel
16 absorber-reflector drums,
8 rotating actuators
Reflector
Bloc-UB (absorbing) , Be0
4ti.n. dram

driven

by

(reflecting)

Air

Coolant
Weight

Bastelloy X, 0.025-in.

(unshielded)

Approximately

3000 lb

that circulates the plant working fluid. A constant-speed
iliary power alternator is also connected to this shaft.

aux-

The main components of the Loeffler plant (Ffg. 5c) are the
reactor, steam circulating blower, Loeffler boiler, propulsion
turbine, auxiliary power turbine, condenser, and condensate and
feedwater pumps. The steam-circulating blower is a single-stage
axial machine. The Loeffler boiler is a small drum in which
superheated steam and condensate are mixed to generate saturated
steam. The remainder of the components are identical with those
.
of the dual plant.
Specific weights and efficiencies of the three plants at
shp are shown in Table 2. With minimal radial biological
shielding, all plants fit within a 5-ft-diam cylinder .
__--
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2000

Tnblc 2

Specific weisht

Dual cycle

Brayton c y c l e
Loeffler cycle
aInstrumentation
horsepower .

a;~cl
--.- efficiency SUZUW~Y

8.0
8.5
6.5

19.6
21.5
18.0

shielding only, pounds per

In a Brayton-cycle plant, about 80% of full reactor power is
required at self -sustaining conditions even when no shaft power
is produced. As a consequence, the shaft power can be increased
from 0 to 100% in less than a minute. The other two plants can
match this response by dumping large amounts of steam to the
condenser at low shaft power.
Startup of the dual and Brayton plants is achieved by blowing
air through the reactor with an external electrical source until
the plant reaches self-sustaining conditions. For the Loefflcr
plant, steam must be generated in the Loeffler boiler with supplemental electric heaters until the plant becomes self-sustaining .

I
I
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After about a day of operation, a reactor core continues to
generate significant amounts of heat even after shutdown because of decay of radioisotopes formed by fission of the
uranium fuel . This afterheat is removed from the dual plant by
circulating air through the reactor, generating steam in the
boiler, and condensing in the condenser. In the Brayton plant,
it is removed by air blown through the reactor by a separate
loop located in the shield water, which is circulated to the external heat exchanger. In the Loeffler plant, afterheat is rcmoved by circulating steam through the reactor and condenser
with most of the condenser blocked off to prevent steam condensation.
The steam-condensate interface in the condenser, and other
equipment of the dual and Loeffler plants will restrict allowable missile attitudes somewhat. However , the Brayton plant,
whose coolant is always gaseous, has no such restriction.
In all systems, the propulsion equipment and instrument compartments are-separated by compaWo~-h sea water,
Therefore, only a relatiqccTwhich acts as biologic-aLshielding.
ly thin pure-water shield around the reactor is needed to rcJL\cL
to acceptable levels the neutron flux to which the plant electronics and rotating machinery are exposed.

(‘? I
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The Brayton plant involves fewer valves, pumps, and similar
equipment than the dual or Loeff let plants and, as a consequence, is probabiy the most simple and inherently re%able.
The fabrication costs of the three plants are probably comparable, although the development cost of the Loeffler plant may
be somewhat greater than for the Brayton and dual plants. If
the powerplant module is pressurized to the exterior ocean
pressure to reduce hull weight, removal of gas that accumulates
in the condenser will be difficult with the dual and Loeffler
plants . There are no significant effects of module internal
pressure on a Brayton plant.
In consideration of the several points just discussed, it is
apparent that a gas-cooled reactor can provide heat for either
of three powerplants with different characteristics, and the
plant with the best combination of characteristics can be selected for any given application.
Conclusions
Nuclear powerplants of the types described herein can be ati-rdctivc For unc!qlr s-:1 protul >ion paJer . The primary advantages
c,’ both reactor and radioisotope power sources arc their long
Nuclear power may provide the lightest powerplants
lifetimes.
for some missions. A negligible amount of fuel is consumed
during a mission; and completely closed-cycle powerplants are
normal. On the other hand, these power sources are expensive
and potentially hazardous, and so they are probably applicable
only for very long total duration vehicles and where recovery
is fairly certain. Also, lightly shielded nuclear powerplant s
will require special care during handling at the surface and
during maintenance operations.
Powerplants of both radioisotope and nuclear reactor types
are well within the existing technology of both the nuclear
heat sources and power conversion equipment. A serious
engineering effort would undoubtedly result in their practical
development.
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GEAR NOISES OF UNDERWATER MISSILES

ITjTRODUCTION To ACOUSTICAL ETTGINEERING
OF GEAR TilANSMISSIONS
Dar18 W. Dudley*
General Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.

Gear transmissions can be developed to meet spccificd rcquircments for either airborne sound or structural vibrations. Doing so
requires selection of the proper type of gear, maintenance of sufficient accuracy in machining, and employment of sound attenuators at
appropriate locations.
Introduction
There is long-standing art on sizing and proportioning a gear trans
mission to achieve a specified load-carrying capacity. Lately, there
has been a rapidly growing demand for gears that also meet rather
stringent sound requirements. Such design, however, was assumed
not amenable to logical engineering, and the usual solution was to
make the gears as accurately as possible and then tolerate the noise
they produced. Recent work indicates, on the contrary, that acoustical engineering can develop gear transmissions that meet specified
requirements for airborne sound or structural vibrations.
Gear Noise Sources

.
---

I Gear sound comes from a variety of sources, the more obvious
ones including a) variations in gear tooth spacing, b) deviation of
gear teeth from true involute, c) “waves” on tooth surfaces, d) roughness of tooth surface, e) eccentricity of a tooth rotor, r) misalignment of tooth l~tor, g) deflection of gear teeth, 1~) unbalance of tooth
rotor, i) windage by tooth rotor, j) disturbance of oil by pumping anti
* Presently associated with Solar, A Division of Intcrnntional
Harvester, San Diego, Calif., as Chief of Gear Technology,

,I -’
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splashing by tooth rotor, k) noise of rotor bearings, 1) noise of flexible couplings, m) seal rub or squeal, and n) vibrations transmitted
from driving or driven equipment.

variations in velocity as they mesh.

In the foregoing items, a, b, c, e, f, and g primarily create nonuniform velocity in the driven gear, even when the velocity of the
driving gear is absolutely perfect. Such a tendency causes velocity
variations in both the driving and driven rotors. These result in accclerations, or changes in forces, that set up vibrations and ultimately produce sound waves.

In a typical spur gear set, there will be important acceleration
tendencies from both inaccuracies in the teeth and their deflections.
As the teeth roll through mesh, the instantaneous stiffness of the teeth
at the point of mesh will tend to vary. This creates accelerations and
decelerations, even if the teeth are geometrically perfect involutes.
Although it is theoretically possible to modify involute profiles to copensate for varying stiffness, in practice it is a hard manufacturtng
job to do so exactly. Furthermore, the required modifications change
as the load changes, and so the design can be optimized for only one
particular transmitted torque and will become progressively more in+
----~
proper as the torque varies,

Roughness of the tooth surface, item d, will cause friction noise
sur’Iaces slide and roll over each other. However, this
does not appear to be serious in high-speed power gearing, which is
generally very smooth (20 pin. or less) and is lubricated with an oil
film. As a rule, surface roughness will not result in significant noise
unless the pitch line velocity is below 2000 ft/min or the surface
roughness is over 25 pin.
Although unbalance, item h, creates noise, it is generaIIy possible
to balance gears so well that this effect is negligibia. Only for very
large rotors at high speed does balance become critical, and then it
results in relatively low frequency disturbances.
In a well-designed gear set, windage and oil splashing, items i
and j, have very little effect on overall sound.

Acoustical Design of Gears

In contrast to simple spur gears, helical gears usually have three
or more sets of teeth in simultaneous contact with their contact line
oblique to the tooth. As a result, a well-designed helical gear will
have essentially constant stiffness for any phase angle of tooth engage
ment. This eliminates a major source of noise, and so helical gears
are generally quieter than spur gears.
Table 1 lists gears that are apt to have 1) variable and 2) constant
stiffness at the meshing point. The designer of very quiet gears
should choose from the latter.
Table 1 Gear Types

Usually, sound from sleeve bearings, item k, is negIigibIe. In
some cases, rolling element bearings may contribute appreciable
sound, but this can be largely eliminated by standard procedures.
In most cases, seal rub or squeal, item m, is not a problem. It
can be avoided entirely by labyrinth-type seals.
Proper design of the complete installation usually avoids vibratory
effects from driving or driven equipment, items 1 and n. Thus, if
the drive is a piston engine with a small number of cycIinders, it may
be expedient to incorporate a fl wheel or a torsion-isolating coupling
This may also be done. &n vibrations from a driven propeller blade
tend to feed back;
1
,./
By elimination, therefore, the predominant source of gear sound
is the teeth themselves, in inaccuracies or deflections that create
.I. ?“?
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Variable stiffness at mesh
Spur
Circarc (Novikov)
Straight bevel
Zero1
Planoid
Beveloid
Face gear

- - _-.-

Constant stiffness at Mesh
Helicnl
Spiral bevel
Hypoid
Spiroid
Helicon
Single enveloping worm
Double enveloping worm

.---Waves in HeIical Gears
----_ql_

.=. -

In a well-designed helical gear, the combination of various tooth
manufacturing errors may show up as waves on the tooth surface,
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often lined up axially. Figure I is a photograph of such a wave pattern. As a result, a small angular acceleration and decel@ion will
occur as the point of mesh progresses from wave peak to wave trough
Experimental and analytical data have shown that wave variations as
small as 10 pin. can lead to appreciable sound. With actual gears,
waves with heights of as little as 50 pin. have produced definitely
objectionable sound, and reduction to 20 pin. or less was very benef&
cial.
It is necessary to use specialized equipment to measure such small
waves. Figure 2 shows an undulation checker, developed by General
Electric Company, in use on a large gear.
Gear Noise Equations
The sound potentially produced by a specified inaccuracy in the
gears, because of errors and changes in stiffness, may be computed
from
PSL

=10 log c . (e2f3/d2)

where PSL = potential sound level, decibels (see Table 2)
C = constant for a particular gear mesh; includes conversion factors, geometry, mass, inertia, pitch line
velocity, etc.
e = double amplitude of inaccuracy, millionths of an inch
f = frequency at which inaccuracy occurs, cps
d = distance from acoustic center of gear case, ft
Table 2
Ratio of change
in sound energy

Change,
decibels
1

I.26

3
6
10
20
30
40

2.00
3.98
10.0
100.0
l,ooo.o
10,000.0

.

I
I
i

This equation is quite general, and modifications can be adapted
to specific cases. It is expected that two or three years of further
analysis and experimentation will be necessary to cover the whole
field of gear applications with suitable noise formulas.
Figure 3 shows calculated and measured noise output for a large
marine unit at about 10 ft. The calculations were based on measured
inaccuracies in the various tooth rotors. Although part of the sound
developed at the mesh was probably lost before measurement, the experimental and theoretical plots are parallel.
i,

After the gear sound leaves the gear mesh, its principal path is
1) from gear teeth through gear rim and web to shafts, 2) from shafts
to bearings, 3) from bearings to casing, 9 from casing to air and
supporting structure, and 5) from supporting structure to other struotures or (with torpedoes) to water.

i

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Figure 4 is a schematic of a simple gear arrangement, showing
where the sound from tooth mesh might be blocked by attenuation
devices.
As an example of sound attenuation on a gear rim, recent work
has shown that a gear with 30 in. pitch diameter and 18 in. face width
could have as much as a 25-db reduction in the sound transmitted
from the rim to the shaft by the use of a relatively complex sound
attenuating design in the rim.
As an example of sound attentuation between a gear bearing and a
gear casing, recent work has shown that the use of a special device
to attach the bearing to the casing could reduce sound transmission
2.3 mv.ch :is lo-db.
As an example of sound attenuation between the gear mesh and the
gear casing, the addition of sound-attenuating devices to the outer
surface of the gear casing provided an approximately lo-db reduction.
Thus, Fig. 5 is a plot of sound~ntensity vs octave bands for a large
gear casing. The up& is for the original machine, and the
lower curve--w& obtained with a moderately sophisticatea
treatment
,, of the machino.
Nveob13ln 2000'0 3EI
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Where water-borne sound is important, it, is very important to
block the transmission of sound energy from the casing to the support+
ing structure. Vibration isolators are a powerful means of doing so.
In selecting such devices, consideration must be given to alignment,
tcmpc, ::nd other ?pc *r%n~? problems; and the flexibility of these
isolators must be substantially greater than the structure to which
they are attached. In sev&al such applications, reductions in the
order of 20 -db have been achieved.
Summary
If necessary to meet very critical limits on gear sound, the desigrr
“1 D
war 1-e
right choice of gear teeth, an appropriate geometric design in regard
to pitch, pressure angle, etc., and by rig.id control of tooth accuracy
within manufacturing limits; and 2) block the transmission of the
sound to air or water with special attenuating devices at appropriate
locations.
Acoustical engineering of a gear set is as reasonable and logical
as is engineering of gear power capacity or efficiency. The basic
engineering and experimental work on the latter has been going on for
about 100 years and’is now highly developed, although only in the last
few years has there been real concern about gear sound. Thus, formulas, principles, and data relative to the acoustical design of gear
units only now are developing into full-fledged practice. Nevertheless,
it now appears possible to achieve desired quietness in almost any
field of gearing. However; expense and work are involved in doing s(x
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Abstract

A program of
research, using a special faciliv/
. . experimental
t.n l-ii&& pl-w~nn
rrcv‘~
mation on strav,ht toothed (spur) gear noises. The expcrimcntc
were performed at speeds which ranged from 2500 rpm to 27,500
nw The data obtained include spectra analyses and total
noise energy outputs of the gears as a function of power 3nd
speed. The gears were considered as nonuniform point sources
radiatu into a sphere, and the total noise output was obtained by integrating data taken at numerous points. Apparently
gear noises are caused by the impact of teeth upon each other
as they mesh, and by a bouncing action of the teeth while they
remain in mesh. This produces intense acoustic radiation at
mesh frequencies; and also at harmonics of the mesh frequen-.
ties which were detected and measured up to the sixth. Ianification of gear noises occurs when mesh frequency ap?roachcs
the natural vibrational frequencies of the gear discs or trannmission case. At very high speeds, "white" noise is produced
over a wide band. Also at high speeds, much of the noise output appears associated with shock waves as air is displaced
from mesh- teeth. A new acoustic energy rule for gears was
discovered: the total acoustic energy radiated by spur gears
at constant tooth velocity is dzirectly proportional to the
power transmitted. Finally, methods to decrease noise output
of spur gears, which were uncovered during these experiments
at the U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, are detailed.
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STUDIE3 ON F'OVER 'EWEMISSIONS

Introduction
A program of experimental research was undertaken at the
U. S. Navnl Ordnance Test Station (IKX’S) to improve the basic
bwledp,e on cc,33 tro.nsmission noises.
Thi.0 paper was S.&O published as Naval Ordnance Report 65@,
u. S. Navd. Ordnance Test Station, China Ijke, Calif.
*Senior propulsion Research F3I&xxr snd SCicntist, PrOPtision Division.
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The work was carried out in a special "transmission drive
facility",1 built at XOTS to power transmissions smoothly and
quietly at speeds Up to 30,000 rpm. Its noise at the&?speeds
is almost negligible, thus permitting valid measurements of
transmission noises.
The first two transmissions studied, identified as the && 40
and Mk 42, are representative of the finest spur-gem (straighttoothed) conventional transmissions available for powerplants.
They are both of the planetary type. A description of the exPeriments upon them is given below. The work brought to light
a number of important phenomena basic to the noises of transmissions as next discussed. Methods for decreasing noises of
spur gears, developed from these and otw at TJOI%- WP
enumerated in the Appendix.

'
.j
'/ .
i8t1
;
i
I
:
1'

merit t&es many readings (a typical set on one meridian is
shown in Fig. 4), and these are integrated into the total radiatea acoustic energy.
(1)
E- 2ZIA
where 1 is the intensity (w/cm2) of no&se observed at each
point, and A is the spherical area (cm ) applicable to the
intensity reading and the factor 2 comes from assuming identicd. lower and upper hemispheres.
me noise intensity I is computed from instrument decibel
(db) readings as follows:
db - 20 log 1o (P/P,)

- 10 loglo

.

(I/IO)

Description of Tests
Figure 1 shows the Mk 40 transmission and Figs.2 and 3 show
the Mk 42 transmission installed in the high-speed acoustic
drive facility. The transmissions are out-of-doors in an
:-czstic;l.ly jeoaen-., envl;-ondent . A steam turbine in a closed
concrete room is connected to them by a long high-speed shaft
through the wall. Power is transfereed out of the transmission
to an enclosed electric dynamometer through a heavy shaft and
sleeve-bearing system. It absorbs the load by generating current dissipated in an electrical resistance grid. Accurate
torque and speed measurements can be made with this dynamometer.
An electric eye registers turbine speed.
The drive facility is capable of exceedingly smooth and quiet
operation, even when the turbine and the 39 inch long shaft are
running at 30,000 rpm. Carefully designed elastic mounts isolate (vibrationally) the transmission from the support structure and the shafting, with the results that the noise measurements reflect a true picture of t‘ne primary transmission radiation, and practically no radiated noise from the drive.
Measurement and Theory
A concept of "spherical measurement" was adopted in which
the transmission is considered a nonuniform point source of
radiation. Because of the.ancchoic environment and the quietness of the driving machinery, we may consider the transmission
acoustically as if it were suspended in space, apart from any
other material object and driven by a remote source of power.
A swinging apparatus carries a sensitive microphone on the surface of an imaginary hemisphere about the machine while it Is
running at 8 steady rate and at constant power. The inetru-

lodb/10

I I/I
0

Therefore,
intensity I = I
where
db
P
PO
IO

s
=
5
=

(2)
0

??

???????? ?

decibel observation of overall sound pressure level
sound pressure observed, dyne/cm2
reference soma pressure,
o*ooo2-~$$
(correspondreference intensity of2sound,
10
ing to 0.0002 dyne/cm )

The spherical technique permits comparison of the acoustic
properties of different machines and measurements of their ubsolute radiations. Through systematic tape recordings and the
frequency spectrum analyses that were made, the characteristic
structure of the noises was shown. The resulting data sho-d
smooth and consistent progression with operational changes
that are amendable to logical interpretation.
The sensing instrument was a Western Electric 64OAA microphone, operating on the condenser-diaphragm principle and designed for 1 to 30,000 cps.
Mk 40 Transmission
The Mk 40 genr train is a single-stage planetary system wit!?
straight spur teeth. A central pinion running at turbine-input speed drives three planets on fixed centers, which deliver
-the torque to a single internal-toothed ring gear connected to
Figure 5 shows the design of this transthe output shaft.
tnission. The ratio of the machine is 3.09’756 to 1. After
359

,
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Fig. 2 Mk 42 transmissidn mounted in acoustic drive facility.
Input power is from shaft at right, and output goes
to dynamometer at left.

Fig. 1 Mk 40 transmission mounted in test section of a00ustic
facility. Microphone is at top.
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Fig. 3 Drawing of Mk 42 transmission instslled for tests,
showing desQn of turbine drive and high-speed parer
shaft.
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having been run, the teeth meocured to an accuracy within
0.0002 in. in the shape of the involute curve, the tooth spacing and the concentricity. An occasional error of O.OOO25 in.
was found. These sre gears of great accuracy.
!l?? e ~traz.:mf,si..r was fsGlation-mounted and lubricated and
cooled with a fine internal spray of oil. Its rotating parts
and shafts were balanced precisely and the machine lined up to
the drive within 0.001 in., connected through specially designed isolation couplings. It was operated at steady speeds
from PjOO to 27,500 rpm and at steady powers up to 70 hp. This
gear train was designed for 1000 hp.
The machine was operated in a series of runs, each svstemat1.
or power. While operating steadilv a
each particular constant speed and power,-37 obs&vations"of
total acoustic intensity at points around the hemisphere were
made. Each reading was a measurement of total sound-pressure
level in decibels relative to 0.0002 dyn/cm2 in the frequency
range 0 to 30,000 cps. The readings were integrated by Eqs.
(1) and (2) to give the total acoustic energy radiated by the
machine.

t

Figure 6 presents a series of these integrated readings and
shows the chsnges of noise energy as speed and shaft power are
increased, thus.providing a chart of the total noise radiation
versus rotational speed, tooth speed, and mesh frequency. 'Ihe
natural frequencies of some of the transmission components-case parts, shafts and gear bodies--experimentally determined
by oscilloscope are located on the chart as vertical lines.
The rapid rise of noise energy between 0 and 5000 rpm occurs
in a region where case parts evidently resonate to the tooth
mesh. Resonance of the planet gear disks, evidenced by the
1
second peak, results from their thinnediiown "1" construction,
which causes them to "r~". The pinion, solidly constructed
and of approximately the same size as the planet, stays level
or declines from the resonant region as the speed is increased
to 20,000 rpm, where it rises sharply again. Although the
machlne was not run above 27,500 z-pm, indjcations (Instrumental
and aural) were that a very rapid jump was imminent at 30,000
rpm.

3
I
!
I
I
fe
t

At 20 kc, the response-of the microphone is down 5 db compared with the lower frequcncics. Consequently, the curves
above 15,000 or 20,000 rpm actually rise at a faster rate than
Iji __-AThe~Sft@&tcd data on Fig. 6 arc presented exactly aa
I
measured
without microphone correction.
i
j
\

.,;
,\,
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The maximum individunl noise rczdings (not shown on Fig. 6)
were obtained 1 in. from the surface of the transmission on
the input side. They registered 119 db at 27,500 rpm with GOhp output.
I
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In addition to total-noise measurements, magnetic-tape recordings were made at each speed and power and then machine-analyzed to provide the frequency spectrum analysis of Figs. 7 and
8. The upper charts show the intensity residing in a bsndwidth
of 1 cps span when the distance from the center of the transmission to the microphone is 12-j/4 in. The sum of sll the
noises at all frequencies --the total noise pressure--has a considerably higher decibel value than the unit decibel ValUeS
-shown.
___.._-_ !I!he
-~. lower plots in Figs. 7 and 8 give the noise spectra
calculatedon t!lc basis of a bandwidth of 1UOU CPS aad IIICIU~LC
a microphone correction.
Figure 7 clc:Lrly shows the tooth-mesh f'rcqucncy and ita
first six harmonics. The vertical arrows indicate the points
where the harmonics are computed to be, these coincide with
the experimental peaks. Note that the sixth harmonic is dctectable even at 30 kc. The figure also shows that the second
harmonic of t‘ne tooth mesh is about 10 db higher than the fundamental tooth mesh frequency itself and about 5 times wider
in range of frequency disturbance, approximating 50 times the
energy of the fundamental.
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It is believed by this writer that the intense harmonics of
the tooth mesh are caused by "bouncing" of the teeth. When a
tooth first strikes its mate, the blow causes elastic dcformation in the tooth, in the gear and in the shaft. The gear mass
vibrates about its rotational ais, thus bouncing the tooth
several times on its mating tooth, which is also vibrating.
With each bounce, the driving torque slams the tooth against
its mate with a force that may be many times greater th& the
average drivi.nc; force. This m~y explain the "dynamic forceU
gear teeth experience actual forces considcraL1;:
between teeth:
greater th‘an the computed average driving force and should be
designed to resist them. The intense harmonics are attributed
to the fact that the number of bounces can only be a discrete
multiple of the number of times the teeth are placed into mesh.
Figure 8 plots data taken at 27,500 rpm and 60 hp. The
vfleys
_-._ are fiJled in andpeaks~%4QL%cur~e is largely
-*'white" noise, and the very high plateau extends to 30 kc.
(There may be a peak at73 varmonic of the tooth mesh
at 38 kc which the microphone could not measure.) Although this
curve look : ~'~~thcr, the energy it disyl?:*s is consider.?:.!;.7
greater thus: sm.t of Fig. 7. More complctc :;c';G ol" ch3rl-t; i-7.
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this transmission may be found jn Ref. 2. Figure 8 illustrated
that, at high speeds, geared transmissions radiate titense
acoustic energy over an entire broad spectrum.
AnOth%' inter -st:ra p'~?;la:wnon brought to light by these
eqeriments is that the radiated acoustic energy is directly
proportional to the shaft power when speed is constant. This
is shown in Fig. 9, where toto acoustic energy is plotted vs
shaft power in constant-speed curves: the points fsll into
straight lines with a few exceptions and the slope of each is
different at each speed. This relationship was also obtained
with the Mk 42 trsnsmiss;on, as shown in Fig. 10. Since each
potit is the integrated value of any observations, this pro,d
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Mk 42 Transmission
The Mk 42 transmission is a double planctsry system with
straight spur teeth delivering contrarotat%ng power on two
concentric output shafts. Since both shafts are locked together by the gear action, the dynamometer was connected to
the central output shaft only. The transmission was suspended
on isolation mounts (Fig. 3). The machine normally contained
two turbine wheels, which were removed for the tests. An
auxiliary gear train was also disconnected.
These gears have straight spur teeth of steel, carburized
and hardened to Rockwell 60. Other specifications sre as follows! 14 diametral pitch of first planetary set (powered); 18
teeth on pinion of first planetary set (powered); 1.2857-h.
diametral pitch of second planetary gear (powered); 200 pressure angle of tooth form; and 18 diamctral pitch of second
planetary set (unpowered). Manufacturing accuracy was measured
at O.OOO2-O.OOO25-in. error in involute, tooth spacing and
concentricity. BackLash was 0.004 to 0.008 in.
The machine was operated at 2500 to 20,000 rpm and up to 40
hp. It was designed for 600 hp and as a powerplant normally
operated at 200 to 250 hp. Measurements were made with the
same instruments end following the same principles as described previously, except that 25, instead of 37, observations
were made on the hemisphere at each steady operating speed and
power.
.
Figure 11 is the resultant chart of integrated points of
_tptalradiatedenerg.y.
The rise between 5000 and 10,000 rpm
Indicates case-component resonances near tooth-mesh frequencies.
The upward "swoop" between 15,000 and 20,000 rpm again empha-
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entire design capabilities under conditions duplicating those
at sea. It immediately and simultaneously controls, indicates,
and records all parameters of significance in evaluating
propulsion performance.
'This paper reports the present basic capabilities of the
facility, which can be modified to meet further test requirements.
General Facility Configuration
The facility comprises a control room, dynamometer room,
main test cell, air cell, fuel cell, oxidizer cell, and sea
torpedoes with high-energy fuels and oxidizers, and so the
building containing the five cells is constructed with 18-h.
reinforced concrete walls and ceilings. The fuel cell,
oxidizer cell, and main test cell are designed for rapid and
unidirectional release of gases in case of explosion. All
entrances to cells and rooms are from the outside, and there
are no interconnecting doors.

Fig. 1 An artist's view of the Torpedo Propulsion Test
Facility.

A zone-type carbon dioxide fire-extinguishing system, shown
in Fig. 2, is provided. Each cell and room has an independent
system with automatic thermostatic detector. Manual controls
are also provided.'
The fuel cell and oxidizer cell are provided with independent
dilution-type floor drains, each discharging into larger,
independent exterior pits. In an emergency, the fuel and
oxidizer may be rapidly discharged from their tanks and
diluted to a safe condition.
Each cell has its own high-volume, induced-draft ventilating
system to remove combustible gases. These ventilators automatically shut off if the CO2 fire-extinguishing system is
energized.
Control Room

.I.,
‘;’

The control room of Fig. 3 contains the control console, the
electrical-transducer signal-conditioning equipment, and a
multichannel oscillograph recording system. The console has a
control section located immediately in front of the test
operator(s), and an instrument section with function-indicating
meterslocated-on~-a~-graphical representation of the entire
facility. The control section contains and identifies all
‘
switchgear and has fault-indicating lamps that give notice of

:.

Fig. 2 The CO2 fire extinguish- system.

possible trouble, such as low oil pressure, Low liquid levels,
abnormal temperatures, etc.
.The facility can test torpedoes under programed simulated
depth conditions.
controller, as indicated in Fig. 4. The opeLator may manually
override the programed condition, if necessary. The system can
attain simulated depths to 5600 ft in sea water at programed
variations up to a maximum of 56 fps, which is equivalent to
a 34-knot vertical ascent or descent.
aust gases independently of
within a range of 900 psi of the ambient sea water pressure.
With the exhaust gas pressure set differentially in this manner,
it will vary in accordance with the programed sea water
pressure. Fig. 4 shows the control units that indicate ambient
sea water depth and exhaust gas differential pressure.

Fig. 3 The control console and signal processing equipment
in the control room.

The tripropcllant :ank~~e .i 3 graphically represented on the
14.*.~‘:'1~;11;?t patl!zl rrhe,e the liquid level, tank pressure, and
liquid flow rate are indicated for each tank. An air pressureover-liquid (POL) system controls the propellant delivery
pressure in accord with the programed sea water depth conditions. The controllers, shown in Fig. 4, indicate and regulate
pressures differentially with respect to depth pressure, and
each may be set within a range of 0 to 200 psi. The operator's
console contains a sequence timer for actuating the three
propellant delivery valves leading from the external propellant
tanks.
The torpedo power absorption dynamometer is graphically
represented on the instrument panel (Fig. 3). Torpedo propeller shaft speeds from 0 to 2000 rpm are measured, and
torques from 0 to 3500 ft-lb.

Fig. 4 Indicating

controllers.

Eight meters along the top of the instrument panel shown in
Fig. 5 indicate temperatures, pressures, liquid flows, etc.,
within the test torpedo. Each csn be set for a maximum safe
condition, and if the preset value is exceeded, an indicating
lamp will turn on.
Signal.-conditioning equi;ment to convert the low-level a.c.
and d.c. electrical signals from the test transducers to the
higher-level d.c. signals needed for the indixating and
recording system is located in cabinets adjacent to the control
,console.
The resultant signals are.$ompatible with analog-todigital data analyzing computers.

,a--\ i
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Fig, 5 Torpedo data indicators.

A 24-channel recording oscillograph is used to record lowand high-frequency transient signals. The facility wiring
and junction boxes can accommodate up to 60 variables,and so
additional recorders can be added, or channels on the existing
rerqrd~:- car be rh:fC,it: ra?;r commutated between incoming
signals.
Dynamometer Room
The dynamometer room contains the hydraulic absorption
dynamometer of Fig. 6, the sea water pump of Fig. 7 and
associated electrical switchgear, and the valving and tankage
for the CO2 fire-extinguishing system.
The dynamometer can absorb '1000 hp at shaft speeds from 900
to 3000 rpm in either direction of rotation. The unit is
cradled and provided with a tachometer for measuring speed
and with a strain-gage load cell for measuring torque. Water
circulated through heat exchangers dissipates the absorbed
.
energy.
The pump supplies sea water to the test pressure vessel at
a nominal rate of 75 gpm and at pressures from 0 to 2500 psi.
The sea water circuit can pump make-up from the supply line,
recirculate within the circuit, or make-up and recirculate.
The circuit includes heat exchangers to vary the sea water
temperature.

Fig. 6 Power absorption dynamometer.

Test Cell
The test cell contains control components of the depth
system, transducers for instrumenting the torpedo, and
equipment for propellant delivery. The two tanks, shown in
Figs. 8 and g are used to test the torpedoes. One is for
depth-simulation studies and is closed with a working pressure
of 2500 psi, whereas the other is open and is for testing at
sea level conditions. The tanks are on rails and may be easily
moved into place. Both accommodate torpedoes up to 30 in. in
diameter and 24 ft in length and include necessary torpedo
support systems. Each mates with the fixed LLlkhead of Fig. 10
The latter supports a seal system that passes the torpedo
propeller shaft through a 24-in. reinforced-concrete wall to
the absorption dynamometer, Exhaust gases from the propeller
shaft are discharged into an exhaust accumulator, released
through a pressure control valve, and discharged external to
the
hmng,
-~------mm
-~
Ports through the bulkhead deliver propellantsfrom the
external tankage to the torpedo (if required) and permit
.."7

1

146
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Fig. 7 High pressure seawater pump.
397

Fig;. 8 Open torpedo test tank for surface conditions.
Fig. 10FixedbuUhead.

Fig. 3 Closed torpedo test tenk for depth simulation.

Fig. 11 Test installation.
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Fig. 9 Acoustic energy vs. horsepower for the Mk 4.0
tranamieaion at rxlnhant speeds. Eachdatapoint
representwtTG%tegration of 37 observations.
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sizes that large noise increases can result from relatively
moderate speed increases.
The maximum individual total noise readings obtained with the
Mk 42 transmission were ~8 db at 12 3/4 in. from the center
on the input side near the axis, and I.30 db (extremely intense)
at the opening of the exhaust duct in the case. (There were no
exhaust gases.) Both readings were taken at 20,000 rpm and
40 hp.
The runs were recorded on magnetic tape from which frequency
spectrum analyses were made as before. Figure 12 shows some
of these spectra. Vertical arrows were placed on the frequency
scale of these charts by calculation. As before, they fall on
experimentally found peaks or hills. The charts of Fig. 12
show the intensity residing in a bandwidth of 1 cps span. The
changes which occur as speed and power are systematically increased may be seen. The frequency spectrum analysis shows
that the chief source of noise in the Mk 42 transmission is
also the action of the meshing teeth, and harmonics of the
tooth action are clearly evident up to the sjxth. The second
hcmn!.e ts ?~s.il.
r. .&ti,::';j axe powerful than the fundamental
(see complete charts of Ref. 2). Energies in the 20-to 30-kc
regions are not as high as in the Mk 40, but the greater share
of acoustic power now lies below 20 kc, probably because of the
lower tooth speeds.
The total noise at 20,000 rpm and 40 hp exceeded that of the
Mk 40. Aurally, the Mk 42 produced a roaring, howling noise
at high speeds. The Mk 40, as well as roaring, produced a
piercing whine at high speeds. As its speed increased, the
whine rose out of hearing range, while another whine took its
place and in turn rose up and out, and so on.
Rypothesis of Air Noise
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It is suggested that, at very high rotational speeds, air
plays a role in gear noises. As a tooth enters the space between its two mates, air that occupied the space is forced out.
Estimating the changing instantaneous area through which the
air must flow provides a clue about the flow of air. This was
done for the pinion and mating planet teeth on the Mk 42 transmission by first drawing c?es of volume and area* Together
these yielded a final curve for the velocity of air dischaxge
through the variable orifice area:
Y - (dV/dt)/ A
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Fig. 12 Noise analysis for the Mk 42 transmission showing
changes a13 speed and power are increased.
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where

I

v = instantaneous velocity of air discharge
A = instantaneous area of discharge
V =! ins'x,nti:neous volume o.? air between meshing teeth
'; = tizae, which may be related to the angular position of
moving tooth
This velocity vs. the angular position of the teeth is shown
inFig. U. With the mesh of each tooth, it is seen that the
air reaches a velocity nearly 10 times that of the pitch line.
With the Mk 42 pinion, the air mathematically reaches nearly
sonic velocity+ at 20,000 rpm. This corresponds with the sudden rise in noise which occurs experimentallv as ?O,QQQJJXJ 3~
approached (Fig. 11). Local shock waves begin to form when
air over streamlined objects reaches about 0.8 sonic velocity;
amI when air is discharged around the sharp edges of gear teeth
the 1oca.l velocities may reach Mach 1 considerably sooner. It
seems, therefore, that noise can be attributed to air shock
waves, formed in rapid succession at the fundamental tooth
mesh frequency when gears are operating at very high speeds.
This adds to the noiscs produced by the dynamic forces of the
meta& teeth strikjng Irene another at high velocity.
Greater backlash anh greater clearance between the tip of
the tooth and the root of its mate would tend to reduce the
air ditrchsrge velocit3i,and thus, the air noises, by providing
great&* &cape area. At low to maderate gear speeds, such air
noid@ is probably not a large factor.
Summary of Results
The
rtant phenomena found by these experiments are summsritedT
elow. They relate to spur-gear& transmissions at
high Bpeeds:
1) A small increase in tooth speed while power is held constant can result in very rapid rises in acoustic energy output.
Noises resulting from a speed rise increase more rapidly than
those resulting from power increases.

+Calculated for ambient temperature. Air compression will
cause sonic velocity to be somewhat higher than shown. Actual
local air velocities flowing about the sharp edges of the
teeth
will alsobe-higher than computed here.
.-
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Fig. 33 Computed velocity of air dischwge between teeth of
the Mk 42 transmission at 20,GGG rpm or ll2 fps pitch
line velocity of the teeth. The air velocity reaches
nearly 10 times the pitch line velocity.
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2) The primary source of gear noise is the meshing, metalto-metal action of the teeth, with the Gear-wheel disks and
the case responding to this stimulus. (Ball-bearing noises are
mFnor if the bearings are in good condition and
installed and lubricated properly.)
3) A rough correlation is indicated between transmission

noise snd high-frequency shock waves formed as air is pumped
out of the spaces between the meshing teeth. At high gear
speeds, this air noise may be substantial, tiding to the foregoing metal-to-metal mesh noises.
4) The generated noise-., of spur gear transmissions have

major spectral components that extend from low frequencies to
?A
JOlD" ut: Ulterrse
when transmissions are operating at high speeds.
5) Gesr noises show the presence of strong first, second,
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth harmonics of the tooth mesh
frequency. The existence of harmonics as h&gh as this was not
generally known and appears of significance in acoustic design.
At very high speeds, the noises become "white" and are very
intense over a wide band of frequencies.
6) The second hs&onic of the tooth mesh is sometimes considerably more intens@ than the fundamental.

7) The most intense noises Fn the high-frequency bands are
at the tooth-mesh frequency and its second harmonic. The predomtibn%,noises at lower frequency are at the revolutions per
second Of the pinion, and the natural snd second harmonic tiequencieb of the gear disks and the case components. Even
though the tooth-mesh frequency may not correspond to the
natural frequencies of these components, the gear disks and
the &&mission case respond to the tooth-mesh energy with
vigor. Resonance creates sharp rises in noise when the toothmesh frequency a-pproaches the natural frequency of a gear disk
or of case components.
5; A: ZO,CXl r$rn Lnd onu 4.0 hp, the Mk 42 transmission
generates about l/4 w of total acoustic energy. When measured
in the normI manner by microphone 1 in. fYom the transmission
surface, the noises produced by the Mk 40 and Mk 42 machties
at high speeds were ~8 and IJO db, respectively.
9) A significsnt-n&&&&ship found is the "acoustic
energy rule"i the total acoustic energy radiated by a spurgear transmission is directly proportional to the power transA-- mitted when the tooth velocity is held constant. This may
.
a apply to all spur gears.

.

Appendix: I6ethcds of Lessening Spur-Gear Koises
During the experimental studies at NOIS, several methods of
lessening the noises of spur gears became apparent:
1) The web or body of the gears should be solid, about as
thick as the tooth length. Thinning webs to save weight makes
them resonant, ringing diaphragms. For moderate-sized gears,
the weight penalty is small to use solid, thick webs.
2) The case should be extremely rigid. External ribs
dampen the amplitude of vibration without adding much we%ght.
The shaft should also be rigid and with larger diameter than
tant noise considerations.
3) The tooth speed should be low. --

4) Dedendwns and root clearance should be large enough for
easy exit of oil and air. Backlash should be generous. The
space for 051 and air to,escape at the two ends of the teeth
should be large.
5) Ball bearings should be of the deep-groove superprecision typer-selected by "hand feel" to detect roughness.
They must not be heavily press-fitted onto their shafts or
into the holding case. The inner bearing race should be
locked to its shaft by a nut or other means, but not by heavy
press-fit. In these wsys, roundness of the ball races is
maintained.
6) Alignment of the prime-mover shaft to the input shaft
of the trsnsmission must be within 0.001 in. The concentricity
of rotation of each shaft at the mating point of the two -~
shafts must be within 0.0005 in. total indicator reading. An
alternative is a flexible torque link capable of offset at two
ends. These measures help prevent generation of large rotating forces that create vibration and loud noises and could
damage teeth and bearings at high speeds.
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GEAR NOISE CONTROL BY
MANIPULATING

TOOTHCOMPRESSIVXSTRESSES
John Maddockrc
Lomita,Calif.
Abstract

corporation into torpedo gears. Instead, surface compressive
stress is shown to be a significant variablein the relationship between noise level and gear-tooth loading. A numerical
example is given which shows a method of reducjng compressive
stresses, without size or weight increase, by means of nonstandard gear-tooth height proportions. This technique is an
alternate to superprecision manufacture and successflilly limited
noise output of gears in an acoustic torpedo. The procedure
msy also bring about further noise reduction in gears already
being produced at the limits of precision.
Introduction
Gears that transmit power resemble devices that deliberately
produce sound. These force an elastic member into vibration,
and couple the vibration to the surroundings by means of a connecting member with suitable dimensions relative to the wave
length of the sound. Similarly, a small mass of material is
displaced elastically and then released, resulting in a vibratory motion whose frequency corresponds ,to the number of teeth
that engage inunittime. This vibration is conducted to parts
of the muchine which couple the energy to the environment.
Conventional Gear-Noise Reduction Techniques
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Sound passes from a gearbox by vibration of the surrounding
air and by conduction through the supporting structure. In
underwater missiles, the internal airborne path is usually'unimportant because of poor impedance
match._S.trucWre-trsnsmit._.tednoWe, howeVcr, msy be effectively coupled to the surrounding water, since it CM- mle missile hull to vibrate.
Isolation methods reduce the transmission of vibration to the
hull, and absorbtion techniques attenuate airborne noise, but
Wonsljting Engineer

'

these expedients often are bulky, heavy, and complex and may
introduce serious functional problems.
--The rim on which the gear teeth are cut and the spokes or web
+..
that connect this rim to the shaft possess a number of natural
!
vibration modes. If these become excitated within an operating
mode of the machine, they may be damped with loose-fitting
1
rings. Alternately, the use of soft nonmetallic gear flanks
may avoid such resonances, but steel gears are required if significant power is transmitted. In real gears, mating teeth are
neither completely conjugate nor exactly evenly spaced. Under
I
rotation, these inaccuracies result in minor and erratic angular accellerations that give rise to corresponding forces. The
1
ain
eas c
p ase w
these forces, resulting In the production of additional frequencies of vibration. Noise reduction has been approached
largely by reduction of these inaccuracies; as a result, the
amplitude of the sound pattern is decreased by stripping away
'overtones, but even theoretically perfect teeth would not be
silent.
Helical gearing is generally believed to be relatively quiet
because its screw-like action appears to transfer the load
grsdusIlly from one tooth to the next. When directly attached
to high-speed turbines, however, the act of gear tooth engagement represents almost a classic shock situation. For example,
at 30,000 rpm, each tooth on the smallest practical pinion
passes from zero, to full load, and back again in about 0.10
msec. Experience (especially in engine rooms of turbine-driven
ships) shows that helicti gears can be distressingly noisy and
the few extremely high-speed gear units in industrial service
with straight-spur teeth are no more noisy than the best helical
counterparts.
L8
Gear noise increases more or less linearly with tooth loads,
and a simple route to relatively quiet gears is by arranging
things so that the teeth arc lightly loaded. Although tooth
loading can be reduced by increasing the size of the machine,
this is permissible only when there are generous limitations on
weight and volume.

losd5ng intensity at a reasonable level without increasw gear
size.
Gears are subject to bending and surface compressive stresses.
In bending, particularly at high speed, stresses are often relatively low and change only moderately a6 design parameters
(other than size) are varied. Compressive stresses can, however,
be manipulated, as will be discussed.
As a pair of gear teeth enter, pass through and leave the
load zone, they experience a varying surface-compressive streso
as the contact moves along the profiles. If contact, for instance, occurs close to the base circle, this stress rises
s5 tib -le.
As the contact moves tow6rd the pitch circle, these stresses
are initially lower but increase again a6 the tip of the tooth
cspproaches the base circle of its mate during the path of recess.
The properties of the involute are such that contact between
two meshing teeth always occurs at some point along the line AB,
in Fig. 1, which is the common tangent to the two base circles,
Since contact cannot occur outside the tips of the teeth, the
actual path of action is within CD, the intersection of the
outside circles of the mating gears with AB. If 0 represents
any point at which the teeth are in contact, A0 is the instantaneous radius of curvature at that point for the tooth on the
left, and OB for the tooth on the right.
At 0, the instantaneous compressive stress can be computed
for the dimensions of and the torque acting on the gears by
treating the teeth as two cylinders of radius A0 and OB in
elastic contact. For steel gears, the Hertz equation for
curved surfaces in contact under load may be simplified to
determine maximum compressive stress, SC, at the center of the
contact bond:

SC - (; :: : 1;) 1’2
where:

I.

Compressive Stress-Limiting Techniques
.
A review of requirements relating to gear noise in torpedoes,
where acoustic guidance demands quiet operation, showed that
weight and mechanical regidity requirements almost forbid iso1atiOn schemes and that the gear drive6 must be small and cam-.__-.
pact. The fundamental nature of gear tooth contact was theres
fore examined in the hope of uncovering mean6 to keep the
3

'1 - AO, in.;
' 2 - GB, in.;
w
= tangential force, lb; and
F - width of face, in.
As illustration, the gear combination in Fig. lwill be
taken with the standard tooth proportions tabulated in table 1

TIP O F

and the pinion deliver* 21 lb-in.
Table 1 Standard Gear
u_---

. . ..-

- -

QEAR

TIP

OF

PINION

.----u_

Number of teeth
Diametral pitch
i Pressure angle, 0
Center distance, DC
Base radius, BR
Outside radius, OR

Pinion

Gear

2

E4
0

0

3200625 in.
0.2467
0.2875

;:g;;; 2'

in.
i n .

218250

III:

-

The compressive stress at the tip of the gear tooth is ca7.i
' culated below:
1.0474
'1 + '2 9 DC sin 4 =
2
l/2
(OR2 .- BR )
- 1.0286
0.0188
3 rl , r2 0.0197
Pitch radius = 21+(40 x 2) 0.2625
w - 21 -i .2625 - 8 0

Fig. 1 Comp stress along line of action: standard gears.

Substitute in eq. (1):
SC - 2290

~80/0.25)(1*0474/0.0197)]

Tl p O F PINION

112
-

301111~io

Compressive stresses for other sets of instantaneous radii
along AEi may be calculated to show the variation of stress
along the line of action (as plotted in Fig. 1). Since the
meshing action does not utilize the entire length AB, one
might inquire if the unused part should not be the high-stress
portion, i.e., eliminate the addendum of the gear wheel. For
practical reasons, however, a reasonable length of action must
be included between the two outside circles to promote smooth
load take-up by succeeding teeth. Otherwise, momentary accelerations (cogging action) will occur which bring each fresh
pair violently into contact w:th the introduction of potentially large inertia forces. Thus, if we reduce the gear outside
dfameter, that of the pinion usually must be increased.
MIETinaccuracles and elastic deformation of the parts in
actual gear drives tend to concentrate loads in an unpredictable fashion. Actual stresses, for that reason, cannot be cal-.
culated and should only be considered proportional to theoret--

. \

Fig. 2 Comp stress along line of action: Modified gears.

.. “I

1Q3

ical. values. This analysis omits effects from more than one
pair of teeth in a simultaneous contact during part of the
action. In real gears, of course, this condition is never completely achieved: gear teeth cannot be so precise that load is
exactly divided, 6nd some if not all single teeth carry practically all of the load during their entire passage through
the load zone. These teeth are subjected to a theoretical
stress program indicated in Fig. 1 & 2.
The effect on stress of revising the outside circle radii is
illustrated in Fig. 2 where the maximum stress is less than 57s
of that shown in Fig. 1, although the load is the same and the
gear6 6re identical except for modified outside diameters.
.
OR gear =
rl + r2 =

r2
=
r1
=
rl. f SC = &JO
.,*

‘I

2.8105 in.
1.0474 ( as before)
0.998
0.0594
0.0585
[(80/0.2~)(l.047~/0.0~8~)]1'2= 170,000

’

!l,'hd c&side radius &f!‘the pinion was increased to 0.2995 to
keeli) the total len$t! of action the same as before.
.

‘.

mj.6 Value of comtjrtlssive stress could be attained with the
or&in61 gear6 if the load were decreased by 50$ and e,xperieMI, hs6 shown that 6 significant improvement in noise level
normally result6 from reducing gear load by half. However,
thf6 modification of compressive stress by revising the outsidd cilcle radius is accomplished without decreasing gear
loadr The range within which this procedure is practical
de ends largely on the radius at which the pinion teeth become
po!nted and the depth of case hardening. It is not a Substitute for careful design and manufacture and is applicable to
both spur and helical gears.
its ekfectiveness in reducing noise was demonstrated in the
machine shown in Fig. 3, which is a step-up unit that drive6
various pumps and an alternator at over 20,000 rpm in a torpedo. Space limitations dictated use of a high gear ratio in a
single step and a narrow bull gesr. Teeth are straight spur,
loaded sufficient3y~ufase hardening. Involute form
is unmodified throzhout the profile, but addendum proportions'
are nonstandard and were derived by the procedure outlined
previously. Although the exact noise level cannot be reported
in this paper, it wa6 so low that it did not interfere with
the torpedo acoustic system. The nonslzndard teeth functioned
reliably under gear condition6 generally considered difficult:

Fig. 3 Step-up_, _gear assembly.
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high speed, high

ratio and speed increasing.

Geared Turbine

Systems

1

u'ol* tor?cdo Fro?u:?'on ~‘ed~~ction gears, where torque loading
.?A~ be high, planetary machines are attractive because they can
divide the load among several paths. This arrangement permits
the lowest tooth load and hence the lowest noise output within
a given envelope. The examples next shown were constructed
during developmental testing of a turbine driven torpedo.

I
!
i

Figure 4 shows a single rotation output. The second reduction sun gear is splined to the output of the relatively conventional first stage. The small ~35 nf m+
engage a fixed internal gear. The planet carrier, splined to
PROPULSION TEST FACILITIES FOR
, the output shaft, rotates at a speed ratio of 1:2j with the
4

,

turbine.

Figure 5 shows a counter-rotating propeller drive. Here the

turbine is concentric with and directly connected to, the sun
gear. Speed is reduced by a ratio of about 27.5. Weight,
including propeller shafting, accessory drive gearing and lubrication pump, was less than 0.2 lb/hp.
In both of these machines, single-helical gearing was used.

with fine pitch teeth and a generous helix angle. Figure 6
shows the sun-gear assembly for the single output machine of
fig. 4. Loads were high enough to require case-hardened teeth.
No grinding was done after hardening the gear teeth, although

lapping was performed, as required, to achieve good tooth contact.

Final acceptance was based on visual inspection of tooth

contact.

!J!he gears were, therefore, not in the super-precision

, class; instead, the teeth were carefully proportioned to mini-

mize compressive stress. The fact that their noise level was
low enough not to disturb the acoustic system of Its torpedo
indicates the validity of the design philosophy.
Conclusion

'

C-ear noise comprises a complex sound pattern resulting from
numerous forms of forced vibrations. Conventional methods of
controlling such noise are cubject to space, weight and mechanical problems, The technique of optimizing compressive stresscs proved an acceptable alternate to super-precision manufacture and~successfully limited noise output of gears in an
acoustic torpedo. This procedure mey also be usef'ul for further noise reduction in gears where manufacturing precision has
already been carried to practical limits.
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UNDERWATER MSSILES

?URPEDO PROPULSION TEST FACILITY
i

G. E. Anderson*
U. S. Naval Underwater Ordnance Station, Newport, R. I.
Abstract
Propulsion Tesl. Facility of the U. S. Naval Underwater Ordnanre
Station. The I'acility, built within a reinfcrced-concrete
_--building for conducting hazardous tests, has instrumpnts for
testing thermal or electrical torpedoes while operating in
water tanks under programed simulated depths from 0 tt 5600 ft
in sea water. It includes tanks for storing high-energy li;l~ljd
fuels and oxidizers, and a dynamometer capable of abscrbing
1000 s-hp from 900 to 3000 rpm. It accommoc'ates tcrpedoes up
to 30 in. in diameter and 24 ft in length. Planned improvements include means for controlling the smbient water at
temperatures from 35” to gOoF, varying its salinity, and passing it over the torpedo surfaces at selected velocities.
Introduction

I

I
/
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A major problem in research and development of long-range,
high-speed, deep-depth torpedoes for antisubmarine warfare is
testing their propulsion systems, thermal or electrical,
throughout their entire designed operating depth range. The
normal dynamic method to test complete torpedo propulsion
-~
systems is in a launching at sea, programed to operate at
extreme conditions, with a section included vhich contains
instruments to monitor important parameters. If', hclvever, a
critical component fails, the torpedo may be lest. along with
data on the cause of failure. This testing is also> costly an3
time-consuming and requires the services of launching and
recovery vessels and their crews. The U. S. Naval Underwater
Ordnance Station designed and constructed the Torpedo Propulsion Test Facility to test torpedoes on land throtwt their
_-.-

Presented as Preprint 259M
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mechanical, eiectrical, and instrumentation connections between
the torpedo and the control console. Electrical connec&&ns
are provided for monitoring a minimum of 24 parameters.
Facility Capability
~- The Garfield Thomas Water Tunnel

I
6

The Torpedo Propulsion Test Facility is designed to test and
evaluate high-power, deep-depth, research torpedoes with
tripropellant thermal propulsion systems with either open- or
closed-cycle thermal systems, as well as electric torpedo
systems. The liquid-propellant tankage and delivery systems
are neither mandatory nor limited. Depending on compatibility,
various types of liquid fuels and oxidizers can be used in the
maae 01 corrosion-resistant
steel, or in the oxidizer tank, which is aluminum-lined.
The open test tank is for preliminary "debugging" tests at
shallow water conditions with minimum hazard and with observation by closed-circuit television. External propellant
tankage permits testing with only a minimum of propellant
VYl t<iiin tk,kt -Lor?cdk> ?I?: snf?ty i.n preliminary runs, and also
“cl: :qj extended-duration runs.
The first tests conducted in this facility were with a small
battery-powered, electric-motor-driven torpedo, as shown in
Fig. 13. It was set in a small water tunnel, water circulation over it was provided by an external electric motor driving
a pump jet, and the unit was satisfactorily run in a very close
simulation of open sea conditions to depths of 900 ft.

.

August F. Lehman*
Oceanics Inc., New York, N. Y.
and
!
t

Thomas E. Peirce+
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa.
Abstract
The purpose of the Garfield Thomas Water Tunnel is to
advance the science and art of the hydrodynamic design of
submerged bodies. Of specific interest are hydrodynamic
propulsion and control, cavitation, hydroelasticity, hydroacoustics, turbulence, and boundary layer control. i&nphosis
is placed on the particular phenomenon, whether the program is
basic or developmental. A high-speed water tunnel (6C-fps
velocity) with a &in. diam cylindrical working section is
the main test facility. It is supplemented by a smaller water
tunnel, a subsonic wind tunnel, a very small ultra-high-speed
water tunnel (300 fps), a hydraulic flow system, and a
boundary layer research tunnel. The large water tunnel is
equipped for visual and acoustic observation of cavitation.
Steady-state forces and moments can bc measured on bodies up
to approximately 15 in. in diameter. Propulsor characterIn some instances,
istics can be measured on any mcdel.
bodies up to 25 in. in diameter have been tested by climinating wall interference effects through special tunnel
liners. A capability of measuring and controlling fluid
turbulence level permits basic investigations at high Reynolds
numbers and testing of drag-reduction methods.
Presented cc Preprint 2594-62 at the AR.5 17th Annual 1Jeeting
and Space Flight &position, Los Angeles, CaliPornin,
November 13-10, 1962.
*Head, Water Tunnel Division; formerly Project Leader,
Water Tunnel Operations, and Associate Professor of
-E@neering Research, Pennsylvania State University.
+Project Lender, Drag Reduction Program, The Garfield
Thomas Water Tunnel, Ordnance Research laboratory.
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Facilities
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There are three major facilities b2 at the Garfield Thomas
Water Tunnel : a large high-speed water tunnel, a small
hi~i--Sp3?~~ Vatir ttX:,*- anti a zdbsonic wind tunnel.
Large Water Tunnel
The large water tunnel is capable of variable speed and
pressure. It is a closed-circuit, closed-jet type in which
powered models can be placed that drive single or counter
rotating propellers or propulsors.
working section of I2 ft. In this approach;-commonly called a
"settling section," is a honeycomb to reduce large-scale
rotations and undulations in the test stream. Recently, a
large-mesh unit was replaced with considerably finer mesh to
reduce finer scale turbulence and permit more meaningful
turbulence and boundary-layer investigations.
The cylindrical working section is 4 ft in diameter and
Its water velocity is continuously variable up to
about 60 fps, as controlled by a four-bladed, adjustablepitch, 93-i& diam.iQpeUer, driven by a 2000-hp electric
motor.
The pressure in the working section may be reduced to
about 3 psia and raised to about 60 psia, which provides a
wide range of cavitation numbers.

14 ft long.

The lower limit of testing without cavitation on support
appendages is at a cavitation number of about 0.4, which is
defined as the available static head minus the vapor pressure
divided by the dynamic head. Investigations to indices
between 0.2 and 0.3 can be run when cavitation is permissible on the support appendages or the indllced form of
cavitation on the body itself is of interest. Still lower
cavitation numbers can be simulated by injecting air or gas
into the cavity.

Fig. la Large (48-In.) water tunnel.

Water temperature can be varied fro4 4.0' to 120°F, which
changes the Reynolds number by a factor of two through
temperature alone. Numbers on the order of 47 x 106, based on
the tunnel diameter, can be achieved in practical tests.

--0perVUtidkr Bureau of Naval Weapons Contract NOrd 16597.
-L-
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Fig. lb Circuit of large water tunnel.
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!?hc air content of the water is controlled thruu~11 a
degasser and, in the working section, can be made less than

saturated, regardless of pressureAir content is imp>?%nt
in cavitation investigations and in studying bodies which
purposely liberate gas into the stream, as in certain methods
of boundary-layer control.
.

The working section has Plexiglas windows along both of the
horizontal sides for visual and acoustic observations. The
stic measurements are obtained with specidrophones positioned in the tunnel as
within a tank of water on the opposite side of the working
section from that used for viewing.
Control of tunnel and model variables is done at a console
in a glass-enclosed room facing the observation window. From
it, water velocity, pressure, and the @ted of the rotating
test elemnte can 39 var:eA. The room also contains consoles
;L3* 8~0:~ c- i;ic snd f Or~e-measuring eqUipment.
Small Water Tunnel
The small water tunnel3 supplements the large one. It is
also a closed circuit with circular cross section at most
points, as shown in Fig. 2. Its length is 26 ft, excluding
the drive system, and the maximum height is approximately
20 ft. Approximately 8O-fps velocity and a pressure range of
3 psia to 60 psia, independent of water velocity, is
attainable in the working section.
The small tunnel has the capability of interchanging its
test sections. In this instance "test section" identifies the
upper horizontal leg of the tunnel circuit between turns.
There are two sections: one is l&in. circular and the other
is 20 x 4 l/2-in. rectangular; both are 30 in. long. The
circular section is used to study bodies with three-dimensional flow and the rectangular section to study hydrofoils,
slots, and other two-dimensional flow situations.

I

i,
1
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The drive is in part of the lower leg and one turn of the
circuit. The pump is driven by a 150-hp electric induction
motor through a variable-speed fluid coupling and reduction
gear. To cool the water, a shell-and-tube-type exchanger
that is an integral part of the circuit is used, with tunnel
-water flowing through the tubes and_theecooling water
.--,
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circulating around them. It is located after the pump to act
as a honeycomb and reduce turbulence.
Subsonic Wind Tunnel
'AI:? subtopic vind tunnel contributes to many hydrodynamic
studies, since flowing air is ideally suited for detailed
investigations about bodies or in and about propulsors. The
data can be used, as well, to evaluate cavitation potentialities, as shown by Rouse and Ba11.4>5
Substitution of low-velocity air for water reduces structural requirements of models and test apparatus, eliminates
. .' fl. wt
P
iDroblfm,.
instrumentation. Also, air-turbulence measuring instrumentation is considerably more advanced than instrumentation
for water, although Lumley recently developed thermistor
probes for accurately measuring turbulence intensity in water.
The wind tunnel6 is a closed-return type with the cross
section varying, respectively, from an octagonally shaped
nozzle, the working section, the diffuser, and the rectangular
return leg. The working section is 48 in. across the flats
and 16 ft long, and the settling section is 9 ft across the
flats. The tunnel has an overall length of 60 ft and is
approximately 20 ft high, as shown in Fig. 3.
The maximum
working section velocity of about 170 fps is produced by a
70-in.-dism.axial flow fan driven through a Vickers hydraulic
speed control unit powered by a 150-hp synchronous motor. The
impeller pitch and its drive speed are variable. A turbulence
level of O.l$ is achieved through a honeycomb and screens in
the nozzle. The practical Reynolds number for tests (based on
the tunnel diameter) is of the order of 3.5 x 106.
Other Facilities and Su:,plementnry

c
Fig. 3 Sketch of the subsonic air tunnel circuit.

Equipment

Among other facilities in the tunnel building are a hydraulic system, for a controlled supply of water at 2500 gal/min
against a head of about 100 ft, and a small, ultra-high-speed,
high-pressure water tunnel with a test section velocity of
335 fps, a maximum pressure of 1000 psi, and a temperature up
to 2gO°F, as shown in Fig. 4.
I
.
A new water tunnel with a test section length of 25 ft was
specifically designed,for the investigation of boundary-layer
_flows ~LI?zU~-sublayer.
Fig. 4 Small, ultra-high-speed water tunnel.
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The building also contains shops for machining highprecision blade elements or test shapes. Since experimental
tests often are undertaken to prove design criteria,&treme
precision is required so the shape and form will be close to
design.
This is particularly necessary, for example, in
cavitation testing, where very minute deviations caAAot be
tolerated.
Experimental Test Equipment
Test Bodics-- Tunnel

Installation--Powering

Bodies investigated in the large water tunnel can vary from
.
.
r,
several inches, to 25 in. in di.uneter,&c
'n Qgs..
5 7In general, the models have one major support strut through
which power and instrumentation leads pass to the tunnel
exterior.
In submarine investigations, the conning tower or
"sail" serves as this support.

Fig. 5 A I.2 3/4-i n.-dian (powered) test body.

The interior of powered models contains either electric
motors or a small h:rdrnulic turbine in case the mass and
xsmt ci?LStr2JUtl~
Jf tLe model must be maintained. Such a
turbine, shown in Fig. 8, was developed at the Laboratory. It
weighs 11 lb and develops slightly over 50 hp at 5000 rpm.
Electric motors are either 20-hp units, which fit into 8-in.
minimum diam models, or TO-hp units, which fit into X&in.
minimum dism models. The latter have a variable frequency
power supply.
Force and Moment Measuring Equipment
The original purpose of the tunnel was to verify theoretical
propeller designs for cavitation-free performance. Thus,
determination of "steady-state" propeller thrust and torque
was necesssry~
With higher speed vehicles it also is
necessary to measure forces and moments on the body as well,
if the vehicles are to be deoigncd for proper maneuverability.
Recently, unsteady forces from the propulsor unit and the
vibrations of the underwater vehicles also have beccane
increasingly important.

Fig. 6 A 25-in.- diam (powered) test body.

Propeller thrust, power, and torque. Steady-state or "timeaveraged" thrust and torque is measured with strain-gage
- devices. For power or torque, one method is through direct
calibration of the electric motors with a dynamometer.
&other is measurement of torque on the shaft itself, which is
either directly “strain gaged" or connected to a torque cell.
Fig. 7 ji, 8-in:-diam (unpowered) test body.
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1 Body forces and moments. To measure body forces and
moments, a steady-state balance was evolved. It uses tension,
rather than bending, members as the force-sensing iinks to
eliminate many vibrational difficulties normally encountered.
A s&etch ~llf thF* fo-'r- .mpcnzzt balance for models 8 in. and
-..r@r in diameter is shown in Fig. 9. A smaller internal
, balance, also operating on strain gages, to measure body lift,
\
axial force, and pitching and rolling moments on unpowered
models on a sting-mounted system, is shown in Fig. 10.
i*
f
*

Dynamic

{

j

Measurements

i

Dynamic trmeasuring
!f dv~
j

techniques involve carrier-frequency

dynamic force gages. Recording equipment includes an
oscillograph measuring to 3 kc, augmented by magnetic tape
which can be analyzed to about 7 kc, with a lower limit of
approximately 2 cps. For limited indications at frequencies
above resonant, comparison measurements over narrow ranges are
employed. Calibration is with electromagnetic shakers
delivering up to 200 lb at up to 430 cps. The systems can
measure dynamic forces of less than 0.01 lb at frequencies up
to 400 cps.

Fig. 8 50-hp hydraulic turbine.

Propeller, thrust, and torque. Using carrier-frequency,
dynamic strain-gages; records of Fig. 11 were obtained on a
turbomachine, where variations in thrust and torque output are
shown.
The predominant frequency is the shaft rpm times the
number of blades. Thrust variations in this investigation
were about 24% of the static value.
Body forces and moments. Investigations also have been made
with modeling techniques for predicting mode profiles, vehicleshell frequency response, and mode resonance performance for
full-scale vehicles.
Hydrodynamic stability derivatives. A planar motion
mechanism installed to measure dynsmic hydrodynamic
coefficients is modeled somewhat after the David Taylor Model
Basin planar motion mechanism?'.
Tunnel Liners

I

The original objective of the tunnel was to develop design
criteria for propulsors and their subsequent design, and
fi.nallylu,_-lto-testthem~-~ Therefore, the tunnel working section
was- sized
_- in
_ view of the limits placed on manufacturing pro: pulsor blades.
410

Fig. 9 Four-component balance for models 8 in. in diameter or
larger

)

A review of tunnel tes.t techziques Wiginally led to
selection of a ratio of 6:lbetween the tunnel and model
diameter as being satisfactory. Later the tunnel was used to
test bodies approximately I2 in. in diameter, which is a ratio
greater than the design ratio. For this reason, a technique
of modifying the flow so that it conformed to the pattern
which would exist in the free-stream of the larger bodies if
the wall were not there was developed, using tunnel liners.
This is shown in Fig. 12 for a body with constant-value stream
surfaces drawn around it. Were a tunnel~wall superimposed on
such flow conditions some of the normal stream paths would

finally developed, excellent agreement between tunnel results
and free-stream results have been achieved on test objects up
to 25 in. in diameter.
The original method used to determine the shape of the
tunnel-correcting liner was suggested by Var. !Carma.r# and
employs a distribution of line sources and sinks along the
axis of the body. It was first used to design a liner for use
with the 25-in. diameter model of the Albacore submarine. The
shaping technique was later simplifiedy, and subsequently work
by Smith and?ierce10 resulted in an improved design method
which is adaptable to an IBM 1625, computer.
The liner is constructed of mahogany with sheet metal
fairings into the tunnel wall. Figure 13 is a sketch of the
liner installation, which conforms to the calculated contour
within f 1./16 of an inch. It consists of two fabricated
sections with the tunnel wall as the center section. The
liner technique can be used for axially symmetrical bodies at
-a zero angle of attack.ll
Research and Test Capabilities
Testing at the tunnel can be either primarily basic areas or
in areas where experimental data are needed to verify hydrodynsmic design criteria or to solve developmental problems.

Fig- XI. Traces o f thrust and torque variations
of 8 turbo
machine.

Included in basic research are studies of cavitation inception; flow characteristics over a body of revolution at
various&tack angles, as shown in rXg* 14; irit~ns‘ in
otating elements; noise
turbomachinery between s
characteristics of prof
bides, aa shown in
Fig. 15; and investigation of turbulence.

y-TUNNEL WALL

i

Under applied research, propulsion, cavitation, and vehicle
control have been investigated on bodies such as those shown
in Figs. 16 and 17.
\Jith regard to basic research into turbulence, water is a
better test medium than is air, provided the time responses of
the instrumentation in both media are approximately the same.
This last condition has been obtained by Lumley,u who
developed a turbulence probe for water.

-FREE SfREAM SURFACES

Fig* lC3cetch Of Interference of tunnel wall with free strenm
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Next we consider cavitation. Figure 18 illustrates this
condition
on an ogival nose. Surface cavitation is shown in
1
Fig. 19, and vortex cavitation in Fig. 20. Cavitation createa
c
I --4pj -a. rs=ws mrf‘nm~ t-harat+.wi ct.-i mr
destroys wall material. The formation and growth of cavitation, and its effect on the flow characteristics of the
fluid over the remainder of the body, are thus of interest in
design of underwater vehicles. They are best studied In a
water tunnel.

k

Fig. 13 Typical liner installation in the large water tunnel.

Cavitation investigations include the physics of changing
from liquid to vapor state and perturbations of the boundary
conditions that affect its formation. McCormick investigated,
both theoretically and experimentally, the variation in the
minimum pressure in the trailing vortex system of elliptic,
rectangular, and delta wings as a function of the aspect
ratio, angle of attack and Reynolds number13 as indicated in
the trailing vortex systems of families of wings shown in
Fig. 21. Ho11 extensively investlgate$4incipient cavitation
Harvey's experiments
resulting from surface irregularities.
showed that water which is air-saturated will. support tensions
up to 300 or 400 psi after being subjected to high pressure
for several minutes.15 Ho11 and Wislicenus have prepared a
summarizing treatise on the scale effects of cavitation.16
The properties of the gas content,. as presented by the work of
Ripken and Killen, also play an important part in the scale
effect of cavitation.
List of Development and Research Capabilities
The following lists specific areas for which the Garfield
Thomas Water Tunnel is well suited from both theoretical and
practical aspects: a) propulsor, Including both propeller and
pumpjet designs; b) cavitation; c) stability and control;
d) hydroelasticity, including hydroacoustics and e) boundarylayer control and turbulence research in general.

Fig. 14 Test setup for flow field observations over a body of
revolution.
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Fig.

15 Super cavitating propeller
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Fig. 16 12-in.-diam test body mounted in the large water
tunnel. ,
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Fig. 17 20-in.-diam test body mounted in the large water
tunnel.
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Conclusions

7 Gertler, Me, "The DPMB planar-motion-mechanism sYstem,ll
proc. symposia on the Towing Tank FaCilitieS, InStrUmentation
and Measuring Tech,niques, Paper NO- 6, Brodarski Institutet
l web, Yugoslavia, September 1959, (published 1960).

The Garfield Thomas Water Tunnel is a facility that-treats
hydrodynamics as an applied science. Its purpose is to
increase knowledge in hydrodynamics, and thus to improve the
Performance of submerged equipment. Here, an understanding of
the laws of the behavior of a fluid as a body moves through

8
"Calculation of pressure distribution on
sir ~p~~~t'T&A TM NO* 574 (July 1930).

it, is necessary.

With both large and small high-speed water tunnels (velocities $0 60 fps and pressures of 3 to 60 psia), a small ultraU&-weed water betel (335 fps and 1000 psia), a subsonic
wind tunnel (170 fPS at atm. pressures), and the necessary
supporting equipment and instrumentation, the possible types
of fluid IlOW investigations which can be undertaken in the
tunnel are extensive.
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NAVALSHIPRESEARCHANDDEVEfXIPMENT Cl!X?TER
K. E. Schoenhee and W. F. Brownellf
Naval Ship Research sncl Development Center,*
Washington, D. C.

This paper describes the 2968-ft high-speed water basin and
instrumentation systems for testing a variety of models, such
8s full-scale towed and self-propelled torpedoes, hydrofoils,
planing boats, pumpjets, propellers end various high-speed
vehicles. Information on the basin, towing csrrisges; and on
propulsion, force and speed measuring instrumentation is presented. Typical test procedures and uses of the carriages are
discussed. New instrumentation nearing completion will further
extend the testing capabilities. The carriages are capable of
speeds to 55 knots and will soon be controlled to 0.01 knot,
which will permit measuring drag to 0.01 lb, despite total
weight of 100,000 lb. The requirements to achieve such accuracy are extremely stringent snd are met by overdesQning body
structures and power plants, operating instrumentation well
within capacity and holding dimensions of large bodies to fine
tolerances.,
Introduction

..
0

Hydrcdynemic facilities for measuring drq snd propulsion
-w*Fonnerly David Taylor Model Basin.
The facilities and the instrumentation of David Taylor Model
Basin are the result of the work of many members of the Model
Basin staff, of the Bureau of Ships, of the Bureau of Yards and
Docks and of many contractors. This is freely acknowledged by
dedicating this paper to them. Permission grsnted by the Commanding Officer and Director of the Model Basin, Captain J. A.
Obermeyer, U. S. Navy, to publish this paper is also gratefully
acknowledged.
--*Past Technical Director, Hydromechanics Laboratory.
/Assistant Head, Hydxomechanics gboratory (Facilities and
Instrumentation).
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characteristics of surface and underwater vehicles often tow
the test model or body through the surrounding water. Advantages are the ability to maintain steady speed relative to the
medium, well within l/100 knot, which permits measuring drsg to
l/l.00 lb, end to 1~s~ ?..erge models and large ratios of channel
~-3~s seo-i.:.on to ILJL. cross section without excessive power
requirement. Disadvantages are the high first cost of the
facility, because a towing basin has to be quite long, caref'ully constructed and powerfully motorized to allow for accel. eration and deceleration as well as the steady speed run, snd
a relatively inefficient operati

carriage speed of 50
knots and higher are desirable.
This paper is concerned with facilities for the testing of
torpedoes and similar underwater bodies and only the highspeed test facility of the Taylor Model Basin is described.
However, it should be mentioned that the Model Basin's lowspeed acilities sra of impressive size: they comprise three
basins f end to end with a total overall length of about 3000 ft,
a width of 51 ft and a depth of 22 ft for sll. but 300 ft of the
length.
High-Speed Basin
The high-speed basin at the David Taylor Model Basin (DTMB)
tests both model-scale snd full-scale torpedoes, hydrofoils,
pumpjets, planing boats, sonar domes, wetted, ventilated and
‘super-cavitating propellers and other high-speed bodies. Tests
may relate to measurement of propulsion characteristics,
forces and moments acting on the model, or In some cases
model-generated noise. The basin is housed in a reinforced
concrete srch structure, alongside a surface ship model test
basin. Figure 1 shows an outline plan of the interior of this
structure. The roof of the building has a free span of ll0 ft
and a rise of 24 * ft. It is heated and ventilated to maintain about the same inside temperature throughout the year
with some control over sweating through cork insulation on the
WEUS above the concrete abutment.
The present high-speed basin is rectangular in cross section
as shown in Figure 2 and is 2968 ft long. It is 21 ft wide
and 10 ft deepl&o
for ll.68
of its length and 16 ft deep for
the-r$-titi.g
ft. ft
The basin walls are of monolithic concrete sections. Each section is 38 ft. long separated by 2 ft
gaps that were filled with reinforced concrete after the
.
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sections had set and shrunk. During construction, the basin
was enclosed by the building to prevent large temperature variations.
--The basin walls are concrete and support the steel tracks on
which the towing carriages run. The concrete walls and the
bottom of the basin go down to bedrock to furnish a solid
foundation for the tracks, which are set precisely. A typical
detail of the track construction is shown by the model in
Fig.3. The rails are bolted to high-strength cast iron
chairs, which in turn are bolted to the concrete walls. The
steel rails are of railroad type and weigh 165 to 185 lb/yd.
In general they are about 31 ft long and welded together. The
top and sides of the rail heads and the bottom of the rails
are ground flat and the top rail is set within +, 0.005 in. of
the water level along the length of the basin. The sides of
the rail heads are parallel within 0.005 in. in either direction throughout their length to a vertical plane through the
center of the basin.

t
I

The basin is filled with fresh water fed by gravity from a
ccmiult c;? ths Di-t>“rt OS %?xmbia water supply. The water
- &arL;'ied by continuous passage through a sand bed filter
tz facilitate underwater photography, which is taken through
glass viewing ports set into the north w&J. about midlength.
Waves and other disturbances generated during the measuring
run are quenched by wave absorbers, shown in Fig. 2, which are
U-shaped troughs attached to the walls with their upper edges
about t in. below the water surface.
DTNB carriages 3 and 5 serve the high-speedbasin. Carriage
3 has a top speed of b0 knots (46 mph) and carrisge 5, 60
knots (69 mph). The latter has interchangeable wheels, with
one set equipped with rubber tires for noise tests.

F&. 4

Carriage 5 with steel wheels.

.I

Propulsion dynamometers, force balaxes, etc., with their
associated indicating snd record- devices, are available in
great numbers and diverse capacities, as later discussed.
Towing Carriages

!

$Jl Knot Towing Carriage 5
The towbq-~ carriages at the D'JMB were designed on a deformation rather then on a stress basis to provide platforms of
great stiffness with minimum deflections. Carrisge 5# which
is pictured in Fig. 4, Is a large precision instrument2 for
conducting model tests at speeds up to 60 knots (69 mph).
~.
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Fle;. 5

Towing bridgewithstrutandtorpedo attached.
I ,
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This caxriail;c is a welded tubula steel trusswork 70 ft 101%
b y 26 ft wide.3 The tubular members rmqe from 3-in o.d. by
0.183-in wall to L-3/4-b o.d. by 0.156-h wall. An open rectanp.iLar testbw, 31% ft long by 10 ft wide, is provided for
mounting the towm bridges to struts and test vehicles, as is
shown in Fig. 5. These bridges can be readily disconnected for
model fitting without affecting use of the carriwe.
The carriage with its basic drive equipment weighs about 100,000 lb.,
its drag load capacity is 9000 lb. (It5 structurally safe drag
load limit of 20,000 lb, cannot be reached because it exceeds
the available traction.) The average length of run during
which steady carriage speed can be maintained is about 2100 ft
at 20 knots and 680 ft at 55 knots without a model attached and
somewhat less with a model.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the carriage is driven by twelve
250-v, x500-rpm (maximum), dc motors. These are rated at 165
hp, but each can develop 1100 hp during the short time the carriage accelerates. Motor armatures are series connected to
equalize loads. A 17-bar trolley system installed along the
north side of the basin provides the required power and control supplies.
The carriage drive is an adjustable voltage dc
system with automatic feedback which regulates steady speed to
+, 0.06 knots or 0.1s of full scale. A program is underway to
improve carriage speed regulation further.

Fig. 6

Generalarr~ement
"M") .

of carriage 5 (motordesi(?;nated

The carriage motors drive 32 steel wheels. Sixteen wheels,
40 in.in diameter, are vertical and carry the weight of the
carriage, The remain3ng 16 are horizontdl side drivers,
31.285 in. in diameter which are located opposed pairs and
press against the sides of the rail head to provide the aciditional. tractive effort needed. The side drivers on the south
side of the carriage are guide as well as drive wheels. The
ma;cimum tractive effort of the carriage is about 20,000 lb and
the maximum average acceleration rate about 0.16 g.
The 16 vertical-drive wheels can be fitted with rubber tires
c0rd.S rrii<‘j Wf, +o.tcr -inflated to 280 psi. Acoustic
-X,S arc run with these tties. Side drivers are not used
with the rubber tired wheels, as the latter's coefficient of
friction provides sufficient traction for acceleration.

~7;A. kk stee?

Carriage braking is by regenerative action, with the drive
motors acting as gener
,~tO?i%d power back into the lines.
When a quicker stop s needed or a power failure occurs, the
carriage is stopped by mechanical track brakes mounted on the
carriage,
of spring-loaded shoes that grip the sides
I,*-- of the railconsisting
heads and provide a deceleration of about 0.5 g.
If both braking systems fail, emergency braking can be obtained

Fig. 7

Caxrlage 3 towing a motor boat.
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by tapered nose runners on the underside of the main frame of
the carriqe which cntcr Spring-loaded shoes 3ttached to the
basin wa‘lls at the extreme end. Deceleration in this c?36e is
about 2 g.
parer supplies 0f 2500 and 1000 6mp 6up-p~ UP t0 400-v 0f
direct current to powered models and a 609-v ac) 300~kva and a
50&w model power supply is also available.
40-Knot
Carriqe
I _ _ _ _ Todng
-- 3Carriwe 3, with a top speed of 40 knots (46 mph), weighs
about 30,000 lbs, The main tow- dynamometer mounted on the
c6rri6ge has a dra(l; capacity of 150 lb. This carriage is used
eL testing of planing craft, hydrofoil boats,
high-speed craft, olld cca3ibration of special device6 such as
speed logs. It is pictured tow- a motor boat in Fig. 7.
This carri6gc is a triangular shaped welded tubukr steel
trusswork 24-ft.7-in, wide. It is 33-ft long on the 6OUth Side
and ll-ft. l&-in. long on the north. FigIJJTe 8 GhOWS it6 gencr22. :irr;t;*emerlt '2; * tu'cdw Qembers range from 3 $-in. o.d.
9 L.3.45 L;'. w& thickness to 1 $-in. 0.13. by 0.065 in. wall
&ckness. The dynnmometer bay is 3-ft 6-zi.r~. wide by O-ft
54.n. long.
The csrrisge is driven hydr3uliC3lly by a 200 hp synchronous
motor. There are four 404~ vertical steel drive wheels on
the south side of the carriage and two 20-in. vertical steadying Wheel6 on the north. It is guided in a horizontal plane
by groups of four 8&n. guide wheels at each end of its south
side.

Fi& 8

Generalarrangementofcarriage 3.

Each drive wheel is driven by a direct connected oil motor
powered by a pump attached to the shaft of the 550-v ac synchronous motor. The l3tter obtain6 power fYOm a trOlly System
located over the south side. In aldition to the synchronous
motor, there are two oil pumps and four oil motors. The SylIchronous motor drives the pump at constant opeed, Whereas the
variable control of the hydraulic system accelerates and drives
the carriage at any selected speed. The same system decelerates
the carriage by using the oil motors as pumps and the synchronous motor 6s 3 generator. This carri6ge operates fYom east to
west, whereas cat&we 5 operates from west to east. A SprW
loaded mechanical track system, simil6r to that used with carriage 5, is provided for emergency braking at the west end of
the basin.
Power supplies available for model power on carriee;e 3 include
‘\j
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Fig. 9

315 hp contzxrotating torpedo dynamometer.
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a 0 to &O-v dc, 5&w supply; a 600-v ac, 100~kva supply; and
a 50&w shore-based supply.
Instrumentation
the gidt '1.' iety crf instrumentation available for
modei testing in the high-speed basin is next described.
:+J,?Ja 0”
L

Transmission Dynamometers

-

Transmissiondynsmometers4 of the differential reluctance
type are used to measure model propeller-shaft torque, thrust
and revolutions. They sre fitted into the shaft between the
drive motors and the propellers. Reluctance type transducers5
e I\ msgnztgsge) which is combination
with flexure joints measures forces or-moments; a torque gage
(msgnitorque); and a thrust gsge (msgnithrust). Digital indicators and graphical recorders are used for readout, supplemented by a direct writing oscillograph for dynamic conditions,
An electromsgnetic counter pickup measures shaft revolution.
It consists of a copper disk with 10 radial slots and a fixed
pair of coils that pick up a pulse as each slot passes. These
are counted over time intervals and indicated digitally in
rpm or rps. The dynamometers have an overall accuracy of at
least l/2$.

,,
1

.
,

t

Fig. 10 5 hp propel&r dynamometer.

315 Horsepower Contrarotating Torpedo Dynamometer

The dynamometer shown in Fig. 9 measures torque and thrust
in contrarotating shafts of full scale torpedoes and is
mounted inside the torpedo housing with the propulsion motors.
The entire body is then connected to one or two struts attached
to a towing bridge mounted in the dynamometer bay of carriage
5. Propeller thrust i6 measured by msgnigsge transducers and
torque by magnitorque units. The capacities of the dynamometer
are 330 lb-in. of torque and 600 lb of thrust at 3000 z-pm/shaft.
Readings are digitally indicated or graphically recorded.

Fig. Xl. 500 hp nacelle dynamometer in calibration stand.
I

35 Horsepower Propeller Dynamometer

A 35-hp propeller dynamometer6 is used for open water characterization of p opellers up to 20 in. in diameter. It consists of an underwater body that houses a transmission type
dynamometer. To avoid interference, the test propeller is
extended well forward of the main body, as shown in Fig. 10.
The assemblsge is supported by struts secured to the towing
---.rarria@;e,---The dynamometer motor, which is located above water,
drives through a vertical shaft and right angle gear box with.> in the underwater body. Signals from the transducers are
“
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Fig. I.2 500 hp nacelle dynamometer test setup.
1121

"

transmitted through slip rings and converted to digital readUS* The capacity of this dynamometer is 35 hp through the
shaft at 1000 to 2500 rpm. Its thrust capacity if 700 lb in
"ahead" operation and 200 lb in "astern" snd maximum torque
capacity is 21,600 in-lb.
500 Horsepower Nacelle Dynamometer

i

This dynamometer, shown in Fig. 11, is installed inside the
nacelles of model hydrofoil boats to measure torque, thrust and
rpm. A strut attached to a girder secured to the towing bridge
supports the nacelle. The dynamometer is driven by a motor
located above water tbrowh a 1:2 speed-up right angle gear
box, a vertical shaft, and a right angle gear box located in
me nacell e, as ShowninYig .12. Mxnithrust and ms47nitorque
transducers of the differential reluctance type are used onthis dynamometer also. Its capacities are 3000 lb-in. torque,
2000 lb of thrust and 10,000 z-pm, maximum.
General Purpose Dynamometers

d
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FQ* 13 5 hp, lOOlb-in. propellerdynamometer
and nutor
ready for surface modeL&3tal3atlon.

The capacities of several propulsion dynamometers of the
transmission type, available for surface and submerged model
tests, sre listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Capacities of Some Transmission
type propeller dynamometers
Thrust,lb
5 hp,
5 hp,

40 lb-in.

torque +

Torque,lb-in

60

+

40

Rpm
8500
.

50

lb-in.
torque

8.5 hp, 100 lb-in. torque

+
2

50

,+

50

5400

100

+

100

5400

5 M?,

150 lb-in. torque +_

150

2

19

5400

5 m

;c
IL-L-.
( contrarotat-~y

50

,+

50

5400

t

20 hp, 400 lb-in. torque 2 250
_

,+

400

i

J
-.,

:

.

.‘:!
.

(

_

)
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Fig. 14 Exploded view of 5 hp, 50 lb-in. propeller Meter
-~

3600 ,
*

propeller dynamometer _c_oMected to a
Figure 13 shows '
propulsion motor and Fig. 14 shows an exploded view. The outer
diameter of its cylindrical portion is 2 5/16-b and the overall length of the housing is l.3. 1/4-b.
F&. 15 bO0 lb inter&L resistance dynamometer.

Internal Resistance Dynamometers

Two dynamometers are available to measure the drsg%ifull
scsle or model torpedoes and similar bodies. They also utilize
msgnigsge transducers installed between the end of a strut
rigidly connected to the csrrisge and the model. Out-put is recorded on a digital recorder7 located 611 the carriage. The
capacities of these dynamometers are 15 and 4000 lb, respectively, the latter is shown in Fig. 15.
Hydrofoil Dynamometers
A hydrofoil dynamometer measures forces and moments on hydroTC

is attached to the tow bridge on carrisge 5, as shown in Fig.
16.

Fig. 16 Rydrofoil dynsmmeter with tow bridge,

The dynamometer uses modular force gages with magnigage type
transducers as measuring elements. Each is in the form of a
4 in. cube, as shown in Fig. 17. The gage responds to forces
in only one direction and so must be properly orientated and
WXM.IYC. 'to ':teasx> I'orcx and moments. Capacities sre as follows}. lift, 5000 lb1 drsg, 1000 lb; side force, 1500 lb: pitching Moment, 40,000 lb-in.jm rolling moment, 40,000 ib-in;-a&
yawing moment, 20,000 lb-in.
Since Inodular force gages are available in capacities up to
2000 lb, it is possible to vary the range of operation of the
dynamometer over an extensive range.
Induction

Motor

Dynamometers

I

Induction motor dynamometers of the cradle-frame type are
used to calibrate large propulsion motors, as shown in Fig. 18
for full scale torpedo motors. After calibration, they provide
torque as a function of electrical current and shaft horsepower
is culculated from torque plus measured rpm.

Fig. 17 Modular force p&e.

I

The dynamometer consists of two 400-hp induction motors that
can be used as generators to absorb power or as motors to deliver Dower and Toledo scales to measure forces at the end of
the torque srms. The motors and shafts are arranged so that
contrarotating propeller rpotors up to 400 hp each can be simultaneously calibrated and their shafts can be coupled to deliver
or absorb up to 800 hp. They sre each rated as 265 amp, 800/
1065-v and 3000/4000 rpm.

,

,The dynamometer has five scsle ranges and accuracies of
l/20$ of scale rsnge have been obtained under static conditions.
C-7

4?4

@lg. 18 4.00 hp 'induction motor dynamometers.
!r-l
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In addition to the kO0 hp unit, a 25 hp induction motor dynamometer of the cradle type is available for calibrating smaller
propulsion motors. It consists of two 25 hp induction motors
and has the same operating flexibility as the larger unit.
,orrSage speed Measurement
The speed of cmisge 5 is generally measured by 811 electzoq
msgnetic revolution counter that provides 100 pulses/f% of
carriege travel. An electronic pulse counter end printer indicates and records speed, It is planned to install a higher
resolution system in the near future.

i

One is similar to that on carriege 5, and the other me&&es
'the distance between marks scribed each second on a sensitized
paper ficard" rolled on a drum. With a special scale, carriage
speed in knots is read directly from this record.
Carriage 3 Towing Gem and Dynamometer
The resistance dynamometer on carriage 3 is attached to the
lower end of a pentograph frame whose other end is fastened to
a weight plus a spring bslsnce. Spring extension is recorded
by a stylus on a waxed paper card rolled into a drum, which
also serves as the speed recorder,

Fig. 19 Carriage 3 dynamometer and .towing gear No. 1.

As illustrated in Fig. 19, towing gear No. 1 automatically
moves up as the model rises, so that the towing force is always along-the shaft line. Towing gear No. 2, which is shown
$I Fig, 20, test6 planing surfaces and models of the hulls of
the seaplanes and hydrofoil boats. The drag force capacity of
the towing gear is 150 lb.
New Instrumentation
To cany out sn extensive hydrofoil program in the highspeed basin, additional major inotrumc tations are planned.
They include a planar motion mechanism8 for obtaining both
static and dynamic stability coefficients of models, a pitch
heave oscillator to measure unsteady hydrodynamic forces snd
moments, a 1000 hp supercavitating propeller dynamometer, a
wave maker and a wave absorb& snd an underwater TV camera and
housing.
_m__------

Conclusions

The high-speed basin with its associated instrumention is a
1 versatile facility for obtaining design data on the high speed'

.

Fig.20 Carriage 3 Qmamometer sndtuuinggesrNo.
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perform‘ance of underwater and surface test vehicles in still an
and rough water* By its in trumentntion, numerous problems can
be studied: directional stability and control of torpedoes,
hydrofoils and submarines; propulsion characteristics of propellers, torpedoes, pumpjets and other underwater devices; resistance of planing and other high speed craft; performance of
hydrofoils under fully wetted, partially cavitating, ventilated
and supercavitating conditions; and propeller "singing" snd
other acoustic phenomea. The precision, size and speed range
of this facility make It unique in this country in hat both
model and fuU. scale testing of vehicles can be accomplished.
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test facility, is an
annular tank with inside radius 35 ft and outside radius >> ft
in which objects as large as a torpedo are towed by a doubleended rotating boom. Present maximum attainablespeed is 99
knots at 50-ft radius. At top speed, the boom can support up
to 10,000 lb at each end on the 40-ft radius. Several internal
and external force-measuring balances are available, and various sources of power can be used for driving self-propelled
vehicles or propulsion devices. Underwater ports permit visual
and photographic observations. Hydrophones, tape recorders,
and sound analyzing and measuring equipment are used, plus a
closed-circuit-TV-camera mounted on the boom. The ring channel
is used also for free-flight tests of underwater vehicles from small, high-speed, underwater rockets to a two-man submersible.
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Introduction
This paper describes the Aerojet Ring Channel as it is today,
and outlines some planned improvements. This hydrod-ynamic test
facility, located at Aerojet-General Corporation's Von Harman
Center in Azusa, Calif., was built under Contract N6ori-10 with
the Office of Naval Research. Completed in June 1948, it was
first operated as a Navy-owned facility, and now has been
acquired by Aerojet.
The facility was designed to test subsurface or near-surface
high-speed vehicles. Thus, it moves at higher speeds and sustains and measures larger forces than are normally met in traditional towing tanks, which mainly study surface ships. It
is par&&ularly suited for studying-wicmemter
_ rockets, torpedoes, submarines, foils, stru!.s, and air cushion
vehicles.
.
*
Manager, Hydrodynamics Staff.
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The ring channel with its circular layout corresponds to a
towing tank of infinite length, permitting continuous testing
for appreciable distances and periods of time. Among a&antages, it allows damping coefficients and apparent mass coefficients to be measured without resorting to oscillating balances.
!&e circularity creates problems, such as running into the wake
generated in previous passes, but these will be eliminated or
minimized by improvements planned for the near future.
Fixed Structures
The channel is a circular well with outer peripheral vertical
walls of IlO-ft diam and a concentric 'i'O-ft-diam island, making
a working channel 20 ft wide, as shown in Figs. 1 and 9. 'Ihe
uvr?ll;\l water aeptn increases from 10 ft at the north to 12 ft
at the south,due to a sloping bottom for ease of draining. It
holds 466,000 gal of water with 18 in. of freeboard. The reinforced-concrete walls and floor are 10 in. thick to withstand
moderate underwater explosions.
A three-story observa%ion and control tower houses, at its
gi-&Y.d l-e- c :,. , e ;ij c i. yi 3-2 t;.L?,ai'ormers and switch gear for the
,-.Ln drive and auxiliary power. The upper story is built with
a viewing window of explosion-proof glass and contains the
boom control console and necessary instrumentation. The
bottom subterranean level has six rectangular explosion-proof
glass windows set in the outer wall of the channel and used for
underwater viewing and photography. A similar observation room
is located directly opposite the tower under the island.
A 4- by 6-ft tunnel running under the cHanne1 connects the
control tower to underground areas on the island which house
the drive machinery for the boom, the support bearing of the
rotating boom, and the slip ring assembly. The tunnel serves
as a cableway for wiring and permits access to the island
during boom operation. To minimize hazards, the side of the
control tower facing the ring channel is protected by a thick,
reinforced-concrete wall with outside steel plate, and the
paved srea around the ring channel is surrounded by an earth
dike.

!
Fig. 1 View of the ring channel while operating at 30 knots.
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WINDOWS ON EACH SIDE.

Rotating Room
The rotating boom is a box-type truss supported at its center. The main steel tubular framed structure is welded
throughout and consists of seven central bays, each 5.5 ft
wide and 7.5 ft high, and four outer bays, slightly tapered in
plan, the over-all length being 80 ft and weight 18 tons. Theboom is supported under the central bay by four feet resting
\
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the ring; char&cl.
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on the rotating element of the main bearing.

Two are bolted

dotm and two are unrestrained, permitting free thermal expan-

sion and elastic elongation (0.020 in. under maximum radial
tension).
C'l;p;:ort ;qui,n.enlv *tits testing at either end, boom design
conditions being 10,000 lb at each end while rotating at 40
rpm (99 knots at @ft radius). Boom extensions of comparable
strength and of 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 ft may be attached at one
end. Others of 5 .O and 10.0 ft, but of lower strength, are for
attachment at the other end.
To minimize radial forces, the boom is balanced by lead
.
weights for which steel counterweight chests are Broy~%.L~t
eacn ena . Iti e central bay of the boom is enclosed to form an
auxiliary control room that may be occupied at low speeds.
Main Bearin<
A single, large-diameter roller bearing supports the rotating
boom without need for a center kingpost. This bearing must resist a large over-turning moment (designed for gOl,OOO lb-ft),
'since test objects are usually suspended up to 8 ft below the
boom while counterweights at the other end are placed directly
on it. lbe static rating of the bearing is 1,200,OOO lb vertical and 548,000 lb radial. At 40 rpm, this is reduced to
500,000 and 227,000 lb. The level of the boom was checked
after mounting to be within 0.005 in. in 82 ft. The bearing
friction is so slight that one man, by pushing, can easily
rotate the fully laden boom.

Fig. 3 Boom drive machinery.

Main Drive Machinery
The boom is rotated by a 250-hp induction motor through a
variable-speed fluid-coupling, a double-reduction bevel gear,
and finally, a 50-in. pinion that drives a LO-ft pitch-diameter
bull gear mounted on the bearing housing, as shown in Fig. 3.
The motor may be overloaded to above 500 hp for short periods.
A remotely controlled oil pump permits the fluid-coupling to
provide stepless variation in speed from a few feet per second
to maximum. This drive can tow unpowered test objects to
approximately 100 knots at the 50-ft radius, whereas speeds up
to 125 knots can be attained yheen the test object provides
additional power.

Controlled nitrogen gas to 1800 psi is available for driving
turbines or other prime-movers in self-propelled vehicles, for
- .I
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Fig. 4 Thrust susgension balsnce.

inflating cavities in cavitation flow, or for venting flows
over hydrofoils or propellers. Gaseous fuels or oxidants can
be handled in tests of thermai powerplants.
An electrically powered steam generator can be mounted on
the boom for condensible-exhaust studies, and a small electri-'
tally heated tank is available for molten-metal fuels.
A 250-hp gasoline engine with a complete mechanical transmission system is available for supplying large amounts of
power for pump, propeller, or other rotating machinery studies.
The engine is mounted on the roof of the central cab, and
shafting runs over the top of the boom with two right-angle
gear drives providina a ~mr t.rnin tniii;liult
that may require it. Shaft-power dynamometers are used with
this system.
A short, free-fire missile test range is located on the floor
of the channel for launcher development work and ignition, propulsion, and cavitation studies. It is approximately 60 ft
long and instrumented and illuminated for high-speed motion and
'microflash photography. It is provided with a ballistic box
for missile recovery. Speeds to 136 kncts have been measured
in it.
Water Furification and Wave Suppression
The Water in the channel is kept clean by continuous skimming
of the surface and continuous treatment with chlorine.

1

Wave dampers of the capitance-resistance type are installed
around the ring channel walls. They are open-top rectangular
boxes, divided by bulkheads into 2-ft cubical compartments with
circular holes in bottom and sides. They may be observed in
Fig. 1.
Force-Measuring Balances
Zrust-Suspension

Balance

A one-component bal'ance is permanently mounted at one end of
1the boom at the 4O-ft radius to measure the force component in
the direction of motion (eithurag or thrust). It is made
up of two steel dia&a?agms?%gidly attached at their peripheries to a.ret-tangular frame bolted to the boom. A-rigid bar
connects the centers of the diaphrams and supports a bolting
H flange to whioh test objects are attached. Fig. 4 shows this
balance, without the streamlined enclosure that normally surrounds it. Drag and thrust up to 2000 lb can be measured.

Six-Component Internal Balance
A high-precision, six-component balance, manufactured by the
Task Corporation of Anaheim, Calif., is installed in submer&ed
.
test bodies and can simultaneously measure lift and crossforces to 3000 lb, yaw and pitching moments to 1500 lb-ft, drag
to 400 lb, and roll torque to 600 lb-in. Its maximum diameter
is 2.500 in., and its over-all length is 18 in. It is of the
strain-gage type, as used in wind-tunnel models (but is waterproofed), and has a precision of $.5$.
Six-Component External Balance
.
dynamics of hydrofoils, struts, air cushion vehicles, etc. It
consists of a fixed frame (attached to the boom above water
level) and a floating frame which supports-%e test object.
The two frames are joined by six flexured suspensions, each
containing a strain-gage load cell (see Fig. 5). This schematic shows the floating frame, the suspensions, the load cells
(cylindrical elements) and the points of attachment to the
fixed frame (indicated by hatched lines). The bellows of a
centrifugal-force compensator, CFC (described below), is interposed between the floating and fixed frames.
The three forces and three moments are
ally perpendicular axes, as shown. Brag
lift, yaw moment, pitch moment, and roll
calculated from various combinations of

resolved about mutuforce, cross force,
moment can each be
load cell readings.

Figure 6 shows the balance mounted on the boom and supporting
a surface-piercing, base-vented strut. 'Ihe box-like structure
of light color is the fixed frame, and the darker, gusseted,
T-shaped structure is the floating frame. Normally, the -~
balance is enclosed in a wind-proof, streamlined housing (observable in Fig. 1) to eliminate aerodynamic forces on the
floating frame.
Centrifugal Force Compensation (CFC)
During testing, the model and floating frame are subject to
unwanted centrifugal forces. RI remove them, the CFC system
applies a force to the suspended parts of the balance which is
_equaLtcr, but in opposite directidn~the~~ugal
force.
It consists of a piston-press
by 3 m===y CCJUU-I in :I
tube running inboard along the boom. Hydraulic pressure is
created by the centrifugal force integrated along the length of
this tube, and this length is adjusted for the weight to be
The mercury column ends in a small, spherical
counterbalanced.
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5 External six-com
six-compnent
schematic arrangement.
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tank, shown in Fig. 6, on the long, square rod extending inboard from the balance.
(,.....@-@-; n .,
...
Capacity---_cuand Calibration
-.e
-_
~1% present force-measuring capability of the balance is
20,000 lb in the lift direction, 10,000 Lb in the cross for&
L
direction, and 1000 lb in the drag direction. However, diffe$-s,
ent force ranges can be obtained by substituting other load ; '.I
cells. Calibration is achieved by direct application of kn-i .,'
forces, either by dead weights or by a precision load c
Instrumentation and Control
Control and Data Transmission
An array of unshielded slip rings, accommodating up to 100
leads, is mounted under the main bearing. It transmits, be&en the rotating boom and shore stations, power, on-offsignals, and readout of signals in the nature of step functions.
A smaller assembly, below the first one, has 48 additional
fine, fully shielded slip rings for noise-free transmission of
data signals of the proportional type. The slip rings are
shown in Fig. 7.
Electrical Instrumentation
Voltage-regulated, d.c. power units provide inputs for
strain-gage sensors. Low-level output signals are amplified
by differential d.c. amplifiers (REEF) prior to transmission
across the slip rings. Honeywell potentiometer recorders
(Brown Electronic) are used for recording steady-state data,
while oscillographs (CEC and Midwestern) are used where highfrequency response is required.
Toting Speed Measurement
Ground speed of towed objects is measured by a photoelectric
tachometer mounted on the boom-drive shaft on the output side
of the fluid coupling. The photocell generates an electric
pulse for each 0.100 ft of motio6 at the 50-ft radius. The
pulse frequency is counted, and dinplayed electronically or
recorded with a timing pulse on an oscillograph for determination of instantaneous speed and acceleration. Relative speed
between the towed object and the water is measured by a pitot
tube and a soli&state-pressure transducer.

.
..

Control Console
The control console consists of panels containing the permanent instrumentation and controls for the boom drive and
auxiliary equipment. Interchangeable panels are used, as required, for individual test programs.
Television Monitoring
A General Electric closed-circuit television camera, Model
9TE, is emplaced on the boom for constant close-up viewing of
models undergoing tests. The monitor screen is in the instrument panel of the control tower.
Photographic Instruments
Camera and lighting equipment is available for photographic
observation and recording of the test object and flow around
it. These range from iarge-plate still cameras to high-speed
motion picture equipment.
Acoustic Measuring Equipment

Fig. 9 Hydropulse vehicle at

60 knots.

The ring channel is provided with acoustic measuring equipment useful from 2 cycles to 100 kc. It consists of hydrophones, suitable amplifiers, sound-level meters, sound-level
recorders, a vibration analyzer (2-l/2 to 750 cycles), variable
bandpass filter (0.2 cycles to 100 kc), and magnetic tape re,
corders.
Capabilities and Experience
Scope and Capacities
The ring channel is suitable for a wide range of experiments.
In addition to towing bodies either underwater or at the surface, it may be used for underwater rocket firing, for water
eni;i?~ cid wat:?:* exs", Ttli?.)?s, .?or laderwater sound measurej&:,“; ,cd TOY underwater explosion studies. The rotating arm
serves also as a centrifuge for testing missile components under accelerations up to 16 g.
Generally, the maximum speed is.JJmited only by the structural strength and torssgidity of the test object and
the supporting.strut, or by the force and moment capacity of
the force
. measuring balance.

i
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Fig. 10 Streamlined body of revolution at shallow depth.
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Past E.xperience
In its first decade, the ring channel was used almost>xclusively as a test and development tool on Aerojet projects under
contract with governmental agencies, Recently, the work has
Sncluded research studies and test programs in the general
.field of hydrodynamics. Among programs of interest are the
following:
Hydrodynamics of surface-piercing hydrofoil struts for
11
the Bureau of Ships. Model chord lengths ranged up to 2 ft,
and speeds to 70 knots.

3) Effects of polymer additives upon hydrodynamic drag and
upon self-noise of torpedoes and of thin plates.
The following examples illustrate the range of experimentation:
Figure 8 is a strut carrying a full-size, 500-lb torAJ
pedo that during test would be 5 ft below the water surface.

Fig. 11 Minisub Mk VII operating in ring channel.

In Fig. 9, a full-size, self-powered hydropulse vehicle
2)
is being tested at 60 knots. In Fig. 10, a small, streamlined
body of revolution is ready to be towed, whose forces range
from a few ounces to 3 lb.
3)
Figure 11 is a self-powered, wet-hull, miniature submarine (Minisub VII) with two men aboard during free-flight
tests in the ring channel.
4)
Figure l2 shows a lo-ft model of an underwater tanker
being towed by a cable at 4 knots.

5) Figure 13 is a hydrofoil and strut assembly tested for
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation up to 70 knots.
6) Figure 14 shows the cavitating cores shed by a surfacepiercing strut, as photographed during a study of hydroelastic
flutter.
.
Figure 15 shows vapor cavitation on a base-vented strut
7)
operating at 5' yaw and 60 knots.

1
!
f

Fig. 12 tide1 of underwater tanker in tow.

.
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Fig. 13 HycJrofoil with surface-piercing strut, shown rotated
90 counterclockwise from normal position.

--

I

Fig. 14 Cavitating vortex street shed from vertical strut.
,_ -.-. .
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Plans for Improvement
The two major improvements being planned for the ring channel
are discussed in,the following paragraphs.
fiiiditional Power

TfIE

The power for driting the boom is to be at least doubled by
an additional power train that will incorporate a variableratio, remotely controlled, gearbox making possible full power
at low boom speeds and materially decreasing time to come up to
operating speed. Incorporation of a brake will decrease the
time required for deceleration. Using the present and the new
systems together, t,he -411 hnrylu
for which it was designed; at 50-ft radius, this corresponds
to 125 knots and a centrifugal acceleration of 25 g.

UNDERWATER

c-AY

J. w. Hoyt*
Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Pasadena, Cslif* c
Abstract
for testing torpedoes without danger of loss at sea is described. It consists of a pair of parallel steel cables
stretched in a shallow catenary under the surface of a lake
with test vehicles attached to the cables by runners. The
test vehicles are propelled under their own power, and instrumented to accurately measure acceleration, thrust, radiated
noise, and interaction of power-plant with thrust producer.
Introduction
An important need in developing underwater propulsion systems is tests under realistic conditions. Measurements of
acceleration, thrust, radiated noise, and interaction of
power-plant with thrust producer are difficult to handle in a
static facility. Conventional hydrodynamic facilities are of
limited usefulness for power-plant work, since recirculating
water tunnels quickly become contaminated with exhaust products, and towing tanks usually have rather slow speed. Freerunning tests of the complete underwater vehicle require that
all components be reliable, especially the torpedo steering
control, and offer the real possibility of losing the vehicle.
Then, too, power-plant operation is only one part of such
tests, and consequently can be only allotted a portion of the
limited data-recording channels.

Model Immersion Mechanism
To mitigate problems from waves and wake previously formed
the channel, it is planned to incorporate a mechanism to hold in
the model above water until the boom reaches test speed and
,then lower it to the desired submergence in about one-third of
a revolution. This will leave about 200 ft of run in absolutely undisturbed water.

Faced with such problems at the U. 6. Naval Ordnance Test
Station, Dr. R. C. Drumfield devised an underwater cableway.
It consists of a pair of parallel steel cables stretched in
a shallow catenary under the surface of a lake. Test vehicles
slide along the cables on runners or shoes and are self-

.
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Earlier version presented at American Rocket Society 17th
Annual Meeting, LOS Angeles, Calif., NOV. l-3, 1962.
*Head, Applied Science Division, Ocean Technology Dept.
{Formerly U. S:Nava.l. Ordnance Test Station
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propelled by their thrust-producer; In this way, open water
Is provided for the propellers, large amounts of gas can be
discharged without problems from recirculation, and no
restriction needs to be set on the size of the test body or
propeller. Accurate velocity-time data can be obtained on a
predeterminedtraJectory. Above all, the facility is relatively inexpensive to install and operate.
Facility
The underwater cableway facility is shown in Fig. 1. It
is located at Morris Dam, near Azusa, Calif. Two steel cables,
anchored near the spot from which the photograph of Fig. 1
was taken, pass through the open well of the barge shown in
ana are xuced above water level at the far
The cables are 3/4 in. in diameter and
extend approximately 1000 yd. within the water to a maximurm
depth of about 60 ft. They are a commercial type frequently
used for aerial tramways with a fairly smooth exterior. Tension of about 15,000 lb. is applied to each.
Figure 2 is a sketch from under the cableway showing the
U-shaped barge which is located at the point where the cables
enter the water. The barge provides a convenient station for
attaching vehicle to cableway, making adjustments, and
starting teats. The test body is slid along the cables until
submerged about 2 ft. Then pulling alanyardturns on its
instrumentation, which starts the powerplant after a few
seconds.
Before each test, a set of runners on the Cable8 is towed
by motorboat to the far end of the cableway. After the run,
the motorboat tows the rumem back to the launching barge
and pulls the test vehicle with it.
The first test on the cableway was in August 1950, and the
facility has been in almost constant use since then. Continous FtoprovenenSs and ref?.iiements have brought about a
q.-tiual grouch in tne quantity and quality of the data
obtained.

i

Instrumentation
All performance lnstrume&&ion is mounted inside the test
vehicles, with a l&E%&el recording oscillograph for information stor&e. A typical test measures torque, rchtive
sneed, Inlet flow-velocity profile to the propellers, gasflow and propellant pressures, and exhaust-gas temperature.
Fig. 1 View of Morris Dsm cableway location. Launching barge
in foreground.
Iso

To measure forward speed, one cable has been magnetized in
spots accurately spaced 5 ft. apart. A coil in the torpedo
support strut generates an electrical Impulse as it p&..es
these magnetized spots, from which forward velocity is computed using the time base of the osciUograph.
i

The external instrumentation is acoustic azd photographic.
Since radiated noise is often of considerable concern, a
60-kc narrow-beam-width hydrophone mounted on a buoyant
framework can be clamped to the cableway, usually at 50-ft.
depth, as shown in Fig. 3. The assembly is attached by a
diver before each run. As the test vehicle passes under the
framework, the output of the hydrophone is recorded on mag-

ei ~

the test vehicle to the cableway release the clamps on the
framework and the hydrophone floats to the surface. Since
the forward velocity of the torpedo is known, the hydrophone
output YS time can be interpreted as a function of axial
length of the vehicle, providing charts as in Fig. 4. On
quiet vehicles, a 60-kc tone may be placed near the nose of
the test body to aid in the exact location of sources of
noise. ~srtrcxr; G9 8:. -kc za9Lated noise can be pinpointed to
JiGhin + 6 inches in axial positlon on the test vehicle by
this technique.

Fig. 2 Artist's sketch of underwater view of cableway and
launching barge.

A broad-band, omnidirectional hydrophone is also provided,
and, since the range geometry is known, distance corrections
can be precisely established. Spectrum analyses as shown in
Fig. 5 are usually made from this hydrophone output at the
time the test vehicle passes under the narrow-band hydrophone. Radiated noise spectra obtained from the cableway
closely resemble those from similar free-running vehicles.
Underwater still photography is also used. Figure 6
pictures a jet-propelled test vehicle at high speed. Also,
motion pictures and automatic b-by-5 still camera coverage
shots of the surface wake are often made. Figure 7 is a wake
photograph of a solid-propellant-driven test vehicle,
Design of Vehicle Attachment Struts
The design of the vehicle attachment struts, when testing
certain powerplant components, can be fairly crude, since
higher drag or reduced for-w&d speed Is not of vital concern.
As shown in Fig. 8, the attachments can then he struts
attached to simple girth rings, in order to use unmodified
torpedo hardware. Such vehicles, checked in short runs on
the cableway, can be tested later at sea with confidence
_
in the reliability of their pwerplants. However, when the
_...,

!
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Fig. 3 Artist's sketch of scanning hydrophone installation on

/-

cableway.

Fig. 6 Jet-propelled vehicle in underrater operauon.

1
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Fig. 4 OsciUogram from scanning hydrophone.
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Fig. 7 Wake from a solid-propellant-driven experimental
vehicle.

cableway is used to obtain research or design information,
the support struts require careful attention.
Early in the history of the cableway, model studies and
tests of support struts were made in the high-speed tunnel
at the Hydrodynamics Laboratory of the California Institute
of Technology. From them, attacbxwnt struts evolved with
low drag, minimum strut-body interference effects, and good
c5vitation resistence. The drag of the present struts is
considered to be primarily due to skin friction. In many
cases, this can be compensated by partially removing, or
eliminating, the torpedo stabilizing fins required when
free runny.

Fig. 8 Develomat-tvoe vehicleted on ~al&.uay by
girth rings for short runs prior to sea testing.

Mechanical friction drag of the shoes on the cable was
a considerable problem in the early days.--Dater it was
learned that the test vehicles should be essentially neutrally buoyant with centers of buoyancy and gravity coinciding closely, and that the moments of the shoes about the
center of gravity should be equal. Loads on the shoes cause
mechanical drag corresponding to a coefficient of friction
of 0.1.
The cableway shoe is designed to allow a water film to form
between the inside of the shoes and the cable, thus giving
hydrodynsmic lubrication. In addition, the Cable6 are
coated with water-resistant grease. Together with careful
balancing of the forces on the shoes, mechanical friction
drag on the cables is minimal. To support this conclusion,
there has been no perceptible wear on the cables or shoes
in a large number of test runs. Also, in deceleration tests
in which a test body (less propeller) was boosted to a
high speed by a rocket and then allowed to coast to a stop,-no increase in drag coefficient over that expected from
hydrodynamic drag could be determined. In practice, the
vehicles &e usually negatively buoyant by 15 to 40 lb.
(the expendable fuel load), and the resulting friction drag
of 1.5 to 4.0 lb. is ignored.

Fig. 9 Experimental vehicle with extended rear strut to
allow better noise saanning of ducted propeller.

Occasionally, the location of the shoes is dictated by
special requirements. For example, the arrangement of F&Z* 9
was adopted to provide maximum acoustic scanning of a ducted
propeller without interference fromt.h~rt~so~
when radiated noise of a given component is of interest, it
is desirable to place the supper? =tzu#z well aWaY from it*
The Cableway Test DYneJWmeter
Fig. 10 Cableway test dynamometer with ducted propeller drive.
.
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of the manly experimental vehicles used on the underwater.;:.
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cableway, one has shown.excepti0na.l. versatility for hydrodymmic work, am'is now designated a "test dynamometer."
It is sholm with a pumpjet thrust producer in Fig. 10, snd
with a ventilated supercavitating propeller in Figs. ll and
X2.
The test dynsmometer has a streamlined body, 15 in. An
dlsmeter and about 120 in. long with a displacement of about
600 lb. Four fins give stability and prevent.rolling. The
dynamometer is neutrally buoyant, except for the fuel load,
.and its centers of gravity and buoyancy coincide. As shown
in Fig. 13, it is powered by decomposed 9C$ hydrogen peroxide,
which drives a l2-in.-dism helical-flow turbine that is
exhaust-flows through the prope-Ur shaft and is available
at the hub for ventilation, if desired.

Fig. ll Rerun check of
cableway test dynamometer
vith ventilated, supercavitating propeller drive.

Fig. I.2 Another view of
dynamometer with ventilated
propeller.

Its propellant tank holds 28 lb. of gC$ hydrogen peroxide
and is pressurized by nitrogen gas. The dynamometer's
primary speed control is the pressure regulator In the
nitrogen gas supply line, which is preset before each run.
To start, the nitrogen and hydrogen peroxide valves are
opened simultaneously. Fldrogen peroxide then flows into
the decomposition chsmber at a predetermined rate, and the
resulting gases power the turbine. A wide range of power at
various rotative speeds is available, with a maximum of
about 350 hp at 7000 z-p.
Recent results with a supercavitating propeller, ventilated
with exhaust gas from the dynamometer powerplant, demonstrate
the utility of the underwater cableway. The three-bladed
propeller, ll in. In diameter, used the David Taylor Model
Basin*modlfied Tulin blade sections, with two drIlled passages
on the suction face of each blade for ventilation. The dynammeter was operated at forward speeds up to 60 knots, with
gas flows up to 50 ft3/tin (stp) vented Into the cavity region
of the propeller. At the highest forward speed, the propeller rotative speed was 6600 rpm, and the dynamometer
developed about 240 hp. Based on wind-tunnel body drag measurements, plus allowance for the "thrust deduction" effect,
a propeller efficiency of about 755 was obtained. Figure 14
gives some results from a typical run.

Fig. 13 Sketch of Nter components.

These speeds and flow rates, typical.ofsupercavitating
ventilated propellers, slready exceed the capabilities of
most existing hydrodynamic facilities, and point up the usefulness of the underwater cableway in providing Information
on new devices.
*Presently Naval Ship Resesrch and Development Center.
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A !JX~RPEDCJ!PBTFACII~TYSUSPENDEDUNXRWATER
Eric D. Swanson* and James H. Green/
Naval Undersea Wsrfare Center, Pasadena, Calif.

under realistic sea conditions, but without danger of loss at
aea,is described. The missile is suspended~~within a steel
frame and lowered into a body of water to the desired depth.
Arrangements are Incorporated to simulate the environment of
a running torpedo, and instruments are used to obtain operatlonal paremeters. A system of contrarotating dioks is used
to load the engine in a manner resembling propeUer8. Weights
are added and a specisl fairing used to obtain a satisfactory
sink rate for the facility.

Fig- 14 Typical test results from ventilated propeller

vehicle.

ConcluGion

Introduction

The underwater cableway, described here, is a versatile
facility for testing torpedoes and torpedo components under
conditions that simulate free-running, but without the
hazard of loss of the missile or of the test data.

The development of a new torpedo propulsion system involves testing which begins tith individual components and
ends with free-running vehicles at sea* The assembled torpedo propulsion system should be evaluated in a realistic
underwater environment but preferably without risk of loss at
sea.
Although pit testing can be thorough and realistic,
subtle differences from an actual sea environment may hide
problem areas. In addition, there are always parts or sub- -~
systems difficult to evaluate fully in this manner.

1
I
/I
/

A static test facility to provide long-run time and deepoperat%ng capabilities under realistic conditions, but without the risk of losing the vehicle at sea, Is described. The
facility 1) provides Information on propulsion system functions not normally instrumented, 2) detects latent rellability problems by Insuring the recovery of hardware, and 3) provides a means for realistlcslly evslu@ing new~propulsL0~ components-er-subassemblies as they are introduced into the
* Mechanical Engineer, Tur&macBI?ZWZ'y-B ranch, Propulsion
Div ion, Underwater Ordnance Department.
f" Head, Turbomachinery Branch, Propulsion Division, Underwater Ordnance Department.
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system. As a result, it improves the general confidence
level in propulsion system hardware before canmitting it to
..-.
free sea nnx3.
Description of Facility
The Basic Frame Mount
The approach selected for the facility was simply to hang
the torpedo on a soft suspension system inside a steel frame
or cage and lower it into water to the desired test depth.
The cage was portable so that it could be used in a tank, a
lake, or at sea. It also could serve as a mounting- -platform
for auxiliary equipment or instrumentation. So~w-f+pmounts isolated the higher frequency mechanical vibrations of the torpedo so that forces were not transmitted to
the frame, and it could rest unsecured on the bottom or be
suspended at the end of a single cable.
The frame was rectangular, 6 ft long by 4 l/2 ft square,
!
and constructed of j-in. x ?-in. x l/b-in. angle iron. AttachoY?~t 6 f?: S?T'iilcR .,re provided at the eight corners and the
torpedo was fastened to the springs by clevises secured to a
pair of steel clamp rings on the torpedo. The clarrrp rings
were spaced so that the springs formed diagonals, 45' in the
three orthogonal planes, between the corners of the frame and
the torpedo, with similar natural frequencies of the suspended
torpedo in sU translational modes. Four longitudinal tie
bars of
pipe were welded between the two clamp rings
_ l/2-in.
_ proper
to maintain
spacing and to support the axial spring
tension. The clsmp ring assembly was in clamshell halves for
easy assembly and disassembly. Figure 1 shows the basic
frame with a dummy torpedo suspended inside.

Fig. 1 Captive test facility; frsme and spring suspension,
without shock absorbers.
BALL JOINT

SLIDING JOIN7

Fig. 2 Shock &%bBOrber, sectional view.

The soft suspension maintains the normal vibrationsJ. environment of a free-running torpedo. That is, the low-frequency mounts do not effectively transmit the relatively highfrequency power-plant vibrations that normally occur in a free
run. For convenience, however, the suspension should be stiff
enough to prevent bouncing during handling and to keep the
torpedo from sagging under its weight while out of water. A
natural spring-mount frequency of 2 cps was selected as an
appropriate ccxnpranise, giving a combined spring constant of
230 lb/in. for the suspended torpedo or 80 lb/in. for an individual spring. After mounting the torpedo, each epring was
stretched
2 inches by a takeup bolt to insure linear tension
_ _
with movements up to 2 inches.
Fig. 3 Disk calibration facility from engine side.
I
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In addition, eight shock absorbers, shown in Fig. 2, were
mounted, one in parsllel with each spring. The ambient water
was the working fluid and, with fixed orifices, damping was
proportional. to the square of piston velocity. A sliding
r+t%azhzent GLozd -t/:3 ?n, of torpedo movement without moving
‘.-:? ,-i;tor,s. MscLma
asmping forces (i.e., at the maximum
velocity point of an osciU.ation) were subcrltlcsl up to 241~
oscillations and supercritical above (at 2 cps). These shock
absorbers provided a safety factor in the event of unexpected
low-frequency forces, such as wave action in the tank or
bouncing at the end of a cable.
I

The Power Absorber
Since forward thrust of the torpedo pronellers
would be
- undesirable in the static facility; the propellers were replaced by contrarotating drag disks, one on each propeller
shaft.
The power absorbed by a rotating flat disk is described by the basic equation of Von Karman,l

Fig. 4 Interior of calibration tank.

SHP - 1/a (c/550) y l/5 R4.60 u2.8
where

p = density of water, slugs/ft3
C - experimental constant (determined by
Von Karmaa from experimental flat plate
data to be 0.146)
= kinematic viscosity of water, f’t2/sec
H - disk radius, ft
w = disk speed, radians/set

With disks, shaft torque results from hydrodynamic skin-frictlon drag, and the power-to-rpm function is very nearly the
cubic relationship of propellers.
Because absorbed shaft power varies with the 4.60 power of
disk diameter and the exact value of the experimental. constant
C was uncertain, a means for calibrating the disks was necesA facility constructed for this purpose is shown in
27.3 and 4. It consisted of a 5-f% cube water tank In
/
which the two disks were contrarotated by external drive
I
t
murces.
The disks used were of l/2-in. sluminum plate,
tapered to l/4 in. at the periphery to machine our surface
waviness. Disk hubs were machined, and hub and disk assemblies were balanced dynamicoJl’y to propeller specifications.
The drive-shaft rpm and torque were monitored, and various
disk diameters andshaft rpn’s were evaluated to verify the
i, -thei5fetZ6~-~+nentate
of these functions. Disk spacing also
i
:
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Fig. 5 Assembled test facility prior to tank run, rear view.
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was varied to determine effects of contrarotation.+ The experimentsl constant C was found to be 0.165 for the disks.
An operational aspect that was not duplicated bu the disks
was the inertia of the torpedo. With propellers, -m rink
change is accompanied by a change In torpedo speed which is
relatively gradusl because of the inertia for the vehicle.

But, when power is absorbed by low-mass rotating disks, speed
changes were abrupt.
Special-Purpose Accessories
The frame, suspension, and drag disks comprise the basic
that were required for testing a specific torpedo are described below. Exhaust gases from this particular test torpedo discharged near the aft propeller hub. To prevent these
gases from mixing with the water around the disks where they
would affect drag, an exhaust pipe was installed, as shown in
Fig. 5, and gases were ducted into it through a rotating
bearing and seal arrangement. To support the tailpipe and
prevent the sesl from rotating, a framework of j/+-in. tubing
was welded to the after clamp ring. The gases from the pipe
were normally discharged a few feet above the level of the
drag disks but, during shsllow-water tank testing, were
ducted above the surface.

Fig. 6 Assembledtest facility prior to tank run, front view.

A cooling ring and shroud, visible in Fig. 5, were added
just ahead of the after clsmp ring, and circulated water forward over the shell and provided the cooling that normally
results from the vehicle's forward motion. City water via a
fire hose at a flow of about 80 gal/min was used or, for
deep-water testing at sea, this water was provided by a battery-powered electric pump attached to the frsme.

I
I

Instrumentation
Tn the :,t ;+XLor whie- ;;ti, c?.-Lensive instrumentation was
used with an external 180channel oscillograph as primary
recorder. Internal data were transmitted through a cable
Backing gland in a dumrqy noBe, aa shown In Fig. 6. The nose
cable also transmitted test commands to the torpedo. Seven
exteI'Ad. f'UACtiOAS &SO Were recmed, iAChld.iAg digitcil m
--,~. * A disk spacing
of 2 518 in. was used. With the disk
(L1ameters anu- speeds used, contrarotation did not affect absorbed power until the spacing me reduced to l/2 IA.

;

II

Fig. 7 Test facility prior to sea run.
* --

readings from both disks. A visuril. monitoring panel was used
to display forward sndafterdisk speed and important internal
pressures and temperatures. During deep testing, sll instrumented functions were recorded on an oscillographlocated
wlthin the torpedo.
The Test Program
Tank Testing

III ’

To evaluate the captive test facility, tests were first
conducted in a shallow tank. They proved that the spring
mount did, in fact, provide a stable platform, that the proUuLBlOIl syszem camponem;sy, 8d-td *
the drag disks properly loaded the powerplant.
Sea Testing
For the subsequent deep water tests, it was necessary to
start the engine with the torpedo near the surface and lower
to depth while running. Consequently, a high lowering rate
was necessary if the torpedo was to spend a good portion of
its available run time at test depth. Because the angle-iron
frame was not streamlined, 1500 lb of additional weight was
necessary to achieve the desired "free-f&l." sink rate.
Also, at least 300 lb of cable tension were estimated as necessary to provide adequate vertical stability, which brought
the total additional weight to 1800 lb. To reduce these
weights to more manageable values, the leading surfaces of
the frame were faired with half-rounds on the bottom angles
and wedges inside the top angles, and only 1350 lb of additional weight were then needed. Figure 7 shows the modified
frame located on the afterdeck of the USS GEAR fran which the
deep tests were conducted. The fairings have been added and
the lead weights are neatly packaged lneide the angle-iron
frames. Ino&rumentation showed that the frsxne, as modified,
pitched + 20 at the necessary 8 fps sink rate, and roll and
yaw were-negligible.

Fig. 8 Launching from USS GEAR.

Visible on top of the frsme in Fig. 7 is the externsl co&ing pump assembly and a pressure-actuated firing device for
starting the torpedo at a shallow depth. The cooling ring
flow shroud has been removed to allow crossflow cooling as
the torpedo is lowered and raised.-m-recording'boat
can be seen in the backgrounL
Figure 8 shows the procedure for putting the test assembly
over the side of the ship. The cable payout was controlled
by a brake at the winch cable drum. The operator controlled

i

Fig. 9 Cable-speed indicator and, footage counter.
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brake tension while observing a cable speed monitoring device,
a6 shown in Fig. 9. A cable footage counter gave a constant
reading of test depth. Cage and torpedo were hoisted to'trie
surface immediately after a r1a3.

-.

Conclusions

AN OPl+ATIONAL UI'JJEXWATER THREE-DIMENSIONAL
ACOUSTIC TRACKING SYS!I'EM

I

1
The need for an inexpensive facility for testing torpedoes
under realistic sea conditions has been met by a specially
designed steel-frame apparatus in which the torpedo is suspended and then lowered Into water. The suspension, consisting of springs and shock absorbers, decouples the missile
from its mount so that the vibratory modes of the torpedo in

W M.

Sandstroti

University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.
Abstract
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sorbed in a manner closely simulating a propeller by replacing the propellers with rotating disks. External cooling is
simulated by flowing water over the missile bodv.
A ----sink
__
v
rate, rapid enough that operation at depth csn continue for
an interval long enough for an effective test, is achieved by
fairing the frame and adding extra weights. The system has
been tested in shallow and deep water and found to achieve all
it6 rieaign @ar,

An operational underwater three-dimensional acoustic tracking system, developed by the Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Washington, is described. Its basic physical elements are an acoustic-electronic unit in the tracked object, a
shore or ship-based computer, one or more bottom-mounted acoustic transducer arrays, an electrical signal cable between
arrays and computer, and a body of acoustically acceptable
sea water. It is a pulse-type spherical system in which transit times of acoustic pulses traveling from tracked objects to
the transducers are measured. A high-frequency system has
been operational since May 1957 whose arrays can traCk objects
at slant ranges of 1500 ft to a relative accuracy of $1 ft.
The basic computation interval is about 213 sec. A low-frequency design, successfully tested in 1959 and installed for
use, has a maximum slant range of 4500 ft and an ultimate accuracy of about +3 ft. Extrapolations to meet other conditions and requirements are discussed, particularly for deeper
waters, for greater area coverage and for more sophisticated
multiple tracking.

Reference
'Van Kazman, Th., "On lsminar and turbulent friction,"
ISACA T M1092, Washington, D. C. (September 1946).

Introduction
The underwater three-dimensional tracking system, developed
and built at the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL), University
of Washington has been operational since early 1956. Although it began as an experimental installation of limited

-
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capability, the first range obtained data on some 40 torpedo
runs. With the addition of another, more extensive, range in
May 1957, a period of continuing, rapid expansion of capabilities and utilization began, and many torpedoes, submarines,
z~td surf:?ce vessels +?ve ;‘~ICS been tracked,
In 1958, the Naval Torpedo Station, Keyport, Wash. assumed
responsibility for the existing range, and APL concentrated
' on extending the range principle to greater distances and
deeper water. This resulted in temporary installation of an
experimental low-frequency range in Alaskan waters in July
1959 and, later, a low-frequency array in California waters at
. San Clemente Island for the U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station.
In 1961, at the request of the Bureau of Naval Weapons and
the Commander of the Navy's Operational Test and Evaluation
Force, APL studied means to provide a deep water thrcc-dimensional tracking range for weapon evaluation and training by
Fleet units on the east coast, which resulted in the range
near St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, in the spring of 1964,
By mid-summer 1964, more than 70 torpedo runs had been tracked successfully on this range. All torpedoes currently in
service can be tracked on it and work is underway on tracking
new weapons, as ASROC and SUBROC.

!
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Description of the General System
The three-dimensional tracking range (3-D range) is a system for determining the trajectory of suitably instrumented
underwater and surface objects within an instrumented body of
water, Its elements include an acoustic-electronic unit (synchronous clock and acoustic transducer) in the tracked object
(tracked vessels are outfitted also with telemetering equipment and a clock synchronizer), a shore- or ship-based computer, a bottom mounted transducer array, and an electrical
cable between the computer and the transducer array.

AXIS

The transducer array defines a rectangular coordinate system
to which measurements are referred. Positional information is
obtained from the transit times of a pulsed acoustic signal
from the tracked object to four independent hydrophones on the
transducer array. The four time differences are entered into
an electronic computer to caiculate the three space coordinates.
The geometry__is_illustrated in Fig. 1. The four hydrophones, RC, Rx, R , and Ra, are on four adjacent vertices of a
Y
Fig. 1 Geometry for calculating positional coordinates.
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cube, separated by a distance d.
The origin of the coordindes is the center of the cube, with x, y, and z axeS parallel to its edges, For transit times of the acoustic pulse
from the tracked object to the center hydrophone (R ) and the
Y hydrophone (Ry) of TC and TV,
respectively, and csordinatea
of the object, x, y, and Z,
TC = f[(~+;)“+(~+;)“+ (z+;)2]r

!
;

(1)

At present, except at St. Croix, the computer utilizes primarily analog techniques to solve Eqs. (4-6)) and coordinate
data are presented in analog form as voltage outputs. f A
linear vgener ator with an output,

and
m
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x;d\2. /
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y
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where c is the velocity of sound.
and Ty2 is
TC

2

,

&27,r

+(z+ 2)

I

(2 )

J

ER

(3)

Thus,

y = (c2/2d) [ Tc2 - T;]

(4)

E

Analogous expressions for the x and z coordinates are
x = (c2/2d) [ TC2 - T;]
I

z = (c2/2d) [Tc” - TZ2]

1

(5)
(6)

I
+C 1s essential to know the time when the tracked object
emits an acoustic pulse, in order to measure transit time to
the receiving hydrophones. This has been accomplished in
three ways. The first was acoustic interrogation from a projector in the array to a transponder in the tracked object
This changes the scalef. (4-6) since the totai
transit time 3s -the round trip, out and back.
In addition,
geometric corrections are required, depending on the relative
magnitbde of the transducer separation d and the range to the
’ tracked unit R. The second method was transmission of a radio

(7)

= kt

where ER is the output voltage, t is tG%T.&nd
k is constant,
is started at the instant of interrogation (t = 0). This
voltage goes to three tdentical x, y, and z analog intcgratars.
Taking the y computation as an example, the y integrator is gated on at the. time of the first return (TC or TY) to
begin integration of ER, and is gated off at the second return. The voltage output of this unit, for the case of Fig.
1 for Ry excited first, is
rl-

The difference,between TC2

- Ty2 = $ (y+;)2 -3 (y-;)2 = y

pulse to 3 surface ship to trigger the acoustic PUlSC. The
third technique, developed initially for submerged objects
whose self-noise prevented acoustic interrogation, involves
stable crystal-controlled clocks in the tracked unit and at
the computer. Prior to a run, the two are synchronized by radie, so that the computer “knows” the time at which a pulse ia
This “synchronous
clock” method is now used excluemitted.
aively, because it is applicable to any object that has space
for a clock and is electronically compatible with it.

,

Y

‘k

‘C

sT

t d t = + (TC2 - T “>
Y

(8)

Y

Calibraand is proportional to the y coordinate of Eq. (4).
tion requires simple adjustment of the latter proportionality
constant against time s’ignals generated by a crystal-controlled oscillator whose frequency is chosen on the basis of
the velocity of sound c and the transducer separation d oi
Eq. (4). The coordinate output voltage is read on analog
plotters and recorded digitally for later analysis. The c o m puter “knows” which hydrophone was last excited, and therefore
assigns the proper sign to the coordinate data.
The preceding is applicable to both high-frequency and
frequency systems, except at St. Croix where essentially
same computation is accomplished digitally. Since it is
__~_ here-to detail the signdlgrocss s i n - a r e
- feasible
-- -sign, and the procedures required for a useful operating
tracking system based &TUiiZk LVL Aciples, the geometric
tThe

St. Croix computer is an SDS 910 digital machine.
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acoustic design parameters of the arrays of both the highfrequency and low-frequency 3-D ranges are given instead in
Table 1, and typical hardware specifications for the synch%ous clocks needed to instrument the tracked object are in
Table 2.
Table 1.

Specific design parameters for the high-frequency
and low-frequency 3-D systems
High-

Low-

10

250

30
4500
72

190;330
0.661
21

none
1.32
+?
--

Specific parameters
Transducer separation d, ft
Slant range for good tracking, ft
Array reccivfng frequency, kc
Acoustic interrogating frequencies, kc
Computation period, set
Accuracy, ft

Table 2.

1500

6 FT DiAM. SPHERE
~000 L B B U O Y A N C E

Hardware specifications for synchronous clock
Highfrequency
range

L Total package wei ht, lb
Total volume, in. !I
Source level db vs 1 dyne/cm2
@ 1 yd
! Transducer diameter, in.
Power requirements

6.4
247
95
l/2

39 w cont.;
1040 w
for 500 msec

Self-contained battery
Package weight, lb

Lowfrequency
range
LEVEL
INDICATOR

11
291
95

II-F1

UNIVERSAL
JOINT

l-3/8
54 w cont.;
2000 w
for 1.5 msec
80 amp pulse

fsf \

SECTION CONNECTOR PIPE

,-

ENERGY ABSORBER

ELECTRIC

CABLE

LINK
A N C H O R 8000
UNIVERSAL

5-l/2

STRAIN REUEF CABLE

-

JOINT

S-112

.
Fig. 2 illustrates the array of the low-frequency system.#
f The array was modified to accommodate greater depths at
it', Croix.
*“)
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Fig, 2 The low-frequency array: transducer separation ia 30 ft.
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An inverted pendulum, established by a buoyant hollow steel
sphere, assures that the plane of the hydrophones Rx, Ry, and
RC tends toward
horizontal. Universal joints in the connecting pipe between the sphere and its anchor allow self-leveling, but do not permit rotation about a Vertical axis
A multiconductor cable carries signals from each hydrophon; and a
level indicator to the computer, The hydrophones (and all
transducers used in the 3-D system) are barium titanate hemi’ spheres or spheres with a directivity index less than 3 db
For recovery, a shore command explodes a separation link a;d
the sphere floats the array and cable to the surface.
The tracking accuracy of the systems is difficult to estab;
or “jiftar” fi-nal processing and in the computer itself, volume inhomogeneities in the water and man-made ambient acoustic noise
levels are not constant but vary for different types of exercises.
However, first-order corrections for sound velocity
variations can be made, if the velocity distribution is known
Experience with the high-frequency system indicates that each’
position determination has a standard deviation of about 1 ft
in normal, routine operations, and that positions obtained
from simultaneous optic and acoustic tracking have a standard
deviation of about 4 ft. Corresponding figures for the lowfrequency system are about 3 and-5 ft,-respectively.
Concerning the accuracy in synchronous clock operations if
A R is the maximum allowableGerror
in range, c the velociiy of
sound, and T the time in seconds after synchronization,
the
relative stability required S is,
s = AFi/cT

(9)

This number can easily be held to about low6 in a torpedomounted clock, implying a maximum error of 3 ft in 10 min.
i-fig’;-Fr

‘q* .cy Rsnge Operating Area

The high-frequency range area in Keyport, Wash. is geographically remote and sparsely populated with correspondingly low
levels of man-made acoustical and electrical noises. The surrounding land masses offer prctection from seasonal storms
allowing year-round op~--~=Ei?ept for the upper 20 to’40
ft, the water-is essentially isothermal and isosaline averaging go C and 29 parts per thousand, respectively, wi&h only
small -seasonal variations.

Fifteen high-frequency arrays are located on the bottom as
shawn by the circles in Fig. 3. The circles define the mean
maximum range for good tracking and are 2000 ft in diameter.
The array numbers are the distance in hundreds of yards from
Seven arrays are
the zero range marker shown in the figure.
in a central cluster, which defines a continuous tracking
volume about 1000 by 3000 yds. Cables from each array are
brought to the computer building on the west side of the bay.
Other physical facilities include Raydist for determining surface ship positions by radio and noise-measuring equipment designed and installed by the Ordnance Research Laboratory of
Pennsylvania State University,
I+ the computer building is

shown in Fig. 4*

The computer, digital printers, and amplifiers are in tne
cabinet in the right background. The operating console at the
selecting
left faces the operating area. Its controlsspermit
the output of any array for multiple tracking on time-sharing
bases, The analog plot of the positional data, made by the
x-y plotter in the right foreground, facilitates control of
time sharing and the direction of the exercises on the range.
Not shown in Fig. 4 are the radio equipment, recorders, underand other paraphernalia
water telephones, spotting glasses,
needed.
Utilization

of

the

High-Frequency

Range

for torpedo
The original application of the 3-D range was These
include
development and many weapons have been ranged.
developmental runs, proofing runs,‘ tactical data-runs to obtain fire control parameters, and hit shots against submarines. Many submarines and destroyers have also operated-on
the high- frequency range, obtaining such ship and submarrne
radius of turn, tactical data as advance, reach, transfer,
and stopping distance for various conditions.
An example of surface tracking is shown in Fig. 5, an actual, real time output of the plotter during a small-boat run
over the range. Offsets in the track as it passes from one
array into another occur at point’s marked 1 to 2, 3 to 7, and
This rough plot was for the benefit of the range
elsewhere.
.Accurate
operator, and such discrepancies are acceptable.
data are, of course, recorded on punch cards for later analysis, -The plotter points are so clasw be. unrG’%Q~Vable
The width
in this figure, since the boat moved very slowly.
jitter.
of the line is a measure -p&s&&r
o
sing points at the transition from array 2 to 3,
boat was outside the tracking area of either. The sharp i r regularity in the track above this shows maneuvers made by the
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Fig. 4 The computer installation,

’ Fig. 3 The high-frequency array locutions.
1
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boat to avoid leaving the tracking area.
Utilization of the High-Frequency Range in Calibration
The use of the h?.r;h-frequ.zncy
range for calibrating ship
squipment is another appiication now being exploited. In May
1959, an experiment was conducted to determine how well the
range could measure range and bearing accuracy of the AN/SQS4 sonar aboard the USS Brannon (DE 446). For this purpose, a
transducer on one of the arrays was converted to a sonar target by connecting it to a transponder operating at the sonar
frequency.
Brannon was stationed in several different areas to provide
a spread in sonar range. The ship was stopped and allowed to
driit.
Its position was “fixed” by acoustic tracking when
inside an array tracking area, and by triangulation from
shore-based transits when outside. The actual range and true
bearing to each “sonar target” array was obtained from this
mcasurcmcnt and accurate knowledge of array positions. A
transit on the bridge, aligned with the ship’s center line,
determined her heading by measuring relative bearings of a
known shore marker. The actual relative bearing of each sonar
target was obtained from ship's heading and position. In addition, the actual ship's heading was used to determine the
accuracy of the gyrocompass.

i

I

The results obtained showed that the accuracy with which a
ship's course, true sonar bearing and relative sonar bearing
can be measured is, conservatively, +O.O5O, and range +2 yd.
This accuracy is greater than required, and it means teat the
standard deviations (0)
of the measurements are a measure of
.
the "time-wise" stability and reading accuracy of the various
equipments.
More recently, similar alignment and calibration checks were
conducted aboard the destroyer John W. Thomason (DD 760), and
the submarine Gudgeon (SS 567). The a.lignment axis for the
latter's fire control is the mean axis of its forward torpedo
tubes.
The periscope is easily aligned with this axis while
the ship is in dry dock and is generally taken as a secondary
standard for alignment of other equipments, Consequently, in
addition to checking Gudgeon's sonar and gyro alignment with
respect to the ship's center line, alignment with respect to
the periscope was measured.

> LeIn3XeYcisd%ithm Cudgeon, her sonar transducer transmitting
and receiving patterns were determined also. A transducer
with a known position measured sonar output at a known range
t
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Fig. 5 3-D range plot of R-boat run, February 1962.

at varying beam positions while the ship
beam pattern in azimuth. Similarly, the
as a known source for the receiving node
high-frequency range proved a simple and
determining such patterns on actual ship

swept through the
transducer was used
of the sonar. The
convenient means for
installations.

Operations with the Low-Frequency System
In July 1959, a two-week operation of the low-frequency
range system in Alaskan waters was made as a joint effort of
the Naval Torpedo Station, Keyport, Wash. and APL. Two ships
were used: One carried the computer equipment; and one planted and recovered the array (Fig. 2) and cable and was the torpedo firing vessel. The performance of the eav
a, tne range obtained exceeded design specification
by 10%. In addition, the expedition successfully tracked
nine torpedoes: one Mark 43 Mod 0, five Mark 39 Mod 1, and
three Mark 37 Mod 0.
As further examples of the system’s uses, Fig. 6, a direct
tracing of an analog plot, shows the trajectory of a special
drift bottle developed to investigate currents at tracking
range sites, The transponderized drift bottle was trimmed to
sink slowly (20 ft/min> while carried along with the current. On reaching bottom, it dropped a weight and rose again
to repeat the process. In Fig. 6 the maximum currents are
about l/2 knot, the drops are about an hour long, and shear
currents typical of turbulent water are clearly shown, The
low-frequency hardware for the Alaskan tests was installed in
March 1960 as the prototype element in an underwater tracking
facility planned by the Naval Ordnance Test Station, Pasadena,
Calif.
Future Plans
As described previously, the initial application of the 3-D
range was to study torpedoes and this work continues, The recent utilization of t!le hIp,h-frequency range in calibration of
ati: pbJarJ cqui;,nent and in other diversified problems makes it
clear that its instrumentation should be extended to utilize
the full potentialities of the test area. Thus, present
plans at NTS Keyport include installation of a second computer
and an additional large, continuous tracking area south of the
, present range. This~la~eparate, small exercises to
be conducted-simultaneously at both sites, while thecombined
areas will..be available for larger problems.
i,-1.’
\
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This expanding use of this range area also makes apparent
its limitations: in particular, it is too small. Thus, the
I
/

J)
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larger and deeper St. Croix range, which is instrumented with
the low-frequency system, is an important addition to the
Navy's operation test and evaluation capability.
\.
The basic methods employed in these two operating systems
are not limited to the short ranges given in Table 1. One
can, for example, trade accuracy for greater range by dropping
frequency and taking into account the ambient and ship-noise
power spectra. This was quantitatively shown in a recent
study optimizing the relafionship between parameters of the
system, once array size and slant range are chosen, in which
the low- and high-frequency systems described here represent
but two data points on the optimum curve. It is anticioated
that ptesent a
rn

QUIETHIGH SPEXD TRANSMISSION DRIVEFACILITY
.'

Moe William Rosen*
U. S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, PaSSdma, Calif'.
Abstract

Naval Ordnahce Test Station (NUI'S) Is described. Smooth, quiet
operation of this driving machine at extreme speeds was
attained, making it possible to measure and analyze the total
noise radiation of transtissions at high speeds, and to compare noises of different transmissions.

Introduction
The NOTS transmission research program has two objectives:

first, to design new machines that can run more quietly at high
speeds than conventional transmissions without sacrifice of

small size, high capacity, or efficiency, and second, to measure the intensity and characteristics of noises radiated by
present high-speed, conventional transmissions. To conduct
the necessary experiments, a special high-speed drive facility
was designed and constructed.
i

Concept

?

To visualize the concept of the facility, wine a transmission floating in midair, apart from any physical object,

with a noiseless force turning its input shaft at very high
speed and substantial power, and a noiseless body accepting
and absorbing its output power. Then acoustic energy radiated
from the transmission and measured at many point6 on a sur-

rounding imaginary spherical surface, could be Integrated to a
total value and compared with that obtained with another trans-

mission to determine their relative noise output. Figure 1
illustrates the concept.

.

#Also published as Nav6l Ordnance Report 6594, U. S. Naval
Station, China Lake, California.
senior Propulsion Re6esrch Engineer snd Scientiet, Propul-
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General Arrsngement
Figure 2 pictures the actual facility. The prime mover (a
turbine) !-s in nn 6dJoinlng concrete room. The walls and ceilar g ci the room are acdustictrlly treated with a 2 in. thickness of glass wool making them sound absorbent. The shaft
from the turbine is passed out of the turbine room through a
l2-in. concrete wall to drive the test transmission. The latter transmits the power to its low-speed end, where it is

As shown in Fig. 3, the test area is out-of-door6 with two
open sides, and two walled sides. The walls are covered with
3 in. of glass wool or with perforated metal acoustic panel6
filled with glass wool. Dense wool pads 2 in. thick, cover
the horizontal surface and floor6 during tests. Thus the area
itself is anechoic or "dead" to most sounds. During tests,
activity in the area is stopped to minimize noise interference.

I
FACE OF MICROPHONE ROTATE 0
TO MANY POSITIONS ON IMAGINARY HEMISPHERE.

Z$INTENSITYI(AREA)

0

TOTAL

ACOUSTIC

ENERGY

Fig. 1 Concept-of quiet high speed transmission drive facility.
Ideal hemispherical measurement of acoustical energy
radiated by transmissions.

Prime Mover
The source of power is the steam turbine shown in Fig. 4.
It Is a single-stage impulse type with a rotor-tip diameter of
7 in., especially designed for quiet operation. Its blade6
(5/8 in. long and l/2 In. wide) are integral with the disk
metal. The rotor and shaft assembly are suspended by superprecision, "deep-groove", selected ball bearings, lubricated
and cooled by jets of oil. The shaft (25-m diam.) is unusually thick for such a small machine, to avoid torsional and
transverse vibration, and critical frequencies. There are four
De Laval nozzles, with about 500 psi, 500°F, steam entering
their manifold. The steam is generated by a flash boiler and
supplies the turbine through 200 feet of piping. Exhaust
steam leaves through an 8-in. pipe and exits far enough away
60 that Its noise Is negligible.
The turbine Is suspended as a dynsmometer, its case rolling
on its axis, 60 that its torque msy be measured. The machine
Operate6 smoothly and quietly. It can develop 350 hp but Is
limited to 80 by the capacity of the boiler.
._)

-- ~~-~~-~--Xigh-Speed Shaft

The Shaft that carries the turbine power through the wall. is
considerably longer (39 In.) than conventional for the speeds
I
1

:
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Fig. 2 Test area, showing (A) transmission, (B) microphone
swinging arc support, (C) microphone isolated by soft
sponge rubber, (D) output shafting, (E) seconhry speed
reducer with soundproof enclosure removed, (F) clutch,
(G) dynamometer with soundproof hut removed, (H) high
speed power input shaft coming from turbine room*

involved. Its four journals, 1.4375 in. diameter, are ground
to align to each other within 0.0001 inches after heat treat--ment.
The four specially designed bearings which support the shaft
operation to a theoretical critical vibrational speed of
58,500 rpm, well above the actual masimum speed. These bearings are spherical, self-aligning, sleeve ty-pes, aligned to a
straight line within O.OO@ in. using the shaft as guide. They
are supported by a rigid steel tube, making a complete assembled unit with its own internal oil-distribution system. The
oil grooves in the bearings (two annular, four axial) have
t'damsW to prevent hydrodynamic "oil whip", which could cause
vibration at high speeds. Cooled oil is vressure-fed ~~QGQw
W-6 permitted to
rotate.
permit

Secondary Speed Reducer
Because the dynamometer speed is limited to about 4000 rpn,
some of the tra.nsmlssions reauire
a secondary speed reducer.
*
This is a belt ,SyS:Xiri ~ Each belt is 2 5/8 in. wide, flat on
- ““2 w L& ) huut with many small longitudinal V-shaped grooves on
the working side which mate with circumferentially grooved
pulleys. It is in a sound-proof b01C and cooled by refrigerated
air. It operates smoothly and quietly while transmitting 70 hp
at a belt speed of nearly 10,000 ft/min.

-

i
;
Fig. 3 Outdoor test area, dynamometer enclosed. Acoustically
absorbent panels are on all walls and nearby floors.
‘lhumnission is a different one than in Fig. 2.

Clutch
An automatic overriding clutch of the slip-lock roller type
is attached to the dynamometer shaft. It can carry torque in
one direction, but not in the other. On two occasions the
clutch prevented destructive damage by automatically allowing
the heavy dynsmometer armature to automatically 'freewheel"
when some bearings in the test transmission6 bound during high
speed operation.
Dynamometer
The electric dynamometer absorbs power as a direct-current
generator. Its field structure is suepended on ball bearings,
60 that direct and accurate measurements may be made of the
torque and power input. Its normal capacity is 40 hp at 3,000
rpm, but it can be overloaded to 80 hp for 15 minutes at 4,100
w.
The dynamometer is vibration-isolated from its foundation,
and is aligned by screws in the supports. -Enclosed In its

Fig. 4 Steam turbine drive (at left), and high speed shaft
(right) in turbine room@

sound-muffling house, it can barely be heard when running et
speeds up to 3,000 rpn, and at 4,000 rpn only a low, subdued
hum can be discerned.
Control of Speed and Power
The speed and power delivered by the turbine 6re adjusted
manually by a steam valve, and the load absorbed by the dynamometer Is controlled by varying field and armature voltage
and current. Various combinations of speeds and powers are
possible through simultaneous manipulations of these controls.
When instruments show the desired readings, the machines are
held steady while acoustic measurements are made.
An electric "eye" safety device, shown in Fig. 4, "watches"
the shaft and automatically shuts off steam if-speed rises
above 35,000 rpm. Otherwise, a failure or loss of load, with a
heavy head of steam on the turbine would result in sn acceleration which would lead to destruction In two seconds or less.

intensities are integrated over the hemisphere, and doubled to
give the total. acoustic energy radiated by the transmission at
the particular speed and power.
This spherical integration differs from the conventional
method in which a few isolated decibel (db) readings are taken
1 in. from the surface of the transmission at arbitrarily
selected points. The spherical method makes a comparison of
machine noises possible 6nd gives 6 measure of their absolute
radiation. Reliability has been verified by reruns, which
repeat themselves with only an occasional variation of 1 db.
To make sure that the messurements were not colored by

noises

were operated both without and with 6 test transmission.
Results obtained with the microphone at top dead center, 12 3/b
in. above the machinery axis (position F; FZjj. 2) and without
a transmission are shown In Table 1.
Table 1 Noise Output Without Transmission

Speed and Torque Measurements
To measure turbine speed, a besm of light focused on the turbine coupling is reflected into a small photocell--the same'kye('
also acts as the safety device (Fig. 4.). Hrrlf of the coupling
is painted dull black, so that the photocell. sends out 1
impulse per revolution. Received by a frequency meter, this
provides a direct reading of rm to within 1% accuracy. The
speed of the dynamometer is measured by an automatic revolution
counter as well as a direct-reading needle, and these give the
rpm measurement to within l/10 of l$ accuracy. Turbine torque
is registered on a scale viewed via a porthole and mirror. The
torque input to the dynamometer is measured on a scale accurate
tolpsrt in 300.
Noise Measurements
To measzr? tranc~i~~?on coirxs, a single special condenser':AL nlicrr;pilone, capable of good response to 30 kc is placed on
an apparatus that carries It through a 180' arc on the surface
of an imeginary hemisphere centered on the transmission (Fig.2).
The microphone is isolated by thick sponge from its supporting
apparatus, which Itself touches no operating machinery.

Speed, rpm
3?300
5,500

Noise (db totsl intensity,
relative to 0.0002 dyne/cm21
68 t o 7 2
6 8 tb 72

10,000
E
72

15,ooo

20,000

Below 5,000 rpn no machinery noise could be detected In the
earphones, with the microphone in the position described above.
Above 5,000 rpm the turbine and shaft noises were present as a
subdued hum; but even at 20,000 rpm, voices 35 ft. away from
the microphone were clearly audible in the earphones.
When the facility and a transmission were operating together,
in this case a spur-gear transmission of precision quality, the
data in Table 2 were obtained.
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Observations- are taE&-35 different points on the hemisphere while the machine is running a steady speed a& power.
Measurements are made of total noise intensity at each point.
"-'Magnetic-tape recordings at several points are used to analyze
frequency s~ctrums to 30 kc. Measurements of separate noise
501

Table 2 Noise Output With A Transmission
wed, z-pm
2,500
5,000
10,000
15~000
20,000

Noise (db total. intensity,
relative to 0.0002 dyne/cm2)
89
94
100
103
108
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Since transmission noises occupy the region of 85 to 130 db,
some lj to ov at3 as CPPn
quiet high-speed transmission-drive facility, is a poI+?ul
301 for~investigating-their noises.
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